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The Essence of the Inka: An Interdisciplinary Investigation of the 
Saqsawaman Landscape 
Justin A. Anspach 
This dissertation presents an interdisciplinary research project studying Inka engagement 
with the heavily modified ritual landscape of the 3000 hectare Saqsawaman Archaeological Park, 
located just north of the former imperial capital of Cuzco.  First, through a close reading of 
cosmogenesis narratives, and a careful application of ethnographic comparison, I examine the 
nature of actors and agency in Andean and Inka thought and practice.  Specifically, I bring up 
five themes - vitality, communication, identity, complementarity, and positioning - that are 
prevalent in Andean cosmology and that were therefore capitalized on in the built landscapes of 
the Inka.  While prior research has focused on Inka stonework, I argue that it is the combination 
of stone with other elements - most notably water and the subterranean - that allows the most 
symbolically powerful deployment of landscape in epistemology and cosmology.   
This argument is supported by an archaeological examination that uses survey and GIS 
techniques to map the Inka efforts at landscape manipulation in Saqsawaman.  The results show 
that the Inka focused their efforts on areas where a combination of stone and water, along with 
subterranean access and viewsheds of sacred landscape, allowed for a more symbolically rich 
 
 
engagement with their universe.  The ethnographic research and the survey together show that 
while stone was an important and enduring element in Andean belief systems, it is actually water 
which was the most important element of the ritual practice that sustained the cosmological 
universe.  As a result, administrative focus on bounded stone sites has allowed elements such as 
water, as well as areas outside these boundaries, to be designated as unimportant - a process that 
has led to the loss of a great deal of knowledge and understanding grounded in a more 
comprehensive view of the larger landscape.
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The Inka were sculptors of stone, perhaps the greatest of the ancient world.  During the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries AD, they plied their incredible skill throughout their empire, 
leaving a durable and distinct mark on a living landscape stretching across Peru, Ecuador, 
Bolivia, Argentina, Colombia, and Chile.  Their abilities so impressed the Spaniards when they 
arrived that they compared Inka masonry to that of the Old World, often saying it rivaled or 
surpassed anything seen in Europe: "The Spaniards who see them [the ruins] say that neither the 
bridge of Segovia nor other constructions of Hercules or the Romans are as magnificent as 
this...” (Sancho de la Hoz 1917; translation from D’Altroy 2015a:4).  Today millions flock to the 
ancient capital of Cuzco and the magnificent jungle city of Machu Picchu and are awestruck by 
the extraordinary beauty of their stonework.  I was one of those tourists as a young man, on a 
summer vacation with my family, lost in the awesome power and beauty of Inka stereotomy.  My 
curiosity sparked, I sought a better understanding of the people, place, and culture that inspired 
these massive works of stone. 
I am in good company, for the corpus of work on the intricate and complex engineering 
(e.g. Wright and Zegarra 2000), architecture (e.g. Niles 1999), and design (e.g. Pasztory 2010) of 
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Inka stonework is extensive.  Writers on the subject range from the first antiquarians, 
adventurers, and travelers who painstakingly etched and drew the monuments and temples they 
saw as the backdrop of an enigmatically advanced empire (e.g. León 2001; Squier 2008), to 
modern day scholars researching how stone may have served as the vital, living essence of the 
Inka (Bray 2009) whose entire polity was built on a culture of stone (Dean 2010).  It is this 
substance which seems to lie at the center of most of our attempts at understanding the greatness, 
power, and enduringly haunting memory of the Inka.
It is not surprising then that my research, like that of so many others, began with a closer 
examination of Inka engagement with stone.  From this starting point, I quickly narrowed my 
interest, moving away from questions of monumental engineering and architecture towards a 
closer look into the creation and distribution of the abstracted carved rocks that Van de Guchte, 
from whom I drew a great deal of inspiration, called "Inka monumental stone sculpture" (Van de 
Guchte 1990:1), an area he believed woefully understudied.  These mysterious stones are carved 
directly out of bedrock outcroppings throughout the empire.  They include an incredible variety 
of shapes, styles, and sizes and defy easy classification into Western categories of art or 
architecture.  Many are wak'as, a Quechua word meaning "shrine; sacred place or object," which 
served as loci of Andean ritual practice and markers of ethnic identity.  In some cases, they have 
persevered through the conquest and Spanish attempts at cultural extermination, and through 
hundreds of years of environmental change and modernity, to serve as centers for enduring 
cultural patrimony. 
I turned my eye to those puzzling stone sculptures at the same time that I undertook some 
serious theoretical engagements.  Heavily influenced by the burgeoning field of thing theory 
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(Brown 2001) and actor-network theory (Latour 2005), I started to see them not just as passive 
stones, but as nodes in a network, active participants in a larger, living landscape.  This view was 
strengthened by the ontological turn (Henare, Holbraad, and Wastell 2007) that eschewed 
traditional humanist Cartesian bipartite divisions between mind and body, as well as research 
into Andean belief systems which showed a worldview in which many things share a single 
humanity, but different corporeal manifestations (Viveiros de Castro 2004).  Add to this a 
phenomenological shift that emphasized corporeal engagement with landscape as an essential 
component in ancient understanding of the universe (Tilley 1994; 2004); and I have painted a 
good picture of where this research sits theoretically. 
I was fortunate that others were blazing this trail in the Andes already, and am heavily 
indebted intellectually to Tamara Bray and Carolyn Dean.  It was Bray's application of Viveiros 
de Castro's work on Inka concepts of camay - a Quechua word that can be quickly glossed as 
life-force, animation, or spirit - that really inspired the questions around which this thesis is 
centered.  She asked us to imagine that the Inka may have viewed themselves as the "tangible 
instantiation of the power of stone" (Bray 2009:363), a request I took to heart as I walked the 
hills above the ancient capital of Cuzco.  Meanwhile Dean (2010) had convincingly argued that 
the Inka worked in what they viewed as potentially animate and sentient stone - stone set apart 
from the rest of the landscape in a very particular manner - in order to domesticate, to order, and 
to conquer.  Finally, I must note Terence D'Altroy's work on Inka knowledge formation, work 
which led to his new chapter 'Thinking Inka' (2015a:Ch. 5), pushed me to start thinking about 
Inka epistemology - about how the Inka thought they knew the world and how they could thrive 
within it.  He and Darryl Wilkinson urge us to see the landscape as a crucial part of the Inka 
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canon (2009).  As a result of these influences, my survey became an examination of an animated 
landscape, whose structure shaped the way in which the people of the Andes viewed their world, 
and whose modification spoke to the Inka imperial project. 
In the end, therefore, my research moved away from an examination of Inka stonework as 
object, as passive building block, and as bounded and delimited sculpture or monument.  Instead, 
I tried to look at stone as one of many human-like subjects in the Andean world, as the possible 
embodiment of the Inka imperial elite, and as a major political actor within a materialized and 
contested ideological landscape.  I noted that while there is a great deal of excellent research that 
describes (Van de Guchte 1990:1), identifies, (Zuidema 1964; Bauer 1998), and analyzes (Bray 
2009; Dean 2010) major wak'as and Inka monumental carved stoneworks, especially in and 
around Cuzco, no systematic attempts have yet been made to examine them as agents within a 
larger political landscape that includes ecological, environmental, and human actors. 
My goal then became an examination of the landscape as canon and of stones as 
simultaneously actors and texts within this canon.  I set out to explore the role of these lithic 
agents within Andean epistemology, at large, and specifically Inka empirical efforts at 
empowerment within this living premodern environment.  At the very beginning, this project 
centered on just a few basic questions: 
 
1. Where did the Inka modify the landscape and why?  What environmental elements 
were present that facilitated or resisted this modification? 
2. What shape do these modifications take?  Are there elements that are repeated and are 
they dependent on the type, style, use, or location of the site? 
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3. What do these locations, and their modifications, afford the Inka and how are those 
features related to the essence of their imperial creators? 
4. What does this larger picture reveal about how the Inka knew their world and how they 
sought to master it? 
 
These are rich questions and as such require that a width and depth of material be 
investigated.  To this end, I approached them through a combination of archaeological survey, 
ethnohistorical and ethnographic examination, and archival research.  In addition, I focused on 
the geographically limited and record-rich area of the Saqsawaman Archaeological Park at the 
height of the Inka Empire (AD 1400-1532) before the Spanish conquest.  
 
Statement of Purpose 
The primary purpose of this thesis, then, is to explore the intersection of the Inka and a 
living, political landscape.  The study begins with an examination of Andean ideology and 
cosmology through a close reading of their oral narratives and histories, as well as some 
measured ethnographic comparison.  The intent is to get a better understanding of Inka 
epistemology, especially in regard to how that knowledge base might be recorded, measured, and 
manipulated in its relation to the natural world writ large.  Armed with this close reading, we will 
then look at a case study provided by an archaeological survey of the Saqsawaman 
Archaeological Park, hereafter referred to as the Saqsawaman Archaeological Park Project or 
SAPP.  In applying this reading, we will see how knowledge was recorded in the Andes, and 
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how the Inka worked within this framework to establish themselves advantageously within the 
Andean cosmological canon. 
In A Culture of Stone: Inka Perspectives on Rock, Dean writes:  "While there are no pre-
Hispanic Inka left to instruct us, we can attend to some of the visual cues – framing, distancing, 
contouring, and carving – that allow us to recognize some large rocks that the Inka likely 
regarded as not 'just' rocks, for these strategies all single out particular megaliths from the 
otherwise undifferentiated landscape" (2010:27).  Dean does an impressive job of showing this 
demarcation, but in doing so she inspired a different set of questions in my mind.  This 
dissertation asks where these stones stand in relation to that "undifferentiated" landscape, the 
nature of that landscape, and whether the visual cues Dean mentions were meant to set stone 
apart from, or to give it a special place within, a much larger active political landscape.  It goes 
beyond defining and determining those particular megaliths which were set apart and asks, "why 
were these particular megaliths set apart?", "from what were they set apart?" and "what is their 
involvement in the larger environment that surrounds them?" 
In order to answer such questions, a combination of intensive survey, remote sensing, and 
GIS techniques was utilized to examine the landscape within the confines of the park.  The goal 
was to discover, catalog, and analyze the Inka deployment of landscape modification in an area 
that held great religious, political, and administrative importance for the empire.  Additionally, 
there is a great deal of colonial and modern documentation to draw from, as well as prior 
archaeological studies.  All of these sources play a part in the planning, organization, and 
analysis of this dissertation.  To be more precise, this work takes note of the importance of water 
to the people of the Andes, and the Inka in particular - especially in relation to stone (e.g., Gose 
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1994; Orlove 2002; Sherbondy 1992).  It also takes up the importance and meaning of movement 
and pilgrimage in Andean ritual (e.g., Bauer and Stanish 2001; Abercrombie 1998) and of Inka 
corporeal connections to landscape (Classen 1993; Dean 1999).  In addition, I consider the 
empire's use of mimesis and sympathetic reproduction in construction (Kolata 1996), and the 
growing understanding of the agency and vitality of the Andean universe (Bray 2009; De Castro 
1998). 
Therefore, unlike prior surveys, which start with the chronicles and set out to identify 
those sites deemed important by the Inka elite and their Spanish interlocutors, this survey sought 
first to identify areas of the landscape which were set apart and interconnected, both by nature 
and by the Inka.  Then, the research looked at those places closely to identify the particular 
features present in their involvement within a larger landscape network with a larger cast of 
actors.  Specific attention was paid to those sites that might normally fall outside the purview of 
more traditional archaeological analyses.  Among them, the most important were prominent 
uncarved outcrops; smaller, simply carved stones; springs, pools, waterways and watersheds; 
caves, cracks, and rifts in the bedrock; viewsheds; solar and celestial bodies; and road systems 
and pathways.   
The sites were then broken down and analyzed by significant features to identify what, if 
any, elements they must contain in order to become significant.  The intent was to identify if and 
how those features were related to site location, surroundings, use, and modification.  These 
features are analyzed in the light of the aforementioned documentary information to examine the 
ways in which the imperial Inka sought to reconstitute questions concerning identity, power, and 
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ideology as it was materially represented in the sacred landscape of the empire - and the ways in 
which the Andean environment near the capital both afforded and resisted this project.   
A final purpose of the thesis is an exploration of Andean ontology as it applies to 
archaeology within the boundaries of this project.  As we have already noted, Dean (2010) draws 
a line between anthropomorphic and "undifferentiated" landscape, one we are already planning 
on problematizing slightly with a question inspired by Viveiros de Castro (1998; 2004) which I 
formulate as "Can there even be a non-anthropomorphic landscape in the Andes if all things 
share a basic humanness?"  Bray echoes this point when she notes that the stones in the park 
were not symbols or representations, but presentations which shared their identity with the Inka 
(Bray 2009).  If we extend this thought process, if we see the stone as the Inka did, as live 
"persons in fact" (Salomon 1991:19; Bray 2009:359), then the line between archaeology and 
ethnography becomes blurred.  The lithic subjects (Wilkinson 2013:19) in this project cannot be 
simply treated as passive objects but as active informants.  This is not to say, of course, that 
stones have consciousness, nor are they able to ask or answer the same questions as human 
subjects.  Instead, this approach is meant to treat stones as the Inka did, as animate, person-like 
beings in their own right and targets for and sources of social agency.  It is meant to do as 
Mitchell (1996) did and ask "What do stones want?" and to thereby reconstitute them as they 
were, political actors enmeshed in dynamic relational networks at the heart of the burgeoning 
Inka Empire.  
 
Research Hypotheses 
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As with all projects of this nature, the questions asked have undergone a great deal of 
change since its inception.  In its infancy, this research began with a deep reading of the 
historical and archaeological research, a more cursory examination of the ethnographic and 
ethnohistorical research, and a pilot survey in 2010 which touched upon some of the most 
monumental and readily accessible stone wak'as near Cuzco.  The result was a number of initial 
hypotheses, which may be outlined as follows: 
 
(1.) Andean identity - and subsequently cosmology, sociopolitical organization, and 
resource management - was developed through a phenomenological engagement with a hallowed 
landscape (Sallnow 1981; Classen 1993; Malville 2010).  Consequently, sites will be located and 
designed to take advantage of this corporeal engagement. 
 
(2.)  A similarity in Andean ritual practices and belief systems - and their replication, 
reinforcement, and slight variation across political, ethnic, and family groups - should be 
reflected in a repetition and correlation of site location and design that will reflect the import and 
nature of their role within the canon of the landscape.  The resultant pattern should show links to 
known networks of communication: road systems, wak'a (sacred places and things) and zeq'e 
(pathways connecting wak'a), and waterways. 
 
(3.) The Inka especially utilized and capitalized on these belief systems and networks 
(D’Altroy 2015a).  Consequently, the rise and consolidation of their empire will show explicit 
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effort to adopt and adapt these ideologies and practices surrounding landscape through oral 
narratives and histories as well as the manipulation of the landscape.  
 
(4.)  Knowledge and experience of sacred geography and pilgrimage is vital to Andean 
identity (Sallnow 1987).  It will persevere through disruption by the Inka and Spanish to show 
cultural continuity and similarities, from ancient practice through the historical record and into 
modern belief and ritual across a range of ethnic and political groups (Dover 1992). 
 
To test these hypotheses fully, I realized I needed to mobilize multiple strands of 
evidence from several disciplines.  Therefore, for the next three years I set about integrating 
archaeological examinations of the select, hallowed landscape of the Saqsawaman 
Archaeological Park with ethnographic and ethnohistorical investigations of indigenous Andean 
beliefs surrounding pilgrimage, landscape, and identity.  Similarly, I drew on historical and 
archival research into the cosmological understandings of the Inka and their relationship with 
sacred geography.  The result was the emergence of a vibrant and vocal landscape, one not just 




In order to better understand the Inka's relationship with landscape, this project was based 
on a more comprehensive survey whose purpose is to place Inka landscape modification within a 
greater environmental and cultural context.  To the environmental end, this survey purposely 
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eschewed former survey techniques in the park that worked backwards from the chronicles 
which outlined and described important sites that researchers then sought to identify and 
describe.  Instead I conducted a more traditional "blind" survey which also noted important 
landscape and environmental features and placed them within the larger context of the Inka 
manipulation of the Saqsawaman Archaeological Park.  Towards the cultural end, this 
information was examined through the lens of historical, ethnohistorical, and ethnographic 
research in order to gain a broader understanding of landscape's import in the Andes and 
specifically for the Inka. 
Through the survey, and its subsequent analysis and examination using GIS, this project 
noted several extremely important elements that the Inka valued in Saqsawaman based on the 
location and extent of their modification of the landscape.  First and foremost is water.  While 
stone is almost ubiquitous, water is not and is in fact seasonal in its flow, at times becoming quite 
scarce.  A cluster analysis of the survey sites revealed that the sites do cluster, and they do so 
most significantly along the paths of waterways.  In addition, sites that are outliers of these 
clusters were further analyzed by creating watershed maps in GIS.  This aspect of the research 
showed that the majority of sites are located along watershed boundaries, and are all within areas 
of significant water flow accumulation.  Given the pervasiveness of stone then, the decision to 
modify stones along watershed boundaries and waterways leads me to argue that the single most 
important determining factor in Inka landscape modification seems to be water, not stone.  But I 
will actually take this further using the readings and say that it is in fact the interplay between 
water and stone that lies at the heart of Inka landscape cosmology.  In their landscape 
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modification, therefore, these two elements serve both to order and connect the universe - an 
argument we will return to in the conclusions. 
In addition to water, the survey revealed that roads are intricately linked to site location.  
Through the use of a Least Cost Path analysis, this project showed that the Inka road system in 
the park did indeed vary significantly in many areas from the most efficient routes through the 
park.  It also showed that sites were located closer to the roads than the least cost paths.  
Although this analysis cannot tell us if sites were built close to roads or the reverse, it does show 
that there was a greater importance placed on contextual paths that took travelers through 
meaningful landscape rather than on simple efficient transportation.  Again, this interaction with 
landscape seems to be based on water, as the paths that vary the most are following waterways, 
sometimes even dead-ending when they reach water. 
Both waterways and roads by nature include a cultural motif which was incredibly 
significant to the Inka.  Known in Quechua as tinku - "places where things, people, or ideas come 
together" - they include convergences and divergences and are therefore intrinsic to pathways, of 
water and people.  By looking at the whole landscape, this project was able to include tinkus as 
part of its analysis.  The study shows that areas of the greatest landscape modification correlate 
with these tinkus, both where waterways and roads converge, but also where waterways and 
roads intersect, a place where the elements of stone, water, and humanity converge.  In fact, the 
greater the number of intersections, the greater the degree of elaboration of the landscape. 
This project also facilitated a number of viewshed analyses which revealed a marked 
correlation between sites' locations and the views of certain powerful landscape features.  Most 
important among those features were Huanacauri, the mountain formed when a founding 
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ancestor of the Inka was turned to stone to mark the valley as their rightful home, and Ausangate, 
the snow-capped patriarch of Cuzco and the Inka.  Additionally, viewshed seems to be the single 
most significant feature to affect the location of sites outside of water.  The analysis also showed 
that views of the main plaza in Cuzco were not prioritized in the choice of site location, and a 
solar map revealed that solar exposure is secondary to factors such as water and viewsheds.   
Finally, the project began to paint a picture of the elements of landscape that the Inka 
found important and powerful.  This, in turn, provided insight into the dialectic in which they 
engaged in order to simultaneously pay tribute to the environment while positioning themselves 
advantageously.  In the areas of Saqsawaman Archaeological Park where the Inka put the most 
effort into the manipulation of landscape, we find five interconnecting factors.  In order of 
import they are waterways, roadways, tinku, subterranean access, and viewsheds.  Although 
most sites only have a few of these present, it is in places with all of these elements that we see 
the most intricate stonework, terracing, and hydraulic manipulation.  It was these elements of the 
landscape that the Inka found most important in their canon, and it was the interplay of these 
elements that offered the most symbolically rich and powerful way for the Inka to engage the 
living landscape. 
The way in which they did so requires a more qualitative and phenomenological turn in 
this research.  The Inka often used mimicry: carving stones to match the profiles of the 
mountainous skyline behind, building canals and fountains that paralleled nearby waterways, 
enclosing fissures and caves to emphasize subterranean space, and enclosing stones in masonry 
to create mountain- like towers.  The Inka created microcosms of the surrounding world, and 
performed ceremonies within these smaller theaters to commune with the larger one.  Those 
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ceremonies emphasize movement, throughout the site, the park, and the Andean universe.   The 
dispersed nature of elements throughout sites, and the network of communication systems 
(stairways, paths, tunnels, channels) that connect them point to mobile practice as a core to Inka 
cosmology.  This often meant that sites needed multiple natural features, as well as their 
symbolic counterparts, in order to be sacredly efficacious.  Such types of ritual practices are 
prevalent in the ethnographic and historical literature, and now, with the survey data available, 
we can begin to weave these threads to together to get a better picture of the Inka cosmological 
tapestry. 
 
Significance and Contributions 
The Inka civilization flourished from approximately 1200-1533 AD.  During this time the 
polity expanded out of southern Peru to incorporate almost the entirety of the Andes and 
establish the largest pre-Columbian empire in the Americas.  The Inka conceptualized, 
organized, and manipulated their polyglot state according to cosmological beliefs grounded in 
landscape.  We can see this fact right from the beginning in an origin narrative that tells of 
Wiracocha, the creator god, rising out of Lake Titicaca and traversing the Andes.  On his 
sojourn, he called forth the various indigenous groups from streams, rocks, and caves - wak'as 
that were to serve as the sacred geographic locations of their collective ethnic genesis.  Andean 
and Inka identity is therefore intimately associated with an embodied experience of movement 
through landscape (Sallnow 1981; 1987; Bauer and Stanish 2001).  Similarly implicated is a 
knowledge of hallowed geography along the sacred cosmological lines (zeq'e) that organized the 
universe (Bauer 1992a; 1998; Zuidema 1964; 1983).  In 1532-1533, the Inka Empire collapsed 
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due to a congruence of factors.  Most prominent were the aftermath of a bloody civil war, the 
introduction of disease and the military exploits of Spanish and European conquistadors, and the 
revolt of subjugated Andean indigenous groups. 
During its apogee, the Inka Empire encompassed an incredible variety of distinct ethnic, 
social, and cultural groups.  There has been a great deal of debate as to how the numerically 
inferior Inka were able to rapidly expand and administer such a large, heterogeneous empire.  
The people of the Andes organized themselves according to familial descent groups known as 
ayllus which drew their coherence from shared fealty to honored ancestors whose authority and 
identity resided in and around the wak'as of ethnic genesis designated by the aforementioned 
Wiracocha (Bray 2015; Mannheim and Carreño 2015).  These wak'as, therefore, were the loci of 
indigenous identity and knowledge formation as well as the source of sovereign power and the 
Inka made explicit efforts to capture, adapt, and modify the landscape of their empire in order to 
incorporate and manipulate this sacred connection to landscape.   
On the collapse of the Empire, Spanish chroniclers recorded the existence of the wak'as, 
and the zeq'e lines along which they stood, and subsequently outlawed their use in native 
religious practices, oftentimes constructing churches in their place, or even destroying them with 
explosives (Cobo 1983; 1997).  However, as we have seen, historians and modern ethnographers 
have noted the continued reverence of wak'as and pilgrimage in Andean indigenous 
communities.  This enduring ritual practice emphasizes a sensual engagement with environment 
that plays a significant role in cosmological belief, identity and knowledge construction, and 
community development around shared memory of landscape - a powerful force noted by many 
modern researchers (e.g. Basso 1996). 
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Cuzco and Saqsawaman offer a unique opportunity to examine the Andean epistemology 
and Inka engagement with landscape. The valley of Cuzco was the pre-ordained homeland of the 
Inka and became the capital of their empire.  In that position, it served as the hub of the radial 
zeq'e system on which they modeled their realm.  Generations of royal ayllus (panaqas) as well 
as members of a great number of ethnic and cultural groups from throughout the empire came to 
call Cuzco home.  Over time, the ritual practice and administration of these panaqas led to a 
proliferation and concentration of wak'as in and around the city, especially in Saqsawaman 
(Bauer 1998).   
During and after the conquest the Spaniards expended a great deal of time and effort to 
dismantle this system, with a precious few such as Polo Ondegardo working to record and 
analyze this sacred network in the capital, albeit in an effort to both understand and undermine 
the Inka belief systems.  The result of these circumstances is a landscape rich in layered 
formations of cosmology, identity, and knowledge with a corresponding propagation of archival, 
historical, and anthropological literature and research.  This continues into the modern day just as 
Cuzco continues to serve as an Andean religious and cultural center. It is also the center of 
continued pilgrimage rites associated with numerous indigenous festivals including Inti Raymi 
and Qoyllur Riti (Revilla 2001).  Cuzco and its hinterland is subsequently ideal for answering my 
research questions. 
The broader significance of this research is then threefold.  First, it seeks to broaden the 
lens of archaeological landscape investigations to include analytical and experiential modes of 
engaging with the past.  In doing so, it engages a debate surrounding modern landscape 
archaeology.  Post-processual theorists argue that archaeologists encounter sites in a particularly 
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delimiting and objectifying process that includes establishing boundaries, measuring structures, 
laying out grids, and drawing and photographing surfaces.  That process focuses the gaze inward 
on artificially bounded, sensually sterile sites convenient for analysis and tourism (Tilley 1994; 
2004).  These theorists believe that a modern preoccupation with vision-privileged Cartesian 
paradigms ignores the fact that ancient peoples moved through and experienced an active, living 
landscape of which these artificially bounded sites constituted only a small part.  They call for 
approaches that "go beyond the evidence," and advocate experiential research exploring 
"archaeologies of inhabitation" (Chadwick 2004).  However, to date, there have been few 
projects which have sought to obtain a more embodied understanding of premodern humans with 
their environment, and almost none in the Andes (but see Van de Guchte 1999). 
This is in part because, although some would say embodied experience of surroundings is 
arguably one of the only human universals (Tilley 2004; 1994), others argue that people from 
different societies - even people within the same society - experience their environment quite 
differently and they argue, therefore, that extending our own experience is overreaching 
(Fleming 2006).  Instead, they advocate a course that stays closer to the heuristic, argument-
grounded strengths of conventional landscape archaeology and employ those methods quite 
effectively (Fleming 2010, 2008).   
In this project I seek to find a middle ground to which end I am invaluably aided by the 
wealth of historical records and ethnographies that show that embodied experience is of 
particular salience to Andean indigenous groups (Sallnow 1981, 1987).  This provides a better 
picture of which elements of the landscape may have been important to the premodern Andean 
peoples and how they experienced those elements.  This project, therefore, still seeks to expand 
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archaeology beyond the "sterile" analytical.  But it does so not by going beyond the evidence, but 
by employing multiple evidence strands to posit new questions about the embodied experience of 
ancient landscape and its role in Andean identity and knowledge formation through shared 
sensual engagement of landscape. 
Second, as noted previously, this project calls for interdisciplinary investigative methods 
and benefits greatly from the recent wealth of such studies.  Anthropology and environmental 
studies have been used together to investigate local adaptive strategies and the resiliency and 
survival of customary cultural institutions in spite of the challenges brought on by globalization 
and capitalist modernization (Orlove and Caton 2010; Orlove 2002).  A combination of history 
and anthropology has been used to examine the relations between European forms of historical 
consciousness and indigenous Andean ways of understanding the past, revealing that modern 
rituals are in fact potent evidence of enduring social memory in Andean communities 
(Abercrombie 1998).  This is particularly important given the ethnographic and historical 
evidence of ritualized corporeal engagement with and movement through the sacred landscape as 
a vital component of Andean identity, community, and cosmology (Sallnow 1987; Poole 1994; 
Poole 1997; Revilla 2001).  The National Endowment for the Humanities recently funded a 
project utilizing archival research combined with regional environmental study to identify and 
collect place names to examine the impact of the Inka and Spaniards on local inhabitants’ 
interaction with the landscape surrounding Cuzco (Covey 2007).   
This body of work shows the type of complex problems that can be addressed by the 
advent of interdisciplinary research.  In particular, this work shows the power of multiple threads 
of evidence in examining the connections between landscape, identity, and ritual in the Andes, 
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connections that would be invisible to any one of these modes of inquiry.  Regardless, 
archaeology in general and Andean archaeology in particular have remained reticent to utilize 
such cross-disciplinary methods and studies such as those mentioned are far too few in number.  
In light of the existing approaches to the problems of interest in this thesis, I am attempting to 
use ethnography, history, environmental research, and modern landscape archaeology.  It is 
hoped that such an interdisciplinary analysis will open new directions for archaeological 
inquiries into understanding the universe as the people of the past would have experienced it. 
Third, this expanded lens of investigation calls into question larger debates in modern 
contexts.  Among the most important issues are post-colonial administration of indigenous 
cultures, the effects of designating and modifying sacred landscapes on cultural patrimony, and 
the limits of current archaeological practices, tourist agendas, and preservation techniques.  The 
Inka understood the importance of building into an animate environment (Bray 2009; Dean 
2012; Malville 2009) and designed their settlements to modify and adapt natural sources of 
power to both revere and lay claim to authority through landscape (Farrington 1983; Farrington 
1995; Protzen 1993; D’Altroy 2001).  Modern governments in the Andes, either knowingly or 
unknowingly, are the recipients of this cultural heritage and are, therefore, engaged in an 
ongoing epistemological (re-)construction as they modify their landscapes (Covey 2006a; 
2006b).   
Unfortunately, the current emphasis on arbitrarily bounded sites convenient for tourism 
and archaeological analysis obscures the importance of the embodied knowledge of identity in a 
wider, sensual landscape.  This larger context is often deemed un-archaeological and not worth 
preserving and is subsequently being lost at an ever-increasing rate to modern environmental 
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change and human expansion (D’Altroy and Wilkinson 2009).  The revelation that bounded 
archaeological sites and delimiting conservation strategies may be allowing and even 
encouraging the destruction of cultural patrimony is of vital importance not just in South 
America, but globally.  In a climate of increasing concern over post-colonial legacies, the fact 
that ethnic identity and cultural survival can be dependent on a living landscape is a crucial 




In this introductory chapter, I lay out the basic conceptual framework of the dissertation 
touching on its purpose, hypotheses, thesis, and structure.  Chapter 2 covers the methods utilized 
during this research covering the three main sources of data: chronicles and ethnographies, 
survey data, and statistical and Geographical Information System (GIS) analysis.  A fourth 
source of information, participant observation during the survey will be woven into the text 
towards its conclusion. 
In Part 2, the ecological, historical, and cultural background of the Andes, Cuzco and the 
Saqsawaman Archaeological Park, and the Inka Empire are examined.  This section includes a 
review of traditional analyses of archaeology, architecture, history, and landscape focused on my 
research area.  It begins with a brief discussion of environment and prior research in Chapter 3 
before moving onto a focused examination of Inka history with an emphasis on the landscape of 
Saqsawaman in Chapter 4.  In Chapter 5 we will touch quickly upon some cultural and thematic 
elements of Andean culture that will help set the scene for further examination of Inka thought 
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and practice in the following sections.  This brief examination of theoretical, practical, and 
contextual elements sets the stage for the second part of this thesis, an examination of Andean 
and Inka epistemology, ontology, and cosmology through historical and ethnographic research of 
landscape.   
Part 3 of this thesis undertakes an examination of Andean oral narratives, Inka history, 
Spanish chronicles, and modern ethnography with an eye towards understanding how Andean 
epistemology is tied to landscape, what features of the landscape are the most salient in these 
understandings, and how the Inka worked within this structure during the creation and 
legitimization of their meteoric rise to imperial power.  In general, this section starts with a broad 
examination of the Andean universe and narrows to a focus on the Inka, utilizing modern 
ethnography with caution to provide possible insights. 
Part 4 of this research examines the case study of the Saqsawaman Archaeological Park 
Project, an intensive survey conducted over three field seasons in an area just north of the ancient 
Inka capital of Cuzco.  This section utilizes survey data, along with statistical and GIS analysis, 
to create a more complete picture of the landscape as canon - placing archaeological sites within 
a larger framework of viewsheds, waterways, subterranean access points, road systems, and other 
environmental features that play a role in Andean and Inka cognitive understandings and 
experiences. 
Part 5 analyzes the landscape described in Part 4 in light of the epistemology, ontology, 
and cosmology elaborated in Part 3.  This section ties together the way in which the Inka viewed 
their universe with the way in which they modified their landscape.  It shows us the incredible 
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wealth of knowledge gained in utilizing these disparate threads of evidence, as well as pointing 
to the additional research needed to make this type of investigation more robust. 
 
Discussion of Quechua and Spanish terms  
A quick note is in order about the Quechua, Aymara, and Spanish terms used throughout 
the dissertation and their spelling.  At the time of their arrival in Peru, there was not yet a 
formalized orthography in place for the Spanish language.  The peoples of the Andes, in turn, 
had no written language.  As a result, the chroniclers utilized a variety of spellings for their own 
language as well as the languages of the people they encountered.  Since then, Quechua 
especially has undergone several orthographical revisions; this situation can, at times, be quite 
confusing.  In order to help with this problem, I will generally try to use traditional spellings of 
place-names, or of terms and individuals when mentioned in direct quotations.  In all other 
places I will use the updated and standardized Quechua orthography.   
There is a glossary of some of the most important foreign Spanish and Quechua terms in 
the appendices at the end, including a note on additional spellings.  There is also a section which 
makes note specifically of Quechua references to different types of water and stone.  The 
majority of these terms come from the Simi Taqe, a Quechua dictionary and grammar put 
together by the Academia Mayor de la Lengua Quechua, the scholarly body appointed to update 
the Quechua language and create a modern orthography.  Additional sources include the 
dictionary created by Antonio Cusihuaman and the Gramática Quechua written by Dora Araóz 
and Américo Salas.  A discussion of these sources and their merits can be found in Bruce 
Mannheim's brilliant work, The Language of the Inka since the European Invasion (1991). 
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I must also mention the invaluable help of Odi Gonzalez, my Quechua language 































As noted previously, due to the nature of the questions asked during this research, this 
dissertation uses a number of disparate, albeit interconnected and complementary, threads of 
information.  Some of them are old standbys of archaeological research, and some of them newer 
modes of interdisciplinary inquiry or modern technologies.  Using them in combination 
represents an explicit effort to build upon and move beyond traditional archaeological 
approaches to studying Inka landscape.  For ease of explication, this chapter will examine the 
research methods employed in this thesis in three sections.  Nonetheless, it is important to note 
that these sections are largely arbitrary and do not represent any chronological or actual 
delineation of the conduct, extent, or organization of the research.  Instead they were all 
concurrent and recursive and continued to develop and inform one another as the research 
progressed.  In the following sections I will review the source and type of information collected, 
the process and equipment used, the analysis accomplished, and the affordances and drawbacks 
of each of these sources. 
The first section looks at the written sources that expand the scope of this thesis by 
analyzing and incorporating a rich and varied historical, ethnohistorical, and ethnographic 
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record.  This approach investigates Andean cognition of the relationship between landscape, 
identity, and ideology as recorded in documentary sources: chronicles, notarial registers, church 
documents, ethnohistories, and ethnographies.  A great deal of prior work has used these records 
to locate and classify monumental, sacred geographical locations; to determine their ritual use; 
and to associate them with particular rulers - especially in Saqsawaman (i.e. Bauer 1998; 
Zuidema 1964; 1983).  However, this thesis will go deeper into the texts to look at Andean 
cosmological ideas surrounding landscape and ideology in general, and Inka epistemology more 
specifically.  The goal here is not identification of monumental structures, but examination of the 
underlying cognitive structures encountered in the surrounding Andean world as it is understood 
to be related to identity, knowledge and power.
The second section addresses the archaeological core of this project, a combination of 
traditional transect survey and sample survey informed by archival, historical, and prior 
archaeological documentation as well as local informants and researchers.  The SAPP is first and 
foremost an exploration of pre-Columbian landscape cognition and manipulation.  As such, it 
relies predominantly on survey (1) to provide a good picture of the landscape writ large, and (2) 
to identify and record material remains that provide insight into how the Inka interacted with the 
materialized and contested ideological landscape of the Saqsawaman Archaeological Park.  
Therefore, the core of the data that makes up this dissertation, within particular economic and 
practical feasibility limits, is a systematic full coverage ground survey based on traditional 
methods.  The core method of data technique consisted of walking parallel fifty meter transects, 
conducted over two dry seasons in 2011-2012, the techniques and parameters of which are 
discussed below.   
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The third section describes a number of newer techniques used to examine the 
information gathered in the first two sections, including aerial photography, satellite imagery and 
remote sensing, Geographical Informational Systems, and statistical analysis.  These newer, 
powerful techniques were paired with the information gathered from the written sources and the 
survey to try new methods of analyzing, conceptualizing, and presenting Inka engagement with 
































In Western humanist academia, the text is privileged as a source of knowledge and tends 
to monopolize the presentation of institutionalized information.  In the pre-conquest Andes, 
however, people utilized a number of separate intersecting methods to record, organize, and 
disseminate knowledge.  Andean cosmologies include multivariate, nested layers of 
epistemology engaged, to varying extent, with physical practice. 
 
[The Inka] gave some [aspects of knowledge] a material form (e.g., textiles, architecture, 
khipu); they left some crucial things like the grand histories in the realm of the 
immaterial (e.g., oral narratives); and they linked the two through performances (e.g., 
daily rituals, state ceremonies, readings of khipu) (D’Altroy 2015a:17). 
 
Knowledge then was only fully experienced through corporeal practice which linked immaterial 
and material, a point we will return to throughout this thesis. 
Andean peoples had no known system of writing prior to Spanish contact.  The closest 
material analog was the khipu (Quechua for "knot"), a linked bundle of dyed and knotted string 
that served as a literal record as well as a mnemonic device (Ascher 2002).  Khipu were made, 
curated, and read by specialists known as khipukamayuq ("knot-experts" or "knot-specialists").  
The registers were used to record both detailed numerical information - such as tribute counts, 
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calendars, and census information - and histories and narratives (Salomon 2004; Urton 1998; 
2001).  Khipukamayuq would "read" the khipu out loud on ceremonial occasions, publicly 
performing history, a duty they shared with the amauta, poet-philosophers of the Inka court.  
Together these experts were responsible for performing knowledge, acting and singing accounts 
of battles, coronations, genealogies, and the feats of the royals (Quilter and Urton 2002).
History is written by the victors and, following the conquest, there was a tremendous 
effort on the part of the Spaniards to translate Andean knowledge into text.  Translation into a 
new language is always difficult, and in this case the process was compounded as histories and 
khipu were read, performed, translated, and then written down - a process often including at least 
three people speaking two or more different languages.  Supported by aristocratic patronage, 
khipukamayuq and amauta were necessarily the primary indigenous interlocutors and as a 
consequence the chronicles are weighted towards the ruling classes, the masculine, and the 
center of the empire around Cuzco.  On the colonial side, priests and administrators served as the 
primary scribes, furthering the elite masculine perspective of the resultant written texts. 
Both sides also had agendas that influenced the ways in which the chronicles and 
histories were recorded.  The Spaniards sought obtainable fact based on the presupposition of an 
objective, knowable truth.  History in the Andes was of a more flexible nature, so that the 
plethora of political groups organized in nested hierarchies in the empire necessitated an equally 
diverse knowledge base.  As a result, history was often dependent on context (Urton 1999:8–9), a 
fact we will come back to when we recount the dynastic history of the Inka.  The arrival of the 
Spaniards then, and their subsequent desire to record Inka history in a more permanent textual 
fashion, presented an opportunity for Andean knowledge keepers to paint pictures most 
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advantageous to themselves and the interests they represented.  As a result, Spanish interviewers 
were often presented with multiple conflicting accounts, often to their evident frustration (Covey 
2006a). 
On the other hand, the Europeans were very aware of their tenuous status as conquerors, 
both in the Andes and back home.  As a result, their overt political motive was to justify and 
solidify their presence and rule, a goal they sought to accomplish by portraying the Inka as 
idolatrous and illegitimate tyrants over an ignorant and oppressed Andean populace.  The 
Spaniards in this perspective were beneficent rescuers, freeing the Andean people from 
oppression and bringing them under Christian rule.   A great number of early texts were actually 
created as a part of this process.  They were records of idolatry meant to help exterminate 
Andean belief systems and spread Christianity, and even the first indigenous accounts in the 
seventeenth century were written by converts and answered questions often framed in European 
terms of legitimacy.  Let us look at some of the most important of these early sources before 
turning our eye to more modern archaeological work, and then ethnographic texts. 
 
The Chronicles 
As the Inka did not utilize the written word to record knowledge, the earliest textual 
sources concerning Inka history come from after the conquest and are written almost entirely by 
scribes, administrators, and educated conquistadors.  At this time in history, literacy was still 
primarily the domain of the wealthy, the governmental, or the ecclesiastical, and the early 
sources are heavily influenced by these traditions.  The early sources cover a wide range of 
styles, types and purposes.  Some were written by conquistadors trying to gain fame and fortune 
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through their publication, while others were written as part of administrative bookkeeping or 
under royal authorization.  Some were written by authors who spent only a few years in Peru 
before returning to Spain and composing their manuscripts half a century later while others were 
prepared by mestizo (mixed-ancestry) Peruvians born to a new generation of syncretists who 
were trying to make sense of the clash of extraordinarily different worlds.  Very few were 
prepared by native authors, and those not until much later and with great distance between the 
events and their recording.  While others have gone into great critical detail on all of these 
authors and their perspectives (see Pärssinen 1992; Diez de Betanzos 1996 introduction; 
Pillsbury 2008), it is important that we note a few of the most influential as they will show up 
throughout the text and influenced the research conducted.  
Some of the earliest accounts of Andean history come from the first-hand accounts of the 
travels of a young Spanish soldier named Pedro Cieza de León.  After spending time in the 
Indies, he entered Peru in 1547 and traveled extensively throughout most of western South 
America from the far north coast at Tumbes through the heartland of the empire and on south to 
Charcas in south-central Bolivia.  Cieza had an incredible eye for detail, and an awe for the 
accomplishments of the empire, as well as a devout Christian's disgust for idolatrous practices.  
In the first section of his two-part Crónica del Peru there is a wealth of geographical descriptions, 
some of which are the best pictures we have of the land at the time of the conquest.  The second 
part, El Señorío de los Incas, is one of the earliest sources on the history and the mythology of 
the empire (Urton 1999:28; D’Altroy 2015a:19). 
Juan Diez de Betanzos was a chronicler born in Spain who spent his adult life in Peru, 
where he married an Inca princess in 1541, Doña Angelina Yupanque (previously Cuxirimay 
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Ocllo), the niece of the last undisputed Inka emperor Wayna Qhapac.  This marriage gave him a 
unique perspective, as did his residence in Cuzco, his ability to speak Quechua, and the fact he 
was on intimate terms with numerous descendants of the Inka nobility.  In 1551 he was ordered 
by the viceroy Antonio de Mendoza to write a history of the Inka, a book entitled Narrative of 
the Incas, which was completed in 1557.  Most consider this to be one of the best sources on the 
Inka from the perspective of the Inka nobility, at least those affiliated with the wife of Betanzos 
(Urton 1999:29; D’Altroy 2015a:19). 
Juan Polo Ondegardo was the top colonial administrator, or corregidor, of Cuzco from 
1558-1561 and again from 1571-1572.  He was a jurist with a voracious interest in the religion, 
customs, and beliefs of the Inka, both officially and personally.  He was dogged in his attempts 
to Christianize the Andean peoples and this included his successful pursuit, discovery, and 
destruction of five royal mummies.  Polo published numerous reports of these investigations, 
including Los Errores y superstitions de los indios (1567) and a report on the religion and 
government of the Inka (1571) that the Spaniards used to set a great deal of policy.  He is widely 
quoted, and is often considered to be the basis for a great deal of material found in other 
chroniclers such as Acosta and Cobo who we will turn to shortly (D’Altroy 2015a:20). 
At this point in time, in the latter part of the sixteenth century, many historians note a 
change in the type and style of textual materials in existence.  This was precipitated by the 
appointment in Peru of a new viceroy, Francisco de Toledo, who was in office from 1569-1581.  
Toledo was charged with reorganizing the new colony which heretofore had seen a great deal of 
revolts, infighting, and political turmoil.  In order to facilitate this reorganization, Toledo ordered 
a number of investigations, governmental inquiries, a census, and an officia l history.  
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Thematically, this history, and the unofficial histories that followed, tended to show that Inka 
rule was illegitimate and had been obtained by fraudulent or immoral means.  These later 
narratives portrayed the ancient empire as tyrannical and abusive, clearing the way for Spanish 
conquest as justifiable and moral. 
The first, and perhaps most influential at the time, was the official history prepared by 
one of Toledo's assistants, Captain Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa.  Sarmiento reportedly 
interviewed over one hundred record-keepers to prepare his Historia de los Incas completed in 
1572, which was then read out loud in front of forty-two respected Inka nobles to insure it was 
accurate.  This method, it should be noted, reveals a lot of the disparity among the views held by 
conflicting royal families.  The account also manifests the absence of viewpoints of Atawallpa's 
kin, as well as those of Thupa Inka Yupanki and Waskhar, who were largely wiped out during 
the dynastic civil war and conquest (D’Altroy 2015a:21). 
Cristóbal de Molina was a hospice priest with a passion for studying Inka religion.  In 
1575 he finished Las Fábulas y Ritos de los Incas, which gives an exhaustive and informative 
account of a number of Inka rituals, including the last major solstice ceremony.  In addition, the 
cleric José de Acosta wrote the Historia natural y moral de las Indias (1590), which also provides 
some key details to Inka life that seem to be independently derived.  There are a number of other 
texts, such as those by Cristóbal de Albornoz, Fray Martín de Murúa, and Francisco de Ávila, 
and José de Arriaga, which deserve mention but which include a great deal of repeated material 
and are not utilized in this thesis to any significant extent. 
Several decades after the conquest, a number of authors with native ancestry added their 
voices to the record.  One of the most remarkable of these documents is The History of the How 
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the Spaniards Arrived in Peru, a document sent by Titu Kusi Yupanki to Viceroy Toledo in 
Cuzco in 1570 (Yupanqui 2006).  Yupanki was the monarch of a neo-Inka state located in the 
jungle at Vilcabamba, a city and state founded by his father Manco Inka in 1539 after the 
Spaniards forced a retreat from Cuzco.  In essence, the letter was a legal document arguing 
Yupanki's position as a legitimate client king of the Spanish empire.  It provides an indigenous 
account of the Spanish arrival in Peru as support of this claim (D’Altroy 2015a:24), albeit written 
by a Spanish priest and couched in terms of European standards of legitimacy. 
Inca Garcilaso de la Vega was a mestizo, born in Cuzco in 1539 to the Inka Princess 
Isabell Chimpu Ocllo and a conquistador.  He traveled to Spain in 1560 at the age of 21 and 
began writing in 1602 his history entitled Comentarios Reales de los Incas (1609-1617).  It is 
both a memoir and a compilation of earlier texts but includes notable differences and variations, 
most prominently a Renaissance-influenced noble savage tone that glorified the exploits of the 
Inka, an image that eventually became pervasive based on his status as a pre-eminent authority 
(D’Altroy 2015a:24). 
Felipe Guaman Poma de Ayala was born in Huamanga in the central Peruvian Andes.  He 
claimed his father was a provincial nobleman who served as an emissary of Waskhar to 
Francisco Pizzaro at Cajamarca.  Guaman Poma received intense ecclesiastical training from 
priests around Huamanga and even participated in the extirpation of native idolatries.  By all 
accounts, he was an ardent convert who believed that the Inka kings led their subjects into 
idolatry.  His 1613 Nueva Corónica y Buen Gobierno (1583-1613) is a monumental work of 
close to one thousand pages, prepared for and sent to King Felipe III.  It describes Peru during 
and after the conquest, and includes four hundred drawings, which together form one of the best 
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sources we have for an indigenous visual and textual representation of daily life.  Among the 
most valuable entries are those on Inka dress, agriculture, ritual and worship, for their combined 
written and illustrated detail (D’Altroy 2015a:25–26).   
That same year, an indigenous author by the name of Juan de Santacruz Pachacuti 
Yamqui Salcamaygua, from the area around Canas and Canchis between Cuzco and Titcaca, 
completed the Relación de Antiguedades deste Reyno del Pirú, a fascinating work which records 
a great deal of Andean oral history.  Unlike Guaman Poma, Pachacuti Yamqui is more 
sympathetic to indigenous beliefs, although still a devoted Christian.  Gary Urton has utilized 
this work heavily, and he notes that although Pachacuti Yamqui is useful, "his work is decidedly 
idiosyncratic and challenging in its composition, given its frequent use of Quechua words and 
grammatical structures" (Urton 1999:31). 
Of final note in this section is the later work of Bernabé Cobo, a Jesuit priest born in 
Spain who entered Peru in 1599 after a stay in Mexico.  Cobo traveled from Lima to Cuzco in 
1609 and then spent the majority of the next two decades undertaking missionary work and 
traveling in southern Peru and northern Bolivia.  His Historia del Nuevo Mundo, completed in 
1653, is a massive work made more accessible to an English-reading audience by R. Hamilton in 
his two-part translation of the magnum opus, entitled History of the Inca Empire and Inca 
Religion and Customs.  Cobo's work draws upon and even directly copies sections from a great 
number of previous chronicles (Polo, Molina, Acosta, Vega).  He also produced a substantial 
amount of work that is now lost.  Cobo's treatise is relied heavily on by Andeanists as a 
comprehensive and balanced summary, written of course from a later historical perspective 
(D’Altroy 2015a:26). 




In general, this thesis discusses relevant theoretical and practical research as it applies to 
the argument at hand.  Nonetheless, there is a great deal of foundational research on archaeology, 
architecture, and art history that facilitated this study which bears note and which I will discuss 
briefly here. 
Until recently, the attention given to stone carving by Andean archaeologists has been 
quite scant.  Take, for example, Rowe's (1946) or Lumbrera's (1974) otherwise exhaustive works 
on Inka culture that do not even touch on the extensive, elaborate, and incredibly complex carved 
stone lexicon.  Those authors that did take note of these carvings tended to so do in a mere 
descriptive or illustrative manner (e.g. Squier 2008), or as marginally important aspects of 
religious architecture (e.g. Kaufman Doig 1973), or as indices of tombs or cult-places (e.g. Uhle 
1903; 1910). 
It is, in fact, Uhle's 1910 research into stone gnomons in and around the Cuzco basin that 
first shows a systematic treatment of carved stone in the Andes.  In a survey of the high plain to 
the northeast of Saqsawaman, Uhle found eleven groups of carved stones that he believed were 
most likely associated with the twelve royal ayllus that marked the social divisions of Cuzco 
upon the arrival of the Spaniards, "Each carved rock could have served a separate gens (Uhle's 
term for the Andean ayllu or familial descent group) as a cult-site.  Eleven groups of rocks (a 
twelfth might be discovered in this area) would be in harmony with the twelve gentes [of the 
Incas]" (1910:385) as quoted in (Van de Guchte 1990:15).  For Uhle, the carving of stones then 
served as a marker of whichever descent group was associated with that particular place, often 
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marking tombs that were directly underneath.  The carvings themselves were to afford the 
performance of rituals associated with that cult-place (Uhle 1910).  In particular, he wanted to 
draw attention to a feature he termed an intihuatana, a stone gnomon sticking out of a flattened 
plane that he believed was an altar to the ancestors and/or sun.  This proposition was a 
hypothesis that he supported in place of arguments that these stones were in fact for celestial 
observations.  As evidence in support of his theory Uhle noted that gnomons oft came in pairs or 
were partially obstructed in their celestial views. 
Also writing in 1910, Bandelier (1910) noted stone's importance outside of monumental 
architecture, in particular the Sacred Rock that gave the island of Titicaca its name.  This rock, 
Titikala, which he considered to be worshipped as a direct representation of the sun, was, in fact, 
itself the central object of worship for the entire site (Bandelier 1910:238).  The stone was 
surrounded by a number of channels, while a spring to the west of the rock was enclosed by a 
building.  Bandelier went to great lengths to supplement his archaeology with local sources and 
knowledge as well as through the historical literature available to him.  That tactic placed him a 
great deal ahead of his time, and is a core component of the approach taken by this study. 
Bingham also paid close attention to cut stones, again within monumental contexts. His 
original photos and drawings, as well as his meticulous descriptions, are extremely valuable 
early impressions of Inka stonework.  Like Uhle, Bingham believed that carved stones were most 
likely altars and that the ubiquitous flattened planes (oft referred to as 'seats' in the Andean 
literature) were for offerings of food, drink, and in some cases sacrifice (1930:79).  He believed, 
however, that the intihuatanas, which he translated as "the place to which the sun was tied" and 
which he often glossed as sundials, were the result of a primitive fear that the sun may retreat 
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into the heavens and be lost.  Therefore, he argued that the gnomons were the result of an 
indigenous belief that the sun had to be tied down to prevent it from leaving (Bingham 
2003:210). 
In 1964, R. Tom Zuidema published the first modern treatise on wak'as, The Ceque 
System of Cuzco.  This book was a groundbreaking work that systematically utilized the Spanish 
chronicles, primarily those of Cobo and Molina, to identify, map, and study the Cuzco zeq'e 
system.  He tied the spatial organization of these carved stones to a calendrical system.  
Specifically, he proposed that the 328 wak'as described by Cobo in his main list (there were an 
additional 4 in Cuzco named at the end) matched a 328-day calendar of 12 sidereal lunar months 
with the subsequent remaining days accounted for by the approximate period in which the 
Pleiades are not visible. 
Along with Aveni (1996; 1982), Zuidema makes a convincing argument that many of the 
carved stones had orientations based on celestial bodies.  He further argues that the zeq'e system 
was yet another mnemonic device for calendrical ritual observations, as each wak'a was 
associated with a particular day.  They have even given particular straight line observations from 
particular sites for horizon-related ritual events, including in the Qoricancha, the central hub of 
the Inka empire.  This research is another example tying the use of landscape to a wider Andean 
cosmological engagement. 
In 1982, John Hemming published a detailed work describing features of carved wak'as 
and Inka architecture in his Monuments of the Incas, now in a revised edition for 2010, which is 
also quite valuable for Ranney's photographs.  Hemming asks valuable questions about the 
construction of these stoneworks, including an inquiry into the stylized, abstract element of Inka 
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stonework.  This theme is echoed by César Paternosto (1996) who examines Inka monumental 
sculpture and textiles from the entire empire.  His work includes insight into ways in which the 
two media are related and may have been constructed.  Maclean (1986) writes with a particular 
eye toward the relation between the Inka, monumental architecture, and landscape.  Her work 
also adds water, its control and manipulation, as a core element of Inka landscape modification 
and monumental constructions.  This aquatic dimension is a key component that is only now 
receiving the attention it deserves. 
In a couple of insightful works published in 1987, Susan Niles also turned a critical eye 
towards modified outcrops.  Her work emphasized how they were "integrated into architecture 
[as] an aesthetic, and possibly a religious feature" (1987a:70).  Niles makes particular note of 
how the amount and style of elaboration often obscure the form and shape of the original stone 
and leave the viewer wondering to what extent the stone has been modified, and to what purpose.  
For example, at the site of Callachaca, she notes that the carved passageway "is large enough to 
have served as a tomb, and in fact the niche within it could have been used to hold a flexed 
human body or a secondary burial.  The passage may also have been a shrine" (1987a:74).  Niles 
posits that passage through and around the site may have been an intentional component of Inka 
architectural planning.  Similarly, she proposes an important role for mimesis, as she notes the 
use of capped natural outcrops to represent nearby mountains and the frequent replication of 
niches in passageways and terrace walls (Niles 1987b).   
Her research eventually led her to create three categories of Inka masonry: high-prestige, 
intermediate-prestige, and low-prestige (Niles 1987a:277).  In general, Niles argues that lacking 
other adornment, the amount of work put into working the stone of a structure is a reflection of 
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its importance.  The high-prestige tradition includes stones worked to great detail for perfect fit 
without the use of mortar, low-prestige are unworked stones stacked somewhat haphazardly, 
while intermediate falls somewhere in-between.  Niles additionally argues that architecture was 
standardized and that a set of general rules was created for building layout and masonry 
construction, as well as for niche creation, design, and placement (1987a:279).  Together, those 
elements lead her to argue that the social order of the Inkas was actually reflected in the physical 
order of the archaeological remains that they left behind (Niles 1999).  This is an argument 
supported by this thesis. 
As previously noted, Maarten Van de Guchte, a doctoral student of Zuidema who was 
heavily influence by his work, published a groundbreaking study of Inka carved stonework in his 
dissertation Carving the World: Inca Monumental Sculpture and Landscape, published in 1990.  
Following his advisor's connection between place and style, Van de Guchte argued that "not just 
a topographical relationship between these tombs and these cult-places exists, but also an 
intrinsic relationship (innerliche Verbindung)" (1990:14).  He went on to conclude that, 
"summarily stated, selected rock outcrops in Tahuantinsuyu were carved by a class of Inka 
officials in a fairly uniform, severely geometric style" (Van de Guchte 1990:26).  This style had 
three categories, as follows: 
 
1. Carved rocks as symbols of commemoration.  In this category carved rocks act as 
markers of places of ancestral origin, sites where legendary feats of culture-heroes took place, 
and spots where humans and animals were transformed into stone. 
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2. Carved rocks as symbols of mediation.  In this second category carved rocks act as 
instruments of mediation and communication between mortals and the supernatural. 
3. Carved rocks as symbols of identity.  In this category carved rocks represent a number 
of modalities, e.g. states of hierarchy, of opposition, of nature. 
 
Like Niles, then, Van de Guchte saw the belief system of the Inka built into the stonework they 
left behind, in varying nested levels of hierarchical meaning.  This theme will return in Part 3 as 
we examine Inka thought and practice. 
Also of particular note is the corpus of work that has examined carved stone wak'as as 
astronomical observatories.  A number of archaeologists have suggested that particular carved 
stones or stone constructions were tools for the observation of solstices, especially at major sites 
such as Machu Picchu (Dearborn and White 1982; 1983; Dearborn, Schreiber, and White 1987) 
and the Isla del Sol in Lake Titicaca (Dearborn, Seddon, and Bauer 1998).  It was this 
astronomical connection that drove a great deal of the research done by Bauer, who like Zuidema 
set out to identify and map the complex wak'a and zeq'e system of Cuzco and its surrounds.  Like 
other scholars, Bauer drew heavily on the document that Cobo relied upon and Rowe translated 
to recreate and analyze the structure of this nodal landscape network.  Bauer and Dearborn 
(Bauer and Dearborn 1995) linked a number of wak'as to the rising and setting of significant 
celestial bodies.  Even so, they took issue with a number of Aveni and Zuidema's interpretations, 
which relied upon an insistence that the zeq'e were straight.  Instead they argue that many of the 
ze'qe actually follow irregular, zig-zag paths between wak'a locations (Bauer 1998).   
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The strength of Bauer's identifications, as well as the importance of the zig-zag in 
Andean motifs on textiles and major sites such as Q'enqo (Quechua for zig-zag) and the Saywite 
Stone, give the latter argument more credence.  Even so, the chronicler Molina notes in at least 
one sacred ritual involving human sacrifice, the qhapac uchu, performed only during the most 
calamitous of events, participants followed straight paths ignoring royal roads, ravines, and 
obstacles to get to places of sacrifice.  This shows that straight lines were also important in ritual, 
perhaps in direct defiance of the zig-zag so necessary to practical mountain travel.  Regardless of 
whose viewpoint on the traces of the lines, both sets of researchers have shown that Inka 
stonework was not just tied to the land, but also to the sky and with a view out onto the world. 
Modern research on Inka stonework has ventured further into the realm of interpretation 
by using these stones to examine Inka epistemology.  In 2010 Esther Pasztory published Inka 
Cubism, a work that cleverly examines wak'as within a larger lens of Andean art motifs.  She 
brings an art historical eye towards learning how this aesthetic may be a reflection of both the 
historical moment in which it was created as well as the goals of the state from which it sprang.  
In the end, she argues that there was a great deal of power inherent in the minimalist structures of 
the Inka which allowed them to carry a great deal of adaptable meaning throughout a diverse 
empire (Pasztory 2010). 
In a number of insightful works, Carolyn Dean has shown how the Inka built a culture of 
stone, and to a lesser extent, of water.  In A Culture of Stone, she argues that:  
From an Inka perspective, what the eye perceives (a thing's surface appearance) 
was important, but nearly always less significant than what the mind conceives (a 
thing's substance or essence).  As a corollary, process – an emphasis on working 
with the substance of a thing – was often valued over the end product, its 
'finished' appearance" (Dean 2010:4). 
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In other words, the sacredness lay in the material of the thing, not its form.  She also argued that 
the Inka provided visual cues to index the sacredness of certain materials and spaces.   
 
...Framing, distancing, contouring, and carving – that allow us to recognize some 
large rocks that the Inka likely regarded as not "just" rocks, for these strategies all 
single out particular megaliths from the otherwise undifferentiated landscape 
(Dean 2010:27). 
 
Although this thesis is largely in agreement with Dean, there are nuances in this argument which 
will be brought up later as we explore Andean epistemology and cosmology and ask whether 
Dean's boundaries might just be too clear. 
This thesis will also argue that it was not just stone, but water which truly animated the 
Inka worked landscape.  In 2012, Dean showed that water also possesses unique qualities in the 
Andean world, not the least of which is an ability to flow between cosmological realms and to 
carry life between them.  The Inka were particularly keen to establish control over the flow of 
water and thereby to lay claim to territory, to communication between cosmological realms, and 
to the sacred nature of life manifest in the places where water emerges, joins, and flows (Dean 
2012).  She is one of several authors to take an aquatic turn recently as we will see. 
Tamara Bray too has done a great deal of research recently that examines the role of 
stone and water in Inka epistemology.  Beginning in 2009, with an invitation to view stone as the 
camay, the animating life spirit, of the Inka (Bray 2009), she built her own view of the role of 
stone and water in Inka ritual and architecture.  Although echoing many of the same sentiments 
as Dean, she differs in utilizing recent research on Andean ontologies as a starting point, an 
important element we will elaborate on later (Bray 2013).  Most recently, she has edited a tome 
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examining the wak'a (Bray 2015), a work that focuses on the stones as agentive, nonhuman 
persons who could speak, hear, and communicate; who were related to members of their 
community; and who played salient roles in Andean concepts of place, nourishment and fertility, 
identity, community, and the cycles of life.  This book utilizes linguistic, ethnohistoric, 
ethnographic, and archaeological data, as does this project.  In this light, the next section takes 
note of a number of important ethnographic sources that influenced this research. 
 
Ethnographic Sources 
Although the case for the cultural continuity of customs and cultures can be taken too far, 
within particular parameters I believe that historical, ethnographic, and archaeological materials 
can and do speak to each other in useful and productive ways.  This thesis is especially well-
suited to an interdisciplinary approach for several reasons.  On a micro level, the valley of Cuzco 
was the ancient capital and cultural center of the Inka empire and has produced a wealth of 
documents, past and present.  Many of these documents dating from the relatively short time 
span of 30-125 years after the Spaniards arrival, a time when their position in South America 
was precarious at best.  This documentary record provides an opportunity to examine Andean 
culture at the empire's core under the increasing pressure of Spanish rule - revealing structures 
and beliefs these people held dear and which both the Inka and the Spaniards worked to 
manipulate to their own ends.  Also of note, the Spaniards eventually built a new capital on the 
coast at Lima, far from the highland capital, and Cuzco has therefore remained a place of 
enduring indigenous cultural tradition in many ways. 
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Ethnographic material from outside the aforementioned spatiotemporal boundaries can 
also provide great insight.  To do so, however, it must be read with an understanding of the 
diversity that existed within the boundaries of this far-flung polyglot empire and the change that 
has taken place since the time of the Spanish contact and conquest.  There is also the matter of 
the change many of the outlying provinces must have recently undergone as the Inka expanded, 
conquered, and consolidated just prior to the Spaniards arrival.  Given these caveats, however, or 
maybe in spite of them, there is still an enduring cultural continuity in many communities across 
the Andes.  It would be foolish to ignore the wealth of information available in ethnographic 
studies that speak to the archaeologist willing to listen.  This section touches on just a few of the 
historical and ethnographic works available to the interdisciplinary scholar. 
Of particular note to this research are a number of works that emphasize the importance 
of movement, pilgrimage, and pathways to Andean epistemology and cosmology.  In Pilgrims of 
the Andes: Regional Cults in Cuzco (1987), Michael Sallnow undertakes the task of analyzing 
religious syncretism in southern Peru.  In this work, he is interested in examining the coexistence 
and coevolution of Spanish-introduced, transcendental and universalistic Catholicism alongside 
the persistent, particularistic and geographically bound Andean cosmology of pre-Columbian 
times.  He does this through a two-part analysis.  First, he examines the history, religion, and 
understanding of identity of a small native community known as the Qamawara.  Second, he 
accompanies the members of this community on a native pilgrimage as part of a large pan-
Andean festival known as Qoyllur Rit'i (Quechua for "snow star"). 
In the historical section, Sallnow convincingly shows the process by which sacredness is 
written into and onto the Peruvian landscape.  He writes that Andean cosmology utilizes a 
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symbolic and iconic landscape which is itself the locus of identity, knowledge, and power.  For 
centuries this landscape has constantly been under contestation, negotiation, and reconstitution as 
groups have vied for dominance.  In fact, because many indigenous groups tie their origins to 
particular geographic points, control of these sacred spaces is paramount to the subjugation of 
the descendant lineage(s).  Sallnow traces this process to the early Andean civilizations of the 
Wari and Tiwanku through the Inka, and into the Colonial era, in which he distinguishes two 
phases.  In phase one, the Spanish church founded and developed a series of cults dedicated to 
patron saints.  At the same time, a great number of shrines, many of them with more indigenous 
participation, were created to the Virgin Mary.  This phase was gradually supplanted by a second 
stage in which miraculous figures such as Christ appear at sites that held particular significance 
in pre-Colonial times. 
It is this separation of the later miraculous sites from the earlier non-miraculous which 
serves as the launching point for the second part of Pilgrims.  Sallnow's own ethnographic 
experience of Andean religiosity delineates three separate, sometimes overlapping, sacred spaces 
which result from Andean religious syncretism:  non-Christian, Christian but non-miraculous, 
and Christian miraculous.  In his opinion, it is the movement between these spaces which ties 
together the contemporaneous coexistence of these disparate religions.  In particular, pilgrimage 
ceremonies such as the Qoyllur Rit'i take Christianity from the locus of colonial, Spanish, and 
mestizo power - the parish and/or city - out into the sacred spaces of the pre-colonial world - the 
shrines which have come to hold significance through a process of both Andean and Spanish 
signification.  These pilgrimages are overt combinations of both Quechua cosmopraxis and 
Christian belief and develop around stories of Christ turning into what were once sacred wak'as, 
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or the Virgin Mary taking part in Andean fertility and agricultural rites.  Sallnow shows a world 
in which indigenous Peruvians have developed an ingenious, complicated, and sophisticated 
cosmology that both retains native tradition while incorporating Catholic dogma through 
pilgrimage between localized, sacred geographic spaces. 
In 1998, Thomas Abercrombie published Pathways of Memory and Power: Ethnography 
and History Among an Andean People.  This book examines what Abercrombie calls the 
memory pathways of the K'ulta, a remote Andean ethnic group living near Lake Titicaca in 
Bolivia.  Memory paths, according to Abercrombie, are performances and rituals along particular 
transects.  The acts performed along these paths involve drinking, dancing, fighting, and 
walking.  These actions when performed in the context of movement along the transect serve to 
record, enact, and transform history for these Andean people.  Traditional text-based history does 
not include these memory paths, but Abercrombie wants to show that these acts constitute a 
powerful and enduring history in K'ulta culture and as such must be taken into consideration.  He 
positioned this within a poststructuralist anthropology of the Andes, one that sought to dismantle 
the Western conceptual structures through which most Andean practices were then viewed. 
Abercrombie shows that, despite the hegemonic influence of Spanish and modern 
Western written records, the K'ulta have managed to retain indigenous history and tradition 
through the creation of memory paths.  The performances he observes include: the recounting of 
oral narratives, drinking rituals, local festivals and fiestas, and fiesta-cargos.  Pathways reveals 
that these processes and rituals delineate a complex and multivariate history that encompasses 
Andean understanding of the universe, including the melding and parsing of both pre-Columbian 
and Colonial cultural beliefs.  Particularly insightful is Abercrombie's emphasis that, although 
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this disparate multivocal and multisensual historical understanding may seem confusing and 
incomplete when viewed from a Western perspective, in an Andean context, it is a highly 
sophisticated hybrid practice and allows for a dynamic, complete understanding of the universe 
and the way the world has come to be (Abercrombie 1998:204–206).  He shows that it is through 
incorporated practice that Andean people have both actively resisted and assimilated European 
influence through the power of social memory rooted in movement through landscape. 
Several other modern ethnographies have taken on the issue of the complex pilgrimage 
rituals that have resulted from the syncretism of Catholicism and persistent Andean belief 
systems centered on movement through landscape.  They consistently show a continuing, 
intimate tie between knowledge formation, community identity, movement through landscape, 
and personal understanding of the universe (Randall 1982; Revilla 2001).  All of these studies 
support an Andean belief system centered on cosmopraxis, a knowing-by-doing, and the act most 
privileged is one of movement and ritual along particular paths associated with one’s community 
and ethnic identity. 
In a similar vein, Ben Orlove notes the vital tie between Andean peoples and their 
landscape in his examination of a remote indigenous village on the shore of Lake Titicaca.  This 
unique landscape, focused around the highest navigable lake in the world, supports a community 
of fishermen, reed cutters, boat builders, and their families who have recently become quite 
affluent due to modern technology and a high global demand for fish.  Together they form a sub-
group which, Orlove notes, has worked hard to maintain its cultural patrimony and connection to 
the larger community of Titicaca farmers and herders even in the face of these profound modern 
changes (2002).  He argues that the key to the resilience of these people is shared history rooted 
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in landscape.  "The village lands themselves demonstrate this history, since the particular 
location and form of rocks and hills and mountains testify to the veracity of the stories in which 
they figure" (Orlove 2002:16).  Orlove emphasizes that these people see themselves as part of 
this mountain environment, a knowledge they pass on, protecting their local ecology by refusing 
to break fishing quotas and maintaining cultural beliefs that emphasize natural harmony.  His 
work shows the enduring strength of Andean concepts of reciprocity, environmental respect, and 
cosmological cycles of life, through the onslaught of modernity.  It also emphasizes the vitality 
and sacredness of water in Andean belief systems. 
Other works of particular note include the ethnoastronomical work of Gary Urton which 
shows that ancient Quechua astronomical traditions not only are enduring, but are connected to 
landscape and hydrology in a complex network that continues to structure the space and relations 
of the modern day villagers of Misminay near Cuzco (Urton 1988).  Crossroads of the Earth and 
Sky draws a picture of the Andean universe in which water cycles are key to the villagers' 
connection to the larger world.  They make ritual offerings so that the water may flow from the 
mountains and lakes through the fields to the streams to the ocean and up into the sky where it 
forms the Milky Way.  This river of stars is the conduit by which the Sun and Moon make their 
way across the sky, dripping water that falls back to the earth as rain and completing the cycle.  
In fact, it is the reflection of this cosmic river on the earth, and its orientation to the axis of the 
planet, that gives the village of Misminay its northeast/southwest spatiotemporal organization.  
This is an orientation shared by the Inka, and in fact found throughout most of the Andes.  Once 
again, we see the intimate connection between water, landscape, ritual and natural cycles, and the 
organization of the Andean universe. 
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Water, as all these works show, is a pervasive theme that permeates the ethnographic 
literature of the Andes.  In Water and Power in Highland Peru: The Cultural Politics of Irrigation 
and Development, Paul Gelles (1957) examines the beliefs and events that surround a local 
community's decision to breach a canal that is part of a state-sponsored canal project in 
Cabanaconde in the lower Colca Valley of southwestern Peru.  This study looks deeply into the 
history of water management in Peru, its dynamic character, and the political power that results 
from controlling and distributing this vital substance.  It does so while also examining the 
difficulties that arise as older, indigenous methods of water distribution come into conflict with 
modern state programs.  Gilles concludes that when it comes to water management, ritual and 
Andean cosmology are intimately tied to water flow.  This is something that modern state 
programs keep missing and the primary reason they keep falling short. 
Reinforcing this connection between practice, water, and cosmological belief is Deathly 
Waters and Hungry Mountains (Gose 1994), an ethnographic work that reveals the importance of 
ritual within landscape and agricultural practice in Andean knowledge formation.  In Huaquirca, 
a remote agricultural town in southern Peru, Gose encounters an intricate system of labor, 
celebration, and ritual that takes place in the agricultural fields surrounding the village.  It is this 
deliberate and precise practice, this "doing" in the fields, which defines the cultural identity, 
cosmology, and political economy of these Andean peoples.  The ritual cycles of the people are 
in turn linked to the cycles of the agrarian world and larger seasonal cycles showing once again 
that nested hierarchies and cycles are a staple of Andean belief systems. 
Another theme which is by now evident is ethnopraxis or cosmopraxis, the concept of 
knowing the universe through practice.  Recent work by Frank Salomon on deciphering the 
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khipus, the knotted ropes used to keep records by the Inka, has also shown the importance of 
doing.  In his book The Cord Keepers: Khipus and Cultural Life in a Peruvian Village, Salomon 
(2004) has called upon decades of field research.  He marshals an analysis of early colonial 
records including tribute, taxes, and tithes as well as chronicles; radiocarbon and fiber analysis; 
and ethnological fieldwork in an attempt to connect with the only sources we have from pre-
conquest Inka.  Salomon now believes that the multicolored cords, with their knots and lavishly 
woven ornaments, did not mimic speech as most systems of writing do.  Instead he argues they 
were anchored in nonverbal, semiotic codes and - although they are not customary historical 
documents - lie within scholarly reach and interpretation.  As a result, he has had to challenge 
and rethink traditional focuses on literary epistemology to include the process of creating the 
knots and acting them out.  He concludes that there two formats of khipu, one for planning and 
another for performance, "...forming in the ensemble a versatile interlocking set of simulation 
devices" (Salomon 2004:21).  In other words, although data can come without practice, it is the 
combination of the two that shows the richness of Andean cosmology. 
This sampling of the rich Andean ethnographic record is important because it points out 
several thematic elements that are core to this thesis.  The first is the unequivocal importance of 
movement through an active, recursive landscape as a part of Andean epistemology and 
cosmology.  Ritual along pathways through sacred geography is a core component of Andean 
epistemology and has persevered in myriad syncretic practices that both resist against and adapt 
to the profound changes of modernity.  Next, this practice rooted in landscape fosters an 
understanding of and appreciation for cycles and reciprocity.  Andean peoples express a deep 
connection to the natural mechanisms of their world and a need to sustain these cycles through 
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ritual involvement in these larger, recurrent universal processes.  This involvement is pervasive 
in Andean life and these ritual cycles are the basis of most Andean spatiotemporal organization, 
identity, and cosmology.  Third, water, and to a lesser extent stone, are vital parts of these ritual 
cycles.  Fourth, as a result of these aforementioned factors, control of water and stone, as well as 
control of movement through landscape, is a key factor in power in the Andes.  Finally, practice 
and doing is the primary way that Andean people understand their world, form their identity, and 































In order to examine Inka epistemology through landscape, the field project that informs 
this thesis utilizes a full coverage survey of the Saqsawaman Archaeological Park to examine 
how and where the Inka chose to modify landscape.  The heavily modified ritual landscape of 
Saqsawaman, just north of the ancient capital of Cuzco, offers an ideal setting to investigate the 
materialization of Inka imperial epistemology for many reasons.  First, the park incorporates an 
area that was especially sacred to the Inka and as a result received a great deal of imperial 
attention and resources.  Within its boundaries are a number of large and elaborate 
archaeological complexes as well as a great deal of additional carved stone and landscape 
modification.  It contains a significant part of an elaborate system of zeq'es, sacred invisible lines 
that organized the Inka universe. Among experts there is some debate as to whether zeq’es 
constituted actual divisions of space, physical pathways connecting wak’as, pathways between 
wak’as that are contextual to ritual cycles, or imaginary lines.  The watersheds of two of Cuzco's 
most important waterways are also contained within it.  A number of Inka roadways leading out 
of Cuzco to the northern and eastern parts of the empire run through Saqsawaman, including the 
main Antisuyu road which connects the capital to the northeast of the empire and the Sacred 
Valley, which was home to many of the most lavish royal imperial estates.  The space now 
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enclosed by the park was constantly under construction during the entire existence of the empire 
as the descendants, and managers, of these royal estates continued to build and change the 
landscape, and as new emperors and new royal families came to power and allegiances, lands, 
and worldviews shifted along with them.
Second, the establishment of the archaeological park has preserved the sites and the 
surrounding environment with a minimum of damage from urbanism, agriculture, and tourism to 
a greater degree than anywhere else near the capital.  Its location, above and to the north of the 
modern city, which has rapidly expanded to the south and east after colonization, has contributed 
to its preservation.  In addition, the park is recognized as a single entity by the INC and can 
therefore be accessed with a minimum amount of administrative red tape.  I also had contacts 
with professionals already working in and around the park.  A great advantage is that the park is 
a sizable, but manageable, 3000 hectares, and as such is a realistic area for a few field seasons 
worth of individual survey.  
 




Figure 2.1 The location of the study zone within Peru and the Department of Cuzco 
 
Third, it is associated with comprehensive and in-depth historical and archaeological 
material and is the locus of continuous ongoing modern investigations and ritual practices.  In 
fact, within the park, historical and archaeological analyses have successfully identified and 
described a large number of the most notable Inka monuments and complexes mentioned in the 
chronicles - as described above - and a great deal of work has gone into placing them along the 
zeq'es (Zuidema 1964; Bauer 1998).  A brief examination of some of these zeq'es and wak'as 
follows, but I encourage anyone interested in the minute details to turn to comprehensive work 
done by Zuidema (1964), Sherbondy (1987), and Bauer (1998), all of whom draw heavily on 
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Cobo (1997).  A resurgence of Peruvian research of sites within the park was also greatly 
beneficial; however, a limitation of this research is that individual site maps remain the 
intellectual property of the INC and are in the process of being published.  Therefore, such maps 
cannot be presented in this thesis.  The images and maps in this document are those of the author 
unless otherwise noted. 
The Saqsawaman Park covers a number of zeq'es from the Antisuyu and Chinchaysuyu 
cosmological divisions.  The Chinchaysuyu zeq'es covered an area on the west side of the park 
from the Huatanay River to the Tullumayu, while the Antisuyu zeq'e begins roughly at the 
Tullumayu River and covers the rest of the park to the east.  Within the Chinchaysuyu section of 
the park are a number of important shrines, a few of which I will note here.  The sixth stone on 
the fourth zeq'e line (Ch. 4:6) was known as Collaconcho, or Large Cut-Stone Work, and was 
described to the Spanish as a stone that killed three workers on its way from the quarry to 
Saqsawaman.  It refused to become part of the fortress and was left as a wak'a worshipped by the 
Inka for strength (Cobo 1997:56).  Sabacurinca (Ch. 5:6), glossed as Unique Golden Inka, is an 
intricately carved set of stepped planes above the fortress of Saqsawaman that provides a view of 
the six sacred mountains of Cuzco, two of which (Ausangate and Huanacauri) will be discussed 
in great detail in this work.  Cobo states that the Inka sat on these planes and that it was in fact 
this feature which led to the whole fortress being worshipped (Cobo 1997:57).  
In Antisuyu, Amaromarcaguaci (An 1:7), the Serpent Town House, was noted as the 
house of Amaru Thupa Inka, the oldest son of Pachakuti.  Tambomachay (An. 1:9), glossed as 
Lodge Cave, was actually a hunting lodge of Pachakuti and received all sorts of sacrifices, 
except children (Cobo 1997:63).  Both of these were located along the Antisuyu road heading out 
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of Cuzco and into the Sacred Valley.  (An. 1:10) Quinoapuquiu (Quinoa Spring) is the site that 
today is known as Tambomachay and was a beautiful site with two springs that received 
universal sacrifice, except children (Cobo 1997:64).  An. 3:4 (Chuquimarca or Gold Town) and 
An. 3:6 (Mantocallas or Near Red Paint) are both associated with the worship of Sun and 
received sacrifices along those lines, including for the powerful and enduring Inti Raymi festival 
(Cobo 1997:65).  Both of these wak'as received children as sacrifice and the latter was also 
heavily associated with maize and had human effigies burned upon it. 
The construction of route 28G, a modern thoroughfare leaving the city to the north and 
heading to the Sacred Valley, has made a number of these sites easily accessible as tourist 
attractions.  They have consequently been the focus of a great deal of inquiry and governmental 
resources, as well as some unfortunate reconstructions.  The map below in Figure 1.2 shows a 
number of the larger, more well-known sites distributed throughout the Cuzco River basin.  The 
Saqsawaman Park includes almost the entirety of the top-middle of the map, the densest 
collection of sites, and includes a majority of the sites in the map.  To date, however, there has 
been no effort to place these large, conspicuous sites within a larger environmental context, nor 
to systematically examine and compare the nature and shape of these sites with an eye towards 
understanding what went into the Inka decision-making process in choosing the location and 
manner of landscape modifications - or the paths between them. 
 




 Figure 2.2 - A map of sites within the Cuzco River basin reprinted with 
permission from D'Altroy, The Incas, 2015.  
 
With this knowledge in hand I began a preliminary survey in 2010, for which I obtained 
an official INC map of the archaeological sites within Saqsawaman.  This pilot survey quickly 
revealed that there were a great number more carved sites within the park than were represented 
on the official map.  In addition, there were a number of important contextual elements, such as 
caves, streams, and information about the type of carving or style of site that could not be 
gleaned from the available work of the INC.  It was at this point that I realized that in order to 
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answer the questions I had about the Inka's engagement with carved stone and the larger 
landscape, I would need to conduct a detailed survey of the park.  And so with the help of the 
National Science Foundation and Fulbright IIE, I returned to Saqsawaman Archaeological Park 
in the summers of 2011 and 2012 to complete a full-coverage survey which was concluded in 
August of 2012. 
 
Survey Techniques 
To move beyond traditional bounded archaeological sites, this project emphasizes a 
detailed survey which utilizes a number of archaeological techniques in order to examine the 
landscape of the Saqsawaman Archaeological Park.  Among the techniques used were the 
following: full-coverage foot survey, panoramic photography, GIS analysis, and qualitative and 
quantitative description.  The goal was to create a broad-spectrum picture that incorporates sites 
in a network of notable natural features, ritual performances, and paths (abstract and real).  The 
survey was greatly facilitated by full-coverage settlement studies and prior analyses of the Cuzco 
valley conducted primarily by Bauer (1998) and Covey (2007), as well as maps provided by the 
INC and the Pontificia Universidad Católica in Cuzco.  Access to more restricted areas of the 
park was gained through the help of contacts in the INC, specifically Donato Amado, and other 
researchers, specifically Alexei Vranich.  
The survey was conducted in fifty meter transects covering the entire expanse of the 3000 
hectare Saqsawaman Archaeological Park.  Minimal vegetation as well as clear lines-of-sight 
allow me to confidently say that, at fifty meter transects, the overwhelming majority of sites 
were visible.  Some may have been buried or located within private property, but there is very 
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little privately held land due to the protected status of the park.  At the highest elevations, the 
transects could not be maintained due to dangerously steep slopes; however, binoculars were 
used to examine these slopes and no sites were identified.  As a check, INC maps, local officials, 
and satellite imagery were consulted at the end of the survey and all confirmed that all known 
sites were accounted for in the survey. 
A Garmin 60CSx GPS unit was used in order to maintain the integrity of the transect 
lines and to record tracks to both minimize backtracking as well as to facilitate a complete 
coverage of the survey area.  When possible, straight transect lines were followed starting with 
the edge of the park and moving in evenly-spaced intervals across the park.  When straight 
transects were not possible, the GPS unit was used to fill in any missed areas.  Tracks were 
downloaded at the end of each day from the GPS unit and subsequently uploaded to Google 
Earth which was used to create a map which allowed any missing spaces to be identified and 
subsequently covered.  In addition to these transects, additional survey lines followed every 
major watershed drainage within the park, as well as all of the known major and minor Inka 
roads.  I am confident that a complete coverage was attained of all major and most minor sites in 
the park. 
 
Basic protocol followed for the collection of data, once a site was recognized, is as 
follows: 
 
Step 1: Record date, time, GPS position, elevation, and orientation of site. 
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Step 2: Photograph the site, including panoramic views where significant, as well as any 
distinctive features of the site and surrounding landscape. 
Step 3: Visually and physically inspect and describe the feel of the site, the features, and 
the surrounding landscape. 
Step 4: Note sight lines to prominent landscape features such as other sites, water 
elements, mountain peaks, and roadways. 
Step 5: Note any modern use of the site including offerings, reconstruction projects, and 
graffiti. 
Step 6: Examine surrounding area for additional sites. 
 
At every site a GPS point was taken as well as a site photo.  At large sites or sites with 
open or distinct viewsheds, panoramic photos were taken.  In addition, qualitative observations 
were made about my personal experience of the site.  Among the elements included were the 
site's lightness/darkness, wetness/dryness, openness/closedness, viewsheds, site intervisibility, 
inter-site travel, the experience of traversing the site, and the site's position within the larger 
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A. Fountain: an enclosed space or spaces, through the use of multiple connecting stones, or a 
natural or created depression in a single stone, placed within a directed flow of water, and 
often including one or more falls. 
B. Cave: a naturally occurring opening or a large overhang in bedrock, often augmented by 
auxiliary architecture which serves to emphasize the enclosure of the space; it should be 
large enough for a person to pass entirely into the space it encloses. 
C. Stepped Ledges or Stairs: rectangular horizontal and vertical geometric planes formed by 
reducing natural stone.  The long edges connect in increasing levels of elevation 
following the contour of the bedrock from which they are carved, while the short edges 
are open or have only minimal surrounding material. 
D. Inverted stepped ledges or Inverted Stairs: rectangular horizontal and vertical geometric 
planes formed by reducing natural stone and whose long edges connect in decreasing 
levels of elevation following the contour of the bedrock from which they are carved while 
the short edges are open or have only minimal surrounding material. 
E. Altar: a raised and leveled horizontal plane created by reducing surrounding material 
and/or by smoothing a natural stone protrusion to form a flat surface, sometimes abutting 
stone, especially when in an interior space, but often open on all sides in exterior spaces.   
F. Rough Mortar Masonry: uncoursed walls built of minimally worked stone held together 
by mortar. 
G. Cellular polygonal masonry: with small blocks. 
H. Sedimentary coursed masonry: in which stones are laid out in horizontal rows.  
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I. Niche: rectangular or trapezoidal recesses carved into vertical faces of bedrock, at times 
utilizing additional connecting stones to enclose the space. 
J. Seat or Open Niche: rectangular horizontal and vertical geometric planes formed by 
reducing natural stone, whose intersections create rectangular spaces enclosed on four 
sides with the top and one side open. 
K. Inverted stepped ledges or Overhang: a small, downward-facing lip of stone created by a 
small horizontal plane touching a large, vertical plane of stone and normally carved into 
bedrock which tapers away from the lip in a curved arch which touches the earth. 
L. Channel: grooves and holes carved into the bedrock and/or formed by the use of shaped 
stone to allow the passage of liquid around, through and under sites. 
M. Standing water within site. 
N. Running water within site. 
O. Spring: a natural source of water. 
P. Zoomorphs: designs and stylistic elements carved in relief in the stone which have been 
interpreted as representing a number of animals sacred in Inka cosmology. 
Q. Peg or tenon: an intentional geometric form, often in the form of a cylinder but 
sometimes in the form of a rectangle or diamond, produce by reducing natural stone 
around the outline of the desired shape protruding from a plane. 
R. Fissure: a natural split in a rock, most often dividing the stone into two parts, and often 
carved on the interior or sometimes covered by lintel stones. 
S. Buildings: architecture associated with the site, abutting to the stone, nearby but not 
touching. 
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T. Terracing: terraces either abutting the site, immediately upstream or downstream from the 
site, or on the opposite valley wall within visual distance. 
U. The niches and ledges which are left when stones are robbed out or fall out. 
V. Cyclopean polygonal masonry, with very large stones. 




 Ofrendas: sites which had ritual offerings, mostly alcohol, coca leaves, tobacco, and 
shells.  
 Category: this divides the stone's into four groups based on the extent of their 
modification: 
 (0) no discernible modification  
 (1) a single carved outcrop – oftentimes with additional smaller fitted stones or 
the foundations for such 
 (2) two or more carved outcrops 
 (3) extensive modification including significant architecture and waterworks 
covering several different focal centers 
 Aspect 
 Elevation 
 Slope Degree 
 Distance to nearest Road and name of Road 
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 Distance to nearest stream bed 
 Ausan_vis - Ausangate visible from site 
 Huana_vis – Huanacauri visible from site 
 Comb_vis – both Ausangate and Huanacauri visible from site 
 
All of this data was collated into Excel for ease of organization, dissemination, and further 
analysis upon my return. 
 
What is a site? 
A quick note is in order on determining sites from non-sites.  It is known that the Inka 
venerated unworked stone and springs and trees that were left in their most natural state.  This 
was a source of great frustration for those trying to identify sacred places: either to destroy them 
such as in Albornoz's case, or to preserve them, such as in Van de Guchte's.  As we mentioned 
before, Dean has gone to lengths to show how the Inka set apart sites of import "...four visual 
cues; framing, distancing, contouring, and carving – that allow us to recognize some large rocks 
that the Inka likely regarded as not "just" rocks, for these strategies all single out particular 
megaliths from the otherwise undifferentiated landscape" (2010:27).   
Van de Guchte had his own criteria to mark carved rock complexes that he considered to 
be manufactured by the Inka or their designates: 
1. They occur in sites which have been proven, by virtue of archaeological research, to be 
solely and exclusively occupied by the Inka. 
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2. They occur in sites, which show a direct association between architecture, diagnosed as 
Inka, and carved rocks. 
3. They show stylistic properties, which are similar or formally related to the diagnostic 
traits present in the carved rock complexes mentioned in points 1 and 2 (Van de Guchte 
1990:26–27). 
To the last point, it must be mentioned that Inka stonework definitely has a distinct 
quality to it, one that is always recognizable in its use of particular motifs, even if it includes a 
degree of variation.  Niles notes this as well: "The pattern does not suggest a tolerance of 
innovation.  It is unlikely that the Incas would encourage individual graffiti artists to practice 
their skills on sacred rocks.  Certainly, the improvements on nature seen in Inca shrines...must 
have been officially controlled" (Niles 1987a:204–205). 
As a result, I drew upon the identification standards of Dean and Van de Guchte, and the 
categories created by Niles.  I looked for sites that were set apart, that were bounded in 
stonework and that showed obvious evidence of the carving and contouring of Inka stonemasons.  
I was assisted in this effort by the great deal of research that shows the long-term Inka 
occupation of Saqsawaman as well as its importance to the capital and therefore its heavy 
modification during the imperial Inka reign.  I also noted distinct environmental features, again 
looking for evidence of distancing and framing.  Obviously it is impossible to note every rock in 
the park; however, it is quite easy to note those that are radically different colors, massive in size, 
or unique in shape or material.  These too became sites, along with springs and caves which were 






























Equipment and Calculations 
As noted previously, at the end of every day, the GPS points, tracks, and metadata from 
the survey were downloaded using Garmin BaseCamp and saved to both Garmin Express and 
Google Earth mapping software on my laptop.  The data were also manually entered into an 
Excel sheet for backup and later data analysis and collation.  These data were then uploaded to 
an online storage facility once a week for safekeeping.  In order to reach a full-coverage survey, 
the tracks from each day's survey and the mapping software were utilized to make sure there 
were no gaps in the coverage larger than fifty meters.  Smaller transects were utilized in areas of 
greater vegetation - mostly in the lower elevations - to make up for the loss in visibility.  Larger 
transects were used in areas of higher elevation where visibility was greatest.  In addition, all 
photos were downloaded from the field camera daily and uploaded to cloud storage.  These 
photos were taken and saved in the raw format to allow the greatest amount of detail and 
processed later using Photoshop.  Upon returning from the field, I processed the data using a 
number of software applications and then compared the field notes, photos, and archival, 
historical, and ethnographic research to get a holistic picture of Inka landscape modification and 
interaction within the park.  This section will touch briefly on the equipment and software used, 
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although the latter will be discussed in greater detail as it comes into play in the data analysis 
section. 
 
GPS: The GPS unit used in this study is a Garmin 60CSx.  The relevant specifications are 
as follows: compass accuracy is five degrees with a resolution of one degree.  The altimeter 
accuracy is ten feet with a resolution of one foot.  GPS accuracy of less than ten meters (33 feet) 
is ninety-five percent typical.  Data was downloaded at the end of every day utilizing Garmin 
BaseCamp and Garmin Express mapping software.  The unit was calibrated daily at the 
beginning of each transect.  The map utilized on the software is WGS 1984 for South America.  
The unit was provided by the Columbia Center for Archaeology. 
 
Cameras:  A series of cameras were utilized over the three field seasons as thefts, and 
subsequently grants, led me to upgrade my equipment.  For the 2010 pilot season I was using an 
Olympus C-60 Zoom (also known as the X-3 in Japan) with an F2.8-4.8, 3X optical zoom lens 
which gives a focal range of 7.8 - 23.4 mm, which is equivalent to 38 - 114 mm.  In 2011, this 
camera was taken from me during a mugging (resulting in the loss of some photos which I tried 
to replace in subsequent field trips). 
The replacement camera I was able to obtain on short notice was a Canon Powershot S95 
with a sensor resolution of 10 megapixels.  The lens had an optical zoom of 3.8x (digital zoom of 
4x), F2-4.9, which gives a focal range of 6 - 22.5 mm, which is equivalent to 28 - 105 mm.  The 
camera had a maximum shutter speed of 1/1600 seconds and a minimum shutter speed of 15 
seconds. 
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In 2012 the Fulbright grant allowed me to obtain a Nikon D3000 DSLR with a sensor 
resolution of 10.2 megapixels.  The lens has an optical zoom of 3x - 3.6x.  The lens used is an 
AF-S DX VR Zoom-Nikkor F3.5-5.6G, which fives a focal range of 18 - 55 mm. The maximum 
shutter speed is 1/4000 second and the minimum shutter speed is 30 seconds.  In addition, this 
camera was chosen because the ISO of 100-1600 better covers the variety of changing light 
conditions in the survey area. 
 
Software:  The data collected during the survey was downloaded and examined using a 
number of different programs depending on time, place, and type of analysis desired. 
GoogleEarth - At the end of each survey day, data was first examined by uploading to 
Google Earth; sites, transects, and known landmarks and archaeological sites were mapped.  This 
allowed me to get a general idea each day of where I was finding sites - where these sites sat in 
relation to each other and to the larger landscape - and to begin preliminary visual analysis of the 
data.  In addition, this process insured that there were no large gaps in my survey and allowed me 
to efficiently map out and plan the next day's transects. 
Excel - All of the quantitative and qualitative data collected during the survey were 
entered into Excel as well.  This accomplished several important things: (1) Excel is a more 
universally accessible application and creates smaller files so this process allowed my data to be 
more easily shared between different programs and researchers; (2) Excel's statistical analysis 
functions could then be utilized to analyze the data quickly as it was collected and therefore 
discover trends and correlations; and (3) this approach allowed the recording and examination of 
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some of the qualitative factors that came out of the survey which are lost in the more numerically 
dependent software applications. 
ArcGIS - ArcGIS and ArcCatalog were utilized to conduct a more robust analysis of the 
geographic data including a larger regional picture which placed the sites in context with 
waterways, geological and land formations, roadways, view sheds, solar exposure, site 
interrelationships, etc.  The powerful analyses available in this program allowed me to ask, and 
answer, and ask again new questions about where the Inka chose to modify and move through 
the landscape and what import those modifications and movements might hold.  As an insight 
into the inquiries this program affords, the following section includes a list of the questions I 
sought to answer with GIS in my survey. 
 
GIS Questions 
The following are the ten questions - and their corollaries - I originally set out to answer 
in my survey.  These questions were developed during an intermediate GIS course taught at 
Columbia University by Yuri Gorokhovich the year after my pilot survey.  I am deeply indebted 
to Yuri for showing me the depth of questions that can be asked and answered by this program, 
and for helping me to conduct the analyses necessary.  Some of the questions note GIS 
techniques that were used to analyze the data collected.  At this point, however, these are cursory 
references that will be expounded upon in Part 4 of the thesis when the data is presented in its 
entirety.  The questions were as follows: 
1. Do sites share similar elevations, slopes, aspects, land cover? 
a. Landsat imagery can be used once sites are recorded to answer these questions. 
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2. Do sites receive similar sunlight exposure? 
a. How does this exposure differ during the year or between different types of sites? 
b. Solar map created 
3. Is the land around sites "greener" (more agriculturally rich)? 
a. This will include both EVI/NDBI and land cover to estimate soil fertility. 
4. Do sites cluster or are they evenly spread out?   
a. If they do cluster are these centered around certain environmental or manmade 
features (roads, waterways, tinkus, outcroppings, caves, cliffs, ridges, watershed 
boundaries, viewsheds, etc.?) 
i. Create distance groups based on waterway and watershed? 
b. Are these clusters correlated to the complexity or features of the sites? 
5. How far on average is a site from recognized Inka roads? (NEAR) 
a. Are there sites that are inaccessible by these roads? Or sites out of sight of these 
roads? 
b. Does it seem the sites were built close to roads or vice versa? (Least cost path 
analysis?) 
c. Do roads follow least cost paths?  
i. And if they diverge, where do they diverge? 
6. How far on average is a site from a water source and what kind? (NEAR) 
7. Sites and points of convergence/divergence (Tinkus - points of intersection) 
a. Where are the tinkus in the waterways, roadways, and waterways and roadways? 
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b. How far on average is a site from the convergence/divergence of water sources 
and/or roads? 
c. Do these tinkus correlate to site complexity or particular features? 
8. Where do waterways constrict, drop, change course, or are most prone to flooding? 
a. Do these correlate to site complexity or type? 
b. Is the construction at these places meant to control? To honor? To mimic? 
9. Viewshed questions? (shape file) 
a. How many sites provide a view of Ausangate? 
i. Huanacauri 
ii. Plaza de Armas 
iii. Pikchu 
iv. Solstices 
v. Rise of Pleiades  
b. How many sites are within view of one other site? 
c. How many sites are within view of terraced landscape? 
d. Are sites placed in areas with greater visibility? Or hidden? 
e. a comparison of the different view sheds, sites that are located in both, and maybe 
an ANOVA test for the significance of sites that share viewsheds? 
i. NOT ANOVA – need to create a table that shows if sites are visible from 
each site or combinations thereof 
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10. Where are the sites which include more of the most important elements from above 
(Ausangate and Huanacauri viewsheds, proximity to waterways and roads, and tinkus) 
and do they show a greater degree of complexity or certain features? 
 
Not all of these questions are addressed in this thesis because of limitations set by time, 
resources, and the capability of the software (and its operator).  However, the data collected is a 
huge step in answering these questions, and almost all ten led to new findings.  This will all be 
explained further in Part 4. 
 
Conclusion 
 At this point, the end of this first part of my thesis, I hope I have painted a clear 
picture of this work's inspiration, the questions it asks, an outline of the process by which it looks 
for answers, and the argument it hopes to make.  In quick summary, this thesis explores how 
movement through sacred landscape served Inka epistemology and cosmology, how the Inka 
worked to exploit and modify that system, and the material record that process has left behind.  I 
believe that the best way to delve into this research is a combination of archaeology, history, 
ethnography, and modern geographical survey and analysis.  I argue that this multidisciplinary 
approach reveals the importance of Andean movement (of humans and non-humans) through 
sacred landscape in shaping their worldview and that water, stone, and humans are three of the 
most important entities involved in these pathways and the rituals performed along them.  
Therefore, the movement of water and people through pathways marked by stone within 
Saqsawaman was of utmost focus in Inka landscape manipulation in the park.  Additionally, the 
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course of particular transects and the places pathways cross are vital to exchanging ideas and 
power and the landscape shows this focus in the location, type, style, and extent of its 































In this section, I endeavor to set the scene in which this research takes place.  This begins 
with a discussion of the Andean landscape itself, the processes that formed it and continue to 
shape it, and the environmental and ecological features that make it unique and which play a 
vital role in the cultures that call this place home.  From this macro view, we will then move in to 
take a closer look at the area surrounding Cuzco and the micro environments that play out in the 
valley where this thesis research was undertaken.  In Chapter 4 we will then look at the historical 
context of this research, examining the early history of the valley, the rise to power of the Inka, 
and their history until the time of the Spanish conquest.  Finally, we will take a closer look at 
some of the cultural and thematic elements that form the background of this research in Chapter 
5, touching on information that is important to understanding some of the beliefs, practices, and 
















Chapter 3: Central Highlands, Cuzco Valley, and 















Ecology, Geomorphology, Hydrology 
The Inka Empire, Tawantinsuyu, stretched from Chile to Colombia along the western 
coast of the South American continent, an area defined by verticality.  It lies along a gigantic 
fault line, and for approximately five million years the lighter South American plate has been 
buckled and lifted as the heavier oceanic Nazca plate slides eastward underneath it.  This process 
has created one of the longest continuous mountain chains in the world, the Andes.  It is actually 
made up of two parallel mountain ranges along the western coast in the central part of the 
continent - the Cordillera Oriental and the Cordillera Occidental to the east and west 
respectively.  In between these mountain ranges lie the highlands which served as the home base 
for many of the later state-level societies of South America, including the Tiwanaku, Wari, and 
the Inka. 
These mountains, and the change in elevation they bring, create a unique environment 
that includes twenty of the worlds thirty-four major life zones in a mere two-hundred kilometers 
of lateral space (Burger 1992:12).  Moving west to east from the Pacific Ocean to the Amazon 
forest, these zones, according to the commonly used classification by Pulgar Vidal (1981), begin 
with the coastal strip along the ocean, much of which is a desert, created by the fact that water 
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laden clouds cannot surpass the great Andean peaks and therefore drop the majority of their load 
on the eastern side of the mountains.  This desert is punctuated by a few fertile river valleys as 
the water that does fall makes its way to the ocean, oases that saw a great number of civilizations 
in early Andean prehistory.
Above the desert lies the yunga, whose name is derived from the Quechua and Aymara 
word yunka meaning "warm".  In Peru, the yunga includes a natural region that ranges from 
about 500 to 2300 meters and is found on both sides of the Andes.  The seaside yunga is still a 
subtropical desert, drier toward the south.  It abuts the quechua zone; ranging from 2300-3500 
meters, this is a region of large intermontane valleys coursed by rivers where much larger-scale 
agriculture is possible than in the yungas.  This is the core region of the Inka and where this 
thesis is situated. 
From the quechua zone, a traveler climbs above the tree line, at 3500 meters, into the suni 
zone which rises up to 4000 meters.  This ecozone exhibits a dry and cold environment where 
agriculture is again difficult, although the superfood quinoa thrives here and was a staple of the 
ancient Andean diet.  It is also the area of principal cultivation of the Andean tubers, such as the 
potato and ulluco, as well as lupines, such as talhui.  This region is often overlapped or combined 
with the puna, a region that extends up to the snow line around 4500-5000 meters.  This is a vast 
grassland with a tremendous geographic expanse from central Peru in the north, across the 
altiplano down to Bolivia, and south into Argentina and Chile.  It includes at least three 
ecoregions: a wet, sometimes swampy area in Ecuador in the north, a drier grassland from Peru 
into Bolivia, and a shrub desert from southern Bolivia onward.  This area was also vital to the 
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Inka as it supported vast herds of llama, alpaca, guanaco, and vicuña which the empire 
capitalized on for transportation, meat, and ritual. 
From here, the Andean ecozones peak on the mountaintops, many of which are well 
above the snow line and were white-capped for most of human history.  Then the zones repeat in 
reverse order as the land descends the eastern slope with one major difference: the massive 
amount of rainfall which keeps the eastern slopes perpetually damp and feeds the great 
Amazonian basin river systems.  As a result, many people note an additional three ecozones that 
cover the same geography descending the eastern slopes - montaña, upper and lower forest.  The 
montaña is the fluvial yunga, somewhere between 1000 and 2300 meters; unlike its subtropical 
coastal equivalent, it has ample rainfall and is high enough to include cloud forest.  This area was 
also vital to the Inka for the coca that grows here, considered by them a sacred plant and a vital 
component of ceremony and ritual. 
Below the fluvial yunga lie the highland and then the lowland tropical forests, also 
known as selva alta, from around 400-1000 meters, and selva baja, from 80-400 meters.  These 
are the stereotypical Amazonian jungles - hot, humid, and wet.  Most of the rain in the Andes 
falls here and the area is covered in streams, rivers, lakes, and waterfalls.  The majority of the 
Andes' biodiversity is also found in these last three ecozones.  The Inka were constantly foraying 
into the region to get goods, but were never able to successfully get a strong foothold here and 
often portrayed the peoples who inhabited this area as backwards and uncivilized. 
The climate throughout these ecological zones follows two broad patterns, a movement 
from tropical to temperate as one moves south from Colombia to Chile, and a change from arid 
to humid from west to east as discussed earlier (D'Altroy 2015:36).  In essence, all of these zones 
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are marked by only two seasons over the majority of the Andes - wet and dry.  The dry season is 
marked by very little rain and in a typical year will run from late April or early June to early 
November.  During this time an upper layer of warmer air traps the prevailing oceanic winds 
causing a thick fog along the shore and almost no rain along the coast.  The rest of the year, the 
winds rush up the mountains and drop their moisture above 1600 meters, starting its long journey 
back down. 
The reason these zones are particularly important to note here is that, in the Andes, 
survival in often harsh environments was dependent on the simultaneous exploitation of multiple 
resource zones, something Murra came to call "vertical control," or "verticality" (1972).  In his 
analysis, he argues that Andean ethnic groups strove to control as many vertical pisos, or floors, 
as possible through complex systems of reciprocity and redistribution internally, and trade and 
warfare externally, across vast geographic areas and altitude changes.    This situation often 
meant creating "colonies" in far-flung places so that communities could gain access to different 
resource zones. He based his argument on ethnohistoric sources from only 35 years after the 
Spanish invasion and was quickly supported by modern observations of communities still 
utilizing this vertical exploitation (Brush 1976), showing the endurance of this system.  Survival, 
therefore, required constant movement and transportation of people and resources up and down 
these vertical ecozones, as well as a complex cultural system that facilitated the circulation of 
these resources. 
This discussion of Andean ecology, geomorphology, and hydrology has several elements 
of note for this thesis.  First, the formation of the Andes created a steep vertical environment 
marked by expanses of exposed stone, outcroppings, and mountaintops and carved by rivers and 
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cave systems.  It is a world that encourages observers to look up and down and facilitates vast 
views from high vantage points and an appreciation for the combination of gravity and water.  
Second is the biodiversity and ecodiversity of the Andean world, affected both by the steep 
verticality of the landscape as well as by its formation of the continental divide.  The resultant 
desertification of one side and inundation of the other has inspired a deep understanding and 
appreciation for water, for its life-giving properties, and for its flow through and connecting 
force within the Andean universe.  Third, the vertical exploitation model of Andean peoples has 
encouraged a need and respect for movement through the Andean landscape, a focus on 
reciprocal community relationships over vast geographic areas, and ideologies that tie these 
disparate environments and movements together and give them meaning. 
 
Cuzco 
Cuzco is the modern capital of the Cusco Region and Cusco Province of southeastern 
Peru, served as the capital of the Inka Empire, and remains the Historical Capital of Peru.i  
Located in the central highlands of the Andes, the city is at a latitude of 13.5 degrees south of the 
equator at an altitude of approximately 3400 meters.  It sits on the western edge of the Cusco 
Valley which runs 20 kilometers west to east and comprises the upper course of the Huatanay 
River, which eventually joins with the Urubamba River, the middle part of the larger Vilcanota 
River.  Today, the city houses at least 435,114 people, is listed as a UNESCO World Heritage 
Site, and is the largest tourist destination in South America with some 2 million visitors a year 
(Perú: Población Estimada Al 30 de Junio Y Tasa de Crecimiento de Las Ciudades Capitales, Por 
Departamento, 2011 Y 2015 2012). 
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There is some debate on how the city received its name.  Perhaps the most romantic story 
ties the name to the origin narrative and early Inka occupation of the valley, a subject we will 
return to later when we discuss Inka history.  For now, let us note that in this narrative, four 
brothers and sisters emerge from the earth and journey in search of a home, finally settling in the 
fertile Cuzco valley (Sarmiento de Gamboa 2007:69; Diez de Betanzos 1996).  Here one of the 
brothers, Ayar Awka, sprouts wings and flies to a boundary marker, turning to stone to lay claim 
to the land.  From Sarmiento, 
Brother! Do you remember that we agreed that you should go to take possession 
of the land we are to settle? So now look at that rock!" Showing him the boundary 
marker, he said, "Fly over there" (because they said that he had grown wings), 
"and sit there and take possession of the very place where that boundary marker is 
so that we can then go to settle and live there! (Sarmiento de Gamboa 2007:69).  
 
Sarmiento goes on to say that in the ancient language of the valley, the word cozco meant 
"territorial boundary marker" and therefore this act by the brother gave Cuzco its name.  Even so, 
it is also possible that the word came from a modification of the phrase "rocky outcrop" or 
"falcon rocky outcrop" in hybrids of the older languages present at the time of the Inka's first 
settlement in the valley (Cerrón-Palomino 2007).  Other explanations have drawn attention to the 
fact that the early village was most likely in a swampy area (Betanzos 1996:70), and that the 
modern Cuzco Quechua term qosqo actually refers to a "dried-up lake bed;" this line of 
reasoning shows the change in environment as the city grew (Hornberger and Hornberger, 
1983:191), as well as the import that water may have played in its original founding.  Garcilaso 
de la Vega (2006) adds another variation and refers to Cuzco as the "navel of the universe," most 
likely a transfer of European neo-platonic ideas, but it shows the import and image of Cuzco to 
both the Spanish and the Inka as the center of the Andean universe.  Indeed, Susan Ramírez 
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writes that alongside Garcilaso's ombligo (Spanish for navel) she finds translations that mean 
center, brain, or heart of the universe among a number of both Spanish and native sources 
(Ramírez 2005:21). 
It is difficult to get a clear picture of the ancient capital as it has been continuously 
occupied since at least 1200 AD, and since the time of the Spanish conquest it has undergone 
fire, earthquake, and the onslaught of modern urban growth.  In spite of this, researchers have 
painstakingly worked to reconstruct our knowledge of the ancient city and the picture grows 
clearer daily (e.g., Farrington 2010; Vranich, Berquist, and Hardy 2014).  Zuidema writes that 
only the chronicler Molina "el Almagrista" estimated the population (Molina 1968:67; Cook 
1981:211–219; Rowe 1967:60).  He put the populace at over 40,000 families for the city proper 
and around 200,000 families for the entire region of 50-60 kilometers (Zuidema 1990:7).  
D'Altroy notes a quotation by Juan Ruiz de Acre (1993:368 translation from Hyslop 1990:34) 
that estimates four thousand residential houses in the city proper (2015:202).  The UNESCO 
report of 1980, authored by Santiago Agurto Calvo, admits that the extent of destruction makes 
exact numbers impossible, but that most likely the central area held around 12 to 20 thousand 
people with an additional fifty in the surrounding area.  An additional 50-110 thousand people 
could have lived in the suburban areas down the valley.  D'Altroy is confident then in saying 
greater Cuzco was home to around 100-150 thousand people. 
Most chroniclers and historians agree the imperial capital was built in the form of a 
puma, either literally or metaphorically.  While Inka Roq'a is credited in several accounts as 
having begun the canalization and water control of the city core, the Inka narratives told to the 
Spaniards recounted that the urban center of the imperial city was a planned settlement began by 
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Pachakuti, the Inka most often credited with turning Cuzco into the center of an empire.  
According to both Betanzos and Sarmiento, Pachakuti razed the old city to the ground and 
emptied the upper part of the Cuzco basin, before ordering architects to assemble a new capital 
he himself planned.  Sarmiento goes on to describe the plan, writing that the upper and lower 
waterways of the Tullumayo and Saphi Rivers were canalized to form a puma's body (2007:167).  
His son, Thupa Inka Yupanki, was then left to build the puma's head which was to become the 
great fortress of Saqsawaman, from which the archaeological park takes its name.  This version 
of events is problematized by available evidence that Killke-era buildings shared the same 
orientation as imperial-era constructions (Bauer 2004; Farrington 2013; Farrington 2010).  This 
is a feature of Inka history, its malleability according to context, which will be discussed in detail 
later. 
The city was split in two, Hanan Cuzco was the upper moiety to the northwest of the 
main plazas, "...socially and topographically elevated above Hurin Cuzco (Lower Cuzco), which 
lay to the southeast" (D'Altroy 2015:203).  At the ritual center were two plazas separated by one 
of the two major waterways which shaped the urban center, the Saphy River, which flowed along 
the belly of the Puma before meeting the Tullumayo (Quechua for "Bone River") which made up 
the animal's back.  The confluence of the watercourses is to this day referred to as Pumap 
Chupan, "the tail of the puma."  Awkaypata ("Terrace of Repose" in Quechua, now called the 
Plaza de Armas after the conquest), which lay to the east of the Saphy, was the most important 
open-air ceremonial space in the Inka realm (Morris, Covey, and Stein 2011:33–58), so it is 
important to note that the Inka covered the space in sand taken from the Pacific Ocean two-and-
a-half hands deep and interred gold and silver figurines and vessels there (Polo de Ondegardo 
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1916:109–110).  It is also interesting to note that it was in this plaza that new kings were 
anointed, and that beginning with Inka Roq'a, each new king was anointed with water that was 
brought to Cuzco from a spring in the bedrock of an island in Lake Titicaca (Yamqui and others 
1968:292).  There is a connection here between the divine, rulership, water, and Lake Titicaca 
we will return to when we look at the history of the Inka. 
Water features played prominent roles in much of the monumental construction of the 
city.  Awkaypata boasted a series of underground canals and libation channels as well as a ritual 
basin into which chicha, sacred corn beer, and other liquids were poured.  A series of fountains 
cascaded down the terraces from the Qoricancha (quechua for "Gold Enclosure"), which was to 
become the center of Inka universe as the sun became the center of their pantheon.  Similarly, a 
circular ring of fountains adorns the fortress/complex of Saqsawaman.  In fact, water features 
were included in, or were indeed the primary focus of, the majority of Inka sacred and 
monumental constructions in and around Cuzco.  Of the wak'a in the immediate surrounds of 
Cuzco, 96 of the 328 were water-related features (Sherbondy 1982a:74).  Van de Guchte also 
took note of this fact early in his work: "surveying these carved rocks, it soon became apparent 
that the majority of them are located in close proximity to bodies of water" (1990:28). 
This association of sacred landscape and water extends to greater Cuzco as well.  
According to detailed investigations by Zuidema (1990; 1964) and subsequently Sherbondy 
(1994), the organization of the greater Cuzco valley was by royal families, or panaqas.  They 
were given control over water sources in the valley, and therefore over agricultural production 
and ritual performance.  This organization followed the moiety split of the urban center so that 
Hanan Cuzco controlled the water sources and irrigation of the upper valley while Hurin Cuzco 
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controlled those of the lower.  Within each of these divisions, certain kin groups were assigned 
certain water sources and canals according to their rank.  In effect, this practice linked the spatial 
and political organization of the empire to the water sources of the valley and integrated 
agriculture, water and ritual cycles, and sociopolitical organization. 
In summary, Cuzco, the ancient capital of the Inka empire, is the setting of this research 
and this survey.  Built at the confluence of two rivers, its very name may reflect its aquatic 
origins and/or its marking by stone.  Through a period of intense political conflict and then 
imperial growth, the landscape of the valley has been modified to reflect the cosmology of the 
Inka, leading D'Altroy to write "Tawantinsuyu's most hallowed shrines lay in and about the city 
on a landscape whose every feature integrated a living past with the present" (2015:198).  These 
features we have shown to be focused around the manipulation of stone and water, most often 
using the former to shape the movement of the latter.  Canals, channels, fountains, basins and 
aqueducts are found at the core of the majority of the constructions which made Cuzco the living 
embodiment of Inka cosmology and practical engagement with sociopolitical organization and 
ritual performance.
                                                                 































What follows in this section is an overview of Inka history, beginning with a brief look at 
some of the most influential civilizations that existed before the empire, following with a more 
in-depth examination of their rise to power, and ending with a quick look at the Spanish conquest 
and Colonial era.  This section draws on a number of sources including oral narratives, 
archaeological research, and historical sources.  As such, I want to note the following things: 
first, no single sequence of Inka dynastic succession was acceptable to the Inkas at the time of 
the Spanish invasion and the standard sequence became fixed after 1551-57 with Betanzos 
(1996) or even later with Sarmiento (2007).  Great work has been done on this subject which is 
too extensive to be reviewed here (Covey 2006a).   
Second, particular rulers were said to have played special roles in the formation of Cuzco 
and Saqsawaman, especially in regard to their organization and aquatic features, and so special 
note will be made of this and returned to in our case study; and third, the zeq'e system was 
malleable over time and thus additions and modifications of wak'a were probably fairly common.  
A great deal of work has gone into identifying particular carved stones and zeq'es from the 
records and associating them with particular historical personages (Van de Guchte 1990; Bauer 
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2004; Zuidema 1983).  While this section and the case study will touch upon that issue, this 
thesis is more interested in the larger picture of Inka cognition of landscape and their subsequent 
modification of places that integrate with that understanding.  The idea here then is to outline the 
general historical background of the empire and tie it to the particular history of the 
archaeologically relevant issues we will return to in the case study.
 
Before the Inka 
Like most - probably all - advanced civilizations, the Inka did not spring up from nothing 
but drew upon thousands of years of cultural development, among them a number of advanced 
prior civilizations including the Chavin, Nasca, Wari, and Tiwanaku.  Their meteoric rise to 
power and dominance, all of which may have taken place in as little as a century, is better 
understood when we understand them rising out of this rich cultural milieu, drawing upon and 
adapting it to their needs (Paternosto 1996).  It was Uhle and Rowe who first sought out to 
establish an Andean chronology, and those efforts have been continuously updated, and are 
constantly debated (Silverman 2004; Kembel and Rick 2004).  Most recently archaeology has 
extended Inka cultural influence into the past by as much as few centuries before we previously 
believed (Bauer and Covey 2002; Covey 2006a).  Although the dates are still changing, in 
general we have come to understand that the early Andes can be seen shown in Fig. 4.1.: 
 
Name Date Cultures 
Late Horizon 1300-1532 A.D. Inka 
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Late Intermediate 1000-1400 A.D. Chimú, Chincha 
Middle Horizon 550-1000 A.D. Wari, Tiwanaku 
Middle Intermediate 300-600 A.D. Wari, Nasca 
Early Intermediate 100-300 A.D. Moche, Nasca 
Epiformative 200 B.C. – 100 A.D.  
Final Formative 400-200 B.C.  
Late Formative 600-400 B.C. Chavín 
Middle Formative 1000-600 B.C. Chavín 
Early Formative 1500-1000 B.C.  
Final Archaic 2000-1500 B.C.  
Late Archaic 3000-1800 B.C. Caral 
 
Figure 4.1 - Andean Chronological Sequence 
 
The first major civilization with a widespread influence then was the Chavín, named for 
its principal archaeological site Chavín de Huántar, a religious and political center located in the 
northern Andean highlands.  We can already see a concern with water here as the Chavín 
developed advanced canal irrigation systems to control water flow through and around their 
temples and fields (Burger 2008).  In addition, the use of subterranean water channels to carry 
sacrifices into the river (Sherbondy 1992:53) and a number of aquatic creatures such as serpents 
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and caymans in religious iconography reveals a deep aquatic symbolism in the culture (Tello 
1960; Lathrap 1971). 
In the Early Intermediate period, the Moche (also known as the Mochica) flourished on 
the north coast of Peru in a number of adjacent river valleys which cut green swaths through the 
arid desert.  The Moche had multiple polities throughout their florescence and shared a rich 
iconography of elaborate ceramics, gold work, and monumental constructions (Bawden 1996).  
Again, as a desert culture centered in riverine valleys next to the ocean, we see an enormous 
amount of effort put into elaborate irrigation systems in the five valleys of the Jequetepeque-
Lambayeque region.  In fact, researchers have convincingly shown that management of these 
elaborate systems was a driving force behind Moche sociopolitical organization and was adapted 
by the Inka after their conquest of the region (Netherly 1984).  It is not surprising that a lot of 
Moche art centered on marine animals, environments, and concepts of circulation and flow - 
especially in imagery surrounding sex and death (Quilter 2002; Sutter and Cortez 2005). 
Beginning around 300 BC, and carrying over into the Middle Horizon was a culture 
known as the Nasca, this time centered in river valleys on the dry southern coast.  Once again 
this society showed a particular attention to water, constructing underground aqueducts still in 
use today and elaborate above-ground irrigation systems.  During the Early Intermediate Period, 
they also created zoomorphic geoglyphs of marine creatures such as the killer whale and serpents 
(Silverman and Proulx 2002).  Later these gave way to more linear designs in the Middle 
Horizon.  It has even been argued that the famous Nasca lines were used to mark the flow of 
water under the desert surface, and indeed correlations have been found between certain glyphs 
and underground water sources (Johnson, Proulx, and Mabee 2002; Schreiber and Rojas 2003). 
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The Middle Horizon saw the rise of the two civilizations, the Wari and Tiwanaku, which 
arguably had the greatest influence on the Inka.  They can be seen in different elements of Inka 
architecture, administration, iconography, and history.  The Ayacucho region of southern Peru 
was home to the powerful Wari polity.  Despite the large urban center at the heart of the state, 
Wari seemed to lack the same ceremonial focus as other Andean entities, and may have sought to 
spread its influence primary through the establishment of colonies (Isbell and Silverman 2002; 
Isbell 2008).  The principal features of Wari statecraft recognized as antecedents to the Inka were 
their network of planned administrative facilities in the provinces and the system of roads that 
like them to the center.  Among the standardized sites found up to several hundred kilometers 
from the urban capital were Pikillaqta, Azángaro, Viracochapamapa, and Marca Huamachuco.   
In addition, the Wari practiced intensification of agricultural production through land 
modifications, such as terracing, and moved local populations about to farm the new expanses.  
Equally intriguing was the apparent use of the khipu know-registers for recording information 
(Urton 2014).  The intrusive and systematic nature of the Wari presence across an expansive 
territory has led many scholars to prose that the polity was the Andes' first highland empire (e.g., 
Schreiber 1992).  We are not sure of the depth of Inka knowledge of the working of the Wari 
polity, but it is clear that the Inka drew heavily upon Wari statecraft, even to the point of 
integrating major sectors of the road system into their own network. 
Tiwanaku, roughly a contemporary of Wari, was centered on a major city located just 
southeast of Lake Titicaca.  The polity's influence stretched from the coast along southern Peru 
and northern Chile, to the eastern lowlands in the Cochabamba, Bolivia, region.  In the 
highlands, the population supported itself no only through herding but also through an intricate 
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and advanced network of raised raised field agriculture and water management (both irrigation 
and drainage) that shows acute aquatic intelligence (Janusek and Kolata 2004; Kolata and Kolata 
1993; Kolata 2003).  Tiwanaku, more than any other civilization, shows ties to the Inka in its 
stonework and iconography, although there is some dispute over the similarities in style of stone 
carving (Protzen and Nair 2000).  The affinities are reflected in an ideology that places Inka 
cosmological origins, indeed all Andean origins, at Lake Titicaca and the Island of the Sun, a 
point we already noted in our discussion of ritual in Cuzco and which we will return to in our 
section on the Essence of the Inka.  The significance of the Tiwanaku heartland for the Inka may 
be seen in their incorporation of Tiwanaku megaliths into Inka origin narratives, the recognition 
of the city as having a symbolic status just below that of Cuzco itself, and the elaboration of Inka 
ceremonial complexes at Copacabana and the Islands of the Sun and Moon. 
The Wari and the Tiwanaku shared a remarkably similar iconography, although the 
nature of their relationship is still highly debated. Despite their visible similarities, there is no 
evidence to date to indicate that they had political relations or traded with one another, or had 
any other formal interaction of a definable nature. It has been posited that Wari was initially a 
subsidiary of Tiwanaku that later developed an independent existence, or that the two cities may 
have been dual capitals of a unified polity. Those views have been challenged by scholars who 
see Wari arising autonomously from local antecedents, while others view the two urban centers 
at their peaks as non-belligerent rivals, each focused away from the other in its expansion. At 
present, the nature of the relationship is still a largely unresolved question. 
By the time of the Late Intermediate, the Chimú were the major center of power.  Located 
in the same valley as the Moche and controlling a large amount of the northern coast, the Chimú 
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established an expansionist state that was rigidly organized into distinct social classes.  They 
would prove to be the Inkas' major competitor in their expansion north.  In addition, the Cañarí, 
Chanka, Colla, Lupaca, Huanca, Conchuco, Yarivilca, and Chachapoya were all major political 
ethnic groups that would eventually come under the control of the Inka (Covey 2008). 
On a more localized note, the archaeological record within the Cuzco valley and its 
immediate surrounds exhibits a material culture known as Killke.  Most likely produced by a 
variety of local societies that flourished from approximately 900-1200 A.D., this era has also 
been referred to as pre-Inka (Rowe 1946).  Our understanding of this culture is very limited as 
the imperial Inka era saw the modification of many of the Killke-era sites in the thirteenth 
century.  Of note for this thesis, Carbon-14 dating of Saqsawaman, the walled complex from 
which the park I surveyed takes its name, has demonstrated that the fortress, several temples, and 
an ancient aqueduct system were originally constructed about 1100 A.D during the Killke era 
(Bauer 2004).  This is especially interesting given the effort made by later Inka historians to 
attribute these constructions to Pachakuti as we already noted.  Once again, the intersection of 




As I noted earlier, no single sequence of Inka dynastic succession was acceptable to the 
Inkas at the time of the Spanish invasion and the standard sequence which is followed below 
only solidified around 1551-57 (Diez de Betanzos 1996) or possibly even later with Sarmiento 
(e.g. Sarmiento de Gamboa 2007).  Covey has done a great deal of work on this and I would 
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refer anyone interested in more detail to turn there (2006a).  This sequence names thirteen rulers 
beginning with Manco Capac and ending with Atawallpa, who was beheaded by the invading 
conquistadors.  The earlier we go, the more tenuous the history, and the first four Inka were 
likely not living historical figures (D’Altroy 2015a). 
 
Ruler Name Meaning Landscape & Water 
Manqo Qhapaq Powerful (Ancestor) Sees rainbow as sign to end 
floods, turns brothers into 
stone 
Zinchi Roq'a Warlord Roq'a  
Lloq'e Yupanki Honored Left-Handed  
Mayta Qhapaq Royal Mayta  
Qhapaq Yupanki Powerful Honored  
Inka Roq'a Inka Roq'a Discovered Irrigation 
Water at Chakan, Canals, 
Anoint with Lake Titicaca 
Yawar Waqaq He Who Cries Bloody 
Tears 
 
Wiraqocha Inka Creator God Inka  
Pachakuti Inka Yupanki Cataclysm Honored Inka Initial Design of 
Saqsawaman 
Thupa Inka Yupanki Royal Honored Inka Major Construction of 
Saqsawaman 
Wayna Qhapaq Powerful Youth  
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Waskhar Inka Golden Chair Ruler  
Atawallpa   
 
Figure 4.2 - Conventional dynastic sequence with associated relevant accomplishments. 
 
I will draw here primarily from the account of Sarmiento de Gamboa which Urton has 
noted as "one of the earliest and most detailed versions we have" (1999:45).  According to some 
of the earliest recorded Inka narrative histories, the Inka lineage began when four brothers and 
four sisters were called forth from a cave called Tampu T'oqo, the House of Windows, located in 
an outcropping called Pacariqtambo, the Inn of Dawn (Sarmiento de Gamboa 2007:60).  These 
eight progenitors were then either paired off, or possibly emerged already paired, and went about 
the task of finding a home.  These eight, along with the Tambos and Maras, two peoples who 
emerged from the other two openings in the cave, were organized and led by Manqo Qhapaq and 
Mama Oqllu in a search for productive land. 
The journey itself seems to have been a start and stop sort of venture as the Inkas sought 
a place where they could sink a rod of gold into the land, a sign of agricultural fertility.  As they 
traveled, Mama Oqllu gave birth to Sinchi Roq'a, the second Inka noted in most king lists.  The 
Inka also struggled with one of Manqo Inka's brothers, Ayar Cachi, who was combative and 
destructive and was therefore sent back to the cave and tricked inside where he was entombed 
forever.  A third brother, Ayar Uchu, was transformed into stone when the party viewed a 
rainbow over a fertile valley, an omen their journey was almost complete (Sarmiento de Gamboa 
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2007:63–66).  This stone sits atop a mountain and both are named Huanacauri and were sacred to 
the Inka. 
Finally, at a place called Wanaypata, the golden rod sank deep into the earth and the 
Inkas knew their journey had come to a close.  The remaining younger brother, Ayar Auca was 
also transformed into stone, becoming a boundary marker to index the Inka's claim to this land.  
Next proceeded an era of intense and bloody warfare as the Inka, led by Manco and his sister-
wife, as the new arrivals took control of the valley and expelled its inhabitants.  Upon their final 
victory Manco Qhapaq built the first house of the sun, divided Cuzco into four parts, and set up 
the two-part kin divisions that could come to organize their social structure until the day the 
Spanish arrived (Urton 1999:56). 
Sinchi Roq'a, the second Inka, seems to have been a diplomat and worked hard at 
cementing relations with nearby ethnic groups, including marrying the wife of a powerful leader 
in the town of Saño.  That tactic was repeated by his next two successors, Lloque Yupanqui who 
also is said to have married a local to cement diplomatic ties, and Mayta Capac who married a 
daughter of the lord of Collaguas.  Mayta Capac was also evidently a very combative individual 
and his life and reign are marked by conflict in the narratives.  Mayta Capac's sons fought over 
succession and eventually a son named Capac Yupanki succeeded in gaining the throne 
(Sarmiento de Gamboa 2007:83–86). 
It is his son, Inka Roq'a, who is accredited with some of the grander achievements 
including reorganizing the social structure in order to create the Upper Cuzco royal moiety.  He 
created and organized the extensive canal networks that controlled water flow into the Cuzco 
Valley, including discovering irrigation water at Chakan by plunging his arm into the earth.  He 
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also began the Inka expansion on a modest level (although see Ayala 2009) or (Vega 2006), 
capturing and defeating towns in the Cuzco and Vilanota valleys and fortifying the Inka hold in 
this area of the highlands. As we noted earlier, he is also credited with beginning a ritual by 
which new Inkas were anointed from a spring in the bedrock of an island in Lake Titicaca 
(Pachacuti Yamqui 1968:292), thereby tying the expansionist polity to the power of this ancient 
place.  His son, Titu Kusi Wallpa, was the next to take the throne; upon accession, he changed 
his name to Yawar Waqaq.  Yawar is also noted as being responsible for some modest expansion 
of Inka domains (Sarmiento de Gamboa 2007:89–98).  After Yawar Waqaq died, possibly in a 
raid by enemy warriors during a festival in Cuzco (León 2001), the throne passed to Wiracocha 
Inka.  It is at this time that most narratives told to the Spaniards begin an era in which the Inka 
start building an empire. 
Archaeologically, the material record associated with the early pre-Inka in the Cuzco era 
is known as the Killke era; it is dated from approximately AD 1000 to 1400 (Bauer 1992b).  It is 
marked by an architectural style that includes both circular and rectangular structures, roughly 
built when compared to imperial masonry, with rounded internal corners, two-story buildings, 
and partitioned internal spaces (Niles 1984).  In addition, the material remains of the Killke era 
show a lack of central organization and a generally poor level of quality - both elements that 
would disappear once imperial control extended to artisanal spheres (Bauer and Stanish 1990).  
This artifact assemblage would come to be found in an area that roughly corresponds to the area 
occupied by the Inka and their most closely associated ethnic allies (Bauer 1992b) and includes a 
few hundred sites throughout the Apurimac and Vilcanota river systems. 
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In general, the Killke occupations are unfortified, located on slightly elevated positions 
above the valley floor, although as one moves away from the core of Cuzco to the north there is a 
greater concern with defense as seen at sites such as W'ata.  In addition, there is greater evidence 
for hierarchy shown by larger variability in site size toward the center of the basin (Alan Covey 
2003).  It also seems that the societies producing Killke materials were using the resource 
extraction method prevalent in the Andes by locating small settlements in different resource 
zones (Bauer and Covey 2002).  Some of the largest Inka sites, such as Saqsawaman also show 
Killke pottery in the deepest deposits and so it is likely that the Inka built over existing 
structures, most likely utilizing old plans.  Unfortunately, a great deal of this record has been lost 
as later Inka constructions, subsequent destructions and natural disasters, and modern planning 
has destroyed a lot of the early Killke occupational deposits. 
The delineation between early and late Inka is not clear-cut, of course, and many of the 
architectural and artifact styles that we come to associate with the Imperial Era are grounded in 
prior times.  For example, many of the Killke ceramics include design elements that would come 
to mark the Imperial style including, among other things, nested triangle and pendant rows of 
solid triangle motifs as well as bowl and strap-handle vessel shapes (Bauer 1999).  In addition, 
some polychrome ware has been found in early contexts which may indicate its creation and use 
started long before it became the Imperial standby (Kendall 1996).  In addition, many of the 
elements that delineate Imperial architecture are found in buildings that were most likely erected 
in what is normally thought of as the Killke era (Bauer 1992b).  Collectively, the archaeological 
evidence indicates that the expansionist Inka polity developed over two centuries or more, rather 
than sprinting into being in the fifteenth century as the Inka narratives recorded by the Spaniards 
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would have us believe.  Regardless, the advent of Inka imperialism precipitated drastic changes 
in architecture and artifact assemblages that would come to mark the meteoric rise of the Empire 
throughout the Andes. 
 
Imperial Expansion 
As before, I would like to start with narrative versions of history passed on by the 
surviving Inka.  It is worth repeating that these histories are quite variable, even more so than the 
pre-imperial narratives already discussed.  In fact, there are over fifty different accounts of Inka 
history, many of them contrasting, each presented in a manner that glorified or downplayed 
particular elements, characters, and achievements in order to further political ends 
(Rostworowski 1999).  Moreover, each of them was recorded in the Colonial era after a series of 
translations through many Andean and Spanish voices.  The result is problematic when seen in 
terms of Western linear understandings of history.  The situation has led to a debate over whether 
the narratives are indeed parsable into a Western notion of objective truth, (e.g. Pärssinen 1992), 
whether they are based in and inseparable from Andean understandings of time and space (e.g. 
Urton 1990), or whether indeed both are possible to some extent (e.g. Julien 2002).  My view 
belongs to the final category, as I believe that despite their variety, and in fact in places because 
of it, the narratives provide insight into the way the Inka viewed and (re)created a dynamic 
history.  This malleable past gave order to the universe and, despite significant differences, 
reveals a basic trajectory.  Dates, as we have already seen, are not as important here as actions in 
places. 
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All of the histories recounted to the Spaniards seem to agree that it was with the 
ascendance of Wiraqocha Inka that the Inka began to take on more of an imperial, expansionist 
nature (e.g. Cobo 1983; Sarmiento de Gamboa 2007:100–103).  After another marriage alliance 
to a local woman, Wiraqocha participated in the same more localized consolidations and 
diplomatic forays of his ancestors, until he made a move to extend Inka power by becoming 
involved in a struggle between the Lupaqas and Qollas of the Lake Titicaca basin, eventually 
making an alliance with the victorious Lupaqas (Diez de Betanzos 1996:20).  This seems to have 
precipitated a significant change in the power balance of the central highland region surrounding 
Cuzco. 
During this time, Wiraqocha's sons were leading military expeditions to expand dominion 
and to solidify control in the core of the Inka region, primary among them Inka Urqon and Inka 
Yupanki, later rivals to the throne.  Inka Yupanqui would eventually prevail, taking the title 
Pachakuti, his success possibly due to his defeat of a long-time enemy of the Inka, the Chanka.  
Although there is some debate as to how powerful the Chanka actually were at this time (Bauer, 
Kellett, and Silva 2010), in the narratives they struggled with the Inka for dominance during their 
rise to power, perhaps for hundreds of years, and were eventually defeated.  In the chronicles 
most politically aligned with Pachakuti, this defeat took place when the Chanka attacked Cuzco 
in force, causing Wiraqocha and the heir-apparent Urqon to retreat.  Pachakuti was left to defend 
the city, which he did with the miraculous aid of stones that transformed into warriors provided 
to him by the Creator.  In some versions it is the sun which intervenes, a variation is due to the 
malleable nature of Inka history and the greater and greater role the sun played in the Inka 
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pantheon.  Either way, the stones could still be pointed out and named to the conquistadores 
when they arrived (Cobo 1983:128–129). 
That battle effectively made Pachakuti the reigning monarch ruling out of Cuzco, 
although his father remained the figurehead for some time thereafter at his estate at Juchuy 
Cossco (Caquea Xanquixaguana).  Eventually Wiraqocha returned to the city which had been 
extensively renovated including the building of a temple to the Sun, the construction of 
storehouses and agricultural fields, and a massive canalization of the two rivers that continually 
flooded Cuzco.  All of those were accomplished through the tradition of labor sharing among 
local lords.  When Wiraqocha arrived back at the capital, he was made to humiliate himself and 
turn over the reign of the empire to his son, but was thereafter allowed to live in the city and run 
his estate (Diez de Betanzos 1996:44–55, 69–79). 
Under Pachakuti and his heir Thupa Inka Yupanki, Inka expansion exploded.  In the 
south Pachakuti, or forces under his command, expanded into southern Bolivia, overcoming the 
Qolla (Diez de Betanzos 1996:112–114).  In the north, they advanced along the sierra and the 
coast up into Ecuador, making contact with the Chincha, which were incorporated either at this 
time or later under Thupa Inka Yupanki (Rostoworski 1999:71).  There were then a number of 
additional expeditions northward, one of which eventually toppled the Chimu empire.  A 
fascinating element in these expeditions are stories that Thupa Inka cut off the coastal water 
supply to subdue his enemies (Cabello Valboa 1951:320–321), and that he sailed to the Pacific 
islands with twenty thousand soldiers on balsa rafts.  The chronicles here are a laundry list of 
military conquests and defeats, long marches, rebellions, and undiscovered territory - by both 
father and son.  As previously noted, however, the precise sequence is hard to work out and it is 
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not always very clear who accomplished what and just when it happened (see D'Altroy 2015: 98-
104).  Instead the narratives are organized spatially and by the actions taken in those places. 
Chroniclers do seem to agree on the role of Pachakuti in designing and implementing the 
plan for Cuzco's urban core (although note the contrary archaeological evidence mentioned 
earlier), destroying the old city before canalizing the Saphy and Tullumayo.  Diez de Betanzos  
(1996:70) wrote, "...as we have told you, the whole seat of the city was marshes and springs of 
water.  He ordered that all of the springs be canalized in such a way as to be piped to the houses 
of the city and made into fountains to supply water to the city".  It seems his son was then tasked 
with building the head of the puma, as his father had said that while the body was made by the 
land bounded by the rivers it was up to the son to build the head (Sarmiento de Gamboa 
2007:167).  This head would become the great ceremonial- fortress complex of Saqsawaman. 
It is important to note that Zuidema and Sherbondy indicate that this area of the Cuzco 
valley, between the Saphy and Tullumayo extending northwards and including Saqsawaman and 
the majority of the archaeological park, did indeed constitute the chapas ("the land, river and 
irrigation system belonging to one of the royal panaqas or lineages") of Pachakuti (Zuidema 
1990:16–17).  It is also interesting to note that the rest of the park lies in the chapas of Inka 
Roqa, the king we already noted as being credited with first organizing the extensive canal 
networks that controlled water flow into the Cuzco Valley and the capital, including discovering 
irrigation water at Chakan. 
I want to take the time here to speak to the use of water sources in the park as described 
by Cobo (1997), a subject this thesis will spend a great deal of time examining.  In many places, 
springs were set apart as waka's from their very source, while in others they were redirected into 
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fountains, which also made up a large number of the waka's in the park.  Many of these fountains 
served as baths and were part of state rituals.  Water was also siphoned off of the larger rivers 
and streams in Saqsawaman, both for irrigation channels and for elaborate fountains and baths 
along the zeq'es in the park.  Water's context, therefore, seems to be equally as important as its 
provenance.  In addition, the way in which water was directed and channeled seems to have 
charged it with different energy for different purposes, a point we will return to in Part 4.  But for 
now, the use of zigzags and falls for water in fountains and baths seems to have imbued the 
substance with greater potency for Inka ritual practice, for example at Qenqo (zigzag), where the 
flow of water through a lighting-bolt like channel brought the water into the sacred ritual center 
of the site.   
It is clear then that a great deal of the monumental construction of Cuzco and 
Saqsawaman Archaeological Park was associated with the time of Inka imperial expansion, at 
least as it was recounted to the Spaniards.  The changes brought about during this time are 
therefore a powerful indicator of how the Inka viewed the importance of a living landscape with 
which they were invested in a cosmological dialectic (D’Altroy 2015a:198).  This was a time, as 
we have seen, when Inka rule was exploding across the Andes and they engaged in constant 
contact, conflict, and negotiation with ethnic groups, polities, and empires from a diverse cultural 
background.  It is important to note then that the actions performed at this time are those that 
control the landscape and provide for greater production - canalization and irrigation.  As a 
result, it makes sense that the Saqsawaman Archaeological Park in particular reflects this 
moment and this project.  The fact that the territory of the park is given to be the chapas of 
Pachakuti and Inka Roq'a, the two rulers whose feats when recounted to the Spanish emphasized 
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their canalization and irrigation works, as well as their substantial social reorganizations.  In 
essence, these two rulers were the formative personalities in the Inka rise to an imperial power, 
and the creation of a capital built on water and stone. 
 
Dynastic Civil War and the Spanish Conquest 
After another contested and bloody succession, Wayna Qhapaq took over the throne from 
Thupa Inka Yupanki and continued his father's and grandfather's military and administrative 
efforts, although there was a distinct shift from expansion to consolidation (Diez de Betanzos 
1996:165 -185; Sarmiento 2007:173-186).  The major efforts he did undertake toward expansion 
were military conquests in the north in modern day Ecuador, an area that proved difficult and 
elusive to Inka interests for the entire history of the empire (Diez de Betanzos 1996:182-183).  
Wayna Qhapaq spent years in the north establishing footholds and sending generals on 
campaigns, including his son Atawallpa.  He eventually took command himself and led 
numerous expeditions into the southern reaches of Ecuador and down to the coast before 
retreating in the face of news that an illness was sweeping his lands (Cook 1981:62). 
Sometime early in 1528, Wayna Qhapaq - and later his designated heir Niñan Cuyuchi - 
was stricken with illness.  The sudden death of Wayna Qhapaq, most likely to hemorrhagic 
smallpox, plunged the empire into disarray.  Inka royal succession was often a bloody affair, and 
the untimely death of both the emperor and his chosen successor exacerbated this situation.  A 
civil war ensued between two royal sons with different mothers, Atawallpa based in Ecuador in 
the north and Waskhar based in Cuzco.  Arguments have been made portraying Atawallpa as a 
usurper (Hemming 1970), while another perspective paints him as victim, forced into defending 
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himself after Waskhar began a campaign to murder his male kin after being crowned in Cuzco.  
Few of Waskhar's relatives survived to tell the tale (D’Altroy 2015a:107).  Eventually Atawallpa 
gained the upper hand and his armies defeated Waskhar and began to ferry him north.   
In the middle of November in 1532, Francisco Pizarro and 168 Spaniards entered the 
plaza at Cajamarca where they were met by the army of the prince-now-come-king Atawallpa - 
reportedly as many as eighty thousand men strong and recently victorious in a bloody civil war 
that had torn the empire apart.  The visitors were taken to meet the curious, and maybe just a bit 
hubristic, new Sapa Inka.  Pizarro, an astute, ruthless, and shrewd soldier with the example of 
Cortés and the Aztecs fresh in his mind, executed a coup and captured Atawallpa, precipitating 
the downfall of the empire.  Atawallpa, in fear of his still precarious position after the civil war, 
sent word to his jailers to have his brother Waskhar executed (Rostworowski 1999:129–131). 
The conquistadores were, first and foremost, treasure hunters.  During the course of the 
next eight months Pizarro and his fellow conquistadors held Atawallpa prisoner as they collected 
what has been estimated as more than fifty million dollars in precious metals, leaving a lasting 
legacy of guilt and taboo around extracting precious metals that continues today (Sallnow 1989).  
Eventually, fearing rebellion, Pizarro had Atawallpa garroted, but only after the last monarch of 
the Inka supposedly converted to Christianity.  This, in essence, ended the Inka Empire, although 
a series of Inka monarchs would continue to rule in some manner for years to come, which we 
will touch upon shortly in interest of completeness.  The end of the empire, however, meant the 
end of Inka landscape modification on a grand scale.  This means that the heartland of the empire 
was built mostly during the Inka rise to imperial power, shortly before the arrival of the Spanish, 
and was in fact in constant state of (re)construction interrupted by the death of Wayna Qhapaq 
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and the dynastic civil war of his sons (Bauer 2004).  For this reason, it provides a look at the 
relationship between this explosive polity and the world they sought to dominate. 
 
Post-conquest 
To avoid a rebellion or civil unrest after the murder of Atawallpa, and to avoid another 
dynastic power struggle, Pizarro had Tupac Huallpa, the son of Wayna Qhapaq and brother of 
Waskhar, installed on the throne as a puppet figurehead.  This was an astute political move on 
Pizarro's part, endearing himself to those in the capital related to Waskhar (Diez de Betanzos 
1996:276–277).  Tupac succumbed to illness shortly thereafter, however, and Pizarro turned next 
to another of Waskhar's sons, Manco Inka - also referred to as Manco Capac by Diez de 
Betanzos (Diez de Betanzos 1996:278–279).  This was another political move meant to ally the 
conquistadors with the Cusqueñans as they tried to protect themselves from outside attacks. 
Although originally compliant, Manco Inca was repeatedly mistreated by the conquerors 
who stole from his palace and eventually even took his wife for Gonzalo Pizarro.  Manco Inca 
revolted in 1535, leaving Cuzco under the cover of darkness, and eventually raising an army that 
occupied Saqsawaman, flooding the fields to thwart the mounted Spaniards and setting fire to the 
thatched roofs of the city (León 1998:455–462; Cobo 1983:172–177).  Eventually they were 
driven back to Ollantaytambo where they scored a decisive victory against the Spaniards.  The 
Inkas attempted another siege of Cuzco in 1537, but the Spaniards regrouped and drove them 
back once again, this time to Vilcabamba in the jungle (Diez de Betanzos 1996:280–291). 
There Manco Inca established a rebel state.  In his absence, the Spaniards fought a 
vicious civil war of their own as the former partner, then turned rival of Pizarro, Diego de 
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Almagro seized Cuzco in 1537.  During this time Paullu Topa Inca was installed as emperor and 
flourished, eventually even converting to Christianity and giving up the mummy of Wayna 
Qhapaq to Polo de Ondegardo (Sarmiento de Gamboa 2007:238).  The mummy was still being 
stored at Quespiwanka, showing the continued importance of the sacred ritual sites around 
Cuzco.  The Almagristas were eventually defeated, but not before two of them murdered 
Francisco Pizzaro, took refuge in the neo-Inka state at Vilcabamba, and then killed Manco Inca.  
They had hoped this assassination would allow them to return to Cuzco, but were caught and 
executed before that could happen (Cobo 1983:172–177). 
Manco's son Sayri Tupac Amaru succeeded his father, but because he ascended at age 
five, he ruled through regents for thirteen years before leaving Vilcabamba with a full pardon 
and a large estate in Yucay (Farrington 1995).  In his absence, Titu Cusi Yupanki ruled in 
Vilcabamba, creating one of the first indigenous records we have, as mentioned in the sources 
section earlier.  He converted to Christianity in 1568.  In 1571 he passed away from illness and 
the monarchy passed to his brother, Tupac Amaru, who cut off all ties with the Spanish.  The 
new viceroy Toledo, eager to consolidate Spanish rule, declared war, captured Tupac, and 
executed him in 1572 (Hemming 1970).  This death ended the neo-Inka state and the last 































Having now set the stage for our analysis, I would like to use the rest of this thesis to 
examine how Inka thought and practice was tied to a living, recursive landscape.  I do this in two 
parts.  First, in this section we will examine Andean thought and practice in general, and Inka 
ideology in particular, by examining a variety of sources including - among other things - oral 
narratives, histories, and ethnographies.  Using these sources, we will examine a number of 
important theoretical issues underpinning this thesis including questions regarding Andean 
concepts surrounding materiality, phenomenology, epistemology and ontology, and actors and 
agency.  From there, we will use what we learned to closely examine a number of cosmogenesis 
stories and origin narratives to better understand Andean conceptual categories, especially as 
they apply to landscape and the Inka.  In particular, this section pulls out five notable interwoven 
categories: Vitality, Communication, Identity, Complementarity, and Positioning.  These 
categories, although arbitrary and of my own creation, serve to break down the complex and 
interconnected epistemology evident in this analysis of Inka landscape cognition.  These 
categories will also be useful when we move on to Part 4, a case study in which we will see how 
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The Subject of Stone 
As I noted in the introduction to this thesis, this research took as its starting point an 
observation made by Bray (2009) in An Archaeological Perspective on the Andean Concept of 
Camaquen.  I want to explore that observation in more detail here as it relates to Andean thought 
and practice.  In her insightful piece, Bray draws on the burgeoning corpus of work exploring 
indigenous non-Western ontologies.  In particular, she explores the work of Viveiros de Castro 
who, in his examination of Amazonian people, argues for a move away from the idea of multiple 
cultural views of nature to the idea of multiple natural worlds, what Viveiros calls "perspectival 
multinaturalism."  The core of this argument is an ontological paradigm shift that places 
humanity, and not animality, at the foundation of all phenomena and beings in the universe.  As 
opposed to humanist views, this shift breaks Homo sapiens privileged monopoly of human spirit 
or soul; instead all things are seen to share a core humanity in their very essence.  That spiritual 
unity forms the universal, while nature, the object, becomes the form of the particular (Viveiros 
de Castro 2004:465; Bray 2009:358). 
Armed with this shifted ontology, Bray turns her gaze to the Andes and to the concepts of 
camaquen and wak'a.  Waka's, as we will see later, were places and things of great import to 
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Andean peoples with transcendent ties to the world of the ancestors.  As such, they served as 
symbols of community, identity and power.  In their most enduring form they were carved stone 
monuments and as such they multiplied across the countryside by the time of the Inka.  They 
survive today and receive ofrendas or offerings more than five hundred years after the fall of the 
Inka Empire, the conquest of the Spanish, and the onslaught of modernity.  In her final analysis, 
applying this new ontology to the enduring stone wak'as, Bray writes:
 
I suggest here that stone may have been viewed as the camay of the imperial Inka elite -- 
that the Inka may have viewed themselves as the tangible instantiation of the power of 
stone, sharing the animate 'stoney essence' of durability, permanence, and ubiquity with 
this important and elemental material of the Andean world (Bray 2009:363). 
 
Camay (also kamay) is Quechua for "life-force, animation, or spirit," so what Bray is arguing 
here is that stone is the animating life-force of the Inka, that stone and Inka share a particularly 
close spiritual and substantive unity.  Although not quite the same as the ontology that Viveiros 
describes, which presupposes a shared humanity among all things, the Andean belief does indeed 
emphasize a shared vitality which connects human and non-human actors in the universe in a 
recursive, mutually responsible manner. 
This idea began the wheels turning in my head.  Carved stones, in this new ontological 
context, are not symbols of the Inka - they are Inka, at least in part.  And if the Inka were indeed 
the concrete (re)presentations of the power of stone, then their projects to shape stone were in 
fact works to reinvent, reveal, and communicate with themselves.  Wak'as, in this case, were the 
loci of Imperial Inka identity and knowledge as well as their tangible representations within the 
landscape.  They stood in for the Inka themselves, or at the very least for how the Inka wanted 
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themselves to be seen, and their relation with the larger environment is thus also the Inka's 
relationship with larger world. 
These thoughts were still fresh in my mind when in 2010, Carolyn Dean echoed a lot of 
Bray's sentiments, and problematized them, in her book A Culture of Stone: Inka Perspectives on 
Rock.  She recognized, as Bray did, that Inka stones were animated, and that this placed the 
import on the substance and context of the stone, not its form (Bray 2009:362; Dean 2010:4).  
Dean noted that there were a number of visual cues – framing, distancing, contouring, and 
carving - that the Inka utilized to differentiate sacred stones from those that were 'just' rocks, "for 
these strategies all single out particular megaliths from the otherwise undifferentiated landscape" 
(Dean 2010:27).  What sets Dean apart from Bray, however, is that while both conclude that the 
dramatic reworking of landscape was a result of Inka connections to the camay of stone, Bray's 
ontology sees it as an attempt to externalize the stone's inner and shared humanity.  
Alternatively, Dean emphasizes: 
 
Stone in the Andes was both nature and culture, both part of the earth and part of 
human society.  What's more, the Inka often valued rock precisely for its ability to 
participate in natural and cultural environments simultaneously.  That rocks were 
often places where complementary orders joined, enhanced their significance 
(14). 
 
Dean is emphasizing that the Inka were not merely shaping stone to release its inner essence.  
They were also engaged in a powerful project to shape that essence, disciplining it as part of the 
imperial project (Wilkinson 2013), and in the process putting themselves in a favorable position 
in Andean cosmology. 
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Stone then played a vital and dynamic part in the creation of the Inka, not only as 
building blocks for the physical infrastructure of their explosive empire, but as concrete 
foundations for and (re)presentations of their identity, ideology, and cosmology.  Stones 
represented not only the origins of the Inka, but their legacy as well.  They served as roadmaps, 
landmarks, and gateways.  As Dean notes, stone for the Inka was both nature and culture, its 
substance indexing the natural world of the Andes while its shaping pointed to the process of 
enculturation by which it was brought to order within the state (2010).  Stone marked the crucial 
confluence of nature and culture.  In occupying that point of convergence, it served as a bridge, a 
boundary, and a conduit between the supernatural and the secular - a liminal space vital to the 
Inka in their quest for legitimation.  This was a recursive relationship and the Inka in turn 
designed, built, and modified sites to reflect and reform the universe as they perceived it 
(Christie 2012). 
But I also felt there was a great deal missing from this picture.  To begin with, although 
Bray focuses on the abilities afforded by stone – durability, permanence, and ubiquity – stone 
has its drawbacks as well.  Stone is immobile, resistant to change, silent, heavy.  In addition, 
Terence D'Altroy's work on Inka knowledge formation, work which led to his new chapter 
'Thinking Inka', pushed me to start thinking about Inka epistemology - about how the Inka 
thought they knew the world and how they could thrive within it.  He and Darryl Wilkinson urge 
us to see the landscape as a crucial part of the Inka canon (D’Altroy and Wilkinson 2009).    As 
we saw in our chapter on context, stone is also only one of many elements which make up the 
diverse Andean world, and to focus solely on it is to ignore some of the other very powerful 
natural forces which show up in historical and ethnographic sources.  Most significant among the 
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overlooked elements was water, an absence Bray must have felt, as in 2013 she published a 
phenomenal analysis of water and ritual in the Inka empire.  Dean has also recently incorporated 
water into an insightful work on display fountains (2012).  Both of these recent works, along 
with numerous others (see for example MacLean 1986), reveal that water was a vital thematic 
element in Inka construction.  Nonetheless, all of these works are predominantly focused inward 
within a few of the major monumental sites and do not examine the place these sites held within 
the larger context of the Andean world, what Dean refers to as an "otherwise undifferentiated 
landscape." 
Given the ontological shift described by Viveiros de Castro and adapted by Bray, I have 
to ask, "Can a non-anthropomorphic landscape even exist in the Andes if all things share a basic 
humanness?"  If we extend this thought process, if we see the stone as the Inka did, as live 
"persons in fact", then the line between archaeology and ethnography becomes blurred and the 
lithic subjects in this project cannot be simply treated as passive objects.  This is not to say, of 
course, that stones have consciousness, nor are they able to ask or answer the same questions as 
human subjects, at least from a Western viewpoint.  Instead, this is meant to treat stones as the 
Inka did, as animate, person-like beings in their own right and targets for and sources of social 
agency.  It is meant to ask "What do stones want?" (Mitchell 1996; 2005) and to examine their 
role as political actors enmeshed in the complex dynamic relational networks in the heart of the 
Inka homeland.  
The space that the Inka inhabited cannot be an "otherwise undifferentiated landscape," 
but is instead a living network and a vital player in Andean politics, not merely a backdrop for 
humans.  Stones, the life-force of the Inka, exist in an intricate cosmological realm teeming with 
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other actors: outcrops, caves, roads, streams, springs, sunlight, terraces, viewsheds, 
mountaintops, and celestial bodies.  And while Dean does a wonderful job of showing how 
particular stones were set apart and designated as important by the Inka, she misses how the 
Andean landscape as a whole was tied together.  Water was not just a component within Inka 
imperial construction of canals, fountains, and basins - it was the primary factor in site location, 
identity, design, and hierarchy (MacLean 1986; Bray 2013).  For while stone provided the Inka 
with "durability, permanence, and ubiquity," it was water that brought transcendence, vitality, 
identity, movement, and a richer symbolic capacity. 
As a result, in this section I move away from an examination of Inka stonework as object, 
as building block, and as bounded and delimited sculpture or monument – and instead look at 
stone as one of many human-like subjects in the Andean world, as the possible embodiment of 
the Inka imperial elite, and as a major political actor within a materialized and contested 
ideological landscape. As noted before, this move focuses on both the material and metaphorical 
implications of an ontology that privileges Andean concepts of camay and shared humanity 
through an examination of historical narratives, modern ethnographic and ethnohistoric sources, 
and the methods of archaeological survey.    
We will begin with a closer examination of the theory behind this ontological turn, 
including Andean concepts of camaquen, materiality, and being, and how those concepts were 
applied to specific practices and practicalities of the empire.  We will then apply this theory in 
the following section to a close examination of Andean origin narratives, myths and histories 
from throughout the empire, and modern ethnographies - all with an eye towards understanding 
how actors such as stone and water are viewed and the relation they have to Andean 
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cosmological understandings.  In particular, the discussion will focus on the role of water as an 
actor, asking what its essence may be and how that essence was important to the Inka in their 
imperial project.  Finally, I will use this information as a lens to interpret data from an 
archaeological survey of Saqsawaman Archaeological Park, putting both stones and water into a 
larger Andean environmental framework that will show both how living landscape was vital to 
Andean notions of community, hierarchy, and power and how the Inka sought to position 
themselves advantageously through the physical and ritual manipulation of that landscape. 
 
Materiality, Phenomenology, and the Andes  
Material culture has had an increasingly important role in recent Western academic 
discourse, especially social theory (e.g. Miller 2005; Gosden 2005).  This "turn towards things" 
has resulted in a reassessment of the dominant paradigm of Cartesian philosophy which separates 
the world into inanimate objects and active human subjects (e.g. Miller 1994; Johnson 1988; 
Renfrew 2004; Keane 2005), a process that has been referred to as "a quiet revolution" or an 
"ontological turn" (Henare, Holbraad, and Wastell 2007:7–12).  In general, this return to material 
studies has resulted in work which seeks to understand how the universe functions and comes to 
be known through the relationships between humans and nonhumans (Latour 2005; Deleuze and 
Guattari 1988; Bennett 2005; Tilley 2004), although we will problematize that for the Andes in 
the next section. 
Alongside and related to this material turn, there has been a resurgence in modern 
academia of the application of phenomenology, especially centered around the writings of 
Husserl (1984; 1966) and then Heidegger (1993; 1978; 1971).  In essence, this body of work 
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reflects a recognition of the importance of corporeal experience in shaping human engagement 
and understanding of the world around them.  As such, it emphasizes Being-in-the-world 
(ontology) over knowledge-of-the-world (epistemology) in a parallel move away from the 
Cartesian "I think" towards something more akin to "I do."  This is a denial of mind over matter 
in favor of mind through matter, a recognition that our knowledge of the world is obtained by our 
"Being" or "Dwelling" within it (Heidegger 1993), and that we cannot escape the material world 
in which we are enmeshed. 
Taken to its utmost extreme, this paradigm shift all but eliminates the completely passive, 
inanimate object.  As Latour argues, "...the only objects are invisible and fossilized ones" (Latour 
2000:11), entities that have somehow been completely removed from the goings and doings of 
the world and are therefore removed from all interactions, which some would argue is 
impossible.  Instead of objects then, we dwell in a world of "things" (Brown 2001) or of quasi-
objects and hybrids (Latour 2004).  Things, unlike objects, elicit emotions and memories.  
Things conjure up ideas and carry meaning.  Things have social lives (Merleau-Ponty 2002; 
Appadurai 1986) that sometimes interact in ways that are outside of or contrary to human 
consciousness or intent (Bennett 2005; Latour 1993).  
Gell (1998; 1992; 1996) encourages us to see these entities as "person-like," which is to 
say both recipients and producers of social agency (1998:96).  In his brilliant work examining 
art, images, and icons, he comes to argue that objects, just like people, can come to possess 
social agency through their involvement in relational networks.  Latour came to the same 
conclusion in his description of actor-networks (Latour 2005; Latour 1993), while Deleuze and 
Guatarri called their framework of interactions a rhizome (Deleuze and Guattari 1988).  In 
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essence, all of these authors argue that objects, agency, and personhood are not dependent on 
biological attributes, but are instead the result of involvement in networks of social relations 
(1998:123).  In this sense, these authors argue that objects may become seen as persons, or at 
minimum that objects and persons may be seen as commensurate things. 
There is an important line here between "person-like" objects and objects as "persons-in-
fact."  Gell was keen to note he did not believe that things have self-will or even a diluted sort of 
intentionality: "idols may be animate without ... being endowed with animal life or activity 
(1998:22).  His point that objects can be animate without being alive means that humans indeed 
occupy a special, privileged place in their relationship with things.  At the same time, he notes 
that relationship is mutually constituted, and person and thing are dependent on one another for 
agency at different moments in time (Gell 1998:22).  As a result, by their very nature and make-
up, things have inherent qualities that in a social context can convey and transmit identities, 
including those of their makers and users, over time (Gell 1998; Weiner 1992).  The same can be 
said of people based on the things they use (Fowles 2010). 
It is in fact because of the impressions that things and people leave on one another that it 
has been argued that anthropologists, and specifically archaeologists, are well suited to this 
phenomenological and material turn (Olsen 2010; Tilley 1994).  They are, after all, experts at 
examining the history of human engagement with material culture (Renfrew 2004; Domanska 
2006).  They spend a tremendous amount of effort trying to reconstruct the thoughts, practices, 
and beliefs of ancient peoples from the material remains they leave behind (Pinney 2005; Wylie 
2002; Henare, Holbraad, and Wastell 2007).  They indeed are the ones who walk the ancient 
landscapes as their subjects did and so are the closest to enmeshing themselves in the same 
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social-networks, thereby gleaning the most about these ancient peoples (Tilley 1994; Tilley 
2004; Fleming 2008).  This recognition has inspired a new perspective 
This argument, of course, presupposes a shared human experience of a singular, universal 
natural world, a concept that we will quickly problematize in the following section.  For now, I 
think we can agree that we live in a complex network of things, some of which are people and 
some not, but all influence each other.  As members of that network, every action we take is 
shaped by and shapes the other members of that network (Bennett 2005; Deleuze and Guattari 
1988; Latour 2005).  However, within these networks the amount of power, social agency, and 
ability to effect change attributed to either humans or nonhumans is culturally determined 
(Henare, Holbraad, and Wastell 2007).  Also culturally determined, as we have already seen, is 
what counts as a human or nonhuman entity (De Castro 1998).  But to attack that issue, we need 
to move from the general to the specific and apply this analysis to the Andes. 
 
A New Ontology 
Before moving forward, we should look more closely at the ontological shift upon which 
this thesis draws so heavily and some of its implications for Andean research.  Until now, 
research based on Cartesian dichotomies has posited a universal nature - the passive material 
object - which is in turn given meaning through a myriad of cultures - the active human subjects.  
In this scenario, the role of the researcher is that of privileged human interpreter - most often an 
expert observer backed by knowledge of the Western scientific canon.  This figure attempts to 
observe, analyze, and translate non-Western indigenous understandings of a shared nature.  A 
problem with this approach, however, is that Western understandings of the very definition of 
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subjects and objects are fundamentally at odds with many non-Western cultures (e.g. Viveiros de 
Castro 2004). 
The recent effort at incorporating indigenous ontologies has shifted the view away from a 
universal objectified nature to that of many distinct subjective natures.  In this new paradigm, the 
anthropologist can no longer serve as a translator trying to decipher a cultural language built on 
one unified nature, but instead must recognize that one is in fact facing natures fundamentally 
different than one's own.  Research, in other words, cannot simply be interpretation and 
translation - an effort at finding the right vocabulary to explain a different perspective of a 
known scientific world - but must work at really understanding the distinct natural world in 
which others live.  This process includes recognizing that this other world may include elements 
that clash, contrast, and counteract with the core principles of Western humanist academia. 
As we saw earlier, this concept of numerous natural worlds has come to be known as 
'perspectival multinaturalism,' a term coined by researcher Viveiros de Castro during his research 
into the cosmology and ethno-metaphysics of Amazonian peoples (1998).  In the course of his 
research, Viveiros de Castro discovered that for many Amerindian people, the core of their 
ontology is based on a belief that humanity, and not animality, is the base condition of all 
phenomena: "Rather than the subject being construed as the fixed entity from which the point of 
view emanates, however, in Amerindian theory, it is the point of view which is understood to 
activate or create the subject" (Viveiros de Castro 2004:467).  This "multinaturalism," a term 
meant to denote the difference of this view from 'multiculturalist' viewpoints, emphasizes that all 
things share a spiritual unity which is identical to human consciousness, even though the 
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physical, substantive aspect of non-human entities may limit or conceal their interior subjectivity 
(Viveiros de Castro 2004:465-466; Bray 2009:359-360).  
This ontological premise directly challenges Western humanist notions of personhood 
based on individualism (e.g. Fowler 2004; Meskell 1999), and instead fosters a belief system 
where identity is built around shared core humanness, and persons are beings who involve 
themselves in relational networks.  This is a paradigm built not around "I think therefore I am," 
but instead "We do therefore we are."  Bray (2009:360) states it wonderfully:   
 
Recent work in this area has foregrounded a relational view of personhood in 
which persons are seen as multi-authored, plural entities defined on the basis of 
what they do rather than on how they appear, and conformed of their many and 
various interactions within a kaleidoscopic field of social relations involving 
humans, animals, things and places. 
 
In his recent book, An Archaeology of Doings, Severin Fowles (2013) has convincingly shown 
that Western ontological categories of religion and ritual are insignificant, and in fact misleading, 
when applied in non-Western indigenous contexts.  As in the Andes, he shows that the 
boundaries between secular and sacred practice among the Pueblos is not only grey, it may not 
exist. 
In practice, the analytical result of this ontological shift is an Andean world that was 
much more alive, more malleable, and more confusing to the Spaniards.  It is a world in which 
mummies continued to rule as heads of state and ritual leaders (D’Altroy 2015b).  It is a world in 
which men turned into rock and stones cried (Cobo 1997:35).  It was bewildering to the Spanish 
who believed they worshipped everything from the moon, sun, and stars to what they saw as 
idols of metal, misshapen crops, stone, clumps of hair and nails, and the list goes on (Cobo 
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1997:44–46).  In fact, Polo was so bewildered that he wrote the only way to identify Andean 
idols was by if they received offerings.  In his opinion all other criteria fell short (1916:4).   
In other words, it is these beings' involvement in practice, their doing, which determines 
their identity.  It should not be surprising, then, that it is the doing which determines the status of 
a being, even in the case of the supreme Inka: "If we pursue this line of reasoning a little further 
and accept that the ruler was the state (or the city) personified, then wherever and whoever the 
ruler happened to be was Cuzco at the moment" (D’Altroy 2015a:77).  A stone can be the king, 
the king a city.  It is this which I refer to when I say I am taking a phenomenological approach in 
this project.  I am focusing on Being-in-the-world, working to elucidate the practices that the 
Inka performed in the landscape and the way in which the landscape afforded and resisted these 
practices.   
This is not, then, phenomenology in a strictly traditional Heideggerian sense.  That type 
of philosophy requires objects with clearer boundaries, both physically and conceptually, than 
exist in the Andes, as we have already noted.  This is what Karlsson refers to when he writes: "in 
this traditional approach, Being as process becomes just the visible appearance of phenomena, 
instead of the crucial process that makes them appear, i.e., there is no awareness of the 
ontological difference between Being and beings" (2005:30).  In other words, this thesis utilizes 
phenomenology not as a philosophy that centers on the subjective anthropocentric recognition of 
a Beings, but instead looks at Being as the process which makes beings manifest, Being (in-
history).  This is why I cannot step into the past and experience things as the Inka did, but I can 
examine the history that might allow me to understand their Being and therefore their Dwelling 
within the landscape. 
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Andean Actors and Agency 
This application of Heideggerian phenomenology, one centered upon Being (in-history) 
which privileges the process by which a thing becomes manifest over the process by which a 
thing becomes visible, has a deep impact on the recognition of actors and agency in an Andean 
context.  I believe it is closer to an Andean cosmological understanding, one which focuses on 
invisible connections of camay and not on physical similarities or substantive unity: the invisible 
over the visible.  This differs substantially from those ideas of actor and agency in traditional 
Western humanist understandings, and even in those recent theories that challenge them, 
although they grow closer to an Andean ontology.  Although covered in a number of analyses 
centered on thing theory (e.g. Henare, Holbraad, and Wastell 2007; Olsen 2010; Olsen 2007; 
Olsen 2003), Gell's insightful analysis does the best job of unpacking the different perspectives 
in play. 
Gell, in his analysis in Art and Agency (1998), calls for an anthropology in which we 
move away from aesthetics towards recognition of art objects as actors.  "The simplest way to 
imagine this is to suppose that there could be a species of anthropological theory in which 
persons or 'social agents' are, in certain contexts, substituted for by art objects" (1998:5).  In the 
process, he urges a move away from the standard Western practice of evaluating art as simply 
symbolically meaningful.  In fact, Gell (1998:6) states "I entirely reject the idea that anything, 
except language itself, has 'meaning' in the intended sense."  Instead, "In place of symbolic 
communication, I place all the emphasis on agency, intention, causation, result, and 
transformation."  As a result, Gell effectively collapses the traditional definitions of art so that 
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anything can become an art object and his anthropological theory of art as a study of social 
relations in the vicinity of objects mediating social agency becomes effectively a holistic study of 
culture. 
Gell's approach is to study the relations between actors (including objects) in order to 
explain why people behave as they do.  These relations he defines as art-like situations which 
"can be discriminated as those in which the material 'index' (the visible, physical, 'thing') permits 
a particular cognitive operation which I identify as the abduction of agency" (1998:13).  Note 
here the dependence still on the physical, visible, material component of the thing.  This idea of 
index is borrowed from C.S. Peirce (Peirce 1902) and is used by Gell to argue that art objects are 
those things from which we determine an action or intention is in place, i.e., where there is 
smoke there is fire.  This argument makes agents of all those who are the source of these causal 
events.  He draws a distinction, however, between self-sufficient agents and secondary agents 
who only have minds and intentions attributed to them (1998:16-17).  Therefore, objects can be 
actors and agents, but only through their association with humans.  However, Gell makes a point 
of saying that agents are and do not merely use artifacts, a point essential to his discussion of the 
distributed person. 
As a relational theory, then, Gell utilizes four terms -- Index, Artist, Recipient, and 
Prototype -- which act on each other in basic binary relations of agent/patient which can be 
become incredibly complex (1998:27-50).  He goes on to say that "it may be supposed that 
whatever type of action a person may perform vis-à-vis another person, may be performed also 
by a work of art" (1998:66).  This performance is in fact an essential part of agency which is 
expressed in the captivation of the spectator.  Here Gell makes a case study of decorative art 
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which shows the complexity and unfinished business of decorative design which makes these 
objects powerful.  They are "cognitively sticky" (1998:86).  Gell goes on then to draw an 
analogy between the performance of music, dance, and art and their cognitive indecipherability 
(1998:95).  He ends with the idea that we can distribute ourselves through objects and, therefore, 
cast a much wider net of relations and expand our social spheres. 
It is perhaps in this final discussion of distributed personhood that he grows closest to an 
Andean understanding of actors and agency.  The reason for this is because as we have seen, 
Andean ontology begins with a belief that humanity, and not animality, is the base condition of 
all phenomena (Viveiros de Castro 2004:467).  Therefore, in an Andean context, an object's 
identification as actor or agent is not entirely dependent on its association with a human.  
Additionally, because of the shared essence of Andean things, their camay, there is not the same 
focus on the "material 'index' (the visible, physical, 'thing')," which Gell insists is vital to the 
abduction of agency.  Instead, the power and character of actors and agency in the Andes are 
determined by a shared substantive unity that is itself circumscribed by history, identity, and 
ritual practice, as we shall see. 
Despite these caveats, Gell's work has some important applications in this thesis.  For 
one, his substitution of symbolic communication for a process which emphasizes agency, 
intention, causation, result, and transformation will dovetail nicely with the category of 
communication outlined later.  In addition, his his statement that any action performed by a 
person may also be performed by non-humans is an important theory in the analysis of this 
thesis, especially in terms of waters flow through stone.  Finally, his concept of cognitive 
indecipherability is a fascinating insight into the abstract quality of Inka construction.  For 
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example, Van de Guchte notes that Munn's (1973) observations regarding the Walbiri could be 
equally applied to the Inka aesthetic "The [sculptural] properties of the [Inka] system are of the 
sort often overlooked by western observers, since the elements are for the most part simple forms 
of the kind misleadingly labeled 'geometric' or 'abstract'" (Van de Guchte 1990:7).  Pasztory has 
also noted this unfinished aspect of Inka stonework, comparing it to Cubism (2010).  We will 
touch on this later, but for now let's look a bit closer at Inka carved stone. 
 
Wak'as and Zeq'es 
As noted above, the predominance of research surrounding the role of Inka stonework in 
their epistemology has centered around the network of wak'a and zeq'e in and around Cuzco.  
Before moving onto an examination of Andean cosmogenesis, however, a little discussion of this 
network is needed.  This will set the stage as we read the oral narratives in Chapter 6 to try to 
elucidate the cognitive structures that are found in Andean and Inka concepts of the landscape. 
Garcilaso (1966:76–7) attempted to convey the meaning of the term wak'a by 
enumerating the kinds of things called by that name by native Andean peoples. His list included 
'... idols, rocks, great stones or trees', as well as things made, such as 'figures of men, birds, and 
animals' offered to the Sun, as well as places built, such as 'any temple, large or small, ... 
sepulchers set up in the fields... and corners of houses'. The term wak'a, then, generally refers to 
'a sacred thing', be it a place, idol, or image (Garcilaso 1966:76–7). Cobo suggested that the 
things that Andean peoples worshiped, or wak'as, could be divided into two categories: works of 
nature unaltered by human intervention, and "idols that did not represent anything other than the 
material from which they were produced and the form given them by the craftsman who made 
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them" (1990:44). He goes on to note that "all of these idols were worshipped for their own sake, 
and [that] these simple people never thought to search or use their imaginations in order to find 
what such idols represented" (Cobo 1990:45). 
Wak'as and zeq'es were understandably of great interest to the early chroniclers for 
several reasons.  Most importantly, they were seen as the physical and ideological nodes of the 
empire's social, political, and religious network, and were therefore the key to disrupting and 
ultimately controlling the Andean people.  As a result, a great deal of space in the early 
chronicles is taken up with identifying and describing them, beginning perhaps with Cristobal de 
Molina's (1575) Fábulas I ritos de los Ingas, and followed closely by Juan Polo Ondegardo's 
extensive (1585) Los errores y supersticiones de los indios, sacados del tratado y averiguación 
que hizo el licenciado Polo.  But it was the indomitable Bernabé Cobo, the Jesuit scholar who 
tirelessly worked to extirpate Andean idolatry who most likely drew upon both Molina and Polo 
- as well as his own investigations - to create the most comprehensive source on wak'as, Obras, 
which included the two works Historia del Nuevo Mundo and Relación de las guacas del Cuzco, 
both of which were complete in 1653 and the latter of which was probably transcribed from 
Polo.  They are, as a result, at the heart of a great deal of this dissertation as well. 
After preliminary work done by Paul Kirchof (1949) and later Manuel Chavez Ballon 
(Chavez Ballon 1970; Chavez Ballon 1968), it was R. Tom Zuidema who brought examination 
of wak'as and zeq'es to the fore in the modern era.  Cobo (1990:83) noted 333 wak’a: 328 on the 
zeq'e, the Qorikancha, and four more.  Zuidema conducted a systematic search for the 328 
wak'as described by Cobo, a number he believes significant due to its deployment in an Inka 
sidereal calendar (1964).  This calendar would include 12 lunar months totaling 328 days, with 
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the remaining 37 days belonging to a sacred period in which the Pleaides - a constellation sacred 
in the Andes and to the Inka - are not visible from the heart of the empire.  The Pleaides were 
known as the qollqa, or storehouse, and their reappearance over the horizon was the signal for 
the inception of the agricultural season.  In his analysis, the zeq'es were lines drawn to horizon-
related solar and celestial events and are a way of keeping the Inka calendar (Aveni 1982; Aveni 
1996) where each wak'a represented one day of the year. 
Zuidema went on to argue that the organization of the Inka calendar actually reflected a 
hierarchical organization of space and ritual in and around Cuzco (1983).  Different zeq'es and 
wak'as were distributed among ayllus and panaqas based on prestige; the maintenance of those 
sites was then the duty of those lineages and a ritual calendar was therefore also tied to the sites 
(Zuidema 1992; 2005).  Performance of particular actions at particular sites by particular groups 
was an underlying component of Inka sociopolitical organization and identity. 
Various indications in both historical reports and the ethnographic literature suggest that 
"huacas had vibrantly individual personalities" (Salomon 1991; see also Salomon 1998). The 
stories recounted in the Huarochirí manuscript, for instance, led Salomon (Salomon 1991:19) to 
conclude that the wak'as are clearly living beings, "persons in fact". He goes on to note in his 
introduction to this manuscript that the world imagined by the Checa does not seem to have been 
made of two kinds of stuff -- e.g. matter and spirit -- like that of Christians; rather wak'as are 
made of energized matter, like everything else, and they act within nature, not over and outside it 
as Western supernaturals do (Salomon 1991:19).   With this in mind, let us move on to an 































Perhaps the most powerful place to look for how Andean and Inka thought and practice 
was encoded is to examine narratives concerning their cosmogenesis.  It is in these origin tales 
that people foster a shared identity, a communal sense of existence and purpose, and an 
understanding of the world around them.  There were a number of Andean cosmogenic 
narratives recounted to the Spanish from throughout the empire and there have been some 
excellent examinations of the variety, scope, and nuances of these narratives (see Urton 1999).  
But for our purposes concerning the Inka, we will focus on a brief summary of the cosmogenesis 
story most often recounted to the Spanish in the area at the core of the empire, although many 
aspects of the narrative are almost pan-Andean in their breadth (Urton 1999:34). 
In the most commonly recounted cosmic origin tales recorded by the Spanish 
conquistadors the supreme creator god is known as Wiracocha (also Viracocha), a name derived 
from the Quechua terms vira meaning "greasy" or "fat" and cocha meaning "lake."  Wiracocha 
then can be best glossed as "sea fat" or "sea foam" (Urton 1999:34) and "references indigenous 
concepts regarding body fat and water as originary substances of life, energy, and power" 
(Duviols 1977; Harrison 1989:94-95) as quoted in (Bray 2013:165).  We will return again and 
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again to this symbolic capacity of water, as well as to the relation of water and stone to the 
human body, as these are prominent themes in Andean thought, and therefore also in Inka 
imperial architecture and landscape cognition.  But for now, let us return to Andean 
cosmogenesis.
Wiracocha is a god quite literally bookended by water.  Betanzos (1996) writes that in the 
beginning, in a time of darkness, before the sun, moon, and stars, the lord Wiracocha rose from 
Lake Titicaca and created the first race of humanity, by most accounts giants that eventually 
angered their creator and were subsequently exterminated when their god brought about a great 
flood.  In Quechua, this end of an age is known as Pachacuti, a name seen over and over again in 
the cyclical Andean belief system and, as we have seen, adopted by many of the rulers who were 
themselves lords in positions of power capable of enacting great change.  It should also be noted 
that the giants of this first age were still around during Inka times as stone sculptures on the 
shore of Lake Titicaca at Tiwanaku (Urton 1999:35-36).  In this we again see the malleability of 
stone into man, and man into stone, as we shall soon see, a recognition of the shared camay of 
these elements, as Bray argues. 
Wiracocha tried again, beginning this second age by calling forth the sun, moon and stars 
from an island in the lake which became a place of great reverence and a sacred pilgrimage 
destination in the time of the Inka.  The creator god then fashioned a second race, and drawing 
once again on Betanzos we find he did this by molding the people from stone on the shore, 
fashioning men, women, pregnant women, and children out of the still malleable rock.  In a 
slightly different recounting, Molina (1943) writes that the world was already populated, and 
after a great flood the only two survivors were left at Tiwanaku where Wiracocha appeared and 
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after commanding them to stay then fashioned the new race out of clay.  Cobo (1997) 
emphasizes that at this time the creator gave the peoples their clothes, songs, foods, and 
languages before sending them forth.  Wiracocha then sent these new peoples underground to 
their places of origins.  In many accounts these people were actually sent along subterranean 
waterways thereby seeding the land with its ancestors through a cosmic aquatic and subterranean 
connection (Diez de Betanzos 1996; Molina 1943; Sherbondy 1982b; Sherbondy 1992:54).   
Having set the scene, Wiracocha made his way northwestward, in some versions alone 
while in others accompanied by two sons, all along the way calling forth the Andean peoples 
from springs, caves, and mountaintops, tying them to the land.  He also named those places as 
well as the plants and trees and animals, giving them all their shapes, colors, and seasons.  At the 
end of this primordial pilgrimage Wiracocha came to the sea, called Mamacocha in Quechua, 
"mother lake."  Here, at Manta in Ecuador, the creator of humanity (in some versions 
accompanied by his sons) continued to walk to the northwest, across the water, out over the sea, 
until he disappeared into the horizon.  This sacred genesis journey, from southeast to northwest, 
from altiplano to ocean, from above to below – reflects a flow of thoughts, ideas, and power that 
connected Inka cosmology and which we will elaborate later (Bray 2013; Urton 1988; Urton 
1999: 33-37). 
In the myths told by royals whose lineages were based in Cuzco, the last act of 
Wiraqocha before leaving Cuzco was to demand that the ancestors of those nobles emerge from 
the earth.  "This final act in Cuzco provided the line (in Betanzos' account) between the origin 
myth beginning at Lake Titicaca and the origin myth of the Inca kings" (Urton 1999:39).  This 
story has several very important paradigmatic elements to our understanding of Andean and Inka 
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cognition of landscape, but before we note them let us look at the Inka cosmogenesis first to 
provide additional points for comparison. 
As we noted earlier, according to some of the earliest recorded Inka narrative histories, 
the Inka lineage began when four brothers and four sisters were called forth from a cave called 
Tampu T'oqo, the "House of Windows," located in an outcropping called Pacariqtambo, the "Inn 
of Dawn."  These eight progenitors were then either paired off, or possibly emerged already 
paired, and went about the task of finding a home.  These eight, along with the Tambos, a people 
that emerged from a second opening in the cave, and the Maras who emerged from a third, were 
organized and led by Manqo Qhapaq and Mama Oqllu in a search for productive land (Urton 
1999:46). 
The journey itself seems to have been a start and stop sort of venture as the Inka sought a 
place where they could sink a rod of gold into the land, a divine sign of agricultural fertility.  At 
the beginning of the journey the Inka struggled with the third brother, Ayar Cachi, who was 
combative and destructive and was eventually sent back to the cave by his siblings and tricked 
inside where he was entombed forever.  Later a second brother, Ayar Uchu, was transformed into 
stone when the party viewed a rainbow over a fertile valley, an omen their journey was almost 
complete. 
 
When they came to Cuzco, "(c)limbing to the summit, they saw over it a rainbow, which 
the natives call huanacauri.  Taking this to be a good sign, Manco Capac said: ‘Take this 
as a sign that the world will never again be destroyed by water! Let us go there, and from 
there we will choose where we will found our town!’” (Sarmiento de Gamboa 2007:66). 
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The Inka journeyed south across the highlands, trying place after place but the rod failed 
to plant itself.  Finally, at a place called Wanaypata, the golden rod sank deep into the earth and 
the Inka knew their journey had come to a close.  The remaining younger brother, Ayar Auca 
also transformed himself into stone in place of a boundary marker to index the Inka's claim, an 
act we noted earlier when recounting the history of Cuzco. 
 
Brother! Do you remember that we agreed that you should go to take possession of the 
land we are to settle? So now look at that rock!" Showing him the boundary marker, he 
said, "Fly over there" (because they said that he had grown wings), "and sit there and take 
possession of the very place where that boundary marker is so that we can then go to 
settle and live there! (Sarmiento de Gamboa 2007:69).  
 
In essence, this act solidified the claim of the Inka over Cuzco, and from there the 
narratives move onto a new theme of consolidation and expansion.  Before we go into detail 
about the elements of Inka epistemology revealed in these tales, however, I want to look at one 
more indigenous example, a modern ethnography written in the small community of Misminay 
by Gary Urton in 1988.  This is important because it shows the longevity and power of some of 
these beliefs in an area very close to the ancient capital. 
In At the Crossroads of the Earth and Sky, Urton (1988) outlines the worldview of the 
small community of Misminay just outside of Cuzco.  He notes that for the people of Misminay 
the earth is actually a sphere floating in a cosmic sea, while the sun and moon float along a 
cosmic river, which we know as the Milky Way.  Water is taken up into the sky by the sun and 
the moon and the Milky Way, where it then falls to the earth, passing through the human realm 
and then the subterranean realm before returning again to the cosmic sea.  For the Misminay, 
water is the connective tissue of the Andean universe, the conduit on which these heavenly 
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bodies float and through which humans can be in connection to the cosmic realm.  In essence, 
the daily reemergence of the sun and the moon is a continual rebirth, a reenactment of their 
aquatic origin, a kind of genesis shared by all Andean peoples.  
It is interesting to note here then that many aquatic origin places were described as 
paccariscca – a Quechua term with connotations of "dawn," "birth," and "place of origin".  Urton 
(1988) finds in his ethnography that the entire cosmos must be ritually fed in order to continue its 
existence.  Ritual perpetuates the flow of this river and therefore the movement of the sun, the 
progression of the days, and the change of seasons.  Water is returned to the ground during the 
rainy season so that it can flow through the depths of the earth to the rivers and into the ocean, 
whence it is taken up to the sky and along the Milky Way to return once again as rain.  Water is 
the element which actually allows the universe of the Misminay to function, and is their most 
efficacious way of participating in it.  Water, then, is an important component in all three of the 
origin narratives, a point which will be carried through the rest of this analysis. 
 
Andean Thought and Practice 
As I mentioned above, in these origin stories we see a number of the paradigmatic 
elements of Andean thought which turn up again and again in histories and myths from 
throughout the empire dating back to the first chronicles and reappearing in modern 
ethnographies and ethnohistories with impressive frequency.  These are intricate, interconnected 
relationships between the people, the land, hierarchy, identity, and power – most of them 
incorporating water and stone in vital roles - that appear repeatedly in Andean cosmology and 
which lead Urton  (1999:40) to argue that, "Because of their widespread distribution in both time 
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and space, they could well represent indigenous – that is, pre-conquest – concepts and thematic 
principles informing, and giving shape and unity to, mythological traditions throughout the 
empire".  Given the importance of these concepts, they were most likely key components to Inka 
imperial strategies and the object of a great deal of their landscape modification efforts. 
Before going into more detail in subsequent sections, I want to quickly note the key 
paradigmatic elements that come out of these narratives.  The first is a theme I gloss here as 
vitality, a term I owe to D'Altroy (2015:133), but which includes the concepts of camay and 
Being (in-history) discussed earlier.  In essence the narratives show that Viraqocha, the creator 
god, had imbued the universe with vitality; that stone, water, and landscape - due to their unique 
properties - are direct links to the sacred ancestral realm, and that as such they can carry 
particular potency and life force that can be invoked and manipulated by humans.   
The second theme we will touch upon is communication.  This term refers to the 
multiplicity of valences utilized by Andean peoples including the symbolic components of 
landscape as well as the actual movement of ideas and people through the Andean world.  We 
will see that stone and water, among other natural features, serve as guardians, messengers, texts, 
warnings, reminders, and markers.  They serve simultaneously as the medium beings traverse 
across and around as well as communicate through.  This is an examination of the landscape as 
canon (D’Altroy and Wilkinson 2009), and of natural features as conduits.  The pathways 
through the Andean universe are heavy with meaning. 
Third we will look at identity, a term into which I have folded ideas surrounding origins, 
community, kinship, and connection.  We will look at how water, stone, and other natural 
features served as both boundary markers, delineating the empire, and rallying points, connecting 
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communities together.  Again, noting the emphasis of being and doing, this section will note how 
ritual in a living landscape organized a polyglot empire. 
Fourth, the Andean world was kept in balance by a deep belief in complementarity.  This 
manifested in a word of cycles where give and take led to a constant return and a perpetuation of 
the universe.  More than just life and death, light and dark, male and female, high and low 
(although all of these did play a large part in it), this was a belief that everything was connected 
and must be kept in motion through action to maintain a cosmological equilibrium. 
The final theme I will touch upon is one of positioning, or if one prefers, relationality 
(also borrowed from D'Altroy 2015).  The Andean world was highly stratified, especially under 
the Inka, and that hierarchy is evident in nested rankings of cycles, rituals, and spaces.  
Landscape, and its constituent elements, were used to reify Andean social structures.  As a result 
the organization of time, space, practice, and people were intimately intertwined and inscribed in 
the landscape.  Stone and water were important components of creating and reinforcing this 
structure. 
 
A note on water 
A quick note on water.  Water is an incredibly dynamic and powerful element without 
which life as we know it cannot exist.  Its unique chemical make-up and ubiquitous presence in 
multiple forms puts it at the heart of a vast array of human cosmological beliefs, ritual practices, 
and cultural understandings all around the world (Strang 2004; Orlove and Caton 2010).  These 
relations are necessarily shaped by the nature of water - its individual properties, its larger 
function in the hydrological and life cycles of the Earth, and its intimate relation to human 
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cultures and individuals.  The symbolic capacity of this element is vast, so for now I want to 
focus on three interrelated aspects of water, all of which will come into play when we turn our 
analysis to Andean aquatic experience and imagery - transubstantiation, transmutation, and 
transcendence. 
Water is constantly in a state of flux, constantly in transformation, and is the only 
element on earth that exists readily in all three physical states.  It is most widely encountered in 
its liquid form of course, the state in which we consume it in gallons every day just to survive, as 
well as the state in which we expel it.  As a fluid it runs through our lives in springs, blood, 
rivers, tears, lakes, ejaculate, oceans, waterfalls, and rain.  It covers the majority of our planet 
and makes up the majority of our bodies.  It is this liquid, more than anything else, that 
dominates human existence – and our struggle to access clean water may well be our greatest 
struggle to future survival. 
Water also exists as a solid, however, and for part of the year many parts of the planet 
experiences this transformation of the element to varying degrees (all temperature puns 
intended).  Except for a small band of latitude surrounding the equator, the majority of earth 
experiences snow, hail, and freezing temperatures that turn water to ice.  In higher latitudes and 
higher elevations, this solid form of water accumulates into snow packs and ice fields, glaciers, 
and ice caps.  This solid form of water is incredibly powerful, gouging deep holes in the 
landscape, cracking stone, pushing earth, covering the landscape, freezing over water sources.  
This solid form of water also has the unique property of changing the look of mountains, 
coloring peaks white, a factor that was very significant for Andean peoples who celebrated this 
property of water in festivals and rituals like Qoyllur Rit'i, a point we will return to later. 
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Finally, water is also constantly present in human experience as a gas.  We experience it 
in humidity: the thickness and wetness of the air that surrounds us, the heaviness that 
accompanies a rain, the dryness of denser cold winter winds.   We experience the airiness of 
water when it clouds the sky and dampens our skin as fog, as mists of rain and the spray from 
waterfalls, and as the steamy vapor from our cooking pots and hot springs.  We know the feeling 
of stepping into a damp cave out of a hot and dry summer's day, or the welcome dry warmth of a 
fireplace during the cool dampness of an overcast and humid evening. 
The practically ubiquitous existence of water in all three of these forms over most of the 
planet is reason enough for it to hold a special place in human cultural experience and 
understanding, but what makes water even more symbolically powerful is its unique ability to 
change right before our eyes: the melting of a block of ice or a drift of snow, the boiling and 
churning of water as it disappears into steam, the appearance of drops of dew on the grass in the 
morning or beads of condensation on the cool surface of a stone or pot.  What's more, not only 
can we see water change form, but more than any other element we also take part in its 
transformation, willingly or not.  We are deeply affected when rain turns to snow turns to 
drought.  And we ourselves can affect this change albeit on a smaller scale: melting ice in our 
hands and boiling water – transforming the thing in front of us.   
But the transformative power of water is arguably more important.  It shapes our 
landscapes - carving the earth, blanketing the highest mountains, lapping the shores, greening the 
forests, and bringing the deserts to life.  It makes food edible, clay malleable, and fields 
productive.  The transformative power of water can have a darker side as well – storms, floods, 
and landslides show the destructive change, and oftentimes death, wrought by water's unchecked 
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muscle.  Water marks the changing of the seasons, the changing of the tides, and changes in 
temperature.  Water inundates our world like nothing else: passing over, under, around and 
through the human universe as the engines of respiration, transpiration, and precipitation drive 
life on earth.  Water also passes through the human body – transporting nutrients, lubricating 
machinery, carrying away waste, and regulating temperature.   
It is this ubiquitous multi-state existence and transformation in nested layers of intricate 
earth and life cycles that gives water its powerfully flexible and transcendent quality.  Water is in 
many ways the most pedestrian of things used daily in rituals of washing, drinking, bathing, and 
cooking.  Simultaneously water sees cross-cultural deployment as a potent and multifaceted 
symbol of life and death, of transformation and transubstantiation, of identity and power, and of 
connection to other worlds (Strang 2004).  It is not surprising therefore that Bray should write, 
"Given its unique properties of fluidity, transmutability, and reflectivity, the symbolic capacity of 
water for conveying different aspects of human experience is immense and arguably unrivaled," 
(Bray 2013:164).   
In the high Andes, water is a scarce resource, especially during the dry season when an 
average of only 5 mm of rain falls each month.  Most of the quebradas and ravines in the 
highland run dry during this season.  Water sources, springs, lakes, and rivers become crucial for 
survival, both of people and crops.  These lakes and rivers are fed by the glacial melt from the 
massive snowcapped peaks of the Andean cordilleras. This is drastically opposed to the rainy 
season in which around 125 millimeters of rain falls each month and the Cuzco basin often 
experiences drastic flooding, washouts, and landslides.  For example, in 2010 massive rains 
caused more than forty landslides, one of which wiped out the railroad to Machu Picchu and 
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stranded two thousand tourists.  The rains that year damaged hundreds of hectares of crops and 
thousands of houses as well as collapsed part of Saqsawaman.  They also claimed at least two 
lives. 
Outside of the highlands water is also a defining component of the Andean world.  As we 
noted in Chapter 3, the Andes hug the western coast of South America and the ocean was vital to 
the resource exploitation of the civilizations that spawned here.  They are the continental divide 
and are therefore starkly differentiated by rainfall, with early civilizations on the dry north coast 
clinging to their riverine oases and western polities still obscured by the dense jungle.  The 
Humboldt Current is the major factor in one of the largest weather events on earth.  It is no 
surprise that all three of our Andean narratives incorporate water as a powerful symbolic 
component: as a source of life, as the connective tissue of the universe, as an element of danger, 
and as a source of power and rank.  With this in mind, I would like to move on to a full analysis 






























Camay and Being 
The first theme I want to pull out of these narratives is the Andean concept of vitality.  As 
we have noted, the people of the Andes live in a much more animate world, one in which people, 
places, and things all have the potential to have vitality.  In Quechua this life force or animating 
essence is known as camaquen and can be found in all material substances (Taylor 1974).  We 
see in the narratives the ease with which stone becomes man and man becomes stone.  However, 
camaquen is not a general force found equally in all these substances, but instead is a very 
specific entity with unique ties to its progenitors and descendants and particular characteristics 
which are unique to its material composition: e.g., metal, stone, or water (Lechtman 1984).  
"Camay is fundamentally understood as a specific kind of essence, force, or power rather than as 
something abstract or generalized" (Bray 2009:358).  As we saw in the Andean cosmogenesis 
story, this specificity of camay ties particular groups to precise locations on the landscape, as 
well as to their clothing, language, and even dances.  Camaquen, therefore, becomes the 
underlying force that ties together the animation of the Andean universe to beings’ identity 
within it.
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The verb form of camaquen is camay, a concept we touched on briefly above; it translates 
as 'to charge' or 'to charge being with', 'to make', 'to give form and force', or 'to animate' 
(Salomon and Urioste 1991:45).  Most classes of beings shared a camac, an archetypal being that 
bestowed them with camay, the ultimate camac being Wiracocha.  In fact, tracing ancestry to a 
shared progenitor was an underlying foundation of Andean social organization.  A camac could 
be a person or a place and was always tied to that which it animated in a continual process of 
energization which gave form and force to the material Andean world (Taylor 1974; Salomon 
and Urioste 1991).  Select humans do have limited ability to transfer, manipulate, or remove 
camay themselves, but as we read, only the Creator God Wiracocha had the ability to create 
camaquen from scratch.   
He did so in the narrative by sending the Andean people on a journey, energizing them by 
passing them through a subterranean waterway, linking camay to the passage of water through 
stone.  There is a very important nuance here, as it is not the creation of the beings from stone 
which gives them their essence.  It is the passage of those beings, their movement through the 
earth, which energizes them and connects them to the supernatural.  For example, Bruce 
Mannheim notes that in translating the bible, sixteenth century scholars preferred the use of 
ruray in place of camay although both words mean "to make" (1991:66).  The difference is that 
while ruray would gloss as "god creates the world," the use of camay holds the connotation of 
'god is the soul of the world' (see Bray 2009:358).  This is a perfect example of why Gell's 
definition of actors and agents does not apply to the Andean universe. 
Camay, therefore, ties together camac and camasca ("that which has camay conferred 
upon it") in a reciprocal relationship where both parties can be affected by actions taken on either 
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side.  This is a different set of concepts than are found in Judeo-Christian religions, where the 
Creator is removed from his creations who are free once created (often to His chagrin), and 
cannot affect Him through any action taken on earth (often to their frustration).  Instead, life in 
the Andes is an on-going relationship between beings who share life essences which tie them 
together and are constantly feeding back into one another (Salomon 1991:16–18).  In the 
narratives we see the ease with which humans turn back to stone, the feedback that places of 
origin provide to ancestral time, the continual connection between the human plane of existence 
and the underworld below and the cosmos above.  In addition, the Andean Creator did not make 
humans the sole or privileged recipients of souls; instead, the vital essence of camay ties humans 
and non-humans together and binds them into similar practices of eating, drinking, speaking, and 
sexuality (D’Altroy 2015a:126). 
It is important, however, to note here that camay is not the same thing as being alive.  
The Quechua language has two verbs which can be translated as "to live."  The first of these is 
tiyay, a verb which can mean both "to sit" as well as "to live" and which is used to speak about 
the actual physical location of a person or a thing: Pay tiyan Perupi – "He sits/lives in Peru."  
The second verb, as we have seen, is camay a verb which references a more abstract concept of 
life force: Apu caman – "The life of the mountain" (Odi Gonzales: personal communication, 
2013).  This is why the Andean camay is not a form of animism, but one of Being (in-History).  
This life force resides in sacred landscape, in food and drink, in the fertility of crops, in the 
house, and in the dead and saints (Gose 1986; Bastien 1987; Classen 1993; Dean 2007).  In order 
to maintain a relationship with this life force, Andean people engage in elaborate rituals of 
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offering, pilgrimage, planting, harvesting, and daily life that keep them in communication and in 
balance with this camay (Sillar 2004).  
For Westerners, the body is perhaps the easiest vessel in which to picture the element of 
camay.  The Judeo-Christian tradition includes a concept of "spirit," an entity which is extra and 
outside the physical make-up of human existence (Domanska 2005).  It is this concept which 
keeps Westerners connected to the body as a "trace-Being," a connection to both the past - where 
the person was alive and where the memories of that person were created - as well as to the 
present, where the person can still exist in an alternative other-world (Crossland 2009b; 2009a).  
It is intimately tied to humanist individualism and to an ontology built on Cartesian 
epistemology.  It is the soul which is greater than the mere matter in which it resides for its short 
time on earth, the soul which is the connection to god. 
But the Western idea of spirit or soul is not a good match to Andean camay (Sillar 2009).  
Andean peoples, now familiar with Christian beliefs, will state that people have almas, the 
Spanish word for soul, and that non-humans do not.  But, they will continue on to say that, at the 
moment of death, when the alma leaves the body, it is removed from the life force of the body 
(camay), what Andean people refer to as animo in Spanish (Gose 1994).  These souls, void of 
their camay, are subsequently unable to perceive or act in this world. They do not recognize their 
loved ones or interact with the world they have left behind.  It is the life force, the camay, which 
allows beings to exist and communicate in this world.  While Andean Christian converts will 
agree that things and animals cannot have a soul, they insist that they can possess camay.  
Although a bit clouded by syncretism, this distinction indicates an important element in these 
different cosmological views.  All of the worlds of the Inka were corporeal (Vega 2006) - and 
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"things that were material and spiritual belonged to the same sphere of existence and experience" 
(D’Altroy 2015a:125).  Practice in a material world was crucial to Inka spiritual belief. 
Fascinatingly, because the soul leaves the body upon death, but camay does not, in the 
Andes "dead" bodies can continue to act and communicate in the world of the living.  Death is 
accompanied by a social status change, but the deceased continued to dwell in the land of the 
living - they continue their doings - and place demands on survivors for food, drink, and spiritual 
fulfillment (Gose 1993).  In fact, during the time of the Inka, high-ranking individuals were often 
mummified.  This means that while the soul did not leave the body, water did, an important point 
in noting water's connection to vitality.  The mummies of past Inka rulers remained enthroned in 
Cuzco, the Inka capital.  There, they were feasted, attended ceremonies, inhabited elaborate 
estates, and conducted state visits, military campaigns, and diplomatic missions (D'Altroy 
2015:185).   
In fact, Spanish colonial authorities found the power and influence of deceased Andean 
leaders extremely difficult to quash.  More than a hundred years after the conquest, agents of the 
crown were still hunting down and destroying the all-to-corporeal vestiges of these haunting 
"idols" (Cobo 1990).  To make matters even more difficult for the Spaniards, camay was often 
distributed and transferred among things (Gell 1998), which were related according to 
conceptual categories entirely foreign to them (Dean 2010).  This perspective could explain why 
there are no monumental or iconographic representations of particular kings in Inka architecture 
(D’Altroy 2015a).  There is no need to commemorate and memorialize the actions of a deceased 
ruler if they are still reigning.  Additionally, if the relation of things is not dependent on aesthetic 
similarity but camay, there is no need for superficial resemblance.  Even so, some did share a 
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little similitude, however ephemeral, such as the camac of the llama, a llama-shaped 
constellation in the sky (Salomon and Urioste 1991). 
The origin narratives show that while essence was not tied to iconography, camay is 
intimately tied to landscape.  The two most important categories of these objects are known as 
apu, mountain deities and progenitors, and wak'as, sacred items or locations on the landscape 
believed to be ancestors and protectors of particular ayllus and communities as well as patrons of 
things like field fertility and health (Bauer 1991; Glowacki and Malpass 2003; Gullberg 2010).  
At the time of the Spanish arrival, a large number of wak'as were also portable items (stones, 
idols, figurines), but the Catholic Church in conjunction with the colonial Spanish government 
worked diligently at tracking these down and destroying them (e.g. Cobo 1983).  As a result, the 
majority of wak'as still in existence are landscape features which were not as easy to identify or 
destroy (Sillar 2009), although it seems stone wak'a have fared better than their aquatic 
counterparts. 
On that note, for this thesis, it is vital to note camay was intimately tied to running water 
which was seen to be an energizing and animating life force throughout the Andes (Glowacki 
and Malpass 2003; Salomon and Urioste 1991).  The examples are numerous, beginning with 
examples of the subterranean waterways and the cosmos of the Misminay as we have seen.  In 
another example, in the Huarochirí manuscript, water is portrayed as semen, and life and fertility 
are dependent on this masculine fluid penetrating the feminine earth, Pachamama ("earth 
mother").  The circulation of running water then - through rain, rivers, and the pouring of 
libations - is part of a cyclical process of imbuing vitality that is a keystone to Andean 
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cosmology and ritual practice (Urton 1988).  It is a part of the Andean phenomenology of being-
in-the-world. 
It is not surprising then, perhaps, that so many of the sacred spaces in Cuzco and 
Saqsawaman incorporate running water.  In fact, it has been suggested that water is indeed the 
vitalizing force of wak'as (Salomon and Urioste 1991), and that the movement of this element 
through specially shaped channels, fountains, and falls is a key component of Inka ritual 
construction (Paternosto 1996; Dean 2012; Bray 2013).  Indeed, carving stone was also a process 
by which rock was energized (Paternosto 1996), so running water through carved stone channels 
must have been especially energizing.  This is to say nothing of the extensive canalization of 
major waterways surrounding the capital. 
 
Transcendence 
Before moving on to the theme of communication, I want to touch on an additional aspect 
of camay and landscape that comes out of these narratives: transcendence.  Transcendence is 
defined in a Western context as "...something beyond or above the range of normal or merely 
physical human experience; surpassing the ordinary; -(of God) existing apart from and not 
subject to the limitations of the material universe" (Merriam-Webster 2014: online).  We have 
already noted that the Andean material universe is distinct from the Western one, but otherwise 
the rest of this definition is applicable to camay as something existing apart from and surpassing 
human physical experience in this plane - transcendence as connection to the ancestral realms. 
The transcendent power of the camay of stone, and especially water, is apparent right 
from the start.  In the beginning, while the world was still covered in darkness, lord Wiracocha 
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emerges from Lake Titicaca.  The lake in this story is quite literally the paccariscaa 
("birthplace") of the creator god of the Andes and the therefore the realm of the ancestors, as is 
the ocean, the place where Wiracocha ends his incredible life-giving pilgrimage after populating 
the Andes, walking out over the sea into the realm of the ancestors once again.  It is Lake 
Titicaca that also gives birth to all the human ancestors of the empire and that serves as the portal 
through which they enter the earth.  It is subterranean waterways that transport them to their 
places of origin.  It is lakes, rivers, and springs (as well as mountains and caves which are also 
tied to water as we shall see) from which these progenitors emerge and which therefore serve as 
their local landmarks and sources of identity.  Stone and water, in all of these cases, have a 
transcendent quality that connects them to the past, to the ancestors, to another realm of sacred 
genesis.  These elements, therefore, serve as a source of shared identity and community 
surrounding this symbolism of sacred origins (Sherbondy 1982b; 1992). 
Water, especially, is continuously in touch with this other realm.  As we saw, in At the 
Crossroads of the Earth and Sky, Urton (1988) outlines the worldview of the small community of 
Misminay just outside of Cuzco.  He notes that the earth is actually a sphere floating in a cosmic 
sea, while the sun and moon float along a cosmic river, which we know as the Milky Way.  
Water is taken up into the sky by the sun and the moon and the Milky Way, where it then falls to 
the earth, passing through the human realm before returning again to the cosmic sea.  Water is 
the connective tissue of the Andean universe, the conduit on which these heavenly bodies float 
and through which humans can be in connection to the cosmic realm.  In essence, the daily 
reemergence of the sun and the moon is a continual rebirth, a reenactment of their origin.  It is 
interesting to note here then that many aquatic origin places were described as paccariscca – a 
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Quechua term with connotations of "dawn," "birth," and "place of origin" (MacCormack 
1993:97; Bray 2013:165).  Water is a sacred substance that makes up the stars as well as the 
rivers, lakes, and oceans. 
But water's transcendence has as much to do with death as it does with birth.  The 
ancestral realm is a place of origin, as well as a final destination.  Wiracocha's journey ended as 
he walked out into the sea, and his return from that place was to bring about an end to this age.  
The Inka believed the land of the dead was a "thirsty place" (Gose 1993) and the high-ranking 
deceased were prepared for their afterlife through mummification – a process, we noted, that 
removes the water from the body.  Andean people were in fact experts at desiccation and are the 
originators of ch'arki, the Quechua word for "dried, salted meat," a word we have borrowed into 
English and made jerky.  Andean peoples knew then the process by which water brought life to 
plants and animals, but also how things could be preserved through its withdrawal and the 
connection.  Water has a special connection here between life and death, between this world and 
the realm of the ancestors.  This relationship is one of camay, and water is an energizing force in 
the Andes. 
It is not surprising then that once in the thirsty land, the dead needed to be constantly 
quenched, and in fact, "In some instances, conduits were built in the tombs so that libations could 
be poured into them." (D’Altroy 2015b:410).  The Inka especially believed that these mummies 
could actually be reconstituted by water and the libations they received were a crucial element in 
their vitality and participation in Inka society.  In point of fact, water and other liquids - as the 
transcendent element connecting the realm of the ancestors to that of humanity – is a vital 
component of the ritual practice that maintains the connection of the Andean people to the 
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The second theme we are able to pull out from the narratives above is centered on the 
theme of communication.  This theme serves a multifold purpose.  To start with there is the more 
common definition centered around language and knowledge - the activity of conveying meaning 
through a shared system of signs and semiotic rules.  In the West communication, especially 
academic and administrative communication, has been dominated by the written word.  In the 
pre-contact Andes there was no written word, so this section begins with a look at the closest 
available analog, knotted strings known as khipu.  From there we will move on to look at other 
forms of communication utilized in the Andes, including through the means of landscape and 
performance, which are evident in the narratives.  Finally, this section takes a broader look at 
communication as motion or movement, another vital them in Andean epistemology. 
Since the advent of the Enlightenment, Western discourse has favored the written word as 
the predominate method of codifying knowledge (Young 2004; White 1987).  In the modern era, 
this emphasis on the written word in the "advanced and civilized" West has often been contrasted 
with "simple and primitive" indigenous cultures that utilize oral narrative and the spoken word as 
the primary means of record keeping and information dissemination (Spivak 1988).  As a result, 
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writing has often been considered to be a required element in the definition and development of 
highly complex societies and empires (although see Sinopoli 2001; Alcock 2001).
However, modern researchers have to account for highly complex empires in the 
Americas that had no evidence of formalized writing system, foremost among them the Inka 
(Adams and Mogens 1979).  There is no doubt about the administrative and bureaucratic 
complexity of the Inka empire and their record-keeping sans writing awed the Spaniards as well 
as modern day researchers alike.  "Although they had the tools to record data very precisely, the 
Incas had no writing system that we have been able to recognize and decipher," (D’Altroy 
2015a:6–7).  Instead, the Inka utilized an interconnected system of oral narratives, mnemonic 
devices, long-form poetry, recursive landscape, and performance to record and disseminate 
knowledge. 
In this section I will examine the various ways in which Andean peoples, especially the 
Inka, codified, controlled, and disseminated knowledge without utilizing the written word.  In 
particular I am going to examine (1) khipu, the mnemonic device utilized in the Andes to record 
and recall a variety of knowledge, (2) the animate landscape which was used to record and 
disseminate knowledge through its use as a mnemonic device and theater, and (3) performance 
which was utilized in conjunction with both khipu and landscape in order to (re)materialize 
ideology and situate it within social memory and identity. 
 
Khipu 
Despite not having a formalized system of writing, Andean people utilized a variety of 
methods to maintain extremely accurate records.  The closest analog to Western methods was the 
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khipu, multicolored knotted ropes used as mnemonic devices in the recounting of knowledge.  In 
the sixteenth century the Jesuit Bernabé Cobo described khipu as consisting: 
 
...of diverse strings of different colors, and on each string there were several 
knots.  These were figures and numbers that meant various things...On explaining 
their meaning, the Indians that know them relate many things about ancient times 
that are contained in them (Cobo 1990:254). 
 
Khipu it seems could be used to encode a massive amount and array of information including 
census data, tribute and taxation records, and dynastic histories.  The Spaniards were so 
confident in the accuracy of these records that in some cases they even allowed them to be read 
in court as official testimony (Urton 2003:125). 
It is important to note here that Cobo mentions "...the Indians that know them," a 
reference to the fact that the ability to read khipus was not universal.  Cobo goes on to write:  
 
However, not all of the Indians were capable of understanding the quipos; only 
those dedicated to this job could do it; and those who did not study quipos failed 
to understand them.  Even among the quipo camayos themselves, one was unable 
to understand the registers and recording devices of others...And the quipo 
camayos customarily passed their knowledge on to those who entered their ranks 
from one generation to the next.  The quipo camayos explained to the newcomers 
the events of the past that were contained in the ancient quipos as well as [new] 
things...and in this way they explain everything that transpired in this land during 
all the time that the Incas governed. (1979:254). 
 
The khipu, in other words, were mnemonic devices that required the interpretation of 
hereditary elite specialists (quipo camayos) who were instructed in the knowledge they contained 
from the time they were children.  Consequently, access to Andean history through the official 
knot records was highly restricted and by necessity called for individualized oral recitation and 
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performance when shared (Quilter and Urton 2002:111–112).  This idea of performance will 
reemerge later on. 
It is not surprising, therefore, that the Spaniards were eager to abandon this method of 
knowledge codification.  Despite medieval traditions of reading Latin texts out loud, at the time 
of the conquest Western historical discourse was moving away from oral narratives - which 
contained speech acts, subjective voice, and performative imagination - towards a more 
seemingly objective written history of chronicles which focused on dates, facts, and data as a 
source of objectivity and truth (White 1987:32-42).  Text was accessible to all who could learn to 
read, remained consistent between readers, and remained available for corroboration, 
verification, or invalidation.  Text was also read alone and often to oneself, one of the reasons 
why books caused so much confusion and anxiety among the Inka during their first encounter 
with the Spanish (Prescott 2007:302). 
Khipu, on the other hand, were highly restricted and called for subjective, malleable 
public performances whose authenticity was dependent on concordance with the social and 
cultural trajectories of the audience present and the status of the characters it involved.  "The 
khipu themselves seem to have registered information in ways that had as much to do with 
cultural visions of power and space as with linear history" (D’Altroy 2015a:7).  Histories were 
tailored to their audiences and the result was the existence of multiple, oftentimes contradictory, 
histories incompatible with Western historical understandings based on the existence of one 
knowable, objective truth. 
Take, for example, Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa's attempt to recreate the timeline of the 
Inka dynasty through information provided by noble Inka informants.   The resultant list of 
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eleven kings covered over nine hundred years and included individual lifespans that ran from 
eighty to one hundred and forty-four years (Sarmiento 2007:216; see Covey 2006).  To make 
matters even more confusing, Sarmiento's account is only one of several independent sources, 
including other chronicles, historians, and archaeological investigations, that each result in 
contradicting timelines. "The conflicted and flexible views of the Inka past ... each told from the 
perspective of a particular royal kin group, highlight some of the problems in making sense of 
Inka history in a European framework" (D’Altroy 2015a:23–24).  Andean history was an 
ongoing social creation, a fluid social act accountable to the people. 
It is not surprising, therefore, that colonial authorities were leery of the knotted cords.  
The Spaniards used them selectively for a number of decades to facilitate administrative and 
religious instruction (D'Altroy 2015:160), while gradually trading them in for the written word 
over which they had greater control (Burns 2010).  Cobo writes proudly that, "...many Indians 
know how to read and write and have traded their quipos [khipus] for writing, which is without 
comparison a more accurate and easier method..." (Cobo 1979:254).  Most khipus were in fact 
destroyed by the Spanish (although see Brokaw 2010) and as a result there are very few still in 
existence.  Most of these are from burials and archaeological deposits in the drier regions near 
the Western coast (Ascher and Ascher 1981; Gary Urton 2003), but there has been a great deal of 
effort put into reading - or performing - these khipu, especially in the last few decades. 
Khipu are all constructed in a similar manner.  At the core is a central cord which serves 
as the foundation for the khipu.  From this cord extend any number of secondary cords which can 
contain any number of knots.  Tertiary cords can then branch off of these secondary cords, each 
with their own set of knots.  Each of these knots can subsequently contain a variety of turns.  
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Finally, the knots and cords of the khipu are dyed any of hundreds of different colors.  Given the 
positioning possibilities and the variety provided by types and numbers of knots the varieties 
become almost endless (D'Altroy 2015: 154-161). 
Given the number of possibilities, and the colonial Spanish disdain, it is not surprising 
that the first major advances in reading khipu did not come until 1923 when LeLand Locke 
showed that a knot's position relative to the primary cord corresponded to decimal places and 
that the number of turns in a knot subsequently responded to unit values (L. Leland Locke 1912).  
From this, scholars began to determine the suitability of khipu for accurate accounting, showing 
that subsidiary strings could reference increasingly specific information (Ascher and Ascher 
1981), akin to subtables on a webpage. 
Since that time, and especially in the last few decades, khipu analyses have come a long 
way and a great deal of that is due to the work of Gary Urton.  Urton has shown that the 
directionality of knots could actually have recorded information and confirmed that the lack of a 
knot also could have recorded a binary-like null value in khipu (1997).  He has also shown that 
khipu are more than a list of numbers.  Utilizing colonial Spanish documentary evidence from 
the sixteenth century in which indigenous record keepers were asked to "read" khipu evidence 
into the court record, Urton (1998) discovered that khipu seem to contain grammatical clues and 
directions.  He points out that memory was still a large component, but overall it seems that 
khipu contain more similarities to Western written documents than was heretofore believed. 
Based on this kind of logic, Urton (2001) matched a particular khipu to the record of a 
two-year cycle of tribute of a Chachapoya cacique named Guaman in 1535.  Urton was able to 
do this because Guaman's estate was also recorded by the newly formed colonial Spanish 
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government.  The written documentation provided by the Spaniards seems to match almost 
exactly the material record Urton read from the khipu.  Amazingly, the khipu in this case records 
not only the labor obligations owed the cacique, but the time (in solar/lunar cycles) that it was to 
be collected.  This connection between time and action is another foundation of Andean 
understanding. 
Most recently, Urton (2005) has been able to corroborate chroniclers' accounts that the 
khipu were made in simultaneous batches by several different, state-appointed specialists.  He 
points out that Garcilasco de la Vega noted that each Inka district had four khipu specialists who 
would record information at the same time.  These individual khipu then served as a system of 
checks and balances to insure the accuracy of their information.  Based on this information, he 
believes that khipu may have certain "labels," a series of knots that tell the reader what they are 
about and possibly even where/when they were created.  Interestingly for what I am discussing 
here, the creation of multiple khipu also allows them to be read, or performed, in more than one 
location simultaneously.  This allows a distributed agency that would be of increasing 
importance as the Inka Empire grew in size. 
 
Landscape 
But khipu were not the only method by which Andean people recorded and disseminated 
knowledge.  The narratives reveal another, perhaps more pervasive and definitely more 
universally accessible method.  The Inka lived in a recursive landscape, an animate environment 
(Cobo 1990; Gamboa 2007; Betanzos 1996) which constructed them as they constructed it (e.g. 
Sillar 2009).  As a result, movement through, modification of, and engagement with this 
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environment has the potential to play a vital role in indigenous identity formation and culture 
continuity (Revilla 2001; Sallnow 1987), just as it did in ancient Andean knowledge creation, 
dissemination, and conservation (Poole 1997, Poole 1994; Revilla 2001; Sallnow 1987; D'Altroy 
and Wilkinson 2009). 
Amazingly, given this knowledge, while archaeologists have examined landscape's 
importance in many parts of the prehistoric world (Evans et al. 2009; Bradley 2002; Bender 
2001), in the Andes this research has traditionally relied on a humanist, Cartesian analytical 
paradigm that focuses on human interaction with environment in relation to subsistence (e.g. 
Kolata 1996) and/or the construction of architecture on and around landscape (e.g. Morris and 
Von Hagen 1993; Protzen 1993).  Until recently there was little archaeological research on 
understanding Andean knowledge and identity in a living landscape (cf. Van de Guchte 1999). 
The Inka, however, understood the importance of building into an animate environment 
(Reinhard 1985) and designed their settlements and structures to modify and adapt natural 
sources of power to both revere and lay claim to authority through landscape (Farrington 1983, 
Farrington 1992; D'Altroy 2001; Protzen 1993).  Perhaps the most salient example of this is the 
intricate network of sacred landmarks, wak'as and zeq'es, mentioned above (Bauer 1998).  As we 
saw, every Andean ethnic group recognized wak'as as places of origin, as ancestors, as deities, 
and as loci of identity.  The Inka's version of Andean cosmogenesis shows their adaptation by 
linking themselves to divinely ordained mastery of the Cuzco valley, and their personal narrative 
shows the adaptation of local landmarks towards the same end. 
Wak'as were worshipped, received offerings, and connected to the larger cosmological 
universe through their connection by zeq'e to the web of other sacred wak'as that connect Cuzco, 
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and indeed the Andes (Bauer 1998; Zuidema 1964).  By building into this system, oftentimes by 
physically building, moving, and modifying wak'as, the Inka utilized the physical features of the 
land, and Andean beliefs regarding these features, to divide and organize their empire, as well as 
to rank the people who lived within it.  This organization was so important that histories were 
recited according to this spatial division of the empire instead of chronologically (D'Altroy 
2015), and it seems they even recreated the system when building regional capitals (Coben 
2006).  Movement through this network was an important component of Andean knowledge and 
identity formation. 
This means, however, that in order to reformulate Andean cosmology, and in order to 
place themselves in an advantageous position, the Inka had to physically change the landscape, 
sometimes on a massive scale (Niles 1999).  As a result, the Inka imperial structure seemed to 
dominate the land, and in turn the knowledge which it contained (Acuto 2005).  For example, in 
the central valley surrounding Cuzco, more than half the visible mountainsides were terraced, an 
amount of modification way beyond the necessities of agricultural production (Farrington 1992; 
Berquist personal communication 2012) or settlement strategies (Hastorf and Johannessen 1993; 
Hastorf and Johannessen 1991).  This terracing could have been an effort to show the sheer 
power and mastery of the Inka, providing a landscape in which everything in sight showed their 
ability to change the Earth itself. 
It is telling that landscape modification reportedly exploded with the rise to power of 
Pachacuti, the Inka who began imperial expansion in earnest: "The legends that tell of 
Pachacuti's works stress his role as reshaper of the physical and social world," (Niles 1993:159).  
It is also important to note that the Inka transformation of ceremonial and monumental 
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landscapes was especially focused around royal estates as loci of power (Niles 1999; Villanueva 
Urteaga 1971).  In the Andes the erection of architecture was not only material, but a reflective 
and recursive ideological, social, and cosmological construction intimately tied to the idea of a 
living landscape (Morris 1980; Reinhard 1985).  The Inka were thereby cementing their authority 
in a living, malleable memoryscape in which history was continuously being written, 
remembered, and controlled (D’Altroy 2001; 2002; 2015). 
 
Performance 
An important factor in both khipu and landscape is the idea of performance.  Performance 
is an act which can make ideas, myths, and stories material (DeMarrais, Gosden, and Renfrew 
2004).  Performance makes ideas real, it manifests them and transmits them in a powerful way.  
It is an efficacious communicative behavior which conveys meaning in a direct and personal 
manner (Bauman 1992).  But most performance is also a public act, unlike writing and reading 
which we noted are inherently private.  The public performance gives space and time to ideas 
and allows them to take root in the social, it allows the simultaneous materialization of ideology 
in the group mind (DeMarrais, Gosden, and Renfrew 2004).  As such performance creates a 
shared reality which can subsequently become the basis of a social identity, one which is 
maintained and changed through (re)performance (Inomata and Coben 2006). 
It is extremely important then to note that khipu were meant to be performed publicly.  
"In Cuzco, poet-historians called amautas and knot-record masters called khipu kamayuq recited 
sagas of the royal past at the bidding of the court" (D’Altroy 2015a:7).  In addition, recent 
archaeological work into the role of the Andean landscape has analyzed it in terms of its use as a 
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theater (Acuto 2005; Coben 2006).  In fact, in light of what we have learned about Andean 
phenomenology, Being (in-history), we can also argue that the practice of shaping the land is 
also a performance.  In other words, the massive modification, construction, and design of the 
Inka can be seen as a type of performance, oftentimes building the theater at the same time as 
performing within it. 
But I want to return here to our discussion of Andean actors and agency.  For while we 
have noted how human actors perform their agency in a passive landscape, we have not yet 
accounted for the landscape as actor or camay as agent.  The Inka are not the only beings who 
shape the landscape, because the stones, rivers, caves, and mountains in the narratives are also 
involved in creating and performing within the theater of the Andes.  At times, in fact, the Inka 
are at cross purposes with these actors and they note this in the narratives and histories in 
references to floods, canalization, and irrigation.  It is important to note water, therefore, as a 
particularly powerful and vocal actor with potent agency, and stone as ubiquitous and enduring.  
It is also important to note that water continues to perform and energize, as does carved stone, 
even when there are no humans there to observe.  Their agency is more transcendent in this 
manner. 
In other words, the reading of the khipu, the modification and use of recursive landscape, 
and the flow of water are all performances which rendered the ideological world of the Andes 
material.  Simultaneously, the physical changes and dynamics of the Andean world held 
ideological consequences.  Pilgrimage, ritual, and tying knots are all ways in which knowledge 
can be materialized, transformed, and lost in the Andes.  They also provide ways in which 
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Andean knowledge codification is intimately tied to social identity due to the nature of its very 
method of being recorded and disseminated. 
 
Movement 
On a final note, a theme that needs to be made more explicit here is communication as it 
applies to movement.  As we noted in the narratives earlier, camay in its most potent form comes 
from movement: movement of water through stone in the stories of Wiracocha and the 
Misminay; movement through subterranean passages as we saw in Wiracocha and the Inka; 
movement of water and celestial bodies along the Milky Way; movement of Wiracocha along the 
Andes from Lake Titicaca to Ecuador; and movement of the Inka from their paccariscca to 
Cuzco. Movement in the Andes was crucial to the communication of ideas, to the energization of 
matter, and to the understanding of the cosmos.  Movement seems to have been one of the most 
important performances in the Andean theater. 
This is why the Inka conceptualized and organized their vast empire and its peoples 
through a system of zeq'e, lines which connected and organized wak'as with Cuzco at the central 
hub (Van de Guchte 1999; Bauer 1992).  Waka's were not meant to stand alone, they were meant 
to be visited along predetermined ritual routes, routes that corresponded to particular 
cosmological needs.  This is why the Cuzco valley itself has the greatest number of recorded 
wak'as, zeq'e lines, and ritual landscapes of the entire empire (Bauer 1998).  This is not 
surprising given the Inka understanding of the importance of building into this animate 
environment (Reinhard 1985).  They designed their landscape to modify and adapt natural 
sources of power to both revere and lay claim to its authority (Farrington 1983, Farrington 1992; 
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Protzen 1993; D'Altroy 2001).  If wak'as were humanity's connection to the cosmos, movement 
among them was their supplication, and as divine rulers of the Andes the Inka should be in 
closest communion with them. 
Interestingly, many of the wak'as near Cuzco were connected to outside ethnic and 
political groups (Bauer 1992).  Their veneration, therefore, required travel to and from the capital 
and in fact particular zeq'e not only connected related wak'as, they divided the ethnic, political, 
cosmological, and geographic layout of the empire (Bauer 1996; Bauer 1992, Bauer 1998).  
Pilgrimage, consequently, became an important element not only in Andean ritual practice, but 
also in Inka state ideology (Bauer and Covey 2002).  Ayllu groups traveled to sacred locations to 
feed the source of their camay and perpetuate the ritual sustenance cycle on which the universe 
depended.  By taking and keeping foreign wak'as at the capital and sending sacred devotional 
items to be taken to regional communities the Inka co-opted sacred pilgrimage as a way to 
reinforce their control (Bauer 1996).  
Andean identity formation, therefore, is developed through phenomenological 
engagement with a particular landscape (Classen 1993).  Knowledge and experience of sacred 
geography and pilgrimage is vital to Andean identity (Sallnow 1987) and has persevered through 
disruptions by the Inka and Spanish into modern practice. The Inka, however, were extremely 
adept at drawing on the reciprocal relationship between the animate environment and the Andean 
people.  Today, Cuzco continues to serve as the ritual center for massive indigenous pilgrimage 
festivals such as the Qoyllur Riti and Inti Raymi which call upon pre and post-Columbian uses of 
landscape and ritual (Revilla 2001; Randall 1982). 
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Water’s mobility, both across and through the land, is especially important in this 
analysis.  We have already noted the ancestors' ability to travel through subterranean channels 
which connect the Andean landscape through the ancestral realm, and the movement of water 
through the Andean hydrological, and cosmological cycle.  Given the difficulty of traveling 
across the mountainous Andean landscape, this movement reinforces water's transcendence, an 
interesting counterpoint to the durability and permanence of stone discussed by Bray.  But water 
also flows between, through, and among many of the wak'a.  The Inka showed a great deal of 
attention to controlling and manipulating water flow as part of the establishment of their 
hegemony (Bray 2013), and therefore the communication of this substance between sites may 
also carry a great deal of information. 
 
Conclusion 
In sum, although Andean peoples lacked a formalized a writing system they did utilize a 
number of ways to record and disseminate knowledge.  The first of these, khipu, is the closest 
analog to Western writing and as such has often taken center stage in research regarding Inka 
knowledge codification.  However, with the focus on Andean phenomenology taken here, and 
the renewed interest in the importance of landscapes in ancient symbolism and thought systems 
in general (Bender 2001; Bradley 2002; Pearson and Richards 1994; Basso 1996), Andean 
environment has started to play a larger role. 
This point is especially important given recent research that shows that landscape and 
built environments serve as the site of collective memory and shared identity (Alcock 1993, 
2001; Sinopoli 2003) as well as national identity (Isbell 2008).  In the Andes, this social memory 
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and identity is created, manipulated, and maintained through performances (Inomata and Coben 
2006) in which landscapes serve as the theater (Acuto 2005; Coben 2006).  These practices are 
not only powerful, but durable.  Modern ethnography shows the continued use of pilgrimage, 
landscape modification, and oral narrative as forms of knowledge codification, many of which 
show continuity to pre-Hispanic times and which have helped ethnic groups to maintain their 
identities (Sallnow 1987; Abercrombie 1998; Revilla 2001; Orlove 2002; Poole 1994, 1997). 
This understanding brings to light the violence that can be committed by excavation and 
research procedures which downplay indigenous belief systems and identities in favor of 
Westernized academic and national identities (Kojan and Angelo 2005).  This is a problem 
which is becoming more urgent with the increasing loss of landed cultural patrimony taking 
place due to population growth, immigration, intensified agriculture, small-scale industry, and 
tourism which destroys knowledge located in heretofore archaeologically unrecognized 






























Ayllu and Ancestors 
The third theme I want to touch upon is identity.  Into this I am folding concepts 
surrounding origins, community, kinship, and shared connection.  In addition, identity is also 
about knowing to which groups one does not belong, so this section discussed concepts of 
delineation and demarcation as well.  We touched on a number of these components already in 
discussing the role of camay and the shared essence that Andean beings have with their places of 
origin, the ancestral realm, and Wiracocha.  We noted, in fact, that clothing, language, and even 
dance are connected to this process of coming into being.  So for this analysis let us begin with 
the most common social grouping in the Andes, known as the ayllu. 
Ayllu, in its broadest definition, referred to any group of people and was the basic unit of 
Andean social organization (Salomon 1991; Niles 1987).  In its most common iteration, and 
therefore in its most popular use in common anthropological parlance, an ayllu was a group 
connected by a common ancestor, sometimes a distant ancestor.  As such, it has often been noted 
that Andean social organization is a type of ancestor veneration (DeLeonardis and Lau 2004).  
As we have already noted, this ancestor was often the camac of an ayllu, the figure who had 
imbued his or her descendants with vitality.  This ancestor too had a birthplace, often a cave, 
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stream, or mountain, where this progenitor had first emerged when called forth by the creator 
(Urton 1999).  As a result, ayllus were also tied to the landscape at these places of potent camay - 
wak'a - which also served to reinforce land boundaries and community identity around 
landscape.
Identity was divinely distributed then, first created by Wiracocha at Lake Titicaca, and 
then given vitality when he called forth the beings of the Andes on his journey.  It was performed 
daily by wearing the clothes of the ayllu, speaking the language of the ayllu, dancing the songs 
of the ayllu, visiting the sacred places of the ayllu, and conducting the rituals of the ayllu.  It is 
for this reason that D'Altroy writes: "People do not generally mull over the core principles that 
guide their lives, but learn them through daily, moral experience...understanding is ingrained and 
transmitted across generations through practice (cosmopraxis)" (D'Altroy 2015:123).  There was 
no clear boundary between the sacred and secular, instead the world was given meaning through 
actions taken around a shared identity built upon a transcendental connection of camay. 
In order to perpetuate the flow of vitality, wak'as were often elaborated.  We have seen 
that the carving of stone reinforces camay.  We have also seen that flowing water energizes, and 
that the Inka were especially involved in efforts over the control of water and its movement, 
especially in establishing their hegemony (Bray 2013).  The creation of waterworks and features 
are therefore just as much a part of Andean identity as language, clothes, and wak'a (Glowacki 
and Malpass 2003; Sherbondy 1992).  In fact, we noted that the control, construction, and 
maintenance of watersheds may have been one of the defining organizational structures of the 
Cuzco elite (Zuidema 1983; Sherbondy 1996).  It is the practice of maintaining of building and 
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maintaining these waterworks, and the action of water moving through them, that I want to 
emphasize here. 
Construction of ritual sites was often undertaken by lineage and elaboration of a site 
earned prestige for particular lineages, especially around the capital (Andenderfer 2004:26).  
Rituals and sacrifices performed at these sites served to perpetuate the vitality of the site and 
provided a way to communicate and feed ancestor-gods (Benson and Cook 2001).  These 
ceremonies were often performed according to a calendrical cycle that also served as a 
framework for sociopolitical organization.  Different lineages performed different rituals at sites 
surrounding the capital based on their prestige (Zuidema 1983).  Royal ayllus, or panacas, were 
tasked with these rituals directly surrounding the capital.  Chapas, or irrigation rights to certain 
sections of land, were almost certainly tied in as well (Zuidema 1990; Zuidema 1992). 
Water also seems to have served as a powerful symbolic communication of a shared pan-
Andean identity.  We have noted that Wiracocha is bookended by water, and that many Andean 
beings share connections note only to Lake Titicaca, but also to local water sources as 
paccariscca.  In the Inka cosmogenesis narrative there are references to the ending of floods, a 
real danger as we noted in discussing the geography and climate covered by the Andes.  
Meanwhile, in Misminay people envision that all beings on earth are islanders floating in a 
cosmic sea.  Water is again the shared conduit by which all these Andean beings are 
interconnected.  It is also water that physically connected the Andes, flowing down from the 
icecaps through all the ecozones to the sea, connecting Amazon rainforest and desert alike. 
 
Delineating/Connecting 
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This brings me to a final component of identity and landscape, and that is that landscape 
served simultaneously as a point of shared connection and also a way in which to set things 
apart.  Take, for example, the points in the Inka cosmogenesis narrative when two of Manco's 
brothers turn to stone to mark the territory of the Inka.  In the second case, the narrative literally 
notes to cooptation of an existing marker.  It bears repeating here: 
 
Brother! Do you remember that we agreed that you should go to take possession 
of the land we are to settle? So now look at that rock!" Showing him the boundary 
marker, he said, "Fly over there" (because they said that he had grown wings), 
"and sit there and take possession of the very place where that boundary marker is 
so that we can then go to settle and live there! (Sarmiento de Gamboa 2007:69).  
 
This narrative ties together several elements already discussed.  First, we see camay at play as 
the shared essence of the Inka allows the brothers to turn to stone.  This is also support for Bray's 
proposition that the Inka really did share in a stony essence (Bray 2009).  It also shows that stone 
markers were intimately tied to possession of landscape.  It shows the Inka efforts to legitimize 
their authority by taking over these stone markers, making them their own.  Finally it shows how 
these markers served to establish and reinforce boundaries, and therefore also establish and 
exclude different identities. 
This process of bounding and containing important elements of the Andean environment 
is in fact a deeply enmeshed Inka cultural practice.  For example, as we saw in The Culture of 
Stone, Dean talks about the framing of stone as one of the processes the Inka used to set apart 
and mark sacred spaces as salient in Inka cosmology. But what is missing from this analysis is 
that fountains, springs, rivers, and even lakes were also bounded, encased in stone.  In fact, as we 
have now noted, the capture and redirection of water is a vital element in Inka architecture.  This 
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is especially true in royal and sacred landscapes, and some sites include as many as 10-15 
fountains which direct water across, around, through, and into the built spaces of the Inka world 
(Bray 2013; Wright, Kelly, and Zegarra 1997; Wright and Wright 2006). 
But water also delineated things in the Andean universe.  It bounded the empire on the 
west coast.  As we already noted earlier, it circumscribed the ancient city of Cuzco through the 
paths of the Saphi River, which flowed along the belly of the Puma before meeting the 
Tullumayo that made up the animal's back.  Water surrounds the world in the cosmos described 
by the Misminay.  In fact, Urton notes that the orientation of the Milky Way to the tilt of the 
earth reflects the northwest/southeast orientation of the Misminay universe, and therefore 
possibly also the Tawantinsuyu division of the empire (Urton 1988).  In addition, the 
northwest/southeast orientation of journeys of Wiracocha and the Inka progenitors mirror both 
the major orientation of the largest rivers in the highlands as well as the coastline.  What's more, 
the unseen subterranean waterways which connect the sacred landscape could be reflected in the 
zeque lines, sacred paths that connected the shrines across the Peruvian landscape and which 
divided the Inka universe. 
It is therefore important to note the importance of landscape in identity formation in 
several manners.  It is perhaps easier to note the role of stone as a place of identity, either as a 
place of common origin or as a boundary marker.  It is rarer to note water's role, outside of the 
work on irrigation systems and chapas.  Taken together, they seem to play slightly disparate 
roles.  Stone serves more as a delineating element, a role it is well adapted to as it’s stationary 
and indexes a claim to territory with more ease.  Water, however, seems to serve more as a 
connecting and ranking element.  Its movement through the world, as well as through territory, 
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carries a dynamic component that can be made manifest through major waterworks.  It is 
together, however, in the form of fountains, canals, dams, and irrigation works that identity can 






























Moieties and Cycles 
The fourth theme I want to touch upon I term complementarity.  I chose this term to 
reference the Andean focus on relationships or situations that combine in such as way as to 
enhance or emphasize the qualities of the beings involved.  In their simplest forms these 
relationships involve dualities often viewed as halves of a whole - man and woman, upper and 
lower, wet and dry.  But I also want to show that complementary relationships in the Andes also 
included more complex situations that included multifaceted beings involved in nested cycles 
and hierarchies.  The end goal is always a maintenance of balance in the Andean cosmos.  Urton 
has even shown that the practice of basic arithmetic reflects these philosophical principles 
centered on an ever-present striving for harmony and equilibrium in the material, social, and 
moral spheres of community life (1997). 
The literature on duality in Andean social organization is extensive and a comprehensive 
examination is beyond the scope of this thesis (see Moore 1995).  However, a few key ideas 
surrounding the moiety structure are important to note in light of our narratives and 
Saqsawaman.  We have already noted the use of ayllu as a high- level organizational structure.  
Urton goes on to note:
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Another common, intermediate- level of organization throughout the empire were 
two-part - so-called 'moiety' - groupings of ayllus.  In many cases, the two parts, 
which were commonly referred to as 'upper' (hanan) and 'lower' (hurin), derived 
from a locally important topographic and hydrological division, recognized most 
clearly in the distribution of water through a network of irrigation canals (Urton 
1999:8-9). 
 
We can immediately see how this is important to this thesis.  We have already noted that the 
division of hanan and hurin Cuzco was associated with Pachakuti, along with the the irrigation 
and canalization of the lands immediately surrounding the capital. 
But Urton continues to argue that this dual organization was part of the genius of Inka 
civilization because it allowed the integration of many different peoples into one hierarchically 
organized society through a synthesis of their mythic histories.  He points out that Andean beliefs 
and practices centered on harmonious relationships of local ayllus and ethnic groups with earth, 
mountain, and water spirits in a manner that focused on the unity and perpetuation of each of the 
myriad ayllus.  Inka practice, however, while still focused on unification, sought to legitimize 
and authenticate their political hegemony and as s result emphasized practices that encouraged 
hierarchy (Urton 1999:9-10).   
Moieties have proved enduring, a fact often attributed to ideas that they are enduring pre-
contact Andean conceptual models - or that they are intimately connected to marriage practices - 
and have therefore survived disruption by Spanish influence and modernity (Burger and Salazar-
Burger 1993).  It has also been proposed that the pervasiveness of moiety organization can be 
attributed to indigenous imperial models of domination, mastered by the Inka, that used dualism 
to balance the relationship between equilibrium and extraction (Gelles 1995).  Regardless, 
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everyone agrees that moiety organization is a pervasive organizational principle that has existed 
in the Andes for hundreds of years.  What is less clear, perhaps, is how this organization meshes 
with Andean models of balance and harmony with landscape. 
In the Andean cosmogenesis narrative, we see a complementarity between water and 
stone, the combination of which is tied to the production of life and the energization of matter as 
we noted in chapter seven.  There are also a number of references to different types of 
complements: two ages of creation, Wiraqocha and two suns traversing the landscape along three 
different paths, two beings - male and female - left behind on an island at Titicaca.  These can all 
be traced to the formation of complementary structures tied to landscape, which Urton delves 
into in his analysis of the myths (1999). 
But the Inka cosmogenesis story does a great deal more to enforce moiety divisions.  
Four brothers and four sisters emerge from a single window, while two other lesser windows 
produce groups of lower ranking peoples.  The brothers and sisters themselves are divided along 
upper (male) and lower (female).  Additionally, there is a clear ranking between the brothers 
with superiority lying with the eldest brother and the lone "survivor" of their original journey 
into Cuzco.  There is also a clear superiority of the Inka over the Maras and Tambos who emerge 
out of separate windows and are in fact there to serve the Inka.  We can already see here a 
distinction between the Andean origins in which all peoples are tied together to a common 
ancestor who gave them their distinction, and the Inka origins which give them divine right over 
other peoples, over particular landscape, and which provide a structure to reinforce a hegemonic 
hierarchy. 
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Another aspect of complementarity in these tales is tied to cycles.  Andean origin myths 
reveal a nuanced understanding of an intricate, interlocking system of aquatic cycles that tie the 
Andean world together physically, ritually, and cosmologically.  Wiraqocha, the creator god, 
emerges from Lake Titicaca and disappears into the Pacific Ocean, beginning and ending his 
personal journey and the creation of the extant Andean world with water.  This journey began in 
the highlands at a lake and ended in the ocean establishing a direction of flow for Andean aquatic 
universe, from elevated large bodies of water down through rivers, subterranean waterways, and 
smaller lakes into the ocean, where it was then taken up into the sky and deposited once again in 
those elevated lakes to begin the cycle again. To extend the metaphor, water is the progenitor of 
life, it is where Wiraqocha is born from and where the Sun and Moon also emerge.  But water is 
also the bringer of death as we see when Wiracocha calls upon a flood to end the first race of 
beings he creates.  Even more, the people of the Andes are created on the shores of Lake 
Titicaca, but then they are sent down into the earth along these subterranean pathways to be 
pulled forth again from the earth at springs, waterways, caves, and mountains – water again at 
the beginning and end of a journey which is also tied to both time and space. 
What is also apparent in all of these tales is the way in which different environmental 
components of the Andean universe combine in such as way as to enhance or emphasize the 
qualities of the beings involved.  It is at an island in a lake that Wiraqocha first emerges and it is 
through the combination of water, caves, mountains, and roads that he seeds the Andes.  It is in 
fact his movement through these elements that is central to the narrative, a theme we noted in 
chapter eight.  It is also the movement of the Inka through an Andean environment that begins 
with a cave, notes various important mountains (Huanacauri), and ends with Cuzco which lies at 
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the confluence of two rivers.  The Misminay narrative also makes explicit an aquatic connection 
between the cosmos, the mountains, the lakes, and the subterranean world. 
In other words, I want to argue here that the complementarity of Andean belief systems 
meant a connection between several elements of the Andean landscape.  Each of these places had 
its own character, its own essence, its own place in the ritual practice of Andean beings and 
therefore all were needed for a comprehensive Andean cosmological understanding.  Take, for 
example, Martínez's discussion of the unwires (sacred places) of the Aymara-speaking 
community of Isluga in northern Chile.  He notes that every ayllu must have a ferro (mountain), 
a pukara (fortress-like feature), a juturi (sacred pole) and a sereno (place associated with water).  
He finds that each of these is associated with particular aspects of life in Isluga.  Man's fate is 
tied to the mountain.  Agriculture is tied to the pukara.  Cattle is tied to juturi.  Musical activity is 
associated with the sereno (Martínez 1976).  This last aspect again emphasizes the vocal 
characteristic of water.  A full ritual practice of the Isluga includes a complement of these 
features, and it is not hard for me to imagine the same in Saqsawaman. 
This brings me to a final point of tinku, a Quechua term that means coming together.  
Although we will elaborate this further in the analysis of the survey, the Quechua really valued 
points of coming together - of people, things, and ideas (Gonzales personal communication).  
The tin in Tawantinsuyu (the four parts together), the name the Inka gave their empire, is the 
same as the tin in tinku.  It refers to coming together.  We see in these narratives the coming 
together of things at wak'as and places of origin.  We see the coming together of Wiracocha and 
the beings he sent along the way as he calls them forth.  We see the coming together of different 
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cycles of water and ritual in Misminay.  Tinku, as we shall see, is a vital component of Andean 
ritual practice and Inka landscape manipulation. 
 
Feeding Things 
I want to add a quick note here on the implications of complementarity for moral action, 
as this ties into the importance of ritual action in landscape.  One of the fears of living in a world 
where things are able to act through humans, sometimes without their knowledge (Gell 1998; 
Gosden 2005), is that people will be robbed of the responsibilities of their own actions (Strauss 
2007; Gardner 2004; Smith 2003).  Where do human rights and ethics stand if things can also 
act?  This possibility is especially scary if we employ Tylor's (1871) animism which is built on 
an underlying Christian/cultural evolution paradigm which immediately casts animate things in a 
primitive, demonic light which is inherently dark and ultimately leads to immorality and danger. 
However, if we take a note from Bill Sillar (2009), and move away from the animism of 
Tylor and substitute Ingold's (2000) animism, the emphasis shifts towards a reciprocal 
responsibility between people, things, and the environment at large.  In this case: "...animism is a 
wide-spread ontology that is maintained within a wide range of social structures, economies, 
beliefs and world-views (Sillar 2009: 374).  In the Andes this worldview leads to a relationship 
in which people are held responsible by things, and things by people, based on rituals of 
"feeding" (Bray 2008; Bray 2003; Ceruti 2004; Peter Gose 1986; Jennings and Bowser 2008).  
Things are a driving force in Andean morality because a mutually obligatory relationship of 
providing sustenance holds people and the environment mutually accountable. 
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The Andean world is perpetuated through ritual, both the quotidian rituals of daily 
existence as well as the sacred rituals of spiritual existence (Urton 1988; Orlove 1979; Allen 
1988).  Andeans believe that, "...all matter is in some sense alive, and conversely, all life has a 
material base" (Allen 1988:62).  A continual cycle of rituals of feeding maintains the balance 
between life and matter, feeding matter to life and life to matter, in a cosmological incarnation of 
Mauss' (2002) concept of gift obligation.  This linkage means that gifts must meet with certain 
criteria of propriety and value to maintain the relationships between and among people and the 
wak'as or apus they venerate and depend on, and which depend on them (Isbell 2005).  Only if 
the gifts are appropriate and the world is fed will the people also be fed through the land (Isbell 
2005; Gose 1994; Sillar 2004; 2009). 
It is not only physical hunger that is satiated in ritual, but spiritual need as well.  We 
already noted that ritual perpetuates the flow of the cosmic river and the movement of the sun 
and moon, the progression of the days, and the change of seasons (Urton 1988).  In this flow, 
water is returned to the ground during the rainy season so that it can flow through the sky and 
along the Milky Way to return once again as rain.  Participation in agriculture is intimately tied 
to this ritual cycle, and sowing seeds and watering crops are fertilizing and impregnating mother 
earth.  The Andean world is one in which reciprocity is essential and Andeans must participate in 
this cycle to perpetuate the movement of time and the organization of space, to feed themselves 
and the cosmos, and to maintain community.  Water is one of the primary means by which these 
rituals were performed. 
As an example of what this ritual might have looked like, we can look at a ceremony 
performed in the southern Bolivian community of San Pedro de Condo.  The ritual is known as 
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yaku cambio, a hybrid of the words yaku, Quechua for "water", and cambio, Spanish for 
"change" or "exchange."  In this ritual, which has many similarities to rituals performed in many 
places in the Andes and described in the Huarochirí manuscript, water is brought by community 
members from different sources and then mixed, joined, and exchanged in order to recreate, 
reinforce, and strengthen relationships both between these members and with the land (Sikkink 
1997).   
This water is collected in a manner that sets it apart as sacred and symbolically powerful 
and the human actors involved "...circulate the water in a manner analogous to that in which 
water circulates through the watershed of the community- in a continuous cycle through the sky 
and underground" (Sikkink 1997: 171).  Sikkink also notes that this circulation is intimately 
related to the dual nature of the Andean universe and that the sky (above) and the ground (below) 
reflect the parallel interactions between upper and lower as well as men and women.  In fact, 
water is gendered by source and context and opposing water sources are mediated by this 
dimensional flow of yaku. 
Ritual feeding can be achieved in a number of different ways and it appears that many of 
the same rituals utilized by the Inka are still in practice today (Cobo 1990; Gamboa 2007).  The 
four primary methods are as follows: 
1. Food offerings can be sent through the body of a participant who consumes food and 
drink for the stated recipient (e.g., a living person or ancestor). 
2. A small amount of drink can be poured or the essential essence (sami) of coca leaves 
can be blown towards a named recipient such as a house, mountain apu or saint. 
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3. A prepared offering can be burnt in a fire (referred to as a dispachu from the Spanish 
term for a message). 
4. An offering can be buried or placed at a specific location (e.g., when constructing a 
house) (Allen 1982: 191) 
Feeding, then, seems to always require the combination of three elements: (1) specially 
prepared items which often include chicha and coca, (2) the human body as conduit, and (3) 
connections of acts and actors to landscape and space. 
Chicha (or aqha, maize beer) and coca leaves are considered in the Andes to be 
especially powerful and meaningful (Bray 2008; Jennings and Bowser 2008; Allen 1988).  Coca 
has long been recognized for its medicinal qualities.  Chewing the leaves staves off hunger and 
altitude sickness and increases energy and alertness. The plant is recognized as being particularly 
Andean, is believed to be especially potent in camay, and is a preferred food of the animate 
environment (Allen 1988). The Quechua vocabulary once again utilizes two verbs two 
differentiate its use: hallpay, to chew coca as part of everyday life, and pikchay, to chew coca 
leaves for ceremonial purpose (Gonzales: personal communication).  It is important to note that 
offerings of coca leaves include pristine leaves for the consumption of the venerated as well as 
masticated coca which has passed through the body of the supplicant. 
Chicha is especially important in maintaining relationships with the dead and offerings to 
mountain apus (Abercrombie 1998).  It maintains a very special relationship between the body, 
community, and the animate world because chicha must pass through the body in its process of 
becoming.  Chicha is made by taking maize, a plant which comes from the Earth and is 
considered a gift from the Sun (Bauer 1996), and chewing it to provide fermentation.  In most 
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places, this process is conducted by women who are considered to be intimately connected to 
Pachamama (mother earth) by their reproductive abilities (Silverblatt 1987; Jennings and Bowser 
2009).  Because the enzymes in human saliva are unique to the individual, chicha is unique to the 
producer, and communities and ayllus pride themselves on their local chicha (Bray 2008).  The 
offering of chicha to the dead and to the sacred apus is subsequently a very intimate relationship 
which connects the body, feeding, and the camay of the animate world. 
This connection between the body and landscape runs very deep in the Andes (Classen 
1993).  In Quechua an entire vocabulary links the two together.  Rumi, the word for stone, is 
glossed as "the bone of the earth," and allpa, the word for fertile soil can also mean "flesh" 
(Gonzales: personal communication, 2011).  In fact, the Inka even have a verb allpaymanay 
which means "to decay flesh into soil," and ethnographers have noted that mummified and 
decaying ancestors were often linked to the fertility and reproduction of agriculture (Salomon 
1995).  Soil is the flesh of the ancestors; it contains their camay.  As such it needs feeding, as do 
the stones and mountains, rivers and caves which make up the Earth's body.  Taking part in these 
rituals was a moral obligation to the Andean universe and practitioners consume, digest, and 
expel food and liquid on the behalf of living persons, ancestors, or supernatural entities 
(Sherbondy 1992; Gamboa 2007). 
Perhaps the ultimate food then was the human body.  Although human sacrifice does not 
seem to have played as large a role under the Inka as it did in some Andean cultures such as the 
Moche (Donnan and McClelland 1979; Sutter and Cortez 2005; J. Quilter 2002), a significant 
number of human bodies have been found interred in mountain shrines (Reinhard and Ceruti 
2000; Reinhard 2006; Ceruti 2004).  The chronicles tell us that human sacrifice was reserved for 
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extreme cases in which the equilibrium of the animate environment and its human dependents 
was severely unbalanced, such as during the unsettled period of transition from one ruler to the 
next, the illness or death of an emperor (Cobo 1990:111-112) or the occurrence of a natural 































Hierarchy and Rank 
The final point I want to discuss before moving on to the analysis of the survey is that of 
positioning.  By positioning, I mean to refer to aspects of relationality that include hierarchy, 
ranking, organization, and power.  As we already noted in our discussions of the narratives, 
while the pan-Andean tales of cosmogenesis seem to emphasize a unity of the disparate beings 
involved, the Inka tales underpin more overt hegemonic political efforts.  This is to be expected 
as the Inka were involved in a massive imperial project.  There are several ways in which this 
seems to play out in the landscape of the narratives. 
Before moving on to the Inka cosmogenesis, we should note that the Andean 
cosmogenesis tale includes some elements of hierarchy already.  Wiraqocha emerges from Lake 
Titicaca and it is on the shores of this body of water that he creates both races noted in the 
narrative.  This places the center of mythohistorical power for all of the Andes at Lake Titicaca 
in the highlands.  It is not surprising that the Inka held this place in such high regard and 
referenced it in their own personal cosmogenesis (Urton 1999), as well as emulated it in the 
design and style of their stonework (Niles 1999).  We can also note that while Wiraqocha took 
the highland road, it was his sons who took the coastal and jungle routes.  This again makes the 
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focus of the narrative on the land in which the major foundational civilizations (Wari, Tiwanaku, 
Inka) were located.  From there, we remember, Wiraqocha sent the peoples of the Andes 
underground to their places of origin.
There is then a ranking that also goes from top to bottom, from highlands to lowlands, as 
both Wiraqocha and water flow down.  In this way, water seems to connect and rank the Andean 
landscape.  This can be found reflected in many of the imperial Inka constructions such as the 
sixteen fountains at Machu Pichhu which appear to have a descending order as they flow away 
from the most elaborate architecture of the site (Wright and Zegarra 2000).  In fact, fountains 
served as a powerful symbolic representation of Inka efforts at hegemonic control through 
landscape engineering (Dean 2012).  And in fact the flow of water through sites reflected the 
ranking of areas of the site and its ritual use (Bray 2013).  Why, then, would the flow of water 
across the landscape not also serve to rank and order the Andean landscape?  The narratives 
seem to show that it not only could, but was most likely an important component of Andean 
ideas of sequence. 
We know this to be true for the canalization of important areas of the landscape 
surrounding Cuzco (Sherbondy 1982a; Sherbondy 1987).  Control over aquatic resources was a 
direct reflection of power.  Access to and manipulation of the flow of water was therefore a 
source of and reflection of Inka power dynamics.  It is not surprising then that while 
consolidating power the Inka put more direct effort into waterworks (Bray 2013).  It is also 
telling that among the listed feats recounted to the Spaniards of the great undertakings of past 
Inka kings were projects of irrigation and of canal building.  Additionally, we noted in all these 
narratives the importance of the flow of water through stone as part of the cosmic cycle, so 
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manipulation of this flow must have also been viewed as a pinnacle of Andean sacred practice.  
And as water is always flowing, it is also a form of always practicing. 
There is also a directionality to these tales.  Wiracocha emerges from Lake Titicaca, 
southeast of Cuzco, and travels down through the mountains to Ecuador, which lies to the 
northwest.  There is again, then, a ranking that happens with more power lying to the southeast 
and less to the northwest.  It is telling, perhaps, that the Inka were still engaged in a struggle for 
dominance in Ecuador when the Spanish arrived.  It is also, perhaps, particularly important that 
Huanacauri, the mountain which was an ancestor of the Inka and the place where one of the 
founding brothers turned to stone, lay to the south in the Cuzco Valley.  It is also important to 
note that in their own cosmogenesis narrative, the Inka journey north to Cuzco from their origin 
place in the south as well.  A journey, they are eager to point out, they were set upon by 
Wiraqocha when he granted them dominion over Cuzco (Urton 1999). 
There is also a hierarchy evident in the Inka narratives of the invaders over the 
indigenous, man over woman, older over younger.  The Inka were conquerors, and the narratives 
they tell justified this aspect of their dominion.  They are given divine blessing to conquer the 
valley of Cuzco.  They are even given a divine sign, the sinking of the golden rod into the earth, 
so they cannot be mistaken in their destiny.  We see the shape this exertion of power takes when 
a brother perches on top of a stone marker at Huanacauri already in place and co-opts it to show 
Inka dominion.  Another turns to stone in the plaza at Cuzco to lay claim to the city itself.  The 
Inka were invaders in most of their empire and need a narrative to justify that fact, as well as 
physical markers to indicate it. 
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There are four brothers who emerge from the window at Pacariqtambo.  It is the eldest, 
Manco Capac, who leads them all.  It is his wife who seemingly holds the position of second-in-
command.  In fact, by the time the Inka take over Cuzco, only Manco Capac is still an actor in 
the narrative, as he has interred one brother back in the cave they emerged from and the other 
two have turned to stone.  This seems to be, in part, tied to the fact that Mama Ocllo, Manco 
Capac's sister/wife, is also the mother of the Inka lineage.  This is a complex interrelationship of 
moiety organization that we noted earlier and that provides the foundation for the complex 
balance between equilibrium and exploitation that made the Inka empire so successful (Urton 














































Armed now with this understanding of Inka epistemology as it applies to cosmological 
understanding and the construction of monumental imperial landscape, this section takes as a 
case study the Saqsawaman Archaeological Park.  As noted previously, the park, which takes its 
name from the fort (famous for its monumental walls built in a zig-zag pattern) at its southern 
tip, is a three-thousand-hectare archaeological preserve just north of Cuzco.  It spans in 
elevations from around 3390 to 4415 meters and includes almost forty officially recognized INC 
sites, more than any other area surrounding the ancient capital.  One of the four major 
thoroughfares of the ancient empire, the Antisuyu road, traverses this park, as does the course of 
the two main waterways that fed into the ancient capital, the Saphi and Tullumayu. 
In fact, according to Zuidema, this heavily modified ritual landscape covers the chapas, 
the riverine and irrigation systems, of the panacas associated with Pachakuti Inka, Wiraqocha 
Inka and Inca Roq'a (Zuidema 1990).  This information is important because, as we have seen, 
Inka Roq'a was designated as the ruler who found water at Chakan, canalized the waterways to 
control flooding, and initiated the bringing of water from Lake Titicaca to anoint new kings.  In 
addition, in the tales told the Spaniards, it was Pachakuti who was responsible for the major 
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planning of Saqsawaman and his son, Thupa Inka, who was responsible for its construction.  
Saqsawaman is, therefore, an ideal place to examine the materialization of imperial Inka power 
and ideology as it plays in the modification of stone and water in a dynamic landscape.
At this point then, I want to return to the questions outlined in the first chapter and update 
them in the light of the knowledge gained from our historical and ethnographic readings in part 
three.  The research hypotheses in chapter one sought to investigate how Andean identity and 
cosmological understanding was tied to an engagement with landscape, and how the Inka sought 
to work within and to capitalize on that belief system.  Part 3 has done a great deal to outline the 
Andean belief system, and to show how the Inka positioned themselves within that belief system, 
at least in narrative and cultural practice.  In order to more fully understand how this might play 
out on the actual landscape, I developed an additional set of questions that grew out of the 
knowledge obtained in part three.  These questions took note of the importance in the narratives 
of different environmental elements (water, stone, subterranean access, etc.) as well as 
movement through landscape and sought to elucidate how these factors are related and can be 
analyzed, mapped, and better understood.  With that in mind, the questions underlying this 
section are as follows: 
 
1) How many sites are there in Saqsawaman Park and where are they located? 
a) Do they share similar elevations, slope, aspects, features, and other physical 
characteristics? 
b) Do these sites fit into obvious categories based on their design, size, elements, or 
other features? 
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i) Where are water features located within sites? 
ii) Are designs symmetrical? Is duality present? 
iii) Are they mimetic? Of other natural phenomena? 
c) What types of stone do these sites use and how are they shaped? 
i) What features does a site need to become a wak'a?  Are these repeated?  
d) Do these features take advantage of human senses (sound, touch, etc.) and, if so, 
how? 
e) Do these sites require a specific engagement and performance? 
i) For example: Passing through trails, traversing through caves, climbing 
towers, or pouring water.  
ii) Who/what is the audience? Who are the actors? What is the theater? 
2) How did the Inka mobilize elements of the Saqsawaman landscape to create/ 
reinforce/ change their ideologies (cosmology/mythology/empire)? 
a) In turn, how did the landscape shape the formation of Inka ideology and how does 
ideology draw on that landscape? 
i) How does the actual nature of the Andes affect what projects the Inka 
could carry out? 
ii) Sun, stone, water, and the subterranean, among other features, are 
important in the narratives.  Is their significance reflected in landscape 
modification and, if so, how? 
iii) If stones are the essence of the Inka (Bray 2009), what is water? Caves? 
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b) What effect did these processes of manipulation have on the actual functioning of 
natural systems? 
c) What legacy did these processes have and how did they change with the advent of 
the Inka, the arrival of the Spanish, and the transition to modernity? 
d) How did the Inka use sites to talk to themselves? How did they use them to 
communicate to others? 
i) Do different sites have different messages? 
ii) Is this dialogue tied to a site's complexity or its features? 
3) Do these categories of complexity or features correlate to sites' associations 
with/distance from natural/manmade features such as streams, caves, mountain peaks, 
or roads? 
a) Do sites correlate to the combination of several elements - for example, the 
combination of a stream near a cave? 
b) Do sites correlate with the coming together/separation of streams and or 
roadways? 
c) Have any waterways been diverted or roads changed significantly? 
4) Where are the main roadways in Saqsawaman Park? 
a) What is the average distance from main Inka roads to sites?   
b) Do the roads follow the easiest or most economical paths? 
i) If not, where do they deviate? 
c) Is there a notable difference between sites along roads and those that are more 
remote? 
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5) What are the viewsheds from sites and are they correlated to sites' features? 
a) What are the primary views of import in Cuzco as relayed in the narratives and 
histories and are they important to the sites in the survey?  
i) Ausangate, Huanacauri, Awkaypata 
b) What is site intervisibility and are features oriented to other sites or natural 
features? 
i) Are orientations paired? Solar? Stellar? 
c) Is the surrounding environment modified to heighten the viewshed experience of 
sites? 
6) What is the natural environment like surrounding sites? 
a) Was it modified to enhance the experience of sites?  Or were sites located to take 
advantage of notable natural features? 
i) Examples: waterfalls, steep cliffs, panoramic views, better soil, 
subterranean access. 
b) What role did waterways play in the location, design, and size of sites? 
i) How was water involved not only in the interior of sites, but in the larger 
landscape between sites? 
ii) How were waterways manipulated to interact with sites and with 
movement between sites? 
Iii) How have modern water management practices affected this aspect of 
Inka epistemology? 
7) Where are modern rituals performed? 
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a) How do these rituals engage the site and the performer in a dialectic? 
i) Does this dialectic help us to understand why sites are constructed and 
placed where they are? 
b) Are these at recognized/built sites or unrecognized/natural sites or both? 
c) Does the amount of government regulation seem to have an effect on location 
choice? 
d) Does environmental change have an effect (are modern sites in locales that are 
more environmentally advantageous/healthy?)? 
 
For all of these questions and throughout the rest of this section, I will endeavor to 
examine landscape through the cognitive categories we developed in part three: vitality, 
communication, identity, complementarity, and positioning.  I will show that the Andean 
knowledge structures we examined, as well as the Inka utilization of these structures, are 
manifest in the landscape of Saqsawaman.  Unfortunately, it is beyond the scope of this thesis to 
answer all of the questions I asked above at this time, and many of the questions about the 
change to the landscape in modern times will have to wait for additional research before they can 
be answered adequately.  However, this thesis goes a long way towards answering questions of 
how the Inka modified the landscape to work their way to the top of a cosmological world order 
based on a living, recursive environment. 
 
Initial Observations 
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Before moving on to the more numerically-based analyses, I want to take note of a 
number of observations that were evident early on in my survey without the help of statistics or 
advanced GIS techniques.  These initial points, often evident within the first few weeks of survey 
and noted in field notes, were the basis of many of the tests and models run later on in this 
section.  Some of them, such as the importance of water, were repeatedly confirmed by various 
different scenarios.  Others, such as the assumption that sun exposure or views of the main plaza 
in Cuzco were important to site location, were not supported by the information currently at 
hand.  For now, I think a look at these initial observations will help orient the rest of this section.  
For reference, sites were catalogued by their degree of elaboration, relevant architectural 
features, and location within the park, all of which will be elaborated further on in this section. 
The first observation I was able to make is that there appears to be a direct correlation 
between the increased elaboration of any given site and the presence of one or more of the 
following elements: the site's proximity to and incorporation of water; the presence of 
subterranean access or passage through stone; and/or a line of sight to Ausangate, Huanacauri, or 
both.  It appeared to me that, with the addition of each of these elements, the site not only tends 
to be larger and more elaborate, it also tends to incorporate a more diverse number of different 
types of landscape modifications.  In turn, the smaller sites discovered in the course of the survey 
seemed to be located more often in secluded spots with limited viewsheds, no large 
outcroppings, and no significant water components.  Either that, or these smaller category sites 
lay on the outskirts of larger sites. 
In addition, I quickly noted that the boundaries of INC sites were quite arbitrary and 
landscape modification extended well beyond the ropes and guard booths set up around the core 
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architecture of many of the most visited tourist sites in the park.  It became a habit for me to 
stroll upstream and downstream of every carved stone or channel discovered as it almost 
inevitably led to the discovery of additional modifications.  The same became true of a walk to 
the top of the nearest ridge.  In addition, I quickly noted that the INC was focused on those sites 
most easily reachable by car and bus.  Outside of the sites reachable by the main road leading 
north out of Cuzco, the number of visitors drops dramatically.  A number of important sites are 
left out of many analyses because they lay well off the beaten, motorized trail.  However, I also 
quickly noted that almost all of these less popular sites are along trails still heavily utilized by 
local foot traffic or located in the courses of the main waterways that lead down into Cuzco.   
I also observed that the sites seemed to be concentrated in the lower elevations and on 
more gradual slopes, often with views towards the south.  The largest of the sites seemed to be 
located close to places that waterways converged, or where roadways converged or diverged, or 
where waterways and roadways intersected.  These larger sites also seemed to include a number 
of loci, encouraging movement through the site: towers that draw visitors up; carved passages 
that draw visitors in and down; roadways and stairways that encourage movement through the 
site.  This kind of configuration, paired with the movement of water through, around, and under 
many of the sites emphasizes movement.  In addition to those sites was a plethora of paths and 
waterways between sites, which encourage movement among them in Saqsawaman. 
So at first glance it appears that, while landscape modification can and does exist 
anywhere in Saqsawaman, it is more likely to be found in closer proximity to waterways, 
roadways, caves, and/or expansive viewsheds of important landscape places or features.  It also 
appears that the form of these sites takes advantage of these elements.  Water is emphasized 
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through the construction of fountains, channels, and pools.  Niches and carved passageways draw 
attention to subterranean access.  Towers encased in masonry simultaneously facilitate and 
emphasize viewsheds.  It is clear that Inka construction of landscape has a complicated and 
nuanced relation to its surrounding environment that bears further scrutiny.   
It is also immediately apparent that while stone was a vital component of Inka landscape 
manipulation, it was not the only element which played an important, even vital, role in the Inka 
cosmological network.  The overwhelming presence of water in the shape and form of features 
such as springs, channels, fountains, as well as the emphasis on passage through stone and into 
the earth, reveal that water and subterranean access also played a crucial part in the relationship 
that Saqsawaman held with the Inka.  In addition, the distributed nature of sites - well beyond the 
modern administrative boundaries - encourages movement, not only throughout the site, but also 
between sites through a much larger theater of landscape. 
This is perhaps one of the most interesting discoveries that shaped this research as it 
unfolded, because while Bray points to the "durability, permanence, and ubiquity" of stone in her 
research, this survey noted a number of aquatic properties that seemed to contradict the essence 
of stone.  It is true that stone is durable, but it is also true that water is one of the elements that 
wears it down.  Water causes landslides, it freezes in the cracks of boulders and sheers them 
apart, it nibbles away at stones in waterways and at channels cut in fountains.  It is also true that 
while stone is permanent, that permanence lends itself to an immobility that limits its 
deployment in cosmological structures based on movement.  Water, however, serves this purpose 
perfectly.  Water is not permanent and is in fact always in flux, always moving.  It is also not 
ubiquitous like stone.  In fact, it can be quite rare as we noted.  So it is very telling that the 
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majority of sites are located near water, and that the more elaborated sites are more likely to be 
closer to water.  So unlike the quiet, immobile, permanent nature of stone, many of the sites I 
found incorporated the vocal, active, transformative nature of water. 
At first, the contrary dichotomy of these elements puzzled me and I was not sure how to 
incorporate them in my research.  It was not until I was working with the Quechua language and 
learning the concept of tinku, of coming together, that a powerful idea took shape in my head.  
Water and stone are not separate essences vying for deployment by the Inka in their dialogue 
with landscape.  Instead, it is the flow of water through stone that truly captures the imperial 
project as it plays out in Saqsawaman.  We have already noted that it is water’s movement 
through stone that has particular energizing potency.  We have also seen that the flow of water 
through stone brought the peoples of the Andes into being at their places of origin.  It is water's 
movement through stone that symbolizes the power and discipline of the Inka.  In the narratives 
told by the Inka to the Spaniards, their ascendance meant the end to flooding and kings took 
great care to note their creation of irrigation networks and canals to domesticate the flow of 
water in Cuzco.  Perhaps this observation points complements Dean's (2010) point that the Inka 
were keen to draw simultaneously on both the natural element of stone and its domestication 
simultaneously.  The combination of stone and water provides a wider range of symbolic 
































The Saqsawaman Archaeological Park, the borders of which are shown again below, is 
under the administrative control of the Peruvian National Institute of Culture (INC).  Officially 
the park recognizes approximately forty archaeological sites within its boundaries, which are 
marked on the map.  During three survey seasons in the summers of 2010, 2011, and 2012, I 
identified 203 sites within the boundaries of the park.  Of these 203 sites, 83 were 
undifferentiated landscape features - rock outcroppings, springs, and caves that show no 
evidence of human modification or manipulation and are not noted in any of the historical 
material or current maps created and disseminated by the INC.  These sites, as noted earlier, 
were recorded in order to enrich the questions that could be asked by this survey - namely "Why 
were only some of the significant landscape features in Saqsawaman modified by the Inka, when 
there were other options?"  This question can only be asked if we are certain that there are other 
options inside the park, their rarity, and their location. 
 




Figure 12.1 - Location of study zone within Peru and the Department of Cuzco. 
 
As it turns out, stone is a ubiquitous landscape feature as there are small outcroppings 
located with great frequency throughout Saqsawaman Archaeological Park.  The majority of 
these smaller outcroppings are unworked and make up the bulk of the 123 undifferentiated sites 
noted in my original survey.  The exception to this rule happens when these smaller stones and 
outcroppings are located near larger, highly differentiated Category 2 and 3 sites, when their 
proximity to these sacred spaces makes them viable targets for Inka modification and 
incorporation into the larger ideological landscape.  The undifferentiated sites that are not small 
stones are made up entirely of five small caves or fissures and two springs, both of which are 
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high in the survey zone and far from any road systems, perennial waterways, or large stone 
outcroppings.  We will return to the importance of this later while analyzing the modified sites. 
The remaining 120 sites noted by this survey, and the ones that are analyzed in this thesis, 
are sites that show some degree of landscape modification and/or are listed and identifiable in the 
chronicles as sites significant to the Inka.  In this chapter is a preliminary breakdown of the 
nature of these sites including the following features: their general location; the category of 
complexity involved in their creation; slope, aspect, and elevation.  After providing this 
overview, in the chapters that follow I will move onto a more detailed investigation of the 120 
modified sites according to some of the significant features that came out of the survey and 
subsequent GIS analysis.  The discussion will cover the powerful role of water and watersheds in 
site location and elaboration; the construction and location of Inka road systems in relation to 
these sites; the Quechua concept of tinku and its role in Inka landscape modification; the 
influence of major viewsheds such as those of Huanacauri and Ausangate in Saqsawaman; and 
the role of subterranean features. 
The 120 sites analyzed in this thesis were divided into 4 categories: 50 are in category 
(0), undifferentiated rock or environmental features in close proximity to another site or noted in 
a chronicle; 26 are in category (1), simple – little carving or differentiation; 19 are in category 
(2), moderate carving and manipulation including some architecture and plumbing; and 25 are in 
category (3), extensive modification including significant architecture and waterworks.  An 
example of each of these categories is shown in the photos below: 
 




Figure 13.2 - Examples of the four categories utilized in the survey.  From left to right, 
top to bottom, categories 0-3 are pictured. 
 
A quick note on category zero before we continue.  In his work cataloging the sacred 
Inka landscape, Cobo noted many sites that, while sacred to the Inka, were left untouched.  For 
example, "[An-2:10] The tenth was named Macaycalla.  It is a flat place between two hills where 
what is on this side is lost to sight and the other side is revealed, and for this reason alone they 
worshipped it" (Cobo 1997:54–65).  Cobo mentions hills, trees, rocks, springs, viewsheds, and 
fields which were considered wak'as, but for all intents and purposes were left undifferentiated.  
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In her work, Dean (2010) notes that these sacred spaces can sometimes be identified in the 
manner by which they are framed by Inka construction, or the way they are set apart.  For this 
reason, I recorded places on the landscape that were distinctive and stood apart in ways similar to 
those provided in Cobo and utilized by Dean, recognizing that they had the potential for sacred 
significance.  When combined with sites that show significant modification and entered into 




The Saqsawaman Archaeological Park ranges in elevation from around 3400 meters at its 
lowest point to 4375 meters at the highest; the elevation increases from south to north and from 
east to west.  In general, the area of the park covers a plateau and is actually relatively flat for the 
Andes.  However, it is carved by numerous valleys that make traversing the landscape a quite 
vertical affair.  The far northern boundary of the park is marked by an extremely steep ridge of 
mountains, almost vertical in their incline, while the southern boundary is the top of a bluff that 
drops steeply down into the valley bottom where the city of Cuzco is located. 
The lowest site recorded in Saqsawaman was located at approximately 3448 meters, 
along the southern boundary of the park, while the highest was recorded at 3922 meters, giving a 
range of 474 meters.  Given that the highest point in the survey area is 4375 meters, this means 
that there are absolutely no sites in the highest elevations of the park and that an overwhelming 
majority of the sites are in the lowest elevations.  In fact, with a mean of 3670 meters we can see 
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that the average elevation is actually quite low, and the median of 3658 shows that around half 




Figure 13.3 - Elevation Summary Statistics 
 
When separated by category, we see a number of additional patterns.  In the scatterplot 
below the sites are arranged by category of complexity, from the undifferentiated Category 0 on 
the left to the most elaborated Category 3 on the right.  It is immediately clear that as we move 
up in elevation, we move down in the amount of elaboration and effort put into manipulating the 
landscape.  In fact, there are very few Category 0 sites below 3600 meters while that is where the 
majority of Category 3 sites are located.  Meanwhile, the sites above 3800 meters are dominated 
by Category 0 and 1, with only a single Category 3 site noted at 3837 meters. 
 




Figure 13.4 - Scatterplot of Elevation by Category 
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If we further break down these sites into three classes of elevation, we can see these 
trends even more clearly.  In the figure below the total elevation in the park has been separated 
into three classes.  The first class runs from 3400-3600, the second from 3600-3800, and the 
third from 3800-4000 meters.  We can immediately see a few distinct patterns.  First, the 
majority of sites are located in the middle elevation range, and the number of sites decreases 
steadily as we move up in site complexity.  Second, while the majority of category 0, 1, and 2 
sites are located in that middle elevation range, the majority of the most elaborated category 3 
sites are in the lowest elevation range.  Finally, while the number of category 3 sites decreases 
steadily as one moves up in elevation, in the other 3 categories the number of sites increases 
dramatically from the lowest to the middle elevation, and then decreases dramatically from the 




Figure 13.5 - Survey sites broken down by category and divided into three elevation 
classes. 
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Another way to look at these sites is by percentage of total sites in each of these elevation 
classes by category.  In the chart below the y-axis represents the percentage of total sites in each 
elevation category, while the x-axis is the elevation categories themselves.  We can easily see 
that in the lowest elevation the overwhelming majority of sites are category 3, the largest 
percentage in the entire analysis.  However, category 3 sites make up very few of the highest 
elevation sites, which are instead composed mostly of category 0, almost a complete inversion.  
Meanwhile, the middle elevation range shows a much more balanced distribution, somewhat 




Figure 13.6 - Percentage of survey sites broken down by category and divided into three 
elevation classes. 
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To summarize, there are almost no sites located in the highest elevations of the park, with 
just a handful of category 0 and 1 found above 3900 meters.  In the lower elevations of the park, 
sites show a few clear patterns.  There are more elaborated sites located at lower elevations.  The 
majority of sites at lower elevations are in the most elaborated category while the majority of 
sites at the highest elevation are in the lowest elaborated category.  While category 0, 1, and 2 
have the majority of their sites in the middle elevations, category 3 has the majority of its sites 
located in the lowest elevations. 
 
Slope 
The Andes form one of the most vertical environments on the planet, a fact driven home 
to anyone conducting a survey that at times requires hand-over-hand climbing at an elevation 
that leaves one winded when he first wakes up.  The range of the slopes in Saqsawaman 
Archaeological Park are vast, from a few rare, almost flat areas in the lower elevations to inclines 
of as much as 75-80 degrees towards the north end of the park and the mountain range that forms 
its border.  Like most of the Andes, this feature of the landscape is driven by the geological 
processes of mountain formation and water erosion, with the inclined plateau that makes up 
Saqsawaman carved in such a manner so that the majority of the land is involved in the transition 
from ridge top to valley bottom. 
 




Figure 13.7 - Slope Summary Statistics 
 
It is interesting to note, given the range of slopes available, that the actual distribution of 
slopes found for sites in this survey is concentrated in a much narrower range at the bottom of 
the spectrum of slopes available.  The minimum slope was less than a degree, and the maximum 
34 degrees, yielding a range of approximately 33 degrees.  This distribution includes a few 
outliers on the steeper end of the spectrum, however, which is evident when we see the mean at 
11 degrees and the median at 10.5 degrees.  In fact, the data show that roughly half the sites are 
on slopes of less than 11 degrees, and the vast majority of them are less than 20 degrees. 
 




 Figure 13.8 - Scatterplot of Slope by Category 
 
To better illustrate this pattern, let us look at a scatterplot of the survey sites with the 
slope on the y-axis and the complexity of elaboration on the x-axis.  In this format it is easy to 
see what we already noted, that the majority of sites are on the less steep end of the spectrum.  
Otherwise there is not a clear pattern shown in this illustration except to note that the category 2 
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sites do seem to be much lower on the scale overall. Meanwhile the sites located in steeper areas 




 Figure 13.9 - Number of Sites with Particular Slopes by Category 
 
Breaking the range of slopes into four even classes makes the picture a little clearer.  In 
the figure above we can now see some more definitive trends.  The number of category 0 sites 
decreases steadily as we go into the steeper areas of the park, while the number of category 1 
sites holds steady through the first three classes and disappears in the steepest class.  Category 2 
sites stay steady through the first two classes and disappear for the two steepest classes.  Finally, 
category 3 sites show a large number in the second class with relatively equal distributions in the 
other three classes.  It is also evident that the majority of all categories of sites are in the two 
classes that represent flatter ground. 





 Figure 13.10 - Percentage of Sites with Particular Slope by Category 
  
Switching perspectives to look at percentage of sites in each slope class made up of each 
category, there are a number of additional things to note.  While category 0 sites make up a 
substantial portion of all four slope classes, category 2 is only represented in the first two, and 
category 1 in the first three.  This means that the steepest sites are all either undifferentiated sites 
or highly differentiated sites. 
In conclusion, we can note that although the Saqsawaman Archaeologica l Park includes a 
wide range of slopes within its borders, most sites are located in areas of the park that could be 
considered relatively flat.  In fact, the overwhelming majority of sites are located in areas less 
than 17.5 degrees.  In addition, although all four categories of sites are located in the two lower 
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slope classes, the two steeper slope classes of the park are dominated entirely by category 0 and 
3 sites.  Realizing that category 0 sites are undifferentiated, that means that when the Inka built 
in the steepest areas of the park they only did so to an extreme degree of elaboration. 
 
Aspect 
Given the import of vantage that we noted in our examination of Andean oral narratives, 
the visual orientation of the landscape and the sites within it merit close attention.  Here we will 
look at aspect while later we will return to examine viewsheds in greater detail.  Aspects of sites 
are often very difficult to ascertain as the range of directions in which features of the site may be 
said to face are often numerous, subjective, and varied.  For the purpose of this thesis, aspects 
were determined by placing my back against the most prominently carved feature of the site and 
taking a compass reading along my sightline.  An example is shown below of a feature that 
includes numerous stepped ledges and dual structures, a common type of the most elaborate 
feature of many sites.   I accept these aspects as approximations and therefore analyze them as a 
group instead of individually.  
 








 Figure 13.12 - An Example of a Carved Seat 
 
Above is a table showing the aspect summary statistics.  The aspects recorded during the 
course of this survey include almost the entire range of the compass from 0 to 354 degrees.  The 
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mean sits at 175 degrees and the median at 181, giving us a general southern orientation.  
Although due to the nature of trying to average aspects, taking an average could be misleading.  
In addition, this type of calculation does not reflect the conceptual structures of the Inka.  
Instead, I use here an Inka organization of the space around Cuzco determined by using a 1577 
list of town and villages that belonged in each sue, or part, of the empire (Zuidema and Poole 
1982).  According to this list, in 1577 the area around Cuzco could be divided as follows (using a 
compass where 0 degrees is due north: Antisuyu from 12-110 degrees, Collasuyu from 110-145 
degrees, Cuntisuyu from 145-245 degrees, and Chinchasuyu from 245-12 degrees.  This 
organization is shown in the image below, graciously provided by D'Altroy, redrawn from 
Zuidema and Poole. 
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 Figure 13.13 - The Four-part Division of the Cuzco basin 
 
The map above shows that the lines dividing suyus were complex.  They had to zig-zag 
in order to reflect the realities of sociopolitical organization in the empire.  In addition, site lines 
to the horizon, celestial alignments, and major landscape features also played crucial roles in 
drawing these delimitations.  For the purposes of this thesis, I will be using the orientation that 
existed immediately surround the capital as all of the sites in this survey fall within that area.  In 
the map above, these are the angles before any deviations close to the center, the numerical 
values of which were given above.  When we place aspects of the sites of this survey within 




Figure 13.14 - Number of Sites by Division 
 




Figure 13.15 - Number of Sites by Aspect 
 
Separated in this manner, the data collected shows that the overwhelming majority of 
sites face to the southe towards Cuntisuyu (68 sites).  After that, there are roughly equal numbers 
of sites facing Antisuyu (21) and Chinchansuyu (18), and only slightly less facing Collasuyu 
(13).  If we represent this graphically, we see a clear indication that sites in Saqsawaman were 
oriented with views to the southwest and southeast.  Given this data, it is important to note that 
the city of Cuzco lies to the south of the park, and the origin place of the Inka (Pacariqtambo) 
lies south of that.  So does the important mountain of Huanacauri that we noted in our section on 
the Inka origin stories.  In addition, the snow-covered peak of Ausangate is located 100 
kilometers to the southeast in the Willkanuta mountain range.  This mountain is used as the 
marker for the dividing line between Antisuyu and Kollasuyu.  Ausangate is also linked to Inka 
cosmological practice and is still an important feature in the Qoyllur Rit'i festival, a pilgrimage 
rite still in practice today (Randall 1982; Revilla 2001).  To further examine how these important 
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points on the landscape could be tied to the aspect of our sites we will do a detailed viewshed 




Figure 13.16 - Aspects of Sites in Saqsawaman 
 
In conclusion, although in their entirety the sites in this survey incorporate aspects that 
face almost 360 degrees, the overwhelming majority are oriented to the southwest and southeast.  
These directions give the most elaborated features of the sites in the survey a view onto the 
Cuntisuyu and Collasuyu orientations respectively.  Although the general aspect of the slopes in 
the park is to the south, this high proportion of southern aspects is most likely due to the location 
of significant landscape to the southwest and southeast of Saqsawaman, namely the city of 
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Cuzco, Pacariqtambo, and the mountains or apus of Ausangate and Huanacauri.  This is a 
hypothesis that will be tested by using GIS to examine the viewsheds afforded by these locations 
in the park to the Plaza de Armas, Huanacauri, and Ausangate. 
 
Water 
It is readily apparent, especially after the analysis undertaken in part 3, that water is an 
important component of the Andean landscape and the Inka establishment within that landscape.   
The Saqsawaman Archaeological Park is particularly important in this regard as it makes up a 
large part of the northern watershed of Cuzco, including the two main aquatic arteries that fed 
the ancient capital.  These two waterways are the Saphi and Tullumayu.  We noted earlier in the 
chapter on Cuzco that they formed the belly and back of the puma respectively.  Today, the 
Saphi River forms the southern boundary of the park running downhill from the northwest to the 
southeast before it flows into the city, where its previous course is now taken by one of the main 
thoroughfares that passes through the middle of the main plaza of the city.  The Tullumayu now 
enters the city from the park, flowing roughly north to south and passing directly along the 
eastern edge of the main site of Saqsawaman before its course is also taken over by a modern 
roadway.  Eventually, the course of the Tullumayu joins the Saphi just below the sacred site of 
the Qoricancha or "Golden Enclosure," the center of the Inka cosmological universe.  In addition 
to these watercourses there are the Rio Chacan, Rio Tambomachay, and Rio Inkiltambo - all of 
which originate and flow through the park before continuing down into the city. 
 




 Figure 13.17 - Distance to Water Summary Statistics 
 
In order to get a better picture of how important waterways were to Inka construction, I 
want to first look at the distance sites were found from waterways.  A waterway, in this case, is 
meant to be the line that best approximates the center of flow of a watershed, annual or 
perennial.  The summary statistics show that a majority of sites are located very close to one of 
these main waterways with a mean of 188 meters and a median of 150 meters.  The closest sites 
are located along these waterways, at times touching upon them.  In fact, a number of the most 
significant modified stoneworks in Saqsawaman are located so that they are at least partially 
inundated when the waterways are at their peak.  The sites located farthest away also show an 
interesting correlation.  The top ten farthest sites from waterways are located along the edge of 
the park overlooking the city, or on high ridges just above the city.  In other words, they are 
located in areas with a viewshed that incorporates the city and the valley below, including 
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Huanacauri and Ausangate, a fact we will touch upon several times in this section and in the 




Figure 13.18 - Scatterplot of Distance to Waterways by Category 
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Once again, to try to elucidate patterns, I used a scatterplot to look at category of 
complexity as compared to distance from a waterway.  We can easily see that most sites are 
within a couple hundred meters of a waterway, with a few more than three hundred meters away, 
and almost none more than five hundred meters away.  Additionally, the scatterplot shows that 
those sites at the farther distances are made up almost entirely of category 0 and 3 sites, and the 
farthest sites are category 3 sites.  To examine this further, I broke the distance into four classes 




Figure 13.19 - Number of Sites by Distance to Waterway 
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Represented graphically, we can see a number of patterns.  First, the majority of sites are 
located within 125 meters of a waterway, regardless of their complexity.  Second, the number of 
Category 0 sites is statistically insignificant in regards to distance, which leads me to argue that 
these smaller sites are not as involved with the waterways, and that the elaboration of sites is 
correlated to proximity to water.  This interpretation is supported by the fact that the 
overwhelming majority of Category 1, 2, and 3 sites are within 250 meters of a waterway, and in 
fact there are no Category 2 sites beyond approximately 300 meters, and all of the Category 3 
sites located around 250 meters or more from the waterway lay along the extreme southern 




Figure 13.20 - Percentage of Sites Located at 4 Distance Classes 
 




Figure 13.21 - (Adjusted) Percentage of Sites Located at 4 Distance Classes 
 
We can also look at this by examining the percentage of sites from each category of 
complexity in each class.  As we can see, the distribution is relatively even for sites within 125 
meters of a waterway, but as we move farther away from waterways the percentage of more 
elaborated sites decreases while the percentage of less elaborated sites increases.  That holds true 
until we get above 325 meters, when we see a resurgence of category 3 sites.  However, if we 
remove the top six farthest category 3 sites, the ones on the extreme southern edge of the park 
overlooking Cuzco, the correlation is almost perfect.  In this adjusted chart, on the right, we can 
easily see a steady reduction in the complexity of sites as we move away from waterways. 
In conclusion, all the sites found in the survey of Saqsawaman are located relatively close 
to waterways.  The overwhelming majority of them located within a distance of three hundred 
meters, and the average distance of a site to a waterway is only one hundred and eighty eight 
meters.  Given the distances involved in this survey and in the park, this means that site location 
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is highly correlated to the path of waterways.  In addition, while there are approximately equal 
numbers of sites located within one hundred and twenty five meters of waterways, the number of 
differentiated sites in categories 1 through 3 drops off dramatically as one moves away from 
waterways.  Categories 2 and 3 almost disappear after two hundred and fifty meters except in 
places with advantageous viewsheds.  In other words, site location is correlated to the path of 
waterways, and the closer a site is located the more likely it is to be more highly elaborated. 
 
Roads 
The Inka empire was connected by a massive, elaborate road system known as the 
qhapaq ñan that incorporated forty thousand kilometers of roadway covering an area that 
incorporates six modern countries.  In fact, the qhapaq ñan is the largest contiguous 
archaeological remain in the Western Hemisphere (Hyslop 1984).  The extent and quality of the 
road led one chronicler to write:  
 
In human memory, I believe that there is no account of a road as great as this, 
running through deep valleys, high mountains, banks of snow, torrents of water, 
living rock, and wild rivers...In all places it was clean and swept free of refuse, 
with lodgings, storehouses, Sun temples, and posts along the route.  Oh! Can 
anything similar be claimed for Alexander or any of the powerful kings who ruled 
the world...? (Cieza de León 1967:213-214; translation from Hyslop 1984:343). 
 
Although an archaeological remain, the road system is far from a ruin as large sections of 
it are still in use today as the primary route of travel through difficult mountain terrain that 
challenges even the hardiest and most versatile of modern motorized modes of transportation. 
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In fact, Hyslop writes that beyond being an intricate system of administrative, transport, 
and communication, qhapaq ñan was a "...divide to describe the empire's four basic divisions; 
one main road led out of Cuzco, the capital, to each quarter.  Inka roads described state 
geography by recalling places and peoples according to their position on a road" (Hyslop 
1984:2).  We noted this earlier in the Andean cosmogenesis story as Wiracocha took the road 
from Titicaca to Ecuador, in some versions sending his sons along secondary coastal and jungle 
routes.  Hyslop goes on to state that throughout Tawantinsuyu, the Inka road system not only 
allowed the movement of armies and goods for the state - it actually served as a constant 
reminder and symbol of the power and authority of that state over all the dominions through 
which roads passed.  In fact, it has been pointed out that throughout the empire roads were 
constructed in elaborate styles that went beyond the practical needs of travel and transportation 
(Morris and Thompson 1985).  Given the importance we noted of movement in Andean modes 
of communication, roads served as a literal and metaphorical mode of symbolizing Inka 
epistemology. 
 




Figure 13.22 - Roads 
 
Saqsawaman, like most of the empire, was crisscrossed by a web of roads.  Above is a 
map showing these roads, the result of an extensive survey undertaken by Donato Amado and 
Kevin Floerke (to whom I owe a debt of gratitude for allowing the use of their data in this 
thesis).  The blue lines are secondary roads in the Inka network.  They mostly run south to north, 
climbing out of Cuzco and crossing the inclined plane of the park before finally crossing the 
mountain range that forms the park's northern boundary.  On the far side of those mountains, 
these roads descend into the Valle Sagrado where a number of large royal imperial estates are 
located.  The dark, blood red lines visible are the four main arteries that connected the center of 
Cuzco (most likely located at either Qoricancha or the Plaza de Armas (Bauer 2004)) to the 
distant corners of the empire.  Three of the roads are outside of the park, leading up and down 
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the Cuzco valley and crossing the mountains to the southwest. The fourth main road, however, 




Figure 13.23 - Distance to Roads Summary Statistics 
 
Once again, I began my analysis of sites' relationships to the Inka road system by looking 
at some basic statistics.  In general, just as we saw with waterways, sites are located close to the 
roads with the mean distance from site to road at 138 meters and the median at 111 meters.  
These averages include one outlier site, a category 1, which lies at 973 meters from a road.  After 
this site, the next farthest site from a road is at 512 meters, a category 0 site. 
 




Figure 13.24 - Scatterplot of Distance to Roads by Category  
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As before, I broke down these preliminary data by creating a scatterplot of category of 
complexity by distance.  This time, however, the scatterplot does not reveal any obvious trends 
or correlations, except to reveal the outlier category 1 site.  It does show that the sites are very 
close to roads overall, the majority of them closer than 250 meters.  There does not appear to be 




Figure 13.25 - Number of Sites at Particular Distances from Roads 
 
Breaking them down further into categories and separating them out into four classes of 
distance we can see some trends emerge.  The first is the steady decrease in the number of sites 
both overall and across categories of complexity as we move farther away from the roads, at 
least across the first three classes of distance.  In the final two distance classes (250-325 meters 
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and 325 meters and up), there is not a significant difference between the total number of sites, or 
the sites in each complexity category, between the classes.  In fact, there are almost no 
noticeably worked sites beyond 250 meters from the road, with only six sites in total in all of 




Figure 13.26 - Percentage of Sites at Particular Distances from Roads by Category 
 
Next, I wanted to look at the percentage of sites from each category in these four distance 
classes.  In the resultant chart above, we see a comparable distribution close to roads, but a 
smaller and smaller percentage of elaborated sites as we move farther away.  Category 0 sites, 
therefore, make up the majority of the sites more than 250 meters from the road.  This includes 
the outlier category 1 site at over 900 meters.  This does not of course tell us if sites where built 
near roads, or roads near sites, a question we will return to when we look at roads using the tools 
of GIS. 
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In conclusion, just as with waterways, the sites found in this survey of Saqsawaman are 
more likely to be located closer to roads than not, with an overwhelming majority located closer 
than 250 meters.  In addition, a site's proximity to a road is correlated to its complexity, with 






























Average Nearest Neighbor 
Taking these preliminary results and first-hand observations, I turned next to answering 
my thesis questions by using ArcGis.  I will admit that I am still a novice at this incredibly 
powerful, and complicated, new software.  I was helped, however, by the constant guidance and 
advice of Yuri Gorokhovich, and hours in the myriad GIS forums that have sprung up to answer 
the need of this tool.  I am still learning the power of this program, and discover new questions 
that can be answered by it daily, something I will return to in discussing further avenues this 
thesis may take. However, returning to the work at hand, my next step after looking at my 
preliminary results was to see if the sites showed any grouping or clustering, or if in fact they 
were randomly dispersed.  This is accomplished in ArcGIS through a computation of the average 
nearest neighbor, a tool that calculates a nearest neighbor index based on the average distance 
from each feature to its nearest neighboring feature.  The results are shown in the summary 
report below. 
 




Figure 14.1 - Average Nearest Neighbor Summary 
 
In the curve shown above each color represents a standard deviation in average distances 
of features to their nearest neighbors.  The large yellow band represents random dispersal while 
movement to the left - into the blue spectrum - shows clustering of sites while movement to the 
right - or red spectrum - reveals an even distribution.  As we can see indicated by the dotted line, 
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the survey data fall in the second standard deviation to the left - or clustered - side of the 
distribution curve.  Given a p-value of .036332 and a z-score of -2.093194, this means that there 
is less than a five percent likelihood that this clustered pattern is the result of random chance.  
The sites in the Saqsawaman survey are indeed clustered, around an observed mean distance of 
approximately 200 meters. 
 
Kernel 
After determining that sites are indeed clustered, the next step was to determine around 
which points on the landscape they were clustered.  ArcGIS offers a variety of tools to analyze 
spatial distribution.  The one utilized in this study is the Kernel Density tool which calculates a 
magnitude per unit area from point features, in this case the sites from the survey.  The tool then 
uses a kernel function (a mathematical function which defines the distribution of similarities of 
points around a given point) to fit a smoothly tapered surface to each point.  In essence, this 
function allows me to weight each point based on an additional parameter, which I made the 
category of complexity for each site.  This means that the more elaborated sites are given greater 
density in the analysis so that the map created reflects the amount of effort put into manipulating 
the landscape at any given point.  This choice means that significant landscape features that were 
noted in the survey but that were undifferentiated are still represented on the map.  I believe this 
best reflects the import of Saqsawaman by creating a map which shows where the Inka's greatest 
physical engagement with landscape took place.  It is shown here below. 
 




Figure 14.2 - Kernel Density Analysis with Ranked Sites 
 
On this map the sites are color coded so that red represents category 3 sites with the most 
elaboration, yellow represents category 2, light green is category 1, and dark green stands in for 
category 0 - or undifferentiated - sites.  The map surface in the background reflects this same 
spectrum, now weighted by the kernel clustering analysis.  In other words, the dark green areas 
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received little attention or manipulation, while the red and orange areas are places that received 
intense effort at landscape modification.  In general, we see two very hot spots in the red and 
orange spectrum, three or four lighter yellow areas of medium attention, and then a number of 































Following up on the knowledge we gained in Part 3 and in our preliminary results, I 
wanted to use GIS to take a closer look at the importance of waterways within the park.  First, I 
utilized the Flow Accumulation Tool to get a better picture of the waterways in the park.  This 
tool uses a digital elevation map to determine the slope and aspect of every cell in a given 
geographical area.  This information is used to create a raster of accumulated flow as the 
program calculates how many cells flow into each cell for the given area.  The result is that each 
cell is coded with both direction and accumulation of flow and creates an accurate map of the 
waterways in the given area.  The results are shown in the flow accumulation map below, which 
also has the sites coded by category of complexity. 
 




Figure 15.1 - Flow Accumulation 
 
As we can see, in general the waterways in the park flow to the south and east.  As flow 
accumulates the lines get darker, transitioning from white - where there is no accumulation - to 
dark blue - where there is large amount of accumulation.  It is quickly apparent that in the north 
of the park, where there is no accumulation of water flow, there are also no sites found in the 
survey.  In fact, the sites begin almost exactly at the point in the park where water starts to 
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accumulate, and the largest concentrations of sites are along the longest contiguous waterways in 
the park, which also happen to have the greatest amount of accumulation. 
 
Kernel and Waterways 
At this point in our analysis we know the following: (1) sites are indeed clustered, (2) 
they are located close to waterways, and (3) they are located at places in the landscape that show 
a significant accumulation of water flow.  The next logical step is to examine if sites cluster 
around waterways.  In other words, I want to determine if the kernel analysis we performed 
earlier shows a correlation between the areas the Inka chose to modify the most and the course of 
the waterways we just created.  To accomplish this in ArcGIS, I utilized the flow accumulation 
raster from above to determine where waterways were located on the landscape.  I then 
superimposed the waterways over the kernel density map from Chapter 14.  The results of this 
process are shown here below. 
 




Figure 15.2 - Waterways with Kernel Density 
 
We can clearly see on this map that areas of the landscape which show the greatest 
concentration of Inka labor correlate very nicely with the location of the waterways in the park 
determined from the flow accumulation tool earlier.  The area with the focus of the greatest 
concentration of Inka landscape manipulation, shown here again in the deep red, is located at the 
conjuncture of two waterways.  The area with the second greatest concentration is located just 
upstream of - and centered on - one of those waterways.  In fact, all the areas of the map which 
show at least moderate levels of landscape manipulation - represented by areas in yellow - are 
centered on waterways.  To emphasize the point, the only place in the entire park where 
waterways flow through areas with minimal resources allocated to landscape manipulation are in 
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the far north where there is little to flow accumulation.  This would seem to emphasize how 
important waterways were as targets for Inka efforts at landscape modification. 
 
Sites, Kernel, Waterways 
I wanted to examine where, specifically, the Inka chose to do the greatest amount of 
elaboration (and the least).  To answer this question, I added the sites back into the map, shown 
below.  We can note several important facts.  The most elaborated category 3 sites are almost all 
located directly on top of, or very close to, the waterways.  The notable exception is the large 
collection of category 3 sites located on the southern boundary of the park which we noted in our 
preliminary results.  We can also see that the sites located farthest from the waterways are almost 
entirely made up of the dark green category 0 undifferentiated sites, especially once we get onto 
the plateau and leave the southern edge of the park overlooking the city.  In fact, it looked to me 
as if a large number of these category 0 sites were located in areas approximately halfway 
between the waterways.  Additionally, the map confirmed what we determined earlier: category 
1 sites (light green) are closer, while category 2 (yellow) are closer still.  So we can now see 
represented in the image what we only calculated earlier: with the notable exception of the 
southern cliff overlooking the Cuzco valley, more elaborated sites are more likely to be located 
closer to waterways. 
 




Figure 15.3 - Waterways, Kernel Density, and Ranked Sites 
 
Watersheds 
In addition to waterways, I also wanted to use GIS to look at watersheds.  This is 
especially salient given the significance that watershed boundaries are given in prior research 
regarding the organization of Inka hierarchy and space (Zuidema 1964; Sherbondy 1987, 1996).  
ArcGIS is particularly suited to providing some insight into this organization.  The software 
allows the creation of watersheds by determining the contributing area above a set of cells in a 
raster.  In this case, we already determined the set of cells - the waterways which we created 
earlier using the flow accumulation tool.  By determining which cells contribute to each of those 
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waterways, ArcGIS creates the watersheds which are shown here below.  The dark blue lines are 
the waterways, while the black polylines are the separations between different watersheds.  




Figure 15.4 - Waterways and Watershed Boundaries 
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Just as before, now that I had the map I added the sites back in to the picture to get a 
better idea of their location in relation to this new feature.  The results are in the map below.   
Interestingly, many of the sites that are not located along the bottom of waterways are located 
directly on, or very close to, watershed boundaries.  One reason for this could be due to the fact 
that these boundaries correlate to ridges of higher ground and, therefore, afford better viewsheds.  
This is something we will return to in the viewshed analysis.  However, given the number of 
sites located directly along these boundaries, our knowledge of the importance of marking 
boundaries in Inka ideology, and the significance of watershed boundaries in chapas and 
sociopolitical organization, it is also likely that a number of these sites are boundary markers, 
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Figure 15.5 - Waterways, Watershed Boundaries, and Ranked Sites 
 
Looking at the map, the majority of sites located along watershed boundaries are the dark 
and light green of category 0 and 1 respectively.  The exception is near our hot spot where there 
are a number of higher category sites located along the boundary - where two waterways also 
converge.  In the map below, the kernel density has been added to the watersheds.  In fact, one 
may also notice that our hottest density of landscape modification is located at the congruence of 
two large watersheds, both with a high flow accumulation.  This is a place in the landscape 
through which a great deal of water must pass.  In fact, many of the places where several 
watersheds converge are marked by the Inka, a point we will return to in our section on tinku. 
 




Figure 15.6 - Watershed and Ranked Sites with Kernel Density 
 
Dam 
Finally, due to the Inka fascination with water manipulation, I was curious to see whether 
the construction of dams might also be a component of their engagement with the landscape.  In 
order to examine this question, I used ArcGIS to create a map of the slopes along the waterways 
within Saqsawaman Archaeological Park.  This was done by using both the digital elevation 
model and the waterways map to calculate the slope along the waterways.  I found that the slope 
of the waterways in the park ranged between zero and twenty-three degrees.  Next, I separated 
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the slopes into two classes to break the waterway up into areas that would be good for retaining a 
lot of water.  In this procedure, I separated the data into areas that were between zero and four 
degrees, shown here in blue, and areas that were steeper and ranged between four degrees and 




Figure 15.7 - Slope of Waterways 
  
As we can see, there are two places in which there is a long stretch of shallow waterway 
in blue followed by a steeper stretch of waterway shown in purple.  They are labeled A and B in 
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the image, with A being the most advantageous location.  A is also the locus of the Inka 
landscape manipulation in the park.  Although dams can be built in steeper locations, the areas I 
am drawing attention to are the most efficient way to retain a great deal of water with a minimum 
amount of labor and construction.  They are also the areas most easily dammed without modern 
construction techniques (Christine Fiori personal communication).  In areas of steeper terrain, the 
engineering becomes much more difficult and places greater strains on the methods and 
materials of construction.  After performing this analysis, I returned to my field notes to see if I 
had recorded any sites in either of these areas.  In fact, it turns out I had recorded a site at the 
more advantageous of the two locales, site 12-32, photos of which are shown below. 
 
 




Figure 15.8 and 15.9 - Inka Dam 
 
As the photos show, there is indeed a line of Inka masonry here stretching across the 
shallow valley at a point that could have created a dam just at the northwestern edge of our most 
dense area of landscape modification.  In essence, if this is indeed a dam, it would have 
significantly affected the flow of water into the most heavily worked area of the Saqsawaman 
Park.  To give a better idea of this situation, I have zoomed in to the area and added the kernel 
density map in the image below.  The light blue dot on the left is site 12-32.  As the map shows, 
the water behind this dam would have backed into the second most heavily changed area of the 
park.  It also would have allowed the manipulation of water flow downstream into the most 
heavily modified area of the park.  In fact, there is a second masonry wall, represented by the 
blue dot on the right, recorded in the survey as site 11-42.  This site is noted as Represa 
Chuspiyoq by the INC, also just upstream from the kernel hotspot.  This site is also most likely a 
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dam (represa even means "dam" in Spanish).  Christine Fiori and a group of Virginia Tech 
engineers are convinced it was and even tried calculating the amount of water it could hold 
(2012).  If they are right, the combination of these two sites reveals a great deal of effort to 
manipulate the flow of water into this area of the landscape, just above where the Antisuyu road 
crosses the waterway, and where the Inka focused a great deal of their landscape modification 



































Kernel and Roads 
As we noted in Part 3 of the dissertation and again in Chapter 13, roadways were very 
important to Andean cosmological structures as well as the Inka political agenda.  Preliminary 
results showed that sites were located very close to roadways.  They also showed that the closer a 
site was to a roadway, the more likely it was to be more highly elaborated.  Just as with the 
waterways, I wanted to use GIS to take a closer look at how roadways played into the larger Inka 
landscape.  To begin with, I wanted to examine the density of landscape modification in relation 
to the transportation routes through the park.  Returning, then, once again to the kernel map and 
superimposing the roads obtained from Amado and Floerke, we get the image shown below.   
 




Figure 16.1 - Roads with Kernel Density 
 
It is clear, once again, that there is some correlation between the areas with the most 
effort at landscape modification and the Inka roads in Saqsawaman Archaeological Park.  In fact, 
the two sites of greatest density are located at sites where roads cross, a point we will return to in 
the tinku section.  We can also see that practically all areas of moderate landscape modification 
density (lighter yellow) have roads crossing through them.  However, the fit is not as quite as 
good as with the waterways.  There are places where roads seem to diverge more from the kernel 
map than we saw with waterways alone.  This brings me back to my earlier question, for while 
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the course of waterways is naturally determined (although we noted the Inka were capable of 
massive canalization), the course of roadways is determined by the action of humans.  So given 
the correlation we see here, I have to ask if sites were built close to roads or roads close to sites. 
Fortunately, this is also something we can look at more closely through another tool in ArcGIS, 
the Cost Path. 
 
Least Cost Paths 
The cost path tool in ArcGIS determines the least-cost path from a source to a 
destination.  It first requires the creation of a cost distance raster that calculates the least 
accumulative cost distance for each cell to the nearest course over a cost surface.  It is of greater 
cost to move up steeper slopes or go over greater distances, and this tool balances those factors 
over a given surface.  With the raster in place, one can pick points on the landscape and calculate 
the most efficient transportation routes across that particular surface.  In this case, I entered the 
Plaza de Armas - the central plaza (Awkaypata) of the ancient capital - as the starting point, and 
the places where the Inka roads passed the northern boundaries of the Park as the destination 
points.  With these inputs, ArcGIS created the following map of least cost paths. 
 




Figure 16.2 - Roads with Least Cost Paths 
 
The solid dark red lines above show the least cost paths through Saqsawaman from the 
Plaza de Armas to the passes where the actual Inka roads leave the northern reaches of the park.  
The dashed purple lines are the courses of the actual Inka roads.  In some areas the roads follow 
the least cost paths very closely, a testament to Inka engineering and knowledge of the efficiency 
of these routes.  Take, for example, route 1 in the bottom left hand corner of the image.  This 
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route leaves the plaza and heads directly northwest just outside the southern park boundary, 
following the least cost path almost exactly. So, too, route 2 in the center of the image which 
follows the least cost path closely as it travels north to the top of the park.  Route 3, the Antisuyu 
road, also follows a route that is very near two least cost paths, crossing back and forth between 
them.  All of these numbered routes stick very close to the most efficient, least cost 
transportation routes through Saqsawaman.  
It is also evident, however, that there are a number of roads in the park that are nowhere 
near the least cost paths.  In the west, on the left hand side of the image, we see two roads labeled 
A and B.  Both of these routes climb out of Cuzco to the northwest and then terminate in what 
seems to be empty space.  In the middle of the park a number of roads cross in the space between 
the most efficient paths.  These are route C in the south, where two roads cross, and route D in 
the north, which crosses between our two least cost paths.  Finally, in the southeast there a 
number of routes which seem to defy the economical as well, route E being the most glaring.  
Given that the Inka obviously had the skill and knowledge to follow the least cost paths we have 
calculated, this begs the question as to why these additional routes and diversions exist in the 
park. 
 




Figure 16.3 - Roads with Least Cost Paths and Waterways with Kernel Density 
 
The answer to this question is the same answer we have returned to again and again in 
this thesis: water.  If we add the waterways back into the map we get some idea of where these 
divergences from the least cost paths take place.  In the west we see that at both points A and B 
the roads leave the least cost paths and terminate when they reach a waterway.  At point B in the 
north the road terminates at yet another convergence in waterways.  So, too, in the middle of the 
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park where at C the roads leave the least cost paths and cross next to a waterway in the area we 
noted shows the second highest degree of landscape modification.  At D, in the north, we can 
clearly see the effort to follow the waterway.  The same is true again at E in the southeast where 
we see that the divergence we noted earlier follows the course of a waterway. 
 
Conclusion 
Returning then to the questions of this thesis, we know that roadways were important to 
the Inka imperial project.  In chapter 13 we showed that roadways and site elaboration are 
correlated and that sites closer to roads are more likely to be more elaborated.  We confirmed this 
with GIS in this section, showing that the roadways in the park pass through those areas of the 
park that show any moderate amount of effort at landscape modification.  Again, this pattern 
corresponds to what we learned in part 3, that movement through symbolic landscape is a core 
component of Andean cosmology and Inka state craft.  Furthermore, we showed that many of the 
routes built by the Inka in Saqsawaman followed least cost paths and are a testament to their 
knowledge of efficient movement across the landscape.  They modified the landscape along 
these paths to shape the knowledge contained in the movement along them.  They also, however, 
built roads that diverged greatly from these paths - and modified the landscape along these routes 
- always in association with the course of waterways.  In other words, it is possible to 
hypothesize that the Inka focused on constructing sites along roadways, except when it came to 































As already noted, tinku is a Quechua term that includes connotations that can be glossed 
as meetings, junctions, and convergences.  Odi Gonzales and Dr. Jacques Decoster have both 
explained to me that it is a coming together of people, beings, and/or ideas (personal 
communication, 2011).  Tinku are important in Andean cosmology, and the word is even present 
in the name of the empire, Tawantinsuyu, as we noted before.  It is important to note that many 
of the most important imperial sites are located at the convergences of waterways throughout the 
empire.  Machu Picchu is just above where the Rio Ahobamba joins the Rio Vilcanota.  
Ollantaytambo is located at the convergence of the Rio Vilcanota and the Rio Patacancha.  At 
Pisaq, the Richuelo Chongo, Riashcuelo Kitamayo, and Rio Vilcanota come together.  Cuzco 
itself is located at the convergence of the Tullumayu and Saphi Rivers, and the Qoricancha - the 
ritual and cosmological center of the Inka universe - is built above the site where they converge.  
In addition, we have already noted that the four roads that connect and organize the empire 
converge in Cuzco.  And in the narratives we noted the importance of the intersection of the 
roads - along which Wiracocha traveled - and the subterranean waterways - along which he sent 
the ancestors. 
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In order to examine this factor with regard to the Saqsawaman Archaeological Park, 
therefore, I wanted to look at three different types of tinkus.  The first and most obvious was that 
of the waterways, the places they converged in the park.  These are places already shown to be 
important in other locales chosen by the Inka.  They are also places were flow accumulation 
increases dramatically, a point we noted in chapter 15.  In addition, I wanted to look at the places 
where roads converged and diverged.  We have already seen that the Inka utilized roads as an 
imperial tool, and that their paths were integrated with Inka epistemology.  Therefore, the choice 
of where to make them come together could very well hold additional import.  It is also a place 
where people can choose different paths, where different courses of movement intersect.  These 
are important places given that in part 3 we saw specific movement through specific landscape is 
part of Andean cosmopraxis.  Similarly, the places where roads and rivers intersect could also be 
extremely salient.  Given the power of water and import of the imperial road system, and the 
symbolism inherent in both of these means of communication, the places where they touch and 
trade quality is a place of tremendous symbolic potential. 
 
Water Tinkus 
Once again I turned to ArcGIS where there is a set of analysis tools.  Within these, in the 
category called overlay, there is a tool called intersect.  This tool computes a geometric 
intersection of input features.  Using this tool, features - or portions of features - that overlap in 
all layers and/or feature classes are exported as a new feature class.  In this case, by inputting the 
polylines that I created to represent the course of waterways, this tool will then give us a map of 
the places in which these polylines intersect or overlap.  These intersections are the tinku of the 
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waterways in Saqsawaman Archaeological Park.  They are displayed as diamonds below, 




Figure 17.1 - Waterway Tinku with Kernel Density 
 
The most obvious, immediate observation from this map is that a water tinku lies at the 
very heart of the densest area of landscape modification in Saqsawaman park.  There are also a 
number of additional tinkus located in the more moderate yellow areas of the map.  This is, of 
course, due in part to the fact that the majority of sites are located very close to waterways.  
However, the location of this tinku at the center of an area of so much Inka effort at landscape 
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modification, in close proximity to the most advantageous site for the dam, is definitely food for 
thought.  It is something to keep in mind as we build this section. 
 
Road Tinkus 
The next set of tinku I wanted to analyze were those of roads.  Returning to ArcGIS once 
again, I utilized the intersect tool, this time inputting the polylines for roads provided by Amado 
and Floerke.  The results are shown in the map below where stars mark the convergence and 
divergence of Inka roads through the park, superimposed on the kernel density map.  Just as with 
the waterways, there are road tinkus located in close proximity - this time on the southern edge - 
of the area of Saqsawaman with the most densely modified landscape.  Unlike before, however, 
there are in fact two convergences in the densest area of the map, an additional one in our second 
most dense area, and a constellation of others in the more moderate yellow areas of the map.  
This tinku mark a choice, between taking a route directly through the most densely modified 
areas, or skirting them on the way through the park.  They are also, as we noted in chapter 16, the 
place where a choice is made between a least cost path and a divergent route.  It is not difficult, 
therefore, to imagine that these are places of import, where travelers chose paths carefully based 
on the practice in which they were currently engaged. 
 




Figure 17.2 - Road Tinku with Kernel Density 
 
Water and Road Tinkus 
Using the intersect tool with the polylines for both roads and streams, and superimposing 
them over the kernel map, we get the image below where the crosses mark tinkus where roads 
and streams cross paths.  There are far more of these intersections than the others.  Roads and 
streams cross many times, back and forth, as they intertwine in their journeys through the 
landscape.  Once again, we see that there are tinkus located at the heart of the two most densely 
modified areas of the Saqsawaman landscape, two in the densest and one in the second most 
dense.  The Inka were obviously not shy in crossing these lines of communication. 





Figure 17.3 - Water and Road Tinku with Kernel Density 
 
All Tinku 
My final question regarding tinku was inspired by the intersection of roadways and 
waterways noted in the narratives.  The intersection of these different modes of communication 
was important.  In order to explore this point, I wanted to combine the tinku to give us a better 
holistic picture of all the ways in which different paths and means of communication cross and 
connect within the boundaries of the Park.  To do this, I used ArcGis and the intersect tool, this 
time inputting the polylines for both roadways and waterways.  This created a third class of 
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tinku, places where roads and waterways intersected.  Overlaying the roads, waterways, and 
tinku maps with the kernel density map we get the following images.  Diamonds represent 
waterway tinku, stars roadway tinku, and crosses waterway/roadway tinku.  The maps show this 
information with, and without, the waterways and roadways to give a clear picture of the 




Figure 17.4 - All Tinku with Roads, Waterways, and Kernel Density 
 




Figure 17.5 - All Tinku with Kernel Density 
 
It is clear, once again, how important the area of the densest land modification is to the 
Inka ideology, as they built it into the landscape.  The center of this area includes the 
convergence of two waterways, two road intersections, and two places where waterways and 
roadways cross paths.  It is this place that the Antisuyu road traverses on its way to the farthest 
reaches of the empire.  It is this place we see evidence of dams and a great deal of water 
manipulation.  It is also clear that the tinkus of all three classes or types correlate nicely with the 
density map and all except a few are located in areas of at least moderate landscape modification.  
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This pattern reveals a land in which pathways cross in areas of import, it shows that work was 
done where there are places of potent symbolism of movement.  It also shows a correlation 
between higher density of landscape elaboration in ares where multiple types of pathways cross, 
especially in areas that show all three classes.  These are areas where the theater of landscape 































In chapter 13 we noted that the general aspect of sites in Saqsawaman Archaeological 
Park is to the southeast and southwest.  I wanted to explore that orientation in relation to several 
very significant actors in the Cuzco landscape: namely Huanacauri, Ausangate, and the Plaza de 
Armas.  This investigation was accomplished through the use of the viewshed tool in ArcGIS.  
This tool determines the raster surface locations visible to a set of observer features.  The raster, 
as in most of these analyses, is provided by the digital elevation model of the area incorporating 
Saqsawaman park.  The observer feature utilized was the highest point of each peak and the 
center of the plaza, working backwards on the principle that whatever the mountain can see, can 
see the mountain.  These calculations are not perfect, obviously, and in a lot of the analysis that 
follows sites that are located on the boundaries of the viewshed are given the benefit of the doubt 
and counted as visible.  This inference is warranted because any structures would have elevated 
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Ausangate is a snow-covered peak rising approximately 6,384 meters (20,945 feet) above 
sea level, 100 kilometers to the southeast of Cuzco in the Willkanuta mountain range.  It 
straddles the Canchis Province, Pitumarca District and the Quispicanchi Province, Ocongate 
District at 13°47′19″S 71°13′52″W.  We have already noted the importance of mountains as 
ancestral figures in Andean belief systems, and Ausangate towers above the landscape, clearly 
visible as a white, looming figure from Cuzco over 100 kilometers away.  It is, in fact, the only 
clearly visible snow-covered peak from the capital.  It was recognized, therefore, as the principal 
apu of the Cuzco region and oversaw the beings in its shadow, including other apus like 
Huanacaure (del Prado 2006; Randall 1982).  As such, Ausangate plays a vital role in ritual 
ceremonies such as the Qoyllur Rit'i, Quechua for "star snow," where pilgrims from around the 
Andes carve an ice figure out of the glacier and dance for days in the shadow of the mountain 
(Randall 1982; Revilla 2001).  The figure below gives an idea of the scale of the distance and the 
image of the mountain. 
 




Figure 18.1 - Location of Ausangate 
 
Utilizing the viewshed tool from ArcGIS I created a raster where each cell is given a one 
or zero based on whether the peak is visible or not visible respectively.  I then color coded the 
map so that areas with visibility to Ausangate are green while areas where the peak is not visible 
are in pink.  Finally, I overlaid the sites from the survey.  The results are shown in the image 
below.  This map shows that Ausangate is actually visible to a large area of the park.  This green 
area corresponds roughly to the higher areas of the park - ridges, plateaus, and peaks - that 
command a southeastern view over the landscape.  The pink areas then are dominated by lower 
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elevations - the bottoms of valleys and waterways - and by western and northern facing aspects 




Figure 18.2 - Ausangate Viewshed with Ranked Sites 
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Using this map, without additional analysis, it appears that sites seem to be relatively 
evenly split between clear views of Ausangate and those in areas where that view is obscured or 
more difficult.  Given the importance of waterways, we should expect that many sites would 
along the bottom of valleys and therefore their line of site would have been obscured.  ArcGIS 
allows us to be more specific, however.  In the spatial analyst tools, there is a category labeled 
extraction.  In this category, there is a tool entitled extract multivalues to points.  If we use the 
visibility grid that we just created, and the shape file with our sites as points, we can extract a 
table that reveals exactly which sites have a vantage of Ausangate.  They show up as 0 or 1 next 
to the point in the attribute table.  I took these and added them up by category to do a little 
additional analysis. 
Of the 120 recorded sites in this survey, 51 have a clear view of Ausangate.  Separating 
them by categories, we can see that category 0 has both the greatest number of sites with a view 
to Ausangate as well as the highest percentage of its sites within that viewshed.  Category 2 sites 
have the lowest total number, and the lowest proportion within its category, with a view to 




Figure 18.3 - Ausangate Viewshed Summary Statistics 
 








Figure 18.5 - Percentage of Sites with a View of Ausangate by Category 
 
If we add the waterways back into the viewshed map from above, we can make an 
additional observation.  In the overwhelming majority of cases, sites that are located outside of 
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the Ausangate viewshed are very close to the waterways, especially the more elaborated category 
2 and 3 sites.  This point is important, as we return to those category 3 sites on the southern edge 
of the park.  They are the ones we noted as being unusual in that they show a high degree of 
elaboration but are far from water, and all fall within the Ausangate viewshed.  Again, it is 
important to note that this patterning is in part related to the nature of the landscape.  As one 
moves up ridges, one moves away from water, and therefore increases their vantage.  This 
correlation is, however, very interesting in light of our reading of Andean epistemology and the 
importance of markers and viewsheds in establishing ownership and the right to dominion. 
 




Figure 18.6 - Ausangate Viewshed with Waterways and Ranked Sites 
 
Huanacauri 
This same analysis was next applied to Huanacauri, a much smaller peak than Ausangate, 
rising 4072 meters (13,360 feet) above sea level.  However, this peak has a much closer 
proximity to Saqsawaman at only 10 kilometers, which subsequently still gives it a commanding 
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presence over the park.  Huanacauri is located to the southeast of the Saqsawaman 
Archaeological Park, a bit further west than Ausangate, at 13°35′38″S 71°54′24″W.  The figure 
below gives an idea of the scale of the distance and the shape of the mountain.  As one can see 
from the image below, the mountain directly overlooks the city of Cuzco which is visible in the 




Figure 18.7 - Location of Huanacauri 
 
Huanacauri is the sacred peak we noted earlier in the Inka origin narrative.  Apart from 
Ausangate, it is arguably the most important apu near Cuzco, and perhaps the most important to 
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the Inka themselves (Randall 1982; Revilla 2001).  It is the place where Ayar Cachi, one of the 
first four Inka brothers, turned himself to stone to mark their discovery of the city and to 
establish the foundation of Cuzco as their new home.  Huanacauri was, therefore, very important 
to the Inka and their identity as divinely ordained, legitimate residents and rulers of Cuzco.  The 
peak contains a temple which is still the site of a number of rituals and ceremonies.  In his 
survey, Kevin Floerke witnessed offerings being left on top of the peak at a vertical stone placed 




Figure 18.8 - Huanacauri Looking Towards Cuzco 





Figure 18.9 - Temple of Huanacauri During Inti Raymi 
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Figure 18.10 - Vertical Stone with Offerings 
 
Once again, utilizing the viewshed tool from ArcGIS I created a raster where each cell 
was given a one or zero based on whether the peak of Huanacauri was visible or not visible, 
respectively.  I again color coded the map so that green spaces are visible to Huanacauri and pink 
spaces are not.  Adding the ranked sites, I created the image below.  This map shows that 
Huanacauri is also visible to a large area of the park, again, the area in green.  Given 
Huanacauri's proximity and relative position to the park, the green area in this case includes a 
great deal more of the park.  This includes areas with southern aspects in general, instead of the 
predominant southeastern ones needed for Ausangate.  In addition, it includes more low-lying 
areas of the park than the previous viewshed. 
 




Figure 18.11 - Huanacauri Viewshed 
 
On the map, even without more detailed analysis, we can already see that a much larger 
proportion of the sites in Saqsawaman Archaeological Park have views of Huanacauri.  In fact, 
outside of the waterways to the far east and west ends of the park, it appears as if almost all of 
the sites are located in areas with a vantage of Huanacauri.  If we break it down by category 
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using ArcGIS, we can once again get an idea of the numbers of each type of site in the viewshed.  
The statistics are reprinted below. 
Out of the 120 recorded sites, 81 of them ArcGIS notes as having a clear view of 
Huanacauri.  Separating this out into categories, we can see that category 0 again makes up the 
greatest percentage of sites with a view to Huanacauri, followed by an equal percentage of 
category 1 and 3 sites, and a slightly smaller percentage of category 2.  Interestingly, almost an 
equal percentage of all categories of sites are within Huanacauri's viewshed, approximately 65-
68%.  This could be a factor of Huanacauri's close proximity and the predominance of southernly 
aspect of the park.  Regardless, it shows that views to this peak could be called upon quite easily 




Figure 18.12 - Huanacauri Viewshed Summary Statistics 
 








Figure 18.14 - Huanacauri Viewshed by Category 
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Plaza de Armas 
The Plaza de Armas, the main square around which the ancient Inka capital was oriented, 
was also considered as a possible locale which it would be important to view from the landscape 
of the Park.  Located at 13°31′0″S 71°58′43″W at an elevation of 3400 meters (11,155 ft) above 
sea level, and a mere 500 meters from the southern edge of the park, the plaza was a place where 
many state rituals were performed and it was surrounded by the urban houses of the royal 
dynasties and imperial elites.  Given this situation, I could not help but wonder if it was 
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Figure 18.15 - Location of the Plaza de Armas 
 
Once again, utilizing the viewshed tool from ArcGIS we create a raster where each cell is 
given a one or zero based on whether the peak is visible or not visible respectively.  Adding the 
ranked sites to this map and color coding so that areas with visibility to Saqsawaman are green 
and areas not visible are pink we get the map shown below.  Unlike our prior analyses, this map 
shows a different story as the plaza is invisible to almost the entirety of the park outside of a few 
very areas along the far southern border on the bluff that oversees the city.  Therefore, there are 
only a handful of sites with a vantage over the plaza.  As a result, we may infer this particular 
viewshed very likely played little role in the choice of location or development of sites within 
Saqsawaman Archaeological Park. 
 





Given the importance then of both Ausangate and Huanacauri to the Inka, and to the 
peoples of Cuzco, a final viewshed analysis was undertaken to examine to overlap of these two 
viewsheds to see if that also might shed some light on the subject.  Utilizing ArcGIS, there is a 
tool called the raster calculator which can take two different rasters and combine them.  Because 
our rasters for Ausangate and Huancauri give each cell a value for 0, if not visible, or 1, if 
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visible, the result of combining them actually gives us a raster with values of 0, 1, or 2 - 
indicating if the site is visible to neither peak, one of the peaks, or both of the peaks.  Because I 
wanted to look at only the areas that were visible to both I changed the symbology in ArcGIS to 
match our earlier maps so that values of 0 and 1 were pink and values of 2 were green.  This 
procedure created a map in which the positive value, green, only appeared if both peaks were 
visible.  That image is below, overlaid once again with the points representing the actual sites in 




Figure 18.16 - Combined Viewshed with Ranked Sites 
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Returning to GIS, I utilized the extraction tool to pull out the data for statistical analysis.  
The results are represented in the charts and graphs below.  First, it is useful to note that the 
numbers of sites which can see both peaks is not markedly different from the number of sites 
which can see Ausangate alone.  This makes sense, as the Huanacauri viewshed was so 
comprehensive.  Therefore, the Ausangate view is the limiting factor.  Separating them by 
category, the percentage of sites in each category that is within the combined viewshed is 
comparable to the percentages of sites within the Ausangate viewshed.  However, in category 
three, the difference begins to show with the combined viewshed losing ground here overall.  
Finally, if we look at the percentage of sites within each viewshed made up by category, we see 
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Figure 18.18 - Percentage of Each Viewshed by Category 
 
Conclusion 
This analysis includes a number of interesting observations.  Fifty-one out of the 120 
sites had clear views of Ausangate, the largest number of these being either category 0 or 3 sites.  
In fact, close to half of the sites in these categories had this viewshed, much higher than the other 
two categories.  Meanwhile, 81 of 120 sites had a viewshed that included Huanacuari, although 
there was no statistically significant difference between categories.  The Plaza de Armas seemed 
to play little to no role in this viewshed analysis, although a few of the category 3 sites 
overlooking the city could see the plaza.  Combined viewsheds did not reveal any other readily 
identifiable patterns.  That data here, in other words, is not as clear.  From the Ausangate 
analysis, it seems that if not located in valley bottoms, category 3 sites are more likely to be 
located with a viewshed of Ausangate.  Most of these also include a viewshed that includes 
Huanacauri, and a few more include the Plaza.  Otherwise, sites with a viewshed of Ausangate 
tend to be category 0 sites up the ridges from more elaborated sites, a factor that may or may not 
have to do with their association with watershed boundaries and ridge lines.  This is a question 































We saw in our examination of origin and cosmological narratives that the subterranean 
realm plays an important role in Andean thought and practice.  Wiracocha sent the Andean 
peoples into the ground to have them emerge from the earth at their places of origin.  The Inka 
emerged from Pacariqtambo, the "Inn of Dawn", to begin their journey to Cuzco.  In Crossroads, 
Urton finds that the people of Misminay talk of the water flowing into the earth where it is 
charged with power from the ancestors before flowing into the cosmic ocean and back up into 
the sky. 
During my survey, therefore, I paid particular attention to places with access to the 
subterranean realm.  I discovered two distinct, albeit related, features.  The first of these I labeled 
caves.  These are naturally occurring openings or large extended overhangs in the bedrock large 
enough for a person to pass entirely into the space they enclose.  They are often augmented by 
auxiliary architecture that serves to create, exaggerate, or emphasize the enclosure of the space.  
The second feature I labeled a fissure, a natural split in the rock, most often dividing the stone 
into two parts.  Like caves, these features are often carved on the interior and are sometimes 
covered by lintel stones, many of which are now missing, but the tell-tale architecture is still 
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visible.  Both of these features allow the passage of the body into the earth or rock.  Some of the 
caves were very shallow and they all came to a dead end.  Therefore, passage was limited.  
Fissures, however, always offered the chance to pass through the stone, from one side to the 
other, to actually make a journey through the subterranean realm.  Let us take each in turn.
 
Caves 
The map here shows the general location of the caves found in the survey, superimposed 
over the Kernel density map, the waterways, and the roads of the Park.  As we can see, the caves 
are concentrated in the most densely elaborated areas of the park, areas that show up yellow, 
orange, and red.  Almost all of these caves are located very close to roadways, waterways, or 
both.  In fact, we can see the density of caves located in and around the dark read area of the 
Kernel map, the place of the most landscape elaboration.  We can also see that the collection of 
category 3 sites overlooking the city of Cuzco, the ones we have been noting in their 
exceptionality to other patterns, contain a large number of caves.  In fact, all but one of these 
southernly category 3 sites includes a cave.  The rest are located in the Tullumayu and Chakan 
waterways, the two most western waterways in the park. 
 




Figure 19.1 - Caves with Waterways, Roads, and Kernel Density 
 
If we break down the number of sites that have caves by category it is quickly apparent 
how important this feature was in the Inka dedication of resources to the elaboration of the 
Saqsawaman landscape.  In the graphics below, the sites in the survey are represented by the 
number of each sites in each category with caves, on the left, and the percentage of all cave sites 
by category, on the right.  Looking at the charts, we can quickly see that most of the caves in the 
park were either completely unelaborated or were located in sites with a high degree of 
elaboration, category 0 and 3 respectively.  In addition, although there were a great number of 
category 0 caves, they only made up 26% of the total number of category 0 sites, while the 17 
category 3 sites with caves actually make up an incredible 68% of that category.  In fact, 47% of 
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all the caves found are in category 3 sites, while category 0 caves make up only about 36% of the 




Figure 19.2 - Number of Caves by Category 
 




Figure 19.3 - Percentage of Caves in Each Category 
 
In other words, there were a number of caves in the park.  In general, they were either left 
unelaborated, category 0, or they were incorporated into highly elaborated sites, category 3.  This 
shows that subterranean access was very important to the Inka decision about the amount of 
effort put into landscape manipulation.  It is also important to note that many of the category 3 
sites which lie away from waterways and roads incorporate caves, so it is possible that this  




Fissures show a distribution similar to that of caves when placed on a map with the 
Kernel density analysis, waterways, and roadways.  Once again, these features are located in 
places with a high degree of landscape elaboration, close to or on top of waterways, roadways, or 
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both.  In fact, the highest density of these features is focused around the two areas of the greatest 
landscape modification density in the park.  Just as with caves, there are also a number of these 
features along the category 3 sites on the southern boundary overlooking Cuzco.  There are also 




Figure 19.4 - Fissures with Waterways, Roads, and Kernel Density 
 
Examining these by category, we see a very strong correlation between the elaboration of 
the site and the presence of this feature.  While we find only one category 0 site with a distinct 
fissure feature, 2% of that category's total sites, this increases steadily as we move up in 
elaboration: three of category 1's total sites, or 11%; eight of category 2's total, or 42%; and 
sixteen of category 3's total, or 64%.  This trend is reflected in the total percentage of sites with 
the fissure feature as well.  Of the twenty-eight total sites found in the survey with fissures, 57% 
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of them are in category 3, 29% in category 2, 11% in category 1, and 4% in category 0.  This 




Figure 19.5 - Number of Fissures in Each Category 
 




Figure 19.6 - Percentage of Fissures in Each Category 
 
As with caves, fissures appear to be an important element in the Inka allocation of 
resources towards landscape modification.  In fact, even more than caves, the presence of a 
fissure seems to be a determining factor in site elaboration.  Not only is there an increase in 
fissures as general complexity increases, those sites with fissures make up a steadily increasing 
percentage of the sites in each increased category of complexity.  The pie chart above shows that 
category 3 sites make up the overwhelming majority of fissure sites.  The ability to bodily pass 
through stone, from one point to another - to enter and to emerge from stone, must have been a 
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Together, these two features reveal that access to the subterranean realm was extremely 
important for a large proportion of the sites in Saqsawaman Archaeological Park.  In addition, it 
is easy to postulate based on the correlations that areas with subterranean access were more 
likely to be the focus of greater efforts at landscape manipulation.  This seems to be true even 
when these areas were not located as close to features such as waterways or roadways that 
proved significant in earlier chapters.  In the case of caves, the large number of category 0 sites 
reveals that some caves were left unelaborated.  Perhaps this practice was sometimes a result of 
respect for that site's being the origin place of an ethnic group that desired their place of birth to 
remain unchanged.  This is not uncommon and we know that many wak'as were left untouched, 
often a result of their particular place in the narrative history (Cobo 1997).  In contrast, almost all 
of the fissures found in the survey were elaborated to some extent, a fact that I would argue 
could be due to their use in rituals of passage and pilgrimage.  Fissures, unlike most of the caves, 
allowed the passage of humans through the earth, through the site, a reenactment of the origins 
we noted in part 3.  As such, I believe the extreme amount of elaboration of this feature was due 
































I have one final note before moving on to the conclusions.  Eventually I want to expand 
this research to include more elements of the celestial in analyzing site location and design.  For 
now, this is beyond the resources in this thesis.  However, in exploring the software I discovered 
the Area Solar Radiation tool which derives incoming solar radiation from a raster surface.  It 
also offers the option to examine this information for any date and time interval.  Given that I 
already had the raster from the digital elevation model of the park, and knowing the importance 
of the sun in Inka cosmology (especially later in the empire), I decided to examine the sites in 
Saqsawaman to see how much solar radiation they received each year around 1532 when the 
Spaniards arrived.  The results are displayed in units of watt hours per square meters (WH/m2) 
and range from a low of 551329 in the dark blue areas of the map to a high of 1.14109e+006 in 
the dark red areas of the map.  This is a map, in other words, of approximately how much solar 
energy each cell in our map received in the year 1532. 
 




Figure 20.1 - Solar Radiation Map with Ranked Sites 
 
Because Peru is south of the equator, the predominant direction of sun exposure is from 
the north, so it is not surprising that we see a few areas of blue which are in the lees of the 
mountains and bluffs.  Interestingly, this inverts our perspective as it has been a view towards the 
south that was most important in many of the earlier analysis.  This happens most starkly at the 
top of the park where the tall mountain range at the northern border shelters the waterway at its 
base, and in the the south end of the park where the tall bluff above the city shelters the southern 
boundary of the park and the sites along it.  These southern sites are of course the outlier 
category 3 sites that have been discussed so much already.  Superimposing the sites and using 
the extraction tool from ArcGIS we get the data displayed in the scatterplot below. 
 




Figure 20.2 - Scatterplot of Solar Radiation by Category 
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Represented graphically in this manner there are not any clear trends immediately evident 
except that category 3 sites seem to represent a much wider range of solar radiation than the 
other three categories.  This is especially true in the lower end of the spectrum below 940,000 
watt hours, where category 0 and 1 only have a smattering of sites and category 2 has none at all.  
If we return to the solar map, this time also adding the waterways in to get a better feel for the 
landscape, we can see that again a large number of these cooler category 3 sites are in the zone of 
elaboration along the southern edge of the park or in the waterways.  Removing those, the 




Figure 20.3 - Solar Radiation Map with Waterways and Ranked Sites 
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Given this, it is my opinion that sites' location and elaboration are not linked to the 
amount of solar radiation at all.  Instead I believe that solar exposure is secondary to factors such 
as location along waterways or advantageous viewsheds, as discussed earlier.  It is again the 
series of category 3 sites on the southern border of the park overlooking the city that stand out in 
our analysis reinforcing the importance of that location.  Otherwise the categories seem to show 
a relatively even and random distribution in solar radiation.  This analysis, however, is just the 

















































Results of Survey 
The SAPP survey emphasized three heretofore underrepresented elements of the Andean 
landscape of the Saqsawaman archaeological park: (1) the site's proximity to and incorporation 
of water; (2) the presence of subterranean access or passage through stone; and (3) viewsheds, 
especially a line of sight to Ausangate, Huanacauri, or both.  In fact, rather than stone, it was 
these three elements that showed up in the survey as the most important determining factors of 
sites' location, construction and design, and degree of elaboration.  Alternatively, as we noted 
before, the smaller sites discovered in the course of the survey seemed to be located more often 
in secluded spots with limited viewsheds, no large outcroppings, and no significant water 
components.   
The majority of the sites discovered were in the lower elevations of the park, on gradual 
slopes, with viewsheds opening to the south, where both Ausangate and Huanacauri are located.  
The greatest degree of landscape elaboration - measured by looking at the amount of labor put 
into carving stone, canalizing waterways, terracing, etc. – took place at tinku, where waterways 
converged, or where roadways converged or diverged, or where waterways and roadways 
intersected.  It is easy to see these sites then as nodes in social actor-networks (Latour 2005) 
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made up of zeq'es and wak'as, waterways, roadways, ritual and calendrical cycles, viewsheds, 
subterranean access points, and the human and nonhuman actors that travel along, among and 
through these features.  They are places where the movements of people, of time and space, of 
water, stars, and the sun, intersect and transfer and energize one another.  The Andean universe 
was dynamic, a sea of change, and these tinku served as anchor points, or perhaps more 
accurately as pivots, around which the cosmology could be shifted.
This is why the Inka expended so much energy to emphasize, and possibly to discipline 
and civilize (Wilkinson 2013), these potent places of intersection.  The flow of water was 
emphasized, changed, and directed through canalization and irrigation, through the construction 
of ritual fountains and baths (Dean 2012), and through the development of damns and large 
retaining ponds.  It can be argued that each of these was a different project that contexualized 
water to the location, purpose, and actors present.  We noted already that the canals were listed in 
the notable accomplishments of Inka emperors, controlling floods and providing steady sources 
of water to the city below Saqsawaman.  They were also part of the chapas, the division of the 
land and agricultural production surrounding the capital, that provided order and wealth to the 
ruling elite.  The canalization of these waterways drew clear boundary lines, charged water with 
fertile energy tied to the productive potential and power of the ayllus who maintained the 
waterways, and interjected human actors in the cosmological flow of Andean agency. 
As did the creation of elaborate ritual fountains and baths.  Many of the sites in this 
survey include a number of different water features, including the channeling of water around, 
through and under structures; the creation of fountains with multiple parallel falls down several 
levels; and basins with falls that create the baths.  In general, the water seems to be diverted from 
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higher up in the waterway and run through the more symbolically potent, built areas of sites 
before it is given voice, space, and charged with potency in these fountains and baths (Dean 
2012), before flowing into hidden tunnels, and eventually back to the water source.  Niches and 
carved passageways draw attention to subterranean access.  Towers encased in masonry 
simultaneously facilitate and emphasize viewsheds while indexing the human actors who can 
build this masonry.   
These fountains, then, are in themselves tinkus, places where stone, water, and the 
subterranean come together, in a theater particularly built for the human actor to exert influence.  
This is the microcosm, the mimicry, that allowed the Inka to understand, engage, and ultimately 
impact their world.  It is in this arena, mimicry and the landscape as theater, that I see potential 
for further understanding of Inka knowledge (call it epistemology or ontology).  It is in these 
places of tinku that all the actors can play their part, the nodes that activate the entire network. 
This network, and the myriad actors at play, is another vital piece of information 
emphasized by this survey.  For while it is still apparent that stone was a crucial component of 
Inka landscape manipulation, it was not the only element which played an important role in the 
Inka cosmological network.  As we have shown over and over again, it was actually the presence 
of water that played the greatest part in Inka choices regarding the manipulation of landscape. 
Thus, while Bray points to the "durability, permanence, and ubiquity" of stone, this 
survey noted a number of aquatic properties that rival, or perhaps more accurately complement, 
the essence of stone.  While stone is durable, water is one of the elements that wears it down.  
Water causes landslides, it freezes in the cracks of boulders and sheers them apart, it 'nibbles' 
away at stones in waterways and deepens the channels cut in stone.  While stone is permanent, 
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that permanence lends itself to an immobility that limits its deployment in ideological structures 
based on movement.  Water serves this purpose perfectly.  Water is not permanent and is in fact 
always in flux, always moving, across the landscape as well as between the realms of the sky and 
the underground.  It is not ubiquitous in the landscape the same way as stone.  In fact, it can be 
quite rare as noted.  So it is very telling that the overwhelming majority of sites are located near 
water, and that the more elaborated sites are more likely to be closer to water.  So unlike the 
quiet, immobile, permanent nature of stone, many of the sites I found incorporated the vocal, 
active, transformative nature of water. 
But this is still not a complete picture.  As I noted earlier, setting stone against water is a 
false dichotomy.  They are indeed two sides of the same coin, a manifestation of the Andean 
archetype of duality.  We noted that the carving of stone was a process by which this element 
was energized.  So too is the element of water imbued with a particular affinity for vitality.  
Finally, we have seen that movement is itself a process by which energy is circulated in the 
Andean cosmos.  Altogether then, the movement of water through carved stone is an incredibly 
potent force by which camay, the life-blood of the Inka world, can be manifested and 
manipulated.  This is why I argue that is the flow of water through stone that truly captures the 
imperial project in Saqsawaman and provides a wider range of symbolic potency that includes 
durability, permanence, and ubiquity but also includes movement, flux, and vitality.  Shaping 
this flow allowed the Inka to shape knowledge itself.   
This is why I undertook a detailed survey to determine what shape the Inka gave 
Saqsawaman.  The majority of the sites were located in the lower elevations, with only a handful 
of category 0 and 1 sites found above 3900 meters.  There is a direct correlation between 
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elevation and the degree of elaboration of the sites recorded, with the majority of sites at lower 
elevations in the most elaborated category while the majority of sites at the highest elevation are 
in the lowest elaborated category.  In addition, category 0, 1, and 2 have the majority of their 
sites in the middle elevations, category 3 has the majority of its sites located in the lowest 
elevations.  We also noted, through an accumulation analysis, that it is also in these lower 
elevations where water begins to accumlulate, correlating sites to water accumulation. 
The majority of sites recorded were also in relatively flat locations, despite there being a 
wide range of slopes available in the park.  The vast majority were located in areas less than 17.5 
degrees, and although all four categories are present in the two lowest slope classes, the two 
higher slope classes include only category 0 and 3.  In other words, when the Inka built in the 
steepest areas of the park they only did so to an extreme degree of elaboration. 
Taken altogether, the sites in this survey incorporate aspects facing 360 degrees; 
however, the majority are oriented to the southwest and southeast.  This directionality faces onto 
the Cuntisuyu and Collasuyu parts of the empire respectively, but more importantly, these 
aspects provide viewsheds of the city of Cuzco, the mountain ancestors or apus of Ausangate and 
Huanacauri, and toward Pacariqtambo.  In fact, our analysis showed that while water was the 
single most important factor in Inka landscape manipulation, all of the most elaborated category 
3 sites located away from waterways were in positions with particularly advantageous viewsheds 
to the sacred sites listed above, a point we will return to shortly. 
In more detail, an Average Nearest Neighbor Summary showed that sites within 
Saqsawaman were indeed clustered.  In fact, they fall in the second standard deviation to the left 
- or clustered - side of the distribution curve, with a p-value of .036332 and a z-score of -
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2.093194.  This means that there is less than a five percent likelihood that this clustered pattern is 
the result of random chance.  The sites in Saqsawaman are clustered around an observed mean 
distance of approximately 200 meters.  A Kernel Density analysis created a heat map revealing 
the areas of the greatest degree of landscape manipulation, which correlated exactly with the 
course of the waterways in Saqsawaman. 
The overwhelming majority of sites in the survey were located within three hundred 
meters of a waterway.  The average distance from a site to a waterway was only one-hundred-
and-eighty-eight meters.  In fact, the most elaborated category 3 sites are almost all located 
directly on top of, or very close to, the waterways.  What's more, while there are almost equal 
number of sites located within one-hundred-and-twenty-five meters, the number of category 1 
through 3 sites drops significantly as one travels farther than one-hundred-twenty-five meters, 
and in fact category 2 and 3 almost disappear after two-hundred-and-fifty meters (except in 
places with advantageous viewsheds).  Interestingly, a large number of sites located at a distance 
from waterways, viewsheds, and roadways, are less elaborated category 0 and 1 sites located 
directly on watershed boundaries and could have served as boundary markers. 
Outside of waterways, viewsheds were the next most important determining factor in site 
location.  Fifty-one of the one-hundred-and-twenty sites had views of Ausangate and most of 
these sites were either category 0 or 3.  Close to half of the sites in these two categories had a 
view of Ausangate, much higher than categories 1 and 2.  Even more definitive, eighty-one sites 
had a view of Huanacuari, although there was no statistically significant difference between 
categories with this view.  Views of The Plaza de Armas were not important in site location or 
elaboration. Combined viewsheds also did not reveal any significant findings. From the 
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Ausangate analysis, it seems that if not located near the bottom of waterways, category 3 sites 
are most likely to be located with a view of Ausangate or Huanacauri. Otherwise, sites with a 
viewshed of Ausangate or Huanacauri tend to be category 0 sites up the ridges from more 
elaborated sites, a factor that may or may not have to do with their association with watershed 
boundaries and ridge lines, a question that needs more information to be answered definitively. 
Outside of waterways and viewsheds, site location also shows a correlation to roadways, 
with the overwhelming majority located closer than 250 meters, and the degree of elaboration 
increases with proximity to roadway.  In fact, GIS showed that roadways in the park pass 
through areas of the park that show any moderate amount of effort at landscape modification, the 
yellow areas of the Kernel Density map.  This reinforces the information found in the 
ethnohistories and ethnographies that movement through symbolic landscape is a core 
component of Andean cosmology and Inka state craft.  To emphasize this point, GIS showed that 
while the Inka built routes along least cost paths (revealing an impressive knowledge of efficient 
transportation routes), they also diverted roads along the course of waterways, directing people 
through heavily modified landscape along the way.  I argue that this was a conscious and 
concerted effort, that the Inka focused on constructing sites along roadways, except when it came 
to water, when they put resources towards building roadways to access built landscape along 
significant waterways. 
 Finally, subterranean access also played a major role in both site location and 
degree of elaboration, namely through the presence and exaggeration of two features: caves and 
fissures.  An analysis of these two features showed that access to the subterreanean was a vital 
component of the Inka engagement with landscape in Saqsawaman, and areas of the park with 
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these features were much more likely to be the focus of greater efforts at landscape 
transformation and engagement.  This holds true even when these areas were located at farther 
distances from waterways and roadways.  Caves were often left unelaborated and make up a 
number of the category 0 sites, a practice made understandable given the import this feature 
played in cosmological narratives of ethnogenesis (Cobo 1997).  On the other hand, practically 
all of the fissures in Saqsawaman were elaborated with carving and architecture, a fact I believe 
is due to their deployment in Inka pilgrimage practice. Fissures allowed the passage of humans 
through the earth, a cosmopractice that allows a reenactment of the origins we noted in Part 3 
and earlier in this section in our discussion of mimicry.  As such, I believe the extreme amount of 
elaboration of this feature was due to its ability to participate in rituals of performance that 
reinforced Inka beliefs surround movement and emergence in the Andean universe. 
However, it is the coming together of these disparate landscape features in areas where 
they reinforce, complement, and merge with one another that carries the greatest degree of 
import for Inka belief, and subsequently Inka efforts at landscape manipulation.  I have referred 
to these areas as tinkus and analyzed them in three types: road, waterway, and road/waterway.  It 
is clear that tinkus of all three types correlate nicely with the kernel density map and all except a 
few are located in areas of moderate to heavy Inka landscape modification.  This pattern shows 
an intentional effort by the Inka to facilitate a landscape in Saqsawaman in which pathways and 
waterways cross in areas of great import.  They devoted time, resources, and labor to manipulate 
areas of the park with potent symbolism of movement.  It also shows a correlation between areas 
with a higher density of landscape elaboration and areas where multiple types of pathways cross, 
especially in areas that show all three classes.  In my opinion, these are areas where the theater of 
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landscape most fully allows what Heidegger might have termed the practice of Being (as-
history), or what D'Altroy notes as cosmpopraxis, and the Inka capitalized on it. 
In order to really drive the point home, in our Kernel Density map we see the area of 
Saqsawaman most important to the Inka as it is the area of the densest landscape modification.  It 
is in this place, in dark red if you return to the map, where the Inka concentrated their efforts at 
understanding, and inserting, themselves in Andean cosmology.  It is a tinku of the highest order, 
a convergence of two waterways, two road intersections, and two places where waterways and 
roadways cross paths.  Crossing directly through the middle, the Antisuyu road traverses the area 
on its way to the Sacred Valley and the farthest reaches of the empire.  It is also in this place that 
we noted a line of Inka masonry stretching across the shallow valley at a point that could have 
created a dam just at the northwestern edge of the most dense area of landscape modification.  
This dam  would have significantly affected the flow of water into the most heavily worked area 
of the Saqsawaman Park.  The water behind this dam would have backed into the second most 
heavily changed area of the park and allowed the manipulation of water flow downstream into 
the most heavily modified area of the park.  In fact, a second masonry wall noted as Represa 
Chuspiyoq by the INC, is also located just upstream from the kernel hotspot.  This site is also 
most likely a dam. The combination of these two sites reveals a great deal of effort to manipulate 
the flow of water into this area of the landscape, just above where the Antisuyu road crosses the 
waterway, and where the Inka focused a great deal of their landscape modification. 
 
Cosmopraxis 
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From an initial exploration of Inka wak'a and rock carving, this thesis expanded beyond 
an analysis of monumental stonework as object.  Instead, I wanted to examine the role that stone 
(and other elements of the Andean world) played as subject in ritual practice in an expanded 
imperial landscape.  My goal was to examine the practice of the landscape itself (as nonhuman 
actors), the practice of the Inka who dwelled within it (as human actors), and the intersection of 
the practices of these two classes of beings.  The landscape is the canon, it is both written in and 
read by engaging in particular practice within it.  Therefore, I wanted to examine the landscape 
to explore the areas of the landscape on which the Inka focused their construction efforts and to 
examine the form these manipulations took.  This, I posited, would tell us a great deal about how 
Inka cosmology, ontology, and epistemology, and their efforts at engaging with and increasing 
their status within those belief systems.  The answers proved, as they often due, more elusive. 
In large part, I noted that research into the Inka relationship with landscape has focused 
on stone: and for good reason.  It is, as Bray (2009) notes, ubiquitous and enduring, and was a 
central focus of imperial efforts at monumental construction.  Inka stonemasons were among the 
best in the world.  Their constructions have withstood the test of time; the destructive power of 
floods, storms, and earthquakes; and the onslaught of modernity.  They still capture the 
imagination of modern visitors.  Their abstract designs, geometric entanglement, and flawless 
execution inspire an appreciative puzzlement akin to some of the most advanced modern art 
(Pasztory 2010).  At the same time, the engineering and architectural advancement of Inka 
stonework are still lauded as incredible feats of intellectual prowess ahead of their time (e.g. 
Wright and Zegarra 2000).  It is little wonder that researchers have referred to the empire as "a 
culture of stone" (Dean 2010), or argued that the Inka may have even viewed themselves as the 
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essence of stone (Bray 2009).  I, too, agree that stone was a vital component of Andean 
landscape cognition and a crucial element in Inka efforts at manipulating that environment.   
But stone is only a part of a much larger, more active, and symbolically rich Andean 
landscape and culture.  In recent years, the vitality of the South American landscape has 
reemerged in Western academia as researchers have explored indigenous ontologies that break 
the human monopoly of spirit or soul.  In the Amazon, for example, this research has revealed a 
belief in a core humanity of all things (Viveiros de Castro 2004:465).  This is a world rife with 
actors and agents, human and non-human, enmeshed in complex social processes and networks.  
In the Andes, the application of this research into new ontologies has focused on a core of 
animation based on the concept of camay (Bray 2009:358).  While people from both of these 
areas emphasize a spiritual unity of beings, in the Andes there is an emphasis on a process of 
energization that continuously ties progenitor to offspring.  This process (camay) - that by which 
a camac imbues camaquen to camascaii - takes place through practice in a living landscape.  It is 
this practice, both quotidian and ritual, which provides the Andean universe with meaning and it 
is through practice they come to create, navigate, and understand their universe.  This process, as 
we have noted, is known as cosmopraxis (D'Altroy 2015).   
There is no doubt that the Inka were masters of dwelling within a living, reciprocal 
Andean landscape.  In an almost unbelievable amount of time they were able to build an 
extensive polyglot empire encompassing a daunting array of different ethnic and cultural groups 
covering six modern-day countries and a range of ecological and environmental zones with 
drastically different characteristics.  This impressive imperial project was built not just on, but 
within, the Andean landscape, which served as the basis for indigenous knowledge.  The Andean 
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landscape is the canon (D'Altroy and Wilkinson 2009), and the success of the Inka is due in 
many ways to their ability to build themselves into this world, to write themselves into the canon.  
As it turns out, it is in fact this practice of dwelling within a recursive environment that is the 
source of the tenets of a belief system that renders the question of ontology versus epistemology 
moot.  We think of being and knowing as two different processes, but as we have seen, 
ethnography and ethnohistory show that in the Andes they are one and the same.  For the Inka, as 
for most Andean peoples, being is knowing is doing. 
Saqsawaman, therefore, is so much more than an archaeological park, or a royal estate, or 
a cultural theater.  Transformations to the landscape of Saqsawaman constituted changes to the 
very fabric of Inka cosmology and the Andean universe itself.  We have already noted that 
Andean concepts of actors and agency are fundamentally different than modern Western views, 
which often dismiss the vitality of nonhuman actors by demoting them to modified versions of 
Tylor's animism.  In truth, human action and that action of elements such as water were on much 
more level playing fields in the Inka universe.  Take for example, Dean's discussion of the 
Quechua verb kaninqakuchini, which can be glossed as "to construct a fine wall" (Dean 
2010:111–113).  She goes on to note that the verb comes from another Quechua word, kanini, "to 
nibble." 
Nibbling refers to the persistent pecking away at stone blocks with hammer-
stones to achieve the much-admired tight joins featured in dressed-stone Inka 
walls. Inka structures were about more than the final product--the strong and 
stable structures, secured by outcrop foundations, interwoven with the land, and 
resistant to any onslaught--they also, in their often unadorned surfaces, testified to 
the process of construction, a process that involved the highest levels of Inka 
administrative acumen (113). 
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Amazingly, this is also the term used to describe the process by which rocks in streams 
take "bites" or "nibbles" out of larger stones and boulders in the waterway (Gonzales, personal 
communication).  In this case, both human and nonhuman actors act to modify and interact with 
the stone, as they do with the large landscape, and the Andean universe as a whole.  It is the 
same process, not metaphorical, as is shown by the use of the same language. 
It is also vital to note that this is an ongoing process, without a terminal goal, and that the 
construction was meant to index the production history.  We have noted that Inka history was 
malleable and dynamic, to the great frustration of the Spanish conquistadors, and to a large 
extent the historians and archaeologists that followed.  The idea of determinable objective truth 
is a Western concept that has failed to account for the cyclical, recursive nature of non-Western 
indigenous historical narratives.  This is especially true of the Andes and the Inka.  The 
Saqsawaman Archaeological Park was constantly being transformed, history was always being 
rewritten, and as the history was being written on the landscape, it too had to always be under 
construction. 
Saqsawaman then was incredibly potent and powerful.  It had the capability to change 
history, cosmology, and knowledge itself.  Within its bounds, the actors of the Andean universe 
had incredible agency that reverberated throughout the empire.  The construction of the 
landscape was based on a mutually constituted energy shared between humans, water, rocks, the 
subterranean, viewsheds, roadways, and mountains.  The Inka knew that to insert themselves in 
this landscape was to position themselves within the hierarchy of the universe.  They 
concentrated their efforts in places where all of the actors had agency, places with the greatest 
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cosmological reach, and they worked to civilize and discipline these places so that their role as 
ruler would be cosmically justified. 
 
The Essence of the Inka 
Although the Inka did not have a formal writing system that we recognize, a great deal of 
information about their beliefs and practices were passed to us through chronicles and records 
written by the conquistadores.  In order to better understand how the Inka described their 
epistemology and cosmology as it was practiced in landscape, I turned to these documents in Part 
3 of the thesis.  In particular, I looked at cosmogenesis stories as these often reveal fundamental 
cosmological cultural understandings (Upton 1999).  I examined these records with a particular 
eye to how practices recorded knowledge in landscape through the action and agency of both 
humans and non-humans in the Andes, and, for the Inka specifically.  This research revealed five 
important themes: vitality, communication, identity, complementarity, and positioning. 
Vitality, as we have noted, is a principal underlying theme in Andean belief systems.  
Camay is a term used to reference a life force that underlies the spiritual unity of the Inka 
universe, human and non-human alike.  In these narratives, we note that the Andean universe 
was indeed more alive than a western Cartesian world, and included actors - such as mountains, 
streams, and stones - that were deeply involved in Inka social agency.  It is movement through 
this landscape inhabited by a pantheon of disparate actors with varying degrees and types of life 
force that imbues vitality and creates a reciprocal connection between Andean beings, their 
ancestors and progenitors, and the landscape.   
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Especially powerful in these narratives are the elements of stone, water, and the 
subterranean realm.  In combination, these elements gain complex symbolic potency and are 
used again and again in stories around birth, fertility, and the life cycles of the Andean universe.  
It is often through the combination of these elements (water through stone, beings through the 
subterranean realm) that camaquen is most mightily imbued.  It is also, therefore, the 
combination of these elements that continues to connect the beings of the Andean universe 
together most strongly.  It is through the symbolically and cosmologically rich intersection of 
these elements that ideas and people are communicated across the landscape, and around them 
that people focus their personal identity, community, and their connection to the universe.  It is 
also through the combination of these elements that Andean peoples learn of the reciprocity and 
complementarity of their world, and also through them that they learn and establish hierarchy 
and rank.  This is why the Inka were so invested in modifying the landscape, and the extent and 
nature of this modification reflects the efforts and success of their imperial project. 
This recursive, vital connection between the different components of the Andean 
landscape is why I argue that current practice, which removes stone from its complementary 
elements, robs it of its symbolic capacity in the richer context of a wider perspective of Andean 
landscape.  Stone, alone, becomes sterile.  It is silent while water speaks.  It is still while water 
moves.  But stone and water together, along with caves and rifts and viewsheds, create a rich 
multivocal Andean environment much closer to the world provided in the narratives.  So while 
Bray says the essence of stone is durability, permanence, and ubiquity; I would argue that the 
essence of water might include transcendence, mobility, vitality, and directionality.  The 
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subterranean realm, on the other hand, offers a sense of otherworldliness, timelessness, and 
depth. 
 Most importantly, while the essences of these elements may be quite different, it is in 
their combination and reconfiguration that Andean people really dwell and on which the Inka 
capitalized.  It is evident in the use of stone's durability and permanence to channel, redirect, and 
manipulate the transcendent and mobile nature of water. Or it is evident in the incorporation of 
fissures and caves into constructions that pass water and people into and through stone.  Or again 
in the dissemination of water's vitality into the earth through the carved niches and libation 
drains of the ubiquitous carved stone shrines found throughout the Andes.  I argue that the true 
essence of Inka is in the powerful multivocality of the tinku.  Stone, water, and the subterranean 
are complementary to one another and to the heavens. 
The varied lines of evidence described in this thesis supports this view.  This study 
shows, in fact, that while stone may be an almost ubiquitous element within the Andean world, 
water is not.  Neither are places with subterranean access.  And in Saqsawaman, water appears to 
be the number one factor affecting both site location and amount of elaboration.  Caves and rifts, 
too, seem to have a greater overall influence on Inka decisions regarding landscape modification.  
Roadways and viewsheds are not as clearcut, but they do correlate to site location and 
elaboration, and it is easy to add them to the list of important features.  Together, then, these 
elements reveal the importance of site location and construction.  It was not enough to shape 
stone.  This did not account for the Andean landscape in which the Inka lived and in which they 
strove to rule. 
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The Inka therefore needed to incorporate water and caves and roads and viewsheds into 
their built environment.  And if we take into account that Inka stonework was done in an effort to 
release the inner camaquen or essence of the stone, we can also guess that Inka waterworks and 
other constructions were meant to showcase these elements' vital nature as well. The passage of 
water through fountains, canals, and drains in Inka sites - the passage of people through stone - is 
a simultaneous passage through space, through time, through the cosmos.  The Inka emphasized 
beings ability to move, to transcend, to transport.  That transportation was at times metaphorical 
and at times metaphysical.  The Inka used water and the subterranean realm to connect the 
disparate elements of their universe together, to make them complementary, and to order their 
universe.  Water was the substance that traversed between realms, the substance that flowed 
throughout the Andean universe, the substance that fed the earth, the ancestors, and carried the 
Sun on its daily journey. 
In the Andes, stone has received the predominance of the focus because it is, as Bray 
says, durable, permanent.  But this research begins to ask what would an archaeology of water 
look like in the Andes?  What would it sound like?  What about an archaeology of movement?  
How do we study ephemeral phenomena that are constantly in flux, constantly changing?  And 
how do we protect them?  In a world where the primary archaeological focus is on bounded sites, 
the loss of surrounding environment, including road systems, irrigation networks and canals, 
lakes and ponds, happens without much outcry.  The sad truth is that while stones have endured, 
waterworks have not.  Most of the fountains in Inka sites are dry.  Most of the canals buried, lost, 
or broken.  In Saqsawaman, the majority of the water has been diverted out of its ancient paths to 
irrigate modern farms, suburbs, and the city of Cuzco.  Not only are the sites running dry, so is 
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the entire park.  The multivocality, the voice, of the Andean landscape is being lost, and most 
people do not even know it is happening. 
 
Further Research 
As happens with all research, at the end of this project I find myself ready to begin again, 
armed with new questions, new theories, and new tools.  There is a great deal more to be done, in 
my mind, to really understand the knowledge recorded in Andean landscape.  The following are 
just a few of the many avenues I think this research could take. 
Although the statistics done here give an excellent picture of the data, I would love to 
input the information collected into a multidimensional scaling analysis.  Multidimensional 
scaling (MDS) is a means of visualizing the level of similarity of individual cases of a dataset. It 
refers to a set of related ordination techniques used in information visualization, in particular to 
display the information contained in a distance matrix.  By inputing all the individual features 
recorded in the survey into this type of analysis I can create a visual representation of the 
correlation between individual features and landscape and better understand how particular 
features of sites' correlate to specific landscape. 
In addition, I want to expand the study to include additional features and areas.  For 
features, I want to add in celestial components.  It is well known and documented that Inka 
constructions were oriented towards the sky, including the solstices and the Pleaides (Bauer and 
Dearborn 1995; Zuidema 2007).  It would be wonderful to add this in as another feature of sites, 
especially given the connection we have noted between water and the Andean cosmos.  I would 
also like to expand the study out of the Saqsawaman park to include the rest of the Cuzco Valley 
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in the immediate surrounds of the old city.  Additionally, it would be useful to compare 
landscape manipulation in Saqsawaman to some of the other major sites in the empire, especially 
the other Cuzcos (Coben 2006), which were built as replicas in an effort to distribute Inka power 
across their empire.  Choices in these places to replicate, or adapt, landscape modification 
practices would be incredibly insightful to Inka statecraft. 
This brings to the foreground a last question I hope to address at a later time, the theme of 
mimicry.  Research from many Inka sites foregrounds their use of mimicry in construction and 
ritual practice (e.g. D'Altroy 2015).  This practice has taken the form of stones carved to 
resemble mountain skylines, miniatures of sites etched into bedrock, and the use of niches 
correlated with nearby caves.  In this thesis, I did not yet get to address this component of Inka 
construction practice, a factor which may play in role in more macro examinations of 
Saqsawaman.  Perhaps a collection of sites here can be used to mimic the larger Andean 
environment or the larger Inka narrative.  What does mimicking the environment do on this 
scale?  And are the Inka recreating the Andean universe as it is, or are they creating an ideal 
world instead?  Can the different between replicas and originals provide more insight into how 
the Inka knew their world?  I hope one day I can answer these questions.
                                                                 
ii . Camaquen (n) vital force; camay (verb) energize matter; camac (n) prototype; camasca (N) tangible 
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Glossary of Arawak, Quechua and Spanish words 
 
Ayllu (Q) – group, subdivision of a social unit, based on a combination of genealogy, 
kinship, and lineage 
Cacique (A) - leader of an ayllu or lineage 
Camay (Q) - to charge; to charge being with; to make; to give form and force; to animate  
Carcel (S) - jail 
Chaka (Q) - bridge 
Ch'alla (Q) - libation 
Kallanka (Q) - a long hall with a gabled roof 
Kancha (Q) - several rooms around a patio, all surrounded by an enclosure wall 
Khipu (Q) - knot; knotted string used as a recording device 
Llaqta (Q) - a town, settlement, nation, country, fatherland 
Machay (Q) - cave 
Mamacocha (Q) - ocean (literally "mother lake") 
Muyu (Q) - spondylus shell, prized in ceremonies 
Ñan (Q) - road 
Paccha (Q) - the falling or gushing of water into a basin 
Pachamama (Q) - earth mother 
Panaca (Q)- a royal lineage or family group; a royal ayllu 
Pampa - (S) - prairie or grassland 
Puna (Q) - high regions, often grasslands 
Qhochi (Q) - a boggy place 
Qollqa (Q) - storehouse; silo 
Qori (Q) - gold 
Qota (Q) - lake 
Represa (de agua) (S) - dam 
Rumi (Q) - stone
Runa (Q) - people 
Suyu (Q) - part; province, territory, region 
Tawantinsuyu (Q) - the Inka empire; literally translated as the land of the four (tawa) parts 
(suyu) 
Tinku – (Q) meeting, junction, convergence 
Tinkuy (Q) - to join through a violent meeting, to encounter; a coming together: meeting of 
two or more people; the touching of two things; the union of two ecological zones.  Agri. Union 
of the two Andean ecological zones: qheswa and puna, between 3.500 and 4.300 m s n m. 
Torreón (S) - tower 
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Tupu (Q) - a measurement, of both land and distance 
Wiracocha (Q) - fat and foam of the sea 
Wak'a (Q) - shrine, sacred place, object or power 
Wasi (Q) - a house; a building or collection of structures 
Yaku (Q) - Water 
Zeq'e (Q) - a ceremonial line or path; a radial system of forty one lines in Cuzco that 




Field Notes Digest 
Site # 11-1 Name 
K'usilluc
hayoq 










Site Description:   
This site is a carved stone outcrop – denoted as K'usilluchayoq by the INC – which sits 
just to the east of the modern road, Route 107 that leads out of Cuzco towards 11-33 
(Tambomachay).  The features include a fountain, open niche, channel, and bedding for robbed 
out stonework. 
Facing out at 60° (pictures 1-2) is a fountain, or open niche, with a grove in the bottom 
(pictures 3-4), most likely for liquid to run out.  This niche includes a number of carved ledges 
which may have supported a lintel stone or additional stonework for the fountain or to enclose 
the space.  This niche faces a field that currently has running water which makes it marshy 
(picture 5).  The channel in the bottom runs out down the face at 60 degrees. 
On the side of the stone facing 142° are a number of carved ledges that look to be the 
bedding for enclosure stonework that has since been robbed out (pictures 6-7).  This is the side 
which faces the Inka road which passes only meters to the south and which is still heavily 
trafficked by locals. 
From the top of the rock at 110° lies Ausungate, and at 300° across Route 107 lie some 
terraces, still being excavated and reconstructed, which are part of 11-2 (Lanlacuyoq).  To the 
north across the valley is 11-25 (Ukukochayoq).   
This site, along with 11-2 (Lanlacuyoq) and 11-25 (Ukukochayoq) and the satellite sites 
around them, seem to mark the northwest edge of a constellation of sites that surround a long 
shallow valley which runs downhill to the southeast towards 11-9 (Salon Punku). 
 
Photos: 
 7.9.2011 - Feature 1 at 60 degrees (1-2), channel in bottom of feature 1 (3-4), marshy 
field (5), bedding for robbed stonework (6-7), Ausungate (8), panorama (9-16). 
 
 7.25.2011 - Returned for a second panorama (17-43). 
I was accompanied this entire day by a freelance writer/photographer, Peter Lourie, who 
also captured this entire day on film and has very useful photos. 
 
Site # 11-2 Name 
Lanlaku
yoq 
Date 7.9.11 Time 11:22 
 






Elev 3733 Type Major Site 
 
Site Description: 
 This site – denoted as Lanlakuyoq by the INC - is a series of deep crevices and caves in a 
carved stone outcrop which is partially enclosed by some large cellular polygonal masonry.  The 
site sits just west of the modern Route 107 and east of one of the main Inka roads.  Site features 
include recessed rectangular niches, inverted stair-like stepped ledges, flattened surfaces which 
could have served as shelves or altars deep within the stone, inverted ledges, and open niches or 
"seats". 
 This site actually surrounds the top of a hill, the summit of which is all exposed stone 
protruding out of a slope which increases in elevation as you move south to north.  The southern 
end of the site includes a very well-built zigzag wall of cellular polygonal masonry – including 
some stones which are very large and may border on cyclopean.  This wall is very similar to 
those of Sacsayhuaman and makes up the lowest elevation of the site.  It also borders on the old 
Inka road which passes directly to the southwest of the site below these walls. 
 Climbing up these walls and into the eastern edge of the site you move into the exposed 
bedrock into a large fissure which runs north-south.  Stretching away to the east of this crevice 
are three other fissures, and in each of these are a number of smaller crevices, openings, and 
caves.  All three of these eastern fissures move into the outcrop as you move east and the first 
and second terminate in caves.  All of these eastern fissures include additional openings which 
can be passed entirely into as well as passages which can be passed through.  Most of the caves 
actually require a descent into the earth in order to pass into them. 
 The second fissure terminates in a very deep cave, at least twice my height in its depth.  
The rock has been carved here to make a staircase to ease the descent.  At the bottom, or at least 
where the passage becomes too narrow for human passage, there are a number of very shallow 
shelves or altars carved into the wall.  This second fissure also includes a carved opening with 
rectangular corners that opens onto a small chamber. 
  The northernmost fissure again includes a number of caves which extend away to the 
south, including a cave with carved steps and possible shaped flat surfaces in the interior.  This 
fissure also includes a number of carved stone features including rectangular niches, open niches, 
an inverted ledge - and a rare feature, what resembles an upside down staircase – a series of 
inverted stepped ledges.  These are very well shaped and smooth and actually seem to frame one 
of the rectangular niches. 
 On the far northwestern edge of the site - At S 13°29.769 W 71°58.462 +-3 - practically 
in the lee of the exposed bedrock, are a number of roughly built rectangular enclosures with 
mortar.  The walls are still standing to a few meters tall and there are trapezoidal niches.  There 
is a fissure and some more caves in the exposed outcropping here that open north onto these 
structures.  They are only partially excavated and run into the hillside here.  This could have 
limited access into the outcropping or served as storage or housing. 
 Sacsayhuaman is clearly visible at 110 degrees from the top of the stone.  11-1 is at 129 
degrees.  In fact, due to its elevation this site is uniquely suited to give an excellent 360 degree 
view of the surrounding area, including the milieu of sites which site to the north and east and 
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are at the head of that long, low valley which stretches away to the southeast.  Also this site is 
uniquely situated at the convergence of four separate roads and a waterway – a very potent place 
on the landscape. 
 
Photos: 
 7.9.2011 - Ausungate from the top at 110 degrees (1), site 11-3 as seen from the top at 15 
degrees (2), panorama from the top (3-10), zigzag wall of cellular polygonal masonry (11), first 
eastern fissure (12), cave off of the northernmost fissure (13-16), Sacsayhuaman visible at 215 
degrees (17-18), inverted stair feature and surrounding stone (19-20), rough masonry architecture 
at the northwestern end of the site (21-27), a large stone with holes facing out at 285° (28), 
visible through the hole is a peak (29). 
 
7.25.2011 – Second visit with Peter Lourie – my camera 
Leaning rock at southern edge of the site just above the road which may have been 
incorporated into a structure.  At 10:39 sun faces directly into the space it creates.  Site 11-1 is at 
32° and at 344° is the cave in the main part of the site.  Inside the stone the temperature is quite 
hot.  Panorama (1-17), site (18-19), altars in the caves (20-21) with steps going down.  Panorama 
from the top (22-48) with Ausungate at 99°, 3-step rock which is site 11-3 at 10°, and 
Sacsayhuaman at 224°. 
I added these photos to the 11-2 folder in my notes and created a new folder entitled 11-
2.2 with just this day's photos for ease of navigation. 
A second camera, Peter Lourie's, also captured this entire day and has very useful photos. 
 










Site Description:   
This site is a carved stone boulder, just north of 11-2, sitting alone and set apart in a small 
flat valley which slopes gradually downhill from west to east where the slope meets Route 107.  
The carved features include a large rectangular niche, a flattened surface on top of the stone with 
a small cylindrically-shaped peg, and evidence of some shell ofrendas and burning. 
The rectangular niche is located on the southern side of the stone and faces directly 
towards 11-2 (Lanlakuyoc) at 190 degrees.  It is located in the middle of the stone, both 
vertically and horizontally and the bottom edge is high off the ground – above my head.  It is 
clearly visible from the northern edge of 11-2 and vice versa. 
 The site is located just downhill to the east from one of the old Inka roads and is at the 
top of the long, shallow valley which seems the locus of a large number of sites including 11-2 
and 11-4 – that stretch away down the valley to the southeast.  Ausungate is clearly visible. 
 
Photos: 
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 7.9.2011 - Rectangular niche facing 190 degrees (1), 11-2 as seen from the niche (2), 
recent burning with shell directly under the niche (3-4), panorama from niche (5-18), peg on top 
(19). 
 
7.24.2011 – Second visit.  Panorama (1-14), knob or sundial on top (15). 
I both added these photos to the 11-3 folder in my notes and created a new folder entitled 
11-3.2 with just this day's photos for ease of navigation. 
A second camera, Peter Lourie's, also captured this entire day and has very useful photos. 
 









Site Description:   
 This site is a carved stone just east of Route 107 and directly across the road from site 11-
24.  It is at the bottom of a steep incline which rises up to the northeast and is nestled in a 
switchback of the modern road.  The carved features include an open niche with a rounded 
corner which sits just above another flattened surface and a channel. 
 The open niche opens to around 218 degrees, in the direction of 11-2 and 11-3.  It is not 
completely rectangular but instead has a rounded edge in one corner where it seems to follow the 
contour of the stone. 
 This seat sits directly over another flattened surface made in the same stone which has a 
channel carved in the stone flowing out of this flattened surface also at roughly 218 degrees.  
This surface seems to have most likely been a small shallow basin and fountain.  This is made 
more likely by the presence of several fountains and channels in site 11-24 which is separated 
from 11-4 by the modern road but which could have been part of the same site. 
 Interestingly the basin is rough still while the spout is smooth, but the amount of 
overgrowth here makes it very difficult to get a better understanding of how this carved stone fit 
into the surroundings.  This is in the fork of two old Inka roads, it is also at the mouth of the 
long, low valley which stretches away to the southeast and includes the constellation of sites with 
11-24 through 11-27 and on down.  It was most likely part of or connected to the fountains and 
water across the road. 
 
Photos:  
7.9.2011 - Site (1-2), facing sites 11-2 and 11-3 at 218 degrees (3) 
 
Site # 11-5 Name 
Tuqowa
chana 
Date 7.9.11 Time 16:01 
 
GPS S -13.47906 Elev 3825 Type Cave, 







Site Description:   
 This site – recorded as Tuqowachana by the INC – consists of some beautiful cellular 
polygonal masonry which surrounds, encloses, and emphasizes an overhang or cave in the side 
of an exposed protrusion of bedrock in the side of a moderately steep slope, just above a trail, 
and up valley from the major site of 11-33 (Tambomachay).  The masonry forms both a series of 
terraces as well as the walls of some enclosures – additional terraces can be seen directly across a 
small ravine to the west and across the large valley to the north where the Inka road runs past 
Tambomachay and out of the Sacsayhuaman Park to the north. 
 The cave itself shows no evidence of carving but extensive evidence of burning.  
Standing inside this overhang the echoing sound of running water is quite loud.  The cave is 
obviously the focus of the surrounding masonry which is well-built cellular polygonal and 
includes a number of layers.  The lowest level forms a platform and the outside wall of the 
enclosure.  Once you enter this wall there is a small chamber to the right or a narrow passage 
formed by a small terrace to the left which you can pass through to reach the cave.  Continuing 
past the cave there is another low wall which forms another terrace or chamber so that the cave is 
flanked by structures – whether they were terraces or chambers is hard to determine.  The lowest, 
supporting wall is built up quite high to form a platform directly beneath the cave – a necessity 
given the slope. 
 This site is directly upstream from Tambomachay and you can hear the water run along 
the valley bottom down the hill to the north.  It is also located just east of a small ravine which 
runs down from sites 11-37 and 11-34 which are directly west.  On the other side of that small 
ravine are a number of well-built terraces and it is very likely this site was connected to the 
others in some way.  Additionally, there is a set of well-built terrace walls at 341 degrees - across 
the valley which runs approximately NW to SE at 20 degrees - as well as another site 12-65.   
Tambomachay itself can be seen at 109 degrees and Ausungate is very clearly visible at 115 
degrees. 
 It's interesting to me this site is on the opposite side of the valley from the road.  This 
could be because it is visible from that road and therefore provides both a vantage over the road 
and something to see for the traveler.  It is also on the same side as the main part of 
Tambomachay and is over the water, both which could be important.  Additionally, the site's 
location on the small ravine which leads down from 11-37 and 11-34 may have influenced water 
flow as it passes from this point down into Tambomachay, or may have made it a prime location 
for agriculture. 
 
[Notes from this go from page 2 to page 4 in the original notebook.] 
 
Photos: 
7.9.11 - Close up of overhang (1), terraces across the valley at 341 (2), structure interior 
(3-4), outside view of structure (5), Tambomachay from eastern edge of the site (6), viewsheds 
(7-14), Ausungate (15), view out from cave facing 20° (16). 
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7.31.11 – Second visit: Site (17), Panorama (18-35), down valley (36). 
 






Elev 3662 Type Spring 
 
Site Description: 
 This site is a spring located on a small hill in the middle the first large flat area found as 
you climb out of Cuzco past Qhenqo along the Antisuyu road.  It is surrounded by agricultural 
fields and sits just northeast of the little settlement known as Villa San Blas.  The spring is in the 
middle of a number of other intervisible sites including 12-6 to the west, 12-7 and 12-8 to the 
north, and 11-9 (Salon Punku) to the east.  In addition, the Antisuyu road runs north/south within 
eyesight 400 meters to the east. 
 The spring itself produces a modest but steady flow out of a concrete bunker that is also 
flanked by some adobe, but there are no easily identifiable Inka archaeological components.  The 
hill itself could be the result of earlier architecture but in its current state I cannot be certain 
without excavating. 
 Currently the water runs downhill at 170 degrees, and the general slope does run 
downhill to the southeast and 11-23 (Kusilluchoq).  There are several architectural features, 
including a fountain, at 11-23 that may have been fed by this spring then.  If this were the case 
this would bring water down along the Antisuyu road.  It would also not have been difficult to 
direct this water farther west so that it ran down into 11-41 (Qhenqo Grande), which also has a 
number of water features. 
 As it is, this site has excellent vantage points of Ausangate at 105 degrees (1), 11-9 
(Salon Punku) at 82 degrees (2-3), and 12-6 at 248 degrees (4).  This spring's location in middle 
of some excellent, flat fields also make it a wonderful place for some good agriculture – for 
which it is currently being used.  It is easy to see how this spring would have played an important 
role in this area, as well as for the Villa San Blas downhill, and the other sites further downhill 
(12-27 and 11-36 for example). 
 
Photos: 
 7.20.2011 –Ausangate at 105 degrees (1), 11-9 (Salon Punku) at 82 degrees (2-3), and 
12-6 at 248 degrees (4), site pictures from direction of the runoff (5-6). 
 
 
Site # 11-7 Name 
Inka 
Carcel 
Date 7.17.11 Time 14:28 
 
GPS S -13.50264 Elev 3571 Type Cave, Major 








Site Description:   
 This site is a large complex of carved stone and elaborate masonry that surrounds a ridge 
of exposed bedrock on the floor of the easternmost valley of the park. The main part of the site 
itself is just east of, in fact borders upon, both the stream in the valley and the secondary Inka 
road which runs along the valley floor and crosses the valley here.  The site is extensive and 
includes a number of rectangular structures, elaborately carved niches and ledges, wall 
foundations, polygonal walled terraces which continue up the valley on both sides, and carved 
out caves and rifts.  The site is currently undergoing both excavation and restoration by the INC 
and there are a number of rock piles, steel awnings, and wooden braces all over the site. 
 The focus of the site seems to be a large ridge of exposed bedrock which runs from the 
southwest to the northeast in the middle of the site.  This ridge is elaborately carved into a 
number of ledges, open and closed niches, and a well-worked fissure which now forms a cave.  
The ledges are on the outside and from a distance give the top of the exposed stone the image of 
ascending stairs.  In a number of places the bottom of the stone also shows inverted ledges.  On 
the northern side of this exposed ridge the stone has also been worked to create a number of both 
open and closed niches that open into rectangular structures that have been built between the 
protruding ridges of bedrock.  These niches also seem to include the bedding for additional 
stonework which sat on top of the ridege but which is now missing.  There are two deep fissures 
in the stone, both of which have been worked by widening and smoothing the walls making them 
into deep passages into the stone, as well as by incising additional niches in their interiors. 
 This exposed ridge is surrounded by a number of additional rectangular structures or 
chambers that bound the exposed bedrock while also greatly controlling access to it.  The walls 
of these chambers, as well as the walls of the terraces on which they stand, are well-constructed 
cellular polygonal masonry and in some places include built-in trapezoidal niches.  The largest 
rooms stretch away to the east and west of the main protrusion of bedrock in the center of the 
site, with smaller rooms both up and down valley to the north and south.  The focus of these 
structures is the carved bedrock, especially the worked fissure/cave at the center of the exposed 
ridge of bedrock.  They may also have served as storage for items associated with this rock, 
including crops from the numerous surrounding terraced fields. 
 Farther down the hill to the west towards the valley bottom and the water is another 
carved outcrop or boulder with large double-ledged niches and inverted ledges and surrounding 
elaborate masonry.  The walls here are also cellular polygonal and abut directly with the carved 
outcrop and have built in trapezoidal niches in the wall.  The terracing continues down the hill 
towards the valley bottom and there are tilled fields clearly visible. 
 In fact, the site is surrounded by terraced fields which run north and south up and down 
the valley from the site on both sides of the valley.  Many of the fields are still being used and 
show evidence of recent tilling.  This would have surrounded the site with agriculture.  Anyone 
taking the secondary road through this valley would have passed through these fields before 
crossing directly below the main part of this site and continuing up the valley to the north. 
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Photos: 
 7.20.11 – Panorama video (1), terraces across the valley to the west (2), niches opening 
up the valley towards 20 degrees (3-4), cave that runs east/west with a niche inside opening 
down valley at 200 degrees (5-6), additional carved stone niches and recesses that open up-valley 
at 20 degrees and seem to have opened into a small plaza or open space in the middle of the site 
(7-8), open niche facing 80 degrees (9), open niche facing 183 degrees (10), a series of 
rectangular chambers in the middle of the site west (11) and east (12) of the protrusion of 
bedrock which runs southwest to northeast through the middle of the site, close up of a worked 
rift in the exposed bedrock (13), panorama beginning at 0 degrees (13-21), site (22-23), extra 
north facing photo for panorama (24).  
 
 7.21.11 – Second visit on July 21, 2011: Site overlook from the east (25), second 
panorama (26-54). 
  
 9.3.12 – Third visit: photos focus on the southwestern side of the site, the downhill, 
western side of the site closer to the water.  Pano of large carved outcrop or boulder and structure 
abutting eastern edge of outcrop (55-63), close-up of walls abutment with outcrop and inverted 
ledge (64-65).  These photos were also recorded as folder 11-7.2 in the photos. 
 
  
Site # 11-8 Name 
Qhenqo 
Chica 











Site Description:   
 This site is a large mound of earth and stone whose importance is emphasized by a 
"moat" or ditch, currently dry, and a beautifully worked cellular polygonal wall which sets the 
entire site apart from its surroundings.  It is approximately 100 meters to the southwest of 11-41 
(Qhenqo Grande), across the ravine which carries the water away from both sites, and is clearly 
connected in some way to that site – perhaps is in fact just the other half of a larger site which 
incorporates both.  The top of the mound is covered in worked stone including a number of 
prominent open niches, curved ledges and canals, ascending stepped ledges, and pegs.  There are 
also a number of deep fissures into the mound.  The site is located just north of the current urban 
boundary of Cuzco, south of 11-31 (Qochapata), and in between the main Antisuyu road to the 
east and a secondary Inka road to the west. 
 The first feature that strikes you about this site is its enclosure by an elaborate cellular 
polygonal wall which in some places includes extremely large blocks that are cyclopean or close 
to it.  The wall is beautifully worked and encircles the entire site, although on the southeastern 
edge it is not as pronounced, most likely due to some collapse, the grade of the hill, and less 
excavation.  The wall is made even more pronounced by a several meter wide ditch, or possibly a 
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moat, which extends out from the wall and creates a significant barrier to pedestrians - in effect 
making the site an island.  I cannot say for certain if this ditch is ancient or modern however.  
The wall is rounded on the northern side and has a more zigzag pattern on the southern side.  
There is a single entrance clearly visible on the northern side, a double-linteled doorway high 
(approx. 3 meters above the ground) in the wall.  Although inaccessible now without climbing, 
an organic bridge or ladder, or a stone bridge that has since disappeared, could have provided 
access.  The door shows that the wall surrounding the hill was once much taller, and may have 
even blocked visibility in and out from the top of the hill. 
 The top of the hill is littered with protrusions of stone, a great number of which have been 
worked.  There are numerous open niches, most very simple and facing in almost every 
direction.  In the northwest corner there is a particularly elaborate open niche with some stepped 
ledge ornamentation flanking it which faces in the general direction of Ausungate at around 98 
degrees.  It is reached by walking through a waist high rift in the stone.  At the mouth of this rift 
is another more elaborately carved stone with an open niche flanked by a beautiful set of 
ascending stepped ledges. 
 As you move farther south, and slightly east, in the site from these open niches there are a 
number of pegs, curved ledges, and canals.  It's possible these were meant to evoke the flow of 
water, and the pegs have been referred to as "sundials" by colleagues.  The combination could be 
very interesting here.  Regardless, the number and concentration of uniquely shaped carvings 
here makes this stand out in my survey – these structures are found in only a few other places in 
the park and never to this extent.  There are also some very shallow pools in a few stones that 
must easily collect and hold water.  In addition, this area of the site has a number of deep fissures 
in the stone, some of which a person could pass into, but none of which show readily identifiable 
modification and all of which have a great deal of fill in them currently. 
 This site is most likely connected to/part of (11-41) Qhenqo Grande which sits just across 
a small ravine to the northeast at 32 degrees. In fact the two sites may represent/reflect the 
duality which dominates Andean cosmology as they almost seem to be mirror images of each 
other.  It may also be connected to Ausungate which is clearly visible at 98 degrees and which 
could be the focus of the elaborate open niche as noted above.  It should also be noted that the 
site 11-31 (Qochapata) is just up the hill to the north at 355 degrees and recent excavations have 
shown this site to be quite elaborate and to include a well-built road on its southern edge that 
would have passed between the two sites.  Unfortunately the modern road and a eucalyptus forest 
obscure the interrelation between the three sites, which could easily all have been one large 
complex. 
 Another thought that occurred to me on site.  If the elaborate open niche is indeed 
focused on Ausangate, the curved carvings could reference the waters that flow from Ausangate.  
Andeans recognized mountains as being sources of water, and this site would be an excellent 
reflection of that connection.  Combining with that the deep fissures, we have a connection here 
between the three realms of Inka cosmology.  Add to that the flow of water that used to pass 
through Qhenqo Grande and down into the heart of Cuzco I imagine that the elaboration of this 
site, and its unique curved features, must refer to water.    
 
Photos: 
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 7.21.2011 - Panoramic video (1), elaborate open niche (2), panorama (3-28), double-
linteled door (29). 
 7.31.2012 – Detail photos of the curved ledges and pegs (30-33).  Photos also recorded as 
album 11-8.2 (with two photos from a large outcrop just east of Qhenqo Grande). 
 
Site # 11-9 Name 
Salon 
Punku 












Site Description:   
 This site – denoted as Salon Punku on the INC map but also commonly referred to as 
Laqo, Salonniyoq or Salonnuyoq, or the Temple of the Moon - is a huge, extensively carved 
stone outcrop rising out of a gently sloping valley just above the city limits of Cuzco.  The valley 
runs slowly downhill from the northwest to the southeast and is dense in worked stone sites.  11-
9 is located at the point where the main Antisuyu road crosses the valley.  A secondary road 
splits off just south and passes to the west of the site heading due north, while Antisuyu itself 
passes to the east and continues on heading northeast.  Another secondary road comes up out of 
the city center and terminates when it joins Antisuyu just to the east of 11-9.  The outcropping is 
heavily worked, both on the outside which includes open niches, numerous stepped ledges, and 
intricate zoomorphs, and on the inside where a number of deep fissures and caves have been 
carved and ornamented.  There are numerous structures at the base of the outcrop located all 
along its southwestern edge and then flat agricultural fields stretch away for some distance, while 
to the north there is a short flat area and then a quick drop to the waterway which Antisuyu 
crosses here. 
 This site first strikes you as a dome of stone rising out of a relatively flat plane.  It 
dominates the surrounding landscape.  The plane stretches away to the south and west, while to 
the north it only continues for a very short distance before the ground drops steeply away into a 
valley which carries water down from the north.  This valley to the north is also dense with sites 
and at this point includes cellular polygonal canalization as it passes just north of 11-9 and over 
the Antisuyu road.  11-9 is easily visible from the entire plane to the south and the entire valley 
which stretches away to the northwest and for a long distance from the valley which stretches 
away to the north.  It is located at the convergence of three Inka roads and two waterways as two 
secondary roads meet Antisuyu, one to the south and one directly east of the site.  The waterways 
meet just north of the site and are crossed here by both Antisuyu and one of the secondary roads.  
This site is definitely a Tinku – a place of coming together in Quechua. 
 The outside of the outcrop on both the northwest and southeast side is marked by 
large, deeply and precisely cut stepped ledges visible from a great distance away.  On the 
northwest side these ledges create the impression of a stair case that climbs almost all the way to 
the top of the outcrop.  On the southeast side these ledges climb only partially up the face before 
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they level out and lead to the openings of several small fissures and a deep cave.  The entrance 
includes a number of zoomorphs – possibly a puma, condor, and snake.  Inside this cave there is 
a large, round carved plane lit by a skylight in the roof.  This stone dominates and captivates the 
space and resembles an altar.  There is a grove cut into this plane that may have allowed the flow 
of liquids from the stone.  This is the cave most refer to as the actual Temple of the Moon, so the 
guides say. 
In the middle of the southwestern exposure of the outcrop there is a concentration of 
carvings - several large open and closed niches and inverted ledges flanked by smaller, stepped 
ledge motifs that ascend up the stone.  These carvings are adjacent to the opening of another 
deep fissure which is entered by going down a few cut stone steps.  These carvings are 
surrounded by rectangular cellular polygonal foundations for a number of structures which must 
have greatly controlled access to them and the fissure.  There are still excavations going on in 
and around these chambers. 
On the northeast exposure of the outcrop there are a number of open niches adjacent to 
and leading up and into two additional fissures which run into the stone.  These fissures are 
larger, run a long distance into the outcrop, and allow a great deal of light into the space.  This 
openness and light makes them a distinctly different experience from the closed, dark fissures on 
the opposite side.  There is some evidence of stone work inside the fissures, a small ledge which 
runs along the walls of the larger fissure.  Next to these openings to the west is a large, deep 
rectangular open niche cut in the face of the stone, opening to the sky, which runs along the stone 
for some distance – resembling a bench perhaps. 
The top of the outcrop also includes a number of carvings including open niches, some 
with them with the accompanying small stepped motif, and some large leveled planes.  There are 
also a number of zoomorphs including what appears to be the puma and snake.  The top of the 
rock also has a commanding view of the landscape in all directions, including a clear view of 
Ausangate, the Antisuyu road, and both valleys.  I also noted that to the north there is a large 
retaining wall along the waterway and a door and stairs in that wall which may have allowed 
easy access to the water from 11-9. 
I was told by an INC guard that this site is powerful and dangerous because in the past 
the caves have been locations for ceremonies that have included human sacrifice.  He also told 
me the site is associated with women's fertility and that many children mummies were taken 
from excavations quite recently.  Another source, an academic from the university, cited gang 
activity and teenage canoodling as reasons for the restriction of access to the caves.  While 
visiting on several occasions I witnessed local healers taking people in and out of the caves and 
noted many ofrendas.  This is obviously still a place of power.   
 
Photos: 
7.31.11 - Panorama (1-12), stairs that lead down from Temple of the Moon to the 
waterway that lays around 20 degrees to the north (13-14), zoomorphs (15-17), inside of the 
large fissure on the north side (18). 
8.1.11 – Details of the Temple of the Moon (19-25). 
8.25.12 – A view of the embankment leading up to 11-9 from the north looking south and 
including the retaining wall and staircase (26-27). 
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Site # 11-10 Name 
Chuspiy
oq 














Site Description:  
 This site, denoted as Chuspiyoq on the INC map, is a large stone outcrop located in the 
bottom of a valley and surrounded by beautifully worked terraces, canals, and fountains which 
bound and emphasize the outcrop, which does not itself show any readably noticeable 
differentiation.  The outcrop rises out of the western edge of the valley at a point where the 
valley narrows and takes a slight turn from heading southeast to heading southwest.  A secondary 
Inka road heading south bifurcates approximately 300 meters up the valley to the northwest.  
One fork continues down the valley uphill directly to the west while the other heads across the 
ridge heading almost due east.  This set is at the head of a valley which includes a great number 
of other sites including a dam which is recorded as site 11-42 and which may have filled the 
valley here with water, and which terminates near site 11-9 (Salon Punku) where this valley 
crosses the Antisuyu road and heads down into Cuzco. 
 The most notable aspect of this site is its manipulation of water.  Beginning at a point up 
valley from the outcrop itself, water is diverted into two separate paths.  To the west of the 
outcrop the water is brought around the exposed stone and down a long series of stepped ledges 
resembling a staircase before it finally flows into a fountain and then on down the valley.  To the 
east of the outcrop the water meanders back and forth through lined stone channels that take it 
down and around a series of beautiful terraces that cover the breadth of the valley here.  This 
water also flows through a fountain at the bottom of the terraces before continuing on down the 
valley. 
 The western edge of the valley here shows some elaborate terracing work, cellular 
polygonal masonry with flying steps.  These terraces stretch away to the south for 60 meters or 
so in their current state of excavation and climb from the valley floor up to the road.  It is 
difficult to tell in their current state if these terraces were also fed by the canals that mark the 
shorter terraces to the outcrops immediate east.  There are additional, buried terraces on the hills 
surrounding the site to the north, west and east.  
 This site really captured my imagination due to its incorporation of water.  Although 
none of the canals or fountains are currently running, I had to imagine that when they were the 
sound of running water must have inundated this small bend in the valley.  In addition, by 
flanking the outcrop in water I kept thinking of how this stone was bounded, made an island in 
many ways.  In fact, if 11-42 was indeed a functioning dam, this outcrop stood at the head of a 
pool as well as at its water source.  The water would have traveled down the steps to its west, and 
back and forth through the terraces to its east, before both streams rejoined by cascading through 
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two fountains and into the pool on the valley floor.  The duality here is rampant.  The beautiful 
terraces would then have risen from this pool up to the road which passed to the west and looked 
down upon all this. 
 This site then is also the first in a series of sites located downstream in this valley: 11-42, 
12-33, 11-16 (Mantocalla), 11-15, 11-17, 11-32, and finally 11-9 (Salon Punku) and the 
Antisuyu road crossing.  All of these sites then would have been heavily affected by this sites 
control of the valley's water flow, and subsequently would be connected by the water which 
flowed between them.  This site holds incredible portent for me. 
 
Photos: 
 7.21.11 – Panorama with site 11-42 located at 210 degrees down the valley (1-21), view 
of the outcrop and the adjacent terraces from the east (22-23). 
 7.31.11 – Second visit.  Shot down valley towards the dam and Cuzco (24), second 
panorama with two additional reference points, the nearest rock spire of the outcrop at 165 
degrees and the hilltop towards the road at 220 degrees(25-54), details of the fountain at the base 
of the terraces to the east of the outcrop (55-56), details of the water staircase and fountain to the 
west (57-59), details of the terraces to the east of the outcrop (60-62). 
 
 















Site Description:   
 This site is a very prominent but unworked rock outcrop, denoted as Wak'a Yanaqaqa by 
an INC sign, located along the Antisuyu road as it comes closer to the northeast edge of 
Saqsayhuaman Archaeological Park.  The height of the outcrop and its location on the edge of 
ridge gives it a commanding view of the surrounding area, including a view down into Cuzco to 
the south, the Antisuyu road as it travels back towards Cuzco to the southwest, and a bird's eye 
view of the hacienda that stretches away just to the east and the secondary Inka road that crosses 
the opposite valley to the east.  It may even have been possible to see 11-7 (Inka Carcel) 
although just the upper parts.  A secondary road joins Antisuyu only a couple hundred meters to 
the southwest and another site, a spring noted as 11-12, is adjacent to the road just a few hundred 
meters to the northeast.   
 
Photos: 
 7.21.11 - Panorama (pictures 1-28), Ausangate can be seen from the top of the rock at 
105 degrees, Antisuyu road is at 140 degrees, site picture from the road (29). 
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Elev 3643 Type Spring 
 
Site Description: 
This site, denoted as Wak'a Ch'illkapujio by an INC sign, is a spring emanating from the 
bottom a stone outcrop that sits directly along the Antisuyu road.  The water is currently 
collected in a shallow concrete basin before flowing down a pipe towards the old abandoned 
hacienda which lies directly across the road.  Some of the fields of the hacienda are still being 
tilled and it seems the spring is being used to irrigate those fields.  However, there are also two 
lined stone canals which also flow to the southeast toward the hacienda and may have been the 
ancient route the water took to those fields.  Also, its location along the road make it a perfect to 
replenish resources during travel.  This site is somewhat isolated, the only other nearby site being 
11-11 (Wak'a Yanaqaqa) down the road towards Cuzco. 
 
Photos: 
 7.21.11 – Panorama (1-12) where the adobe building sites at 165 degrees, the base of the 
outcrop, the spring, and the concrete basin (13). 
 7.31.11 – Second visit.  Panorama (14-21). 
 










Site Description:   
 This site is an isolated worked stoned, carved into a series of stepped ledges, and located 
in a marshy, gently sloping valley just off the Antisuyu road in the flat plane just above Cuzco.  
The stone itself is partially buried, the exposed part having been worked on both sides to form 
the traditional intersecting planes that resemble ascending staircases or seats on both sides of the 
stone –with three tiers visible on one side and two on the other (although other tiers may be 
buried). 
 This stone is downstream from where the water that flows underneath just to the north of 
11-9 (Salon Punku) - located at 277 degrees - then crosses the Antisuyu road at 11-14, and 
continues down to this point, actually inundating the valley here to the point of creating a marsh 
which touches upon the down valley side of the stone.  Both 11-14 and 11-9 are clearly visible 
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from this point while the Antisuyu road continues on from the crossing at 11-14 to run from west 
to east just uphill to the north. 
 Isolated carved stones are unusual so I am curious as to whether this could have been part 
of a site further upstream, such as 11-14, and washed down.  Or perhaps it was part of a larger 
structure that is either buried, damaged, or both.  The stone itself is quite weathered.  There are 
some cave-like openings in the bluff to the north at 249 degrees that are also visible from this 
point.  Also, there is another, well-built road that splits off from and runs parallel to Antisuyu 
here, just slightly south, and eventually rejoins Antisuyu quite a ways to the east. 
 
Photos: 
7.21.11 - Site photos (1-2), panorama (3-32). 
  













Site Description:   
 This site includes a number of carved stones with stepped ledges and closed niches, some 
elaborate cellular polygonal masonry, and beautiful pave stones all centered around where the 
Antisuyu road crosses the waterway that flows down from 11-10 (Chuspiyoq), just to the north 
of 11-9 (Salon Punku), on down towards the east and 12-9 (Tambillo).  A bluff rises up steeply 
directly to the north, 11-9 lies across the waterway directly to the southwest, the Antisuyu road 
stretches away to the northeast and the southwest, there are a number of agricultural fields in the 
valley as it descends to the east. 
 This site is in an advanced stage of disrepair, but the ruins are tantalizing.  There are two 
stones in the valley bottom, on either side of the current water course, which are carved with 
large, deep closed rectangular niches on the bottom sides of the stone where they touch upon the 
water, and with large stepped ledges along the top of the stones.  Because of the stones mirroring 
effect here, they resemble the foundations of a bridge. 
 On the north side of the site the Antisuyu road crosses over the waterway and up the 
ridge heading northeast.  There is a place where the pave stones of the road have been preserved, 
along with the foundations of what would have been a large, cellular polygonal masonry wall 
perpendicular to the road.  Perhaps there was a gate or passageway here.   
 This site strikes me as incredibly important.  It is yet another Tinku, this time a coming 
together of two passageways, that of the water that descends from 11-42 (Represa Chuspiyoq) 
and that of the human and animal which is the Antisuyu road.  Considering the amount of sites 
along the waterway above this point, it is easy to see that by the time it reached here it would 
have touched a great number of Inka sacred spaces.  What's more, this is the point that you 
would have left the Cuzco basin and really began your climb out to the reaches of the empire.  
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Ausungate is even clearly visible from this site.  After this point the sites become much fewer 
and farther in between and less elaborate as you follow the road out.  I can see a duality in 
passages here as well, one gate over the road and another possibly over the water, a symbolic and 
literal passage through controlled space. 
 
Photos: 
7.21.11 – Site from the east (1), panorama (2-21) – the blue sign in the panorama is at 

















Site Description:   
 This site is a collection of carved stone outcrops with elaborate masonry located on the 
western edge of the shallow valley which runs south from 11-42 (Represa Chuspiyoq) to 11-9 
(Salon Punku) before crossing the Antisuyu road and turning east.  Carved features include an 
inverted ledge at the bottom of the largest outcrop and stepped ledges and seating for masonry on 
top of that outcrop and the adjacent outcrops just uphill to the west.  This site is part of the dense 
number of sites that cover this valley to the north and south, and both 11-16 and 11-9 (Salon 
Punku) are visible clearly. 
The locus of this site is an outcrop which has on its southern side a large, inverted ledge 
which runs into the valley bottom.  On top of this outcrop are the settings and foundations for 
stonework which may have encircled the top of this stone, a feature often referred to as torreón 
("tower" in Spanish).   
Uphill to the west there is an additional carved outcrop which includes a carved rift.  The 
rift is smoothed and has an inverted ledge, while the outcrop above and around this rift has been 
carved to make the foundation for walls for either rooms or terraces, although there is very little 
masonry left to determine the height or purpose of those walls.  The masonry is well-worked in 
the cellular polygonal style. 
On my second visit I found an ofrenda on top of the site.  This includes a shell, inverted 
and full of seed beads, a plastic charm or totem that resembles an anchor to me, and some 
decorative paper that could have been part of a wrapper but is now indiscernible.  This site seems 
a very important part of the constellations of site in this valley, including 11-16 (Mantocalla) at 
352 degrees to the north and 11-9 (Salon Punku) whose staircase is at 192 degrees to the south.  
The import may actually lie with the rift in the stone here, which seems to be quite elaborated, 
but the outcrop has been stripped so it's hard to tell. 




 7.21.11 - Site (1), carved rift in the rock, (2), details of the architecture around the rift (3), 
panorama (4-15). 
 7.31.11 – 11-9 (Salon Punku) (16), panorama (17-37), offerings (38-42). 
 
[On a personal note, I could hear conversation that was happening on Salon Punku.  In the notes 
I have down that I recorded this visit as waypoint 017 originally, but I deleted this out of the 
master chart as it creates a duplicate.  The photos are still included.] 
 
Site # 11-16 Name 
Mantoca
lla 










Site Description:   
 This site, denoted as Mantocalla by the INC, is a collection of carved outcroppings – 
including a cave - with some accompanying masonry walls located on the western edge of a 
gently sloping shallow valley which runs south from 11-42 (Represa Chuspiyoq) to 11-9 (Salon 
Punku) before crossing the Antisuyu road and turning east.  Carved features include a number of 
open niches, canals, pegs, and foundations for additional masonry walls.  This site is part of the 
dense number of sites that cover this valley to the north and south, and 11-15 and 11-9 (Salon 
Punku) are both clearly visible. 
 The largest outcropping is on the eastern edge of the worked outcroppings, sits on the 
valley floor, and includes the cave.  The cave itself appears to be unworked but the top of the 
stone shows extensive carving into rectangular ledges that most likely served as the foundation 
for masonry walls that may have enclosed the top of the stone in a style sometimes referred to as 
torreón.  This tall outcrop seems to be the focus of the site. 
 There is additional carving on the flat outcrop which lays to the east in the valley bottom 
just a few meters to the east.  The top of this stone is riddled with groves, depressions, and rifts 
and includes two unique carvings, a hollowed out peg made of two concentric circles and another 
very roughly rounded peg.  This stone also includes a roughly hewn open niche as well as a 
number of empty bottles and paper which may have been ofrendas. 
 Up the hill to the northwest there are two separate stones with rectangular groves that 
resemble the stones seen in fountains elsewhere.  They are currently somewhat isolated from any 
other immediate surrounding structure but stand in line with a wall of earth that makes me 
believe they were once part of a fountain here that descended into the valley bottom. 
 Up the hill from these stones and from the main outcrop to the west there are a number of 
carved outcrops with neatly incised rectangular open niches that face more or less in the 
direction of the main outcrop with the cave.  There are around two dozen niches carved in these 
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stones and when standing on top of the large outcrop it does in some ways resemble looking out 
at bleachers or a stadium with you as the focal point. 
 Down the valley to the direct south excavation has unearthed the foundations of a 
rectangular structure.  Very little of the wall is still standing and visible, but in part it appears to 
be the cellular polygonal style, while in other parts it is very rough in construction – but this 
could be due to collapse.  The structure is low down towards the valley floor.  Additional pits 
into the hill don't seem to have found additional masonry. 
 It seems to me the focus of this site is the large carved outcrop and the cave it includes.  I 
imagine it with a masonry wall around the top, and a running fountain up the valley to the 
northwest with several falls into a wet valley bottom.  There is running water visible currently, 
and water must have been important, given the dam up valley at 11-42 (Represa Chuspiyoq), and 
the concentric terraces just up the valley at 12-33. 
  
Photos: 
7.21.11 – The main carved outcrop and the cave underneath (1-2), the rectangular 
structure from the valley bottom (3), panorama (4-29) where the ascending stepped ledges of 11-
9 are at 195 degrees and the vertical niche with insets is at 281 degrees, details of the cave (30-
31) 
 7.31.11 - Panorama (32-61), view to the south and 11-9 (Salon Punku) (62), fountains 
(63-64), details of pegs (65-66), ofrenda (67), flat outcrop in valley bottom (68), ledges on the 
main outcrop (69). 
 
**In the notes this second visit is recorded as waypoint 018, which I have deleted out of the chart 
as a duplicate.  The photos are still included.** 
 










Site Description:   
**Visited three times, first time GPS coordinates were lost but site was named 11-17.  
Second time is noted as 11-33 (waypoint 044) on 7.31.11 in original field notes and photos but 
will be included here. Third time was on 7.31.12 and point was taken and named 12-9 by 
accident.  To clear this up I am removing the additional tags and putting all the information 
under 11-17, in the photos I will also combine them all under 11-17.** 
 
 This site is an elaborately carved outcrop with open niches, ascending stepped ledges, a 
lipped hole in the stone, and some canals or possible libation channels.  The outcrop is on the 
southern tip of peninsula formed by a meander in a waterway that turns here from going south to 
north as it descends to the east joining with a second waterway just 60 meters or so away.  The 
outcrop is in the north side of the waterway and its bottom edge is in fact touched by running 
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water, while 11-9 (Salon Punku) is clearly visible at 162 degrees, 12-8 almost directly to the 
west, and a secondary Inka road runs just west of the site. 
 The outcrop is carved into four deep, open niches which ascend as you move up the hill.  
These four niches are flanked by a number of smaller stepped open niches.  The topmost of the 
large niches is marked by a double-barreled hole, a figure eight shape with no material between 
the two holes, which has been emphasized by leaving a pronounced ridge or lip around the hole 
when the rest of the surface was reduced.  On my second visit on 7.31.11 I found this hole full of 
coca.  
 This surface also includes a hole which may pass onto the level below and there are a 
number of additional canals, channels, and rifts in the stone which would have allowed liquid to 
flow among these surfaces.  It is tempting to think of these as libation holes and channels.  There 
are other deep holes or depressions in the outcrop, but they are hard to determine if they have 
been worked.  I believe they have based on the smoothness of the stone here, and one in 
particular I took to calling the butterfly to represent its mirrored shape of back-to-back curves.  
 When facing the outcrop from the south looking north, the stone is rift in two with the left 
side well worked while the right is in a more natural state.  Although the right does include a 
deep open niche that may have actually been enclosed by a roof at one time, as well as an open 
niche. 
 The well-worked large open niches do face roughly southeast towards 11-9 (Salon 
Punku) at 110 degrees which is clearly visible across the low flat marshy plain between, as well 
as towards Ausungate, also visible in the distance.  In this direction is also where the Antisuyu 
road crosses the waterway and the secondary road which passes to the west continues on down to 
the southeast to join Antisuyu a few hundred meters away.  This site then holds import for its 
location at a Tinku, the convergence of waterways and road, as well as for its views of 
surrounding sites as well as Ausungate.   
 
Photos: 
 7.21.11 – (11-17) Panorama (1-16) where the crack in the nearest stone is at 15 degrees 
and the small stepped ledges visible are at 325 degrees, site from the south (17). 
 7.31.11 - (11-33) Site (18-19), lipped hole in main platform (20-22), coca in hole (23), 
panorama (24-47), details of second deep carving (49-51). 
7.31.12 – (12-9) picture of the main stone top-down (52), site (53), internal facing niche 
(54), details of carved ledges and libation holes (55-56), internal canals could carry liquids 
through some of the carved surfaces (57) or down the outside of the outcrop (58), panorama (59-
65), top of the stone (66). 
 
















Site Description:   
 This site, denoted as Chakan by the INC and in common parlance, is a major site built 
around a large carved stone outcropping with two incredibly unique features: (1) a cave, C1, near 
the top of the outcrop with a window which looks to the north over a waterway, (2) a second 
cave, C2, large enough to walk through upright which traverses the outcrop at its base and 
through with the waterway flows on its way south.  Features carved into the top of the outcrop 
include the foundations for elaborate, sedimentary coursed masonry walls as well as a stone-
lined canal which carries water over the top of the outcrop along the side of a secondary Inka 
road which crosses the waterway here on its way out of Cuzco heading northwest along the 
waterways western edge.  The surrounding landscape is heavily terraced with a number of 
agricultural fields still in use.  This site is in fact at the bottom of a series of sites which continue 
up that waterway to the northwest following the road and which include 11-19, 11-20, 11-21, and 
11-22. 
  The top cave (C1) is reached by a steep passageway descending into the outcrop from its 
western edge.  There are a few steps hewn into the stone of unknown antiquity.  Once you have 
descended completely into the outcrop the passage opens into a small chamber with an almost 90 
degree turn to the north.  On that northern wall is a triangular window which looks out over the 
waterway as it comes from the northwest and then takes a 90 degree turn to the south and passes 
through the outcrop at its base.  After passing through the outcrop the water continues on down 
the valley taking a turn towards the southwest.  This cave is often referred to as Balcón del 
Diablo, the devil's balcony, in common parlance. 
 The second cave (C2) at the bottom actually serves as a passageway which carries the 
waterway through the land bridge created by the outcrop.  At the base of the outcrop on the north 
side, the waterway makes a steep drop of several meters before following a gently sloping path 
through the outcrop itself.  The passage is large enough to walk through upright along its entire 
course and in a few places opens up into vaulted chambers with sunlight trickling through.  In 
fact, this cave and the one above it may both be part of a single large rift in the outcrop, carved 
and elaborated at the bottom here by the waterway. 
 Although neither cave shows any clear evidence of manipulation, on the north side of the 
outcrop at its base and just before you enter the second cave, there is a third, shallower cave 
which runs into the outcrop at a right angle heading east.  The outside of this cave shows some 
beautifully and elaborately worked stones at its base, but there are not enough to determine the 
type of masonry or its purpose here.  In their current location they seem to close off or restrict 
access to this cave.  Inside this cave there are some shallow rounded ledges which seem to have 
been carved into the wall.  Otherwise there is no additional differentiation. 
 The top of the outcrop has also been worked and the base of some very finely worked 
sedimentary coursed masonry walls are still visible all along the northern edge of the outcrop.  
At this point, however, there are only the bottom few layers remaining and it's difficult to tell the 
extent of the original architecture.  The masonry hugs the edge of the outcrop creating the 
torreón style seen elsewhere, and as such it could have served to level the top of the outcrop or it 
could have extended up to create an enclosure.  No matter what its purpose, from the waterway 
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below the wall seems to blend seamlessly with the outcrop and rise up almost organically from 
that base. 
 A secondary Inka road traverses across the top of the outcrop utilizing it as a natural 
bridge to cross the waterway here.  It comes up from Cuzco to the southeast and crosses here 
before continuing up to the northwest on the western edge of the waterway.  There are still a 
number of paving stones visible in the road.  Along the side of this road there is a well-built 
stone-lined active canal carrying water down the valley from the northwest to the southeast, 
creating two levels of water flow at approximately rights angles to each other.  Chakan is 
therefore a bridge for both corporeal and aquatic traffic. 
The surrounding valley is heavily terraced, especially along the sides of the waterway 
both above and below Chakan.  The north side of the valley just before Chakan has an additional 
canal which leads down the eastern edge of the waterway to a fountain visible from the balcony 
which the water passes through before joining the main stream once again.  The fields here are 
still in use, are lush even in the dry season, and there are a number of herds grazing in and 
around Chakan. 
This site is once again a Tinku, combining roads, canals, caves, waterways, and exposed 
stone in a unique natural bridge feature almost impossible to replicate.  The extent of the 
surrounding terrace work and the incredible number of sites in close proximity up the waterway 
and the road reveal the import this site must have held.  There is evidence of continued 
excavation just to the north of the main site and the amount of tourist traffic and local use of the 
land shows the power in this landscape.  It appears that a great deal of architecture is missing 
from this site, but what remains belies its importance. 
 
Photos:   
7.24.11 – Panoramic video from the top of the outcrop (1), video of the window from 
inside C1, (2), terraces to the west (3-4), site 11-22 (Pucara) (5), panorama (6-30) – brown house 
322°, stream 358°, platform 302°; window in C1 looking north (31-32), picture of cave and 
balcony from the north (33).  Picture of site 11-22 (Pucara) (34).   
7.28.11 – Second visit. Second panorama (35-64). 
7.29.11 – Third visit also recorded as 11-18.2 in the photos.  C2 from the south entrance 
(1), the inside of C2 (2-6), the north entrance of C2 (7-8), the window in C1 from inside (9-10), 
C3 inside looking west (11), C3 outside looking east (12-13), vaulted chamber inside C2 (14-15), 
conch shell inside C2 (16). 
 
Site # 11-19 Name 
Negruyo
q 












Site Description:   
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 This site, denoted as Negruyoq on the INC map, is a set of beautifully worked cellular 
polygonal masonry walls which abut a large outcrop along the eastern edge of the bottom of the 
waterway just upstream of Chakan.   
The outcrop shows minimal carving, just the seating for a few masonry stones where the 
walls come into contact.  The masonry walls are incredibly well-built and create what seems to 
be two spaces.  The first is a rectangular chamber with trapezoidal niches along the back wall 
and single doorway.  The second is downhill closer to the water, reached by a staircase, and 
includes a beautiful fountain along its northern edge.  It's harder to tell due to wall fall, but this 
too may have been a rectangular chamber. 
Overall the site sits very low in the valley bordering on the waterway even in the dry 
season and so it seems likely that rising water levels might have even inundated at least the lower 
structure.  Its location is somewhat curious as it's across the waterway from the secondary road 
with no clear point of access.  The mystery is deepened somewhat by the elaborate trapezoidal 
niches in the upper chamber and the quality of the stonework, yet the small size of the currently 
visible site.  Perhaps wak'a sat in these niches and overlooked the water of the lower fountain 
before it made its way down to Chakan?  Also of note is the stone at the site's base which sits in 




7.24.11 – Site from western bank (1), details of fountain (2), details of masonry abuting 
outcrop (3), panorama (4-17) where the valley continues up at 330° and the large peak up valley 
is at 324 degrees,  11-19 from up valley looking down the road (18-19), site from current road to 
the west (20). 
7.29.2011 – Details of the fountain (21-22). 
 
Site # 11-20 Name 
Nusta 
Pacana 










Site Description:   
 This site, denoted as Nusta Pacana on the INC map, is a structure built of roughly worked 
elaborate cellular polygonal masonry walls on top of an outcrop which rises steeply out of the 
western bank of the waterway which meanders here from the northwest to the southwest.  The 
secondary Inka road approaches the site from the southeast and terminates here (according to my 
data from Romero).  There is no worked bedrock readily visible but the partially excavated 
structure shows incorporated outcrops and trapezoidal niches.  The surrounding valley also 
shows some beautiful masonry walls and terracing. 
 This site is located again at a tinku - as the main waterway here follows the meander from 
northwest to southwest it is joined by a small drainage coming directly from the east.  The 
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waterway also constricts here and drops sharply, filling the valley with the sound of water.  The 
location of the site high up on the outcrop in this bend gives it a command of the valley in both 
directions and the water can be heard echoing up the walls to the top. 
The actual architecture visible on top is a single small room, one corner of which is 
occupied by an unworked protrusion of stone.  The walls have trapezoidal niches in them, but 
they have also show evidence of recent INC reconstruction and as such it is difficult to tell if 
these niches were in the original construction.  This room is the only room excavated and sits on 
the southern edge of the outcrop, but the top of some of the masonry walls can be seen extending 
across the outcrop to the north where they are mostly buried.  On the far northern side the 
masonry wall includes a descending staircase which heads back down into the valley. 
The valley below to the east shows evidence of extensive terracing and masonry walls 
which seem to canalize the waterway.  In fact, there is some well-worked cellular polygonal 
masonry visible just across the waterway to the north.  In addition, across the water way to the 
east the hills that rise out of this valley also show extensive evidence of terracing running up as 
far as the eye can see. 
On top of the outcrop there is a stone that looks very much like a mirror image of the two 
peaks up the valley.  Given the mimesis of other well-known Inka constructions I think the 
evidence here is worth noting and recording. 
It was very hard for me to get a feel for this site.  Its location high up on a bluff 
overlooking this tinku lends import, as well as its possibly mimetic outcrop on top and its 
location at the western edge of the large outcrop of stone that causes the constriction of the river 
here.  It is also, according to Romero, the termination of a secondary Inka road, although to end 
the road here seems puzzling.  Regardless, this site is the northernmost site in the chain of sites 
that leads down to 11-18 (Chakan) and has a special space in the landscape for that reason as 
well.  And the amount of beautiful construction in the waterway below and up the surrounding 
hills give this site some weight in my mind. 
 
Photos: 
7.24.11 – Site from the south (1), two outcrops of stone on top and two peaks to the north 
that resemble them (2-3), panorama (4-27) with the large peak up valley is 322 degrees, cement 
post 53 degrees, and site 11-19 at 141 degrees. 
7.29.11 – Second visit.  Second panorama (28-45). 
 
Site # 11-21 Name 
Salonniy
oq 










Site Description:   
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This site, denoted as Salonniyoq by the INC, is a large worked stone in the bottom of the 
waterway between 11-20 and 11-19, flanked by beautiful terraces, a well-preserved section of 
the secondary Inka road, and fountains and canals.   
The carved features of the stone include the rectangular foundations for masonry which 
would have encircled the top of the rock, commonly found in torreóns as mentioned previously.  
Additionally, there are a number of inverted ledges on the bottom of the stone leading down to 
the waterbed.   
The masonry includes a number of very well-worked terrace walls in the cellular 
polygonal style leading up both valley walls.  On the west side there is a fountain with what 
appear to be stairs leading down into the pool under the fall of the fountain.  Reminiscent of what 
have been called baths in sites like Machu Picchu.  It is also on this side where the road runs 
along the valley wall continuing north to 11-20 (Nusta Pacana). 
At this site almost the entirety of the visible valley is worked, terraced, and carved.  The 
road passes through a completely controlled microenvironement here, and this site is definitely 
tied to 11-20 (Nusta Pacana) to the northwest and 11-19 (Negruyoq) to the southeast.  The 
incredible amount of terracing here and the fountain mean this point would definitely have made 
an impression on the traveler. 
 
Photos: 
7.24.11 - Site (80), details of the fountain (81-82). 
 










Site Description:  
 This site, denoted as Pucara by the INC, is a large outcrop of stone, partially enclosed in 
sedimentary coursed masonry, located high up on the western edge of the waterway that 
descends from 11-20 (Nusta Pacana) down to Chakan.  The top of the outcrop can be reached 
from the northwest where it runs into the side of the valley, but on its southeastern edge it drops 
steeply away.  The effect of both this wall and the location of the outcrop is that it becomes like a 
tower or platform rising out of the valley here with views of the entire terraced eastern edge of 
the valley, of the site 11-18 (Chakan), and of a great deal of the secondary road as it climbs out 
of Cuzco and passes directly beneath 11-22 to the east.  I can see the outcrop that lies above 11-
19 up the valley, although with the current growth of trees cannot make out the site itself.  The 
outskirts of Cuzco are also clearly visible. 
 
Photos: 
7.24.11 - Site (1), panorama (2-14) where the tall trees are at 190 degrees, site 11-19 is at 
353 degrees, and the yellow house is at 290 degrees (tree). 
7.29.11 – Second panorama (15-32). 
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Site # 11-23 Name 
Kusilluc
hoq 















Site Description:   
 This site, denoted by the INC as Kusilluchoq, is an elaborately carved outcrop with 
accompanying elaborate masonry bordering directly on the Antisuyu road as it levels out after 
climbing out of Cuzco before reaching (11-9) Salon Punku and beginning to climb again out of 
the Cuzco valley.  Features carved into the bedrock include open niches, pegs, canals, 
zoomorphs, and a fountain along the road.  The site includes a deep crevice or cave in the stone 
around which a great deal of the carving is centered.  The site sits in the flat plane just above the 
city, directly to the west of the Antisuyu road, and just a short distance south of the 
conglomeration of sites in the valley with 11-9 (Salon Punku). 
 The surface of the outcrop is broken-up and mottled, partially filled-in so that it looks like 
lots of smaller stones.  But the largest part of the exposed stone is around a deep fissure or 
crevice which runs from approximately 100 to 307 degrees east to west.  Here there are large 
surfaces of exposed stone which have been carved into closed and open niches, pegs, and a series 
of zoomorphs which the guides say are monkeys, and I can see familiar snake and puma motifs 
as well.  Again, these zoomorphs are rare among carved features. 
 On the southern side of this crevice the ground opens up against the wall to create a deep 
hole in the earth.  The stone wall above this hole has a protrusion which has been worked and on 
which I found an ofrenda of coca berries, tobacco and cigarette products, coca leaves, a slice of 
orange, and local flowers and plants.  The stone directly surrounding this hole is also worked – 
although it's difficult to determine the style or purpose in its current state.  I can see additiona l 
coca leaves in the bottom of this hole. 
 On top of the outcrop there are a number of open niches, or 'seats,' carved into the stones 
still focused around the crevice.  There are also a number of stones with cut channels that show 
evidence of water flow.  These could have been drainage hydraulics or part of fountains.  There 
is also a shallow carved indentation in a stone that still holds water – possibly a reflection pool.  
There is also an additional peg, almost perfectly round and again on the northern edge of the 
crevice, as well as an open niche with a holes in their base 
 The eastern edge of the site is the Antisuyu road and from the road you can look directly 
down into the crevice at the center of the site and the zoomorphs and cave therein.  After you 
pass the crevice and continue on the road north for a few meters you come upon a large 
rectangular fountain fed by two grooved channels in the stone at the back of the fountain.  The 
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fountain actually feels somewhat separated from the rest of the site and instead seems oriented 
towards the road.  It could have been a way station for travelers as they came out of Cuzco on the 
road. 
 On the western side of the site there are a number of very well-built rectangular 
structures, in the cellular polygonal masonry style.  These structures are located downhill slightly 
from the carved crevice in the stone, in a shallow valley that runs north to south starting at the 
western edge of the outcrop. 
 This site is such a beautiful location along the road just as it plateaus climbing out of 
Cuzco.  11-9 (Salon Punku) is so clearly visible to the north and a number of other sites (12-6, 
11-6) are visible across the flat fields to the northwest.  The crevice in this stone seems so 
important in its overall development, and the zoomorphs and continued use for ofrendas are 
important to note. 
 
Photos: 
 7.24.11 – Zoomorphs (1-4), fountain along the road (5), panorama (6-34) where the shed 
to the right at Salon Punku is at 5 degrees and the Viva el Peru is at 205 degrees, channeled stone 
on top (35), rounded peg on top (36-37), carved indentation on top (38-39), open niche with 
holes (40), carved protrusion and stonework around large hole (41-43).   
 7.31.11 – Details of protrusion with an ofrenda (44-53). 
 











This site is an extensively carved outcrop of stone located directly west of the modern 
road 28G just before that road makes a hairpin turn from north to eventually east.  The site is at 
the top of the long, gently sloping valley that includes an incredibly dense number of sites and 
which we noted earlier as it ends at 11-9 (Salon Punku).  It is also directly across the road and 
most likely linked to a number of other sites including 11-4, 11-25, 11-26, 11-27, and 12-36.  
There is running water at the base of this site and a number of cars are stopped here to wash. 
 The predominance of the carving here is open niches, nested so as to form the appearance 
of ascension as you travel up the side of the valley.  These seem to face in a wide angle towards 
the east in general.  There are also a number of grooves and channels which may have directed 
water and libation between these niches down to the stream by the road.  I can find no additional 
architecture. 
 I have to believe that this site is connected both to 11-4 (a small fountain and basin across 
the road), 11-3 (a carved, step-like stone alone in the valley to the south), 11-2 (Lanlacuyoq), and 
the conglomeration of sites around Ukukochayoq including 11-25, 11-26, 11-27, and 12-36 – but 
it is hard to tell because the modern road cuts through the middle of these sites now obscuring 
some of their relation.  All of these sites are located in the fork created by the divergence of two 
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secondary roads, one heading north and another northeast, however, and this site begins an 
incredible density of sites that runs down the valley it heads to the southeast until 11-9 (Salon 
Punku). 
Photos: 
 7.25.11 - Site from the east (1), panorama (2-27) where the red car is at 30 degrees, the 
fountain is at 100 degrees, the teal tent is at 181 degrees. 
 










Site Description:   
 This site is a large worked boulder sitting on the side of Ukuko hill and overlooking the 
modern road 28G which lies to the west down the hill about a hundred meters.  The boulder 
includes a deeply etched, inverted niche at the bottom.  Up the hill to the east lies the site of 12-
36 (Ukukochayoq) and so I believe this may be part of the site and tied into the conglomeration 
of sites that lie in this shallow valley.  Currently it is impossible to reach the top of the stone due 
to private land holdings. 
 
Photos: 
 7.25.11 – Panorama (1-16) where the tent is 288 degrees and 11-2 is at 258 degrees, site 
photos showing niche (17-18). 
 










Site Description:   
 This site consists of a couple of worked stones about 40 meters south of 11-25 on the 
eastern slope of the long valley which ends at 11-9 (Salon Punku).  This site also overlooks the 
modern road 28G which lies to the west and is at the bottom of the large site of Ukukochayoq 
that is uphill to the east. 
 The stones themselves are carved as open niches, with bases that step up as you move 
horizontally across the stone.  In fact, they almost appear to be a cross section of a staircase.  The 
workmanship is excellent and smooth. 
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 This sites very close proximity to 11-25 and 11-27 lead me to connect them all together, 
again probably as the bottom part of 12-36 (Ukukochayoq).  In their current location they are 
somewhat isolated and overgrown and seem a little out of place.  The inverted ledge of 11-25 is 
glaringly visible and I can just make out 11-24 in the bend of the road. 
  
Photos: 
 7.25.11 – Panorama (1-22) where 11-25 is at 342 degrees, details of seats (23-25). 
 










Site Description:   
 This site is a carved outcrop of stone that is part of a larger stone outcrop close to 11-25 
and 11-26 on the eastern slope of the long valley which ends at 11-9 (Salon Punku).  This site 
also overlooks the modern road 28G which lies to the west and is at the bottom of the large site 
of Ukukochayoq that is uphill to the east. 
 The stone is actually nestled into a curve in the larger bedrock so that it forms a curved 
alley.  The inside of the stone is carved into closed niches, one with a series of stepped ledges.  
These are hard to access and do not allow a large audience.   
In close proximity I found sections of elaborate cellular polygonal masonry that is mostly 
overgrown.  This could be part of terracing or erosion control. 
Again, this site's close proximity to both 11-25 and 11-26 lead me to connect these sites, 
otherwise each of them seems incongruous with the normal style and location of Inka sites.  
Altogether they seem to fit as the boundary of 12-36 Ukukochayoq, or as a series of sites here 
that took advantage of the stream at 11-24. 
 
Photos: 
 7.25.11 – Details of niches (1-3), section of wall (4) 
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Site Description:   
 This site, denoted as 7 Bateas by the INC, is made up of a number of carved stones and 
elaborate cellular polygonal masonry walls centered around a large boulder and a waterfall in the 
bottom of the waterway which descends from 11-18 (Chakan).  Carved features include open 
niches, channels for liquids, and the seating for additional stonework.  The site flanks the 
waterway here and is just downstream from two additional sites, 11-29 (Llaullipata) and 12-14 
(Quespehuara), where a secondary Inka road ends in the waterway. 
 The focal point of this site is where the waterway constricts and plays across a couple of 
large boulders in the streambed, falling through several cataracts as it travels through and out of 
the site to the south.  These boulders include etched channels that direct some of the flow out of 
and back into the main stream, and a boulder which includes a channel to bring liquid down into 
the main stream from the eastern bank.  Many of these boulders currently have small walls or 
dams of stones built across them which help to create pools.  One boulder even shows evidence 
of having had a wall built into its side across the water. 
 These boulders show additional carving at this point, including a number of open niches 
which face towards the water.  There are also several tiers of elaborate cellular polygonal 
masonry walls, on both sides of the streambed, which connect the boulders and line the 
waterway here.  The tiers are shallow, and in many places rise directly out of the stone, creating 
a steep and narrow passage for the water to pass through.  The echo the sound of the running 
water. 
 On the eastern bank up a couple of tiers from the water there is a large boulder which also 
shows evidence of carving.  The western edge looks to have once had the inverted ledge motif, 
while the top of the stone shows evidence of having had additional masonry on top along the 
edges.  The boulder is flanked by masonry and transects two separate levels. 
 This site really impacts you, both in the way it plays with the water around these 
boulders, and in the way it uses the masonry walls here to create a dramatic emphasis of the 
constriction of the valley.  The drawing away of water from the main stream as it passes through 
the site is reminiscent of other sites in Cuzco and seems to hold some import in allowing a tinku 
to happen.  I also want to note the open niches face in towards the waterway and the boulder.  I 
very interesting site. 
 
Photos: 
 7.28.11 – Site from the south (1-2), panorama from the eastern side just next to the 
boulder (3-37), boulders with grooves (38-39), boulder looking south (40), waterfall below the 
site (41-42), details of channels and falls in the site (43-50), panorama from the western bank 
(51-70). 
 7.28.11 – Photos from a second camera (in second folder labeled 11-28.2).  Site from the 
south (1-2), panorama (3-33) where down valley is 160 degrees.  
 
Site # 11-29 Name 
Llaullip
ata 
Date 7.28.11 Time 2:59 
 
GPS S -13.49656 Elev 3619 Type Major Site, 










Site Description:   
 This site, denoted as Llaullipata by the INC, is a carved boulder or outcrop in the bottom 
of the waterbed, flanked on both banks by several tiers of elaborately built cellular polygonal 
masonry walls and some additional worked stones.  Carved features include open niches, pegs, 
channels, and a very unique stepped Inka cross motif.  The surrounding banks are not only lined 
with stone masonry but include a number of well-built canals on both sides.  The site is located 
at the end of a secondary Inka road whose primary purpose seems to have been to reach this 
location.  12-14 (Quespehuara) is located immediately across the stream to the southwest and 11-
28 (7 Bateas) is a short distance downstream, meanwhile some walls and isolated stones show 
that there used to be additional architecture upstream around 12-13 and 11-30. 
 The focus of this site is undoubtedly the large outcrop or boulder which eastern bank of 
the waterway here and which is heavily worked as well as incorporated into the surrounding 
masonry.  As you approach the site from the east and the direction of the road you are faced with 
a half-dozen or more open niches cut deeply into the stone.  Almost all face east, while there are 
a few facing north, and some very roughly cut ones facing west as well.  The northeast corner of 
the rock shows the foundations for a wall that must have once connect this boulder to the valley 
wall controlling access to the seats on the east side of the outcrop. 
 On top of the stone and running down the western and southern sides are additional, 
rougher cut open niches with lots of evidence for channels and depressions meant to carry and 
collect liquid.  There are also a couple of perfectly carved round pegs.  The north side of the 
stone, however, includes a very unique carving that looks like the stepped motif of the Inks 
cross, carved into the bottom side where the stone touches on water, and below which we see a 
more common inverted ledge. 
 Both banks of the waterway here have stone-lined canals that carry water along the 
terrace parallel to the course of the stream.  The terraces themselves are extremely well-built in 
the cellular polygonal masonry style.  On the eastern side there is still visible a beautiful staircase 
connecting the level of the outcrop to the one above. 
 In the waterway to the south is a broken piece of stone that shows it was once fitted into 
additional architecture, as well as a second stone that also have very nice open niches facing out 
to the south and east.  These stones connect this site to 12-14 (Quespehara) in my opinion, and in 
fact I am unsure as to which site to attribute them. 
 The focus of this site is again obviously the large outcrop at its center.  What strikes me is 
the open niches that face you as you come to the site from the road, and the incredible canals 
which take water out and along both banks of the waterway here.  The map even mentions Canal 
Quespehara as an important part of the landscape here – and this is most likely part of the 
purpose of site 12-14 (Quespehara) – which is undoubtedly connected to this site in some 
manner.  Perhaps the water even used to flow as far south as 11-28 (7 Bateas) before rejoining 
the stream.  The pilgrimage of the water between sites could have reflected the movement of 
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other elements in the Andean universe.  I am also especially drawn to waters play between the 
open niches on top – and the incredible Andean cross motif carved into the northern side of the 
stone at water level.   
 When I returned in 2012 the INC had built a secondary wall in the waterbed – ostensibly 
to help control water flow and erosion.  That wall runs directly through the middle of the site and 
changes the entire feel of the site. 
 
Photos: 
 7.28.11 – Site looking upstream from a distance (1-2), site looking east from across the 
waterway (3-6), detail of main outcrop and double step/Inka cross motif from north (7-9), details 
of the outcrop including pegs, open niches (10-14), panorama (15-44), video (45). 
 7.29.11 – Main outcrop from the north (1), details of pegs, channels, and open niches on 
main outcrop (2-7), panorama (8-53). 
 8.1.12 – Site from op the hill to the east (1), main outcrop from the east (2), channel on 
eastern side of the waterway (3), wall of masonry (4), main outcrop from north (5), details of 
niches, channels, and pegs on top of outcrop (6-10), fallen piece of masonry and new wall (11), 
panoramas from the top of the main outcrop (12-28), detail of new wall (29). 
  












Site Description:   
 This site consists of an exposed section of elaborate cellular polygonal masonry exposed 
by a large washout or landslide approximately 150 meters upstream from 11-29.  The bank of the 
waterway here is heavily eroded and the streambed is strewn with stone.   
High up on the embankment this erosion has exposed a section of wall that the INC has 
temporarily shored up with wooden braces and marked with chalk for future reconstruction.  The 
section is obviously part of what used to be a larger construction, but the washout makes it very 
difficult to determine the nature of it.  At least one of the stones in the bed is also worked with 
two open niches and could have fallen from somewhere on the bank, been part of a construction 
project in the streambed itself, or could have been a quarried stone not yet in place or abandoned.   
This site, along with the single stone found at 12-13 leads me to be believe that a lot more 
of this waterway was lined with stone construction than is currently visible.  Whether this 
construction was for erosion control, ease of travel, terracing, aesthetics – the waterways in the 
park were heavily manipulated. 
 
Photos:  
 7.28.11 – Wall from opposing bank (1), close-up of the wall (2), streambed and stone (3), 
worked stone in the streambed (4). 
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Site # 11-31 Name 
Qochapa
ta 













Site Description:   
 This site, denoted as Qochapata by the INC, is a major site incorporating elaborate 
cellular polygonal masonry structures and terraces surrounding two large outcrops of stone 
which form a natural alley off of which are a number of cave-like openings in the larger outcrop 
with modern offerings inside.  The site is located just north of and across the modern road (28G) 
from 11-41 (Qhenqo Grande) and 11-8 (Qhenqo Chico).  A secondary Inka road passes just 80 
meters to the west of the site and another section of road was recently uncovered on the southern 
edge of the site with a west-east orientation passing between this site and 11-41 (Qhenqo 
Grande). 
 The focus of this site is the caves located in the larger outcrop to the north.  Access to 
these caves is controlled through the construction of a number of reconstructed masonry walls 
that close off the space between this outcrop and the parallel outcrop about 20 meters to its south.  
These 2 outcrops and the walls which connect them make a rectilinear space wish also houses a 
number of rectangular structures – some of which look to be antechambers allowing access into 
the space framed by the outcrops.  In many places these walls actually create a façade directly in 
front of exposed bedrock. 
 Both outcrops are flanked by extensive terracing, are in fact embedded in or protruding 
from a hill which is almost completely terraced as it descends down towards 11-8 and 11-41 and 
towards the secondary road to the west.  At the bottom of this terraced hill there is a short stretch 
of road which is very well built running east/west but which is currently not connected to the 
other known Inka roads.  To the north of the outcrops a eucalyptus forest obscures the extent of 
the terracing, if any, but there is a wall which seems to enclose the outcrop. 
 The cave is currently filled with offerings including streamers and confetti, miniature 
clay pots, flowers, wine in a plastic cup, and ashes in a number of small alcoves.  It is obvious 
this is still a very important site to local parishioners, and possibly to spiritual tourists as well. 
 Additionally I want to note that although I thought I could find channels on top of the 
stone – they were not clear enough that I felt comfortable saying they were purposely made.  In a 
similar manner, I did not find any clearly well-worked stone.  I wonder if this site was somehow 
storage, or related to 11-41 and 11-8 down below.  It certainly would have been in line of the 
waterway as it came down the valley occupied by the modern road.   
 Alexei Vranich was conducting a field school here in 2011 and can provide more detail 
on the site. 
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Photos: 
 7.31.11 – Panorama (1-20), structures between the outcrops from above (21-22), 
structures from below (23), ofrendas (24-28). 
  










Site Description:   
This site is a number of elaborately carved deep closed niches in a stone directly north of 
11-9 (Salon Punku), on the southern edge of the streambed which runs east/west here after 
descending from 11-10 (Chuspiyoq).   
The niches actually open south towards 11-9 and the stepped ledges of Salon Punku are 
clearly visible.  On the north side of the stone there is a steep drop to the water and the side of 
the waterway is lined with stone, and a stairway (see photos for 11-9 (Salon Punku)).  The niches 
have additional carved spaces above them to accommodate additional cap stones which are now 
missing.   
This site is most likely part of 11-9, and it's tempting to see a reflective gaze between 
these closed niches and the stepped ledges of 11-9.  They also look over the Antisuyu road as it 




7.31.11 - Panorama (1-20) 
 
Site # 11-33 Name 
Tambo
machay 














Site Description:   
 This site, denoted as Tambomachay by the INC, is centered around a series of fountains 
created by and elaborated with well-built cellular polygonal masonry walls on both sides of a 
waterway directly next to a secondary Inka road that leaves the Cuzco valley heading north 
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toward El Valle Sagrado.  The masonry walls create a series of terraces that line the valley and 
include some notable features such as trapezoidal closed niches and double-jammed doorways.  
There are also some worked stones with open niches and stone shaped to allow it to be enclosed 
by stone.  This site is in a valley which includes a number of other sites: including 11-37, 11-34, 
11-5, and 12-65 up the valley, and the large site of 11-39 down valley where two secondary 
roads leaving Cuzco to the north diverge. 
 The fountains are a focal point of this site.  At the main part of the site, the place with the 
greatest amount of construction, the waterway is canalized a small amount is diverted and run 
down the side of the southern slope until it falls through two fountains, a single cascade and then 
a double cascade, and from there continues on down the southern slope periodically falling 
through another fountain.  The fountains have rectangular catch basins large enough for a person 
to sit in and have often been referred to as royal baths. 
 At the point of the double fountain a series of tall cellular polygonal masonry walls create 
a series of terraces, the bottom two of which include the fountains.  The tier above those is the 
tallest and includes a doorway and stairs in its western edge as well as incorporates and 
emphasizes a piece of bedrock in a prominent manner.  To the west of the doorway the masonry 
creates two trapezoidal niches – one on this third tier and one below on the second.  They are 
also built with double lintels flanking them on either side. 
Above all this is a fourth tier which has built into the masonry four trapezoidal niches, 
almost identical, and very prominent in the stonework.  These are tall enough for me to stand in 
them.  This tier also has a protrusion of bedrock with an open niche carved into it, directly above 
and behind the incorporated piece of bedrock in tier three.  The wall here continues on to the 
west but is in disrepair and it is therefore more difficult to make out significant features. 
On the southern side of the waterway, across from the main course of the stream, a large 
outcrop has been significantly carved to create a rectangular shape that is encased in a double 
course of well-worked cellular polygonal masonry.  In its current state it creates a platform 
overlooking the main fountains of the site. 
The entire valley here is heavily terraced on both the north and south sides as the 
waterway leaves the main fountains and flows downhill to the east.  There are also a number of 
sites nearby, including 12-65 (Machay), which is visible across the valley to the north, and 11-5 
(Tuqowachana) which is up the valley on the southern slope.  11-37 and 11-34 may have been 
connected to 11-33 by controlling the water and are located upstream on the southern slope as 
well.  Meanwhile, moving downstream we can clearly see 11-39 (Pucapucara), overlooking the 
Inka roads as they traverse the valley.  There is also a village in the hills above 11-33 
(Tambomachay) to the southeast and directly above the site.  The secondary road crosses straight 
through the site before crossing from the south to the north side and continuing out of the valley. 
This sites import lies in its manipulation of water along the roadway.  As baths, hydration 
source, and/or irrigation this site commands the valley here.  Anyone entering from the Valle 
Sagrado by this route would be immersed in terraced, lush fields and the sound of these beautiful 
fountains.   The trapezoidal niches and the close proximity of 12-65, as well as the use of the 
Quechua word for cave (Machay), is also telling of how this site derived its importance. 
 
Photos: 
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 7.9.11 – Shaped outcrop with stone enclosure (1-3), main fountains and walls (4-8), main 
part of site looking east (9), fountain close up (10), additional fountains downstream (11), 11-39 
(Pucapucara) (12) 
 7.31.11 – Fountain close up (13-17), embedded outcrop and carved outcrop (18-20), main 
site (21-22), lower fountains (23-25), Pucapucara and Ausungate (26-27). 
 










Site Description:  
 This site is a complex of elaborate cellular polygonal masonry walls which make up a 
series of terraces and rectangular structures spanning a small valley, which also includes the site 
11-5 (Tuqowachana), and upstream a short distance from 11-33 (Tambomachay).  A little farther 
west is a body of water marked as site 11-37 which seems to drain directly through this site, and 
the secondary Inka road that passes through 11-33 is across the large valley to the northeast. 
 The walls here stretch across a small valley that slopes downhill from the south to the 
north until it joins the larger valley that slopes downhill from west to east towards 11-33 
(Tambomachay).  In the middle of the valley the walls are in an advance state of collapse and 
seem to have been part of a number of rectangular structures.  There are a couple of masonry 
walls, however, running north/south at the base of the outcrop which forms the western border of 
the valley that are much better built and still in very good shape.  These walls form a couple of 
terraces at the base of the outcrop and in one place actually frame a small crevice or cave in the 
outcrop. 
 This site could have been storage rooms, possible for the site just down the valley, 11-5 
(Tuqowachana), or even for 11-33 (Tambmachay).  It would also not have been difficult to run 
the water from 11-37 through this valley, possibly running it through a series of falls as seen in 
other places, although the structures in the middle speak against this.  Across the large valley to 
the north there are some very well-built terraces visible so maybe these sites are again all part of 
a complex of interrelated sites running up a single waterway.  In addition, the difference in the 
construction of the walls that run north/south, and the poorer quality structures is interesting, 
especially considering the better masonry is around the outcrop and the crevice. 
 
Photos: 
7.31.11 - Panorama (1-10), details of structures (11-15), cave (16-18). 
8.29.12 – Site overview from the top of the outcrop to the south (19-21). 
 
 
Site # 11-35 Name 
Machuc
hoquequ
Date 7.17.11 Time 16:27 
















Site Description:   
 This site, denoted as Machuchoquequirao by the INC, is a huge site consisting of 
extensive cellular polygonal masonry making up an extensive system of terraces through which a 
secondary Inka road passes, and in the middle of which is a circular tiered-tower and some 
carved stones around an outcropping with a small cave.  The site is downstream from 11-7 (Inka 
Carcel) and the road which passes through continues on east to a major intersection where five 
paths diverge. 
 As you approach the site from the west along the Inka road, the entire eastern and 
western slope of the valley here is terraced with well-built, cellular polygonal masonry walls in 
very good repair.  The road in fact passes through these terraces as it crosses the valley here and 
climbs the opposite side moving from west to east.  However, the feature that really stands out of 
this site is the tower built of concentric circular terraces on top of these terraces on the 
prominence of a ridge that sticks out over the valley.  This tower captures the attention as soon as 
you pass into the valley along the road and is the focal point of the valley here. 
 Behind this tower to the east is a small flat area that runs up against an outcrop.  The 
ground here is strewn with worked stone including some rectangular blocks that must have been 
part of another, long-gone structure.  There is also a large worked stone with an open niche 
facing toward the tower.  A second, smaller tower is visible to the south and may be the 
huaynachoquequirao referenced on the INC map. 
 Where this flat plane runs into the outcrop there is extensive cellular polygonal masonry, 
both along the outcrop encasing it, but also between protrusions of the outcrop creating an 
enclosed space with trapezoidal doorways.  Almost cave-like this construction allows you to step 
into the stone of the outcrop here, actually passing through it with a door on each end. 
 This site was obviously important as it lay along the road coming into the heart of Cuzco 
from the east.  The sites dual circular towers are reminiscent of such motifs throughout the sites 
and iconography of the Inka.  In many places I also found dual terraced pits in close proximity.  
 
Photos: 
7.20.11 - Site photos of main circular tower (1-2), me on the tower (3-5), open niche (6), 
masonry along outcrop (7-8), view towards Cuzco (9), panorama (10-20),  smaller tower (21-22), 
cave (23), road (24), site view from across valley (25-26). 
7.21.11 - Panorama where second mound is at 108 degrees - by airport (27-46), door in 
crevice (47), some construction farther up the same valley, not far, where the bridge crosses (48) 
8.24.2012 - Site from across the valley taken 8.24.12 (49) 
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9.3.12 – Site from the west (50-52) 
 
 










Site Description:  
 This site is an extensively carved outcrop of stone, with a number of open and closed 
niches and stepped ledges, located along a secondary Inka road at the outskirts of the modern 
city and in the bend of a modern road which makes up the southern boundary of the 
Sacsayhuaman Archaeological Park. 
 On the north side of the outcrop the stone is carved to form a series of stepped ledges.  
On the south side there are a number of large, open niches, some of which have small rectangular 
closed niches carved into their backs.  These open niches have a number of stepped ledge motifs 
on them as well.   
These niches have a commanding view of the valley and mountains to the south.  They 
also look over the road which passes directly below this outcrop.  In addition, 12-27 (Pata 
Llaqta) is only 60 meters to the west across the modern road and it is likely these two sites were 
connected. 
 Overall the stone is heavily carved, but looks incomplete.  In my opinion, there must be a 
lot of additional masonry missing.  Some of the carved features do in fact resemble the marks left 
in Inka masonry.  Also the close proximity to the road may mean a good deal of this site was 
damaged or is covered. 
 
Photos: 
7.20.11 - Overlooking Cuzco (1), site from the south (2-4)  
8.24.12 – Site (5), details from south of ledges which face 210 degrees (6-7), and north 
which face 30 degrees (8). 
 






Elev 3910 Type Pool 
 
Site Description:  
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This site is a body of water which sits in a small plain just up the valley from 11-34 and 
11-5 (Tuqowachana).  A slightly raised road forms a sort of dam, but there is no readily 
recognizable evidence of Inka construction.   
However its close proximity to the buildings and terracing of 11-34 and its location in a 
place where its hydraulics could be linked to that site, to 11-5, and to 11-33 (Tambomachay), 
give it import in my analysis. 
 
Photos: 
7.31.11 - Panorama (1-9), overview photos from 8.29.12 (10-12) 
8.29.12 – Site from above 
 










Site Description:   
 This site is a small, exposed section of elaborate cellular polygonal masonry located 
along a modern trail heading west out of Cuzco along the Saphi River.  The wall is very well 
built, but there is only a small section exposed so it's difficult to determine if it was part of the 
road, terracing, or both.  There are no sites nearby, but two secondary roads pass, one across the 
valley to the south and one up the hill to the north. 
 
Photos: 
 7.29.11 – Site (1)  
 
Site # 11-39 Name 
Puca 
Pucara 











Site Description:   
 This site, denoted as Pucapucara by the INC, is a huge site with elaborate cellular 
polygonal masonry walls on top of hill overlooking two secondary Inka roads that diverge here 
on their way north out of the Cuzco Valley and onto the Sacred Valley. 
 This site is described ad nauseum in many other places so for our purposes I just want to 
note that the walls create several tiers of platforms that raise the site up and make it difficult to 
enter.  The main entry way on the west side includes a number of rectangular structures and 
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trapezoidal, double-linteled doorways.  Below the site in the valley to the north the waterway is 
completely stone-lined and canalized as it passes here coming from 11-33 (Tambomachay) and 
heading east where it eventually turns south and passes 11-7 (Inka Carcel).  This site is often 
talked about as a fortress and it does seem to guard the roads as the pass here, as well as the 
access to Tambomachay. 
 
Photos: 
 7.31.11 – site from the southwest (1-2), site from the entrance to Tambomachay (3-5),  
 8.27.12 – site from south (6) 
 
Site # 11-40 Name 
Sacsayh
uaman 












Site Description:   
 This site is too extensive to treat here, and has already been covered in so much depth by 
numerous other studies with better access.  I will defer to these expert texts.  A few photos were 
taken for the possibility of future incorporation of the site into a larger landscape study. 
 
Photos: 
 7.28.11 – Site overview looking south (1-4), panorama (5-38), various features and 
viewsheds (39-92). 
  
Site # 11-41 Name 
Qhenqo 
Grande 






Elev 3605 Type  
 
Site Description:   
 This site is too extensive to treat here, and has already been covered in so much depth I 
will defer to these expert texts. 
 
Photos:  
Torreón (-13.50849, -071.96938) on the eastern side of Qhenqo - facing 255 degrees (1), 
fissure with window opening on Ausungate (2) 
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Elev 3681 Type Dam 
 
Site Description: 
 The data from this field day was all lost in a mugging at the end of the field day.  This 
site is a large masonry wall built across a narrowing of a long valley, downstream of the 
elaborate site of Chuspiyoq, from which this site gets its name.  Represa is Spanish for dam and 
it has been referred to as a dam by several INC contacts, including Donato Amado.  Alexei 
Vranich and a team of Virginia Tech engineers studying these sites did determine that it could 
have served as a dam.  I have asked them for permission to utilize images and data from their 
study but am still waiting on all the permissions.  Hopefully their research can play a part in later 
analyses of the hydrodynamics in this region. 
 















Site Description:   
This site is a carved stone outcropping with foundation bedding – denoted as Wak'a 
Sapantiana by the INC – along with some beautiful sedimentary coursed masonry which sits in 
the valley directly beneath and southwest of Sacsayhuaman, which is at 300 degrees from the 
site.  The carved features include bedding for robbed out masonry. 
The stone itself has a very complex surface with an incredible number of pits, crevices, 
and passages – a complex texture.  Around the edges of the wak'a there is evidence for the 
torreón type of enclosure of architecture including a line of stones still in place.  There are no 
other clearly evident features carved into the stone, although the surface is well-worn which may 
complicate identification. 
Just north of the carved stone is exposed masonry – sedimentary coursed in style but 
somewhat rough in its construction.  It could be a later reconstruction or just in a state of 
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disrepair.  There is much better fitted sedimentary coursed masonry on the eastern edge of the 
site bordering on the canal which carries the waterway past.   
The waterway that passes directly to the east of Sacsayhuaman passes almost directly 
beneath the wak'a at 35 degrees and the site is in fact immersed in the sound of running water.  
Ausungate is visible at 90 degrees.  On the eastern side of the site along the canal is some nice 
terrace-work. 
Unfortunately this site is encroached upon and overrun by a playground and school which 
covers most of the site. 
 
Photo: 
7.25.12 - Site (1), pits on crevices on top of the rock (2), architecture with square stones 
(3), Ausungate (4), Sacsayhuaman (5), panorama (6-13), detail of top (14-15), base for torreón 
(16), sign designating as Wak'a Sapantiana (17), remaining square stone architecture in the wak'a 
(18), wak'a and river (19-20). 
 
 






Elev 3591 Type Major Site 
 
Site Description:   
This site is a large worked stone outcrop abutting a retaining pond and with 
accompanying Inka masonry which sits in the field directly east of the Chincana Chica part of 
the Sacsayhuaman site and is most likely a part of this large complex.  The carved features 
include niches, carved overhangs, altars, seats, steps, canals, beds for robbed stones, and 
evidence of both cellular polygonal sedimentary coursed masonry.  The pond currently holds 
water. 
The outcropping itself is split by four large fissures - two running roughly west/east and 
two running northwest/southeast - dividing the stone into a sort of tic-tac-toe.  On the southwest 
side where the outcropping abuts the pool the stone shows carving where it was the bed for more 
architecture that has been robbed out – possibly torreón-like architecture that enclosed part of the 
face of the stone which opens on the pool.   
One of the fissures opens onto the pool such that the rock forms a narrow passage which 
controls access to the northeast edge of the pool.  This could easily have factored in ritual, 
forcing or allowing someone to pass through the stone in order to access the water at that point.  
In addition, water taken from the pool would be carried into the rock.   
The top of the rock is a complex surface of pits, crevices, and holes.  There are two raised 
stone platforms with leveled surfaces that resemble altars.  The back of these platforms do 
sometimes resemble the landscape they foreground.  The bottoms of these altars are crossed by 
natural channels which would have allowed liquid to flow through and out from the altar.  
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Subjectively it looks like a microcosm of the Andes.  In front of these flattened surfaces is a 
unique, two-tier flattened platform that may also have served as a pedestal for ritual. 
There are several carved gateways, quite short in height but which have been worked to 
create an arched passage.  One fissure is also decorated with a stepped carved relief – descending 
as you enter the stone and ascending as you leave.  In the passageways there are a number of 
carved features facing into the crevices – seats, niches, and a carved overhang which resembles 
the top of the Inka cross.   
In the surrounding earth excavations reveal very nice sedimentary coursed masonry and a 
great deal of loose stones which show that there was accompanying architecture at one time.  
The walls of the retaining pool are rebuilt and although utilizing well-made Inka stones are no 
longer recognizable as a certain style and are held together with a great deal of mortar.  The pool 
is currently fed from a canal to the north and drains into two canals to the south and east (100 
degrees) respectively.  It is difficult to tell if this is how the flow of the pool was originally 
designed.   
From the satellite imagery this site was positioned at the eastern base of the foundational 
platforms of Sacsayhuaman.  The pool in fact seems to lie just along the edge of one of those 
foundational terraces.  It is also only 90 meters west of one Inka road and 180 meters east of 
another, a wonderful location to attract the attention of travelers.  It could also have been part of 
the hydraulics of the large Qhapaq Qocha section of Sacsayhuaman directly to the west and 
higher in elevation. 
 
Photos: 
7.25.12 - Site (1), main drainage canal heading south toward Cuzco (2), pool with north 
entry canal (3), second drainage on east side of pool draining out at 100 degrees (4), interior 
niches facing south (5), another interior carving with stepped top with faces west at 280 degrees 
(6), flat-surfaced, raised platform on east side of site which opens to 75 degrees (7-8), picture of 
back of the raised platform and the mountains to the SW (9-10), hole in the back of the altar (11), 
one of the arches on the north side of the site at 340 degrees (12-13), passages with step relief, 
interior niches (14-16), detailed textured surface of the rock (17-18), second flattened service 
(19), another interior arch (20), panoramarama (21-28). 
 
 











Site Description:   
This site is a shallow overhang with extensive evidence of burning but no architecture or 
obvious ofrendas readily evident.  The opening faces 220 degrees to the southwest towards 
Cuzco.  The site is very close to Qhenqo but blocked by the current growth of forest in between.  
Trees also block the view to Ausungate but there is a very good view of the Plaza de Armas. 
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I noted this site because of the evidence for burning, but without any masonry, worked 
stone, or ofrendas I am not sure it should be included in the final data for analysis. 
 
Photos: 
7.31.12 - Site (1), burning (2), view (3) 
 












Site Description:   
This site is a stone located within very roughly terraced walls just uphill from 12-3 and 
downhill from 12-5.  If is very difficult to determine if the stone has been worked, but if so it is 
not clearly shaped with any features with which I am familiar.   
At certain angles the rock can resemble the range 280 degrees to the west. 
I am noting this because of its location within the rough terrace walls here, but I am really 
not sure it should be included in the final data for analysis. 
 
Photos: 
7.31.12 - Site (1), rock with mountain range in the background (2). 
 










Site Description:   
This site is a large stone with a small hole in it and accompanying stains which make it 
evident liquid has run through it in copious amounts.  The stain covers a crisscross crack in the 
rock, facing out at approximately 210 degrees. 
Upon close inspection I do not think the hole is manmade, although I cannot be entirely 
sure.  I am noting it for its uniqueness, but like 12-3 and 12-4 I am not sure at this time that it 
should be included in the final data for the survey. 
 
Photos: 
7.31.12 - Site (1), details of the hole (2-3). 
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Site Description:   
This site is a carved stone outcropping which sits at the southern edge of a large plateau, 
just as you finish climbing up from the paths which lead north from 11-31 (Qochapata) and 11-
41 (Qhenqo Grande).  The primary features of the stone are seats. 
The largest stone is a seat with three tiers.  Immediately to the south is a second stone 
with a single carved seat, while to the west is a much smaller stone with evidence of possible 
niches and bedding for more stonework.  All three stones open out at approximately 315 degrees. 
A row of small stones hint at the possibility of additional architecture that may have once 
existed around these stones, but the modern road encircles the site so closely it's impossible to 
tell.  There is a fissure which runs through the rock from 30-210 degrees and is partially filled 
with stonework and mortar – possibly could have been a channel for liquid. 
Site is located at a great vantage point both over Cuzco, which lies below to the south, 
and over the field which lies between it and 11-9 to the northeast.  This is a crest in the landscape 
and this site is positioned perfectly to take advantage of that fact. 
 
Photos: 
7.31.12 - Site picture (1), surface of smallest rock in front (2), view towards Ausungate 
(110 degrees) from stone with single carved seat (3-6), view toward Ausungate from eastern 
edge of the site (7),  fissure running 30-210 degrees (8 – from side) 
 















Site Description:   
 This site – denoted Waca Hanan Hurin Pacha by the INC - is an extensively carved 
outcropping of stone located in the center of some irregularly contoured terraced fields.  The 
carved stone includes a number of features including seats, pegs, altars, and steps. 
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 The carving on this roundish stone covers almost 360 degrees.  There are two pegs, a 
larger one slightly higher in elevation and a smaller one – both situated on flattened platforms, 
on the northeast side of the stone at approximately 30 degrees.  The rest of the seats, altars, and 
steps – while surrounding most of the stone – seem to open primarily on a vantage of 
approximately 85 degrees to the east where Ausungate would be visible in the distance but is 
blocked by trees.  In the near distance there is site 12-8 - a rectangular body of water at 55 
degrees – which is in line with the side of the site with the pegs. 
 Both 12-8 and 11-9 lie almost directly east of this site at approximately 140 meters and 
300 meters respectively.  This site is another of the constellations of sites which surround 11-9 
and the shallow valley which runs northwest-southeast directly to its north.  It is very 




7.31.12 - Site (1), pegs (2), panorama (3-9). 
 






Elev 3666 Type Pool 
 
Site Description:   
This site is a retaining pond with well-built walls of cellular polygonal masonry – 
currently still functioning.  The current outline of the pond has several 90 degree turns so that 
that the southern edge resembles part of an Inka cross – like the bottom of a large, fat plus sign.  
The northern edge however seems to be cut off or filled in by a modern road.  There is water 
entering the pond from the western side at around 335 degrees. 
Approximately 50 meters to the east of this site passes one of the main Inka roads, while 
approximately 230 meters to the east is the Antisuyu road crossing of one of the waterways.  
This pool also sits in the middle of a heavy concentration of sites centered on the shallow valley 
which runs northwest-southeast just to the north of the pool.  11-9 (Salon Punku) is immediately 
to the east and offers a viewpoint down on this pool from an elevated position which would have 
made the shape of the pool more significant.  It is also nestled near the bottom of what appear to 
be some terraced fields to the southwest.  In addition, 12-7 (Waca Hanan Hurin Pacha) is only 
about 150 meters directly to the west. 
 
Photos: 
7.31.12 - Site (1),  
 
8.1.11 – Site seen from the east, looking west (2-3). 
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Site # 12-9 Name 
Tambill
o 






Elev 3593 Type Terrace 
 
Site Description:   
 This site, denoted as Tambillo by the INC, is a series of rectangular terraces which run in 
step-like fashion uphill to the west from the Inka road which is in the valley bottom to the east.  
The terraces have several right angles and serve to square off this ridge as it descends into the 
valley.  The overall effect is that of an earthen stepped pyramid.   
In its current state I could find no evidence of stonework.  This would have really 
captured the attention of those on the road at its bottom, it could also have served to shore up this 
slope above the road.  It also sites directly above where a small ravine enters the larger valley 
below.  There are modern buildings in the valley just south of the site, both at the top and bottom 
of the ridge, which kept me from investigating further. 
 
[Note: originally site 12-9 was marked at the same location as 11-17 by mistake.  As a result 12-




 Photos lost 
 











Site Description:   
 This site is a small dead-end canyon with some caves in the back, a spire of stone in the 
center, and some very elaborate masonry.  The canyon runs uphill as you enter it and the spire of 
stone sits very close to the mouth.  Farther back a very well-built wall of cellular polygonal 
masonry with the bottom edges of niches crosses about hallway across the canyon, then there is 
90 degree angle and farther back another wall of much rougher construction crosses the rest of 
the canyon.  Directly in front of this wall are a number of perfectly smooth, large rectangular 
stones, including two possible lintels, that are left over from the robbing out of this site. 
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 This masonry creates a second level, higher up, at the back of the canyon and and this 
level where it meets the end of the canyon contains a number of small caves and alcoves with 
evidence of burning. 
 Around the top of the edges of this canyon there are a few places that show some well fit 
stonework and there is a modern trail that leads up from the valley to the east to the Inka road to 
the west and runs up a series of cut stone stairs on the southern edge of the canyon.  The spire 
itself may have some bedding for stonework along its top.  This evidence and the lintel stones 
make me wonder how much of this canyon might have been enclosed or even covered by 
masonry. 
 This site is on the northern edge of the Sacsayhuaman complex and was most likely part 
of it or connected to it closely.  Just up the hill to the west is beautiful terracing and the Inka road 
which passes through Sacsayhuaman.  The conspictureuous spire of stone and the caves – in a 
canyon – make it a wonderful location to connect with these areas of the Andean environment.  I 
should also note that the modern buildings to the immediate east of the site have some large 
well-worked stones in their foundations. 
 
Photos: 
 8.1.12 - Site (1), the spire from the back of the canyon (2), the caves (3-4) detail of 
stonework on top of canyon (5), panorama from the top of the spire (6-12), detail of masonry 
(13), photo from the mouth of the canyon looking inward (14). 
 










Site Description:   
 This site is a large, exposed stone with a number of carved "seats" which face 140 
degrees, towards the downhill side of the stone.  In fact the steepness of the valley here leaves 
that downhill edge quite a bit below the uphill side which runs into the side of the hill.  The 
effect is a sort of cliff face with seats on top facing out over the cliff. 
 Sacsayhuaman is visible at 200 degrees while Cristo Blanco is at 160 degres.  Although 
the treeline covers it now, Ausungate would be visible from this site as well. 
 Although the stone is not extensively carved, it seems to fit in somewhat with the sites at 
this far northern edge of what could still be the Sacsayhuaman complex and it is just east of one 
of the main Inka roads, the one that passes through Sacsayhuman. 
 
Photos: 
 8.1.12 - Site (1-2). 
 
Site # 12-12 Name  Date 8.1.12 Time 10:53 











Site Description:   
 This site is a large, extensively carved, exposed protrusion of stone that is roughly dome 
shaped and contains a number of fissures, the largest of which runs from 45 to 225 degrees and 
roughly separates the stone in two.  On the northwest side of the stone facing out at 305 degrees 
are a number of "seats" and evidence that additional architecture may have been seated in the 
stone here – possibly an enclosure wall. 
 The fissure itself is quite deep and easily allows the passage of a person through the 
stone.  There is a carved interior face of the northwest side of the fissure that faces 110 degrees – 
and continuing in that direction down the hill is a stream in very close proximity – maybe 5 or 10 
meters. 
 The surface here struck me as a miniature of the Andean landscape as a whole – a very 
subjective observation but it overtook me and I took a photo to try and capture the observation. 
 The southeast side of the stone is marked by a number of additional carvings.  The first is 
a rectangular niche open at the bottom facing 35 degrees and with a single carved right angle 
facing in at one of the top corners.  The next carving is a set of two carved niches facing 75 
degrees, right next to each other.  The last is one of these is a rare step-down overhangs which 
faces inward at 5 degrees to a fissure which runs out from a small cave towards the water at an 
angle of 70 degrees.  All of these later carvings are on the curved face of the stone which faces 
downhill towards the water. 
 Up the hill to the northwest there are very clear terraces which can be seen clearly in the 
panoramaramic photos.  Also the watercourse which runs directly to the east runs straight down 
into the heart of the Sacsayhuaman complex.  It is very easy to imagine that this site is important 
in its relation to Sacsayhuaman both by being within its viewshed as well as its watershed.  Also 
the terracing is on the ridge between this site and one of the main Inka roads which is on top of 
that ridge very close to the west. 
 
Photos: 
 8.1.12 - Site photo carvings face 305 degrees (1-2), fissure from 45 to 225 degrees (3), 
carved niche facing in toward fissure (4), river from that niche (5), close-up of surface (6), 
panorama (7-13), close-up of unworked mottled surface (14), southwest niche 1 (15), southwest 
niche 2 (16), southwest niche 3 with step-down carving (16). 
 






Elev 3640 Type 
Worked 
Stone 




 This site is a single carved stone which would have been the seat for another stone or an 
actual small "seat" of the larger type found in larger sites.  It looks to have possibly been dropped 
here or fallen but as it lies the corner of the angle faces down into the ground.  If "upright" it 
would face out at 305 degrees, overlooking the course of the water far down below.   
 In its location now, all alone with no nearby architecture, this site is extremely unique – 
and puzzling.  It is possible this stone is part of some terracing that lined the water above 11-29 
and 12-14, or is somehow tied to the beautiful glimpse of stonework found up the hill at 11-30.  
It could also have been in transport – to one of these sites or robbed out of them later.  I doubt it 
is a site itself, but excavation would be needed to gather further evidence. 
 
Photos: 
 8.1.12 - Site – facing 140 degrees (1). 
 
Site # 12-14 Name 
Quespeh
uara 






Elev 3619 Type Major Site 
 
Site Description:   
 This site I originally noted as 12-14 in the GPS and believed it to be the bottom part of 
site 11-29, which I visited on two separate occasions.  However, the INC has it marked as an 
entirely different site which they have named "Quespehuara" on their maps.  The site is slightly 
downstream from 11-29, on the west bank, and around a slight bend in the river - but to me is 
connected to 11-29 by (1) the constructed channel which runs along the northwest side of both 
sites and (2) its proximity just across the current water course and the presence of fallen carved 
stones in the water course between the two sites. 
 The site is made up of a number of carved stones with "seats," horseshoe depressions, 
cylindrical protrusions - as well as some beautiful cellular polygonal masonry and an elaborate 
water channel and fountains that direct water from high up the bank down through the center of 
the site and into the stream below .  These features surround a small open space and I get the 
feeling this would have resounded with the sound of running water – possibly a focal point of the 
site. 
 On the north side of this enclosure is a large boulder, in the bed of the stream, carved on 
both sides with stepped seat-like features.  On the western side is where the channel runs down 
from the terraced bank into the site through a series of playful curved fountains and channels.  
On the south side of the enclosed space are the carved horseshoe stones as well as the cylindrical 
protrusion, the flat plane rock, and some other unique features recorded in the photos.  The 
eastern side of the enclosed space is made up of the stream/river itself. 
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Photos: 
 8.1.12 - Large stone in the riverbed side facing north (1), side facing south (2), carved 
nich on the west side of the open space facing the water (3), carved crevice facing 35-215 
degrees (4), the enclosed space (5-7), the canal and fountains as the flow down the northwest 
side of the site and through the site to the river (8-13), horseshoe carving opening at 285 degrees 
(14), another flat plane opening at 135 degrees with a cylinder protrusion carved into it (15), 
horseshoe drainage toward a fountain (16), site (17). 
 






Elev 3597 Type Major Site 
 
Site Description:   
 This site looks to be a large complex with some beautiful cellular polygonal masonry, 
terracing, and plazas.  It is currently private property and there are a number of buildings built 
around the main open plazas.  I cannot actually enter the site. 
 The site sits directly in the middle of two of the main roads running north-south through 
the park, just to the northwest of where the fork.  I have been told that this was once an Inka 
estate, and later a hacienda for conquistadors. 
 
Photos: 
 8.18.12 – Site from road (1).  All other photos lost. 
 










Site Description:   
 This site is a small overhang in an exposed section of bedrock with a small, rough 
modern-looking masonry wall that partially encloses a corner which contains offerings and a 
shoe hanging from the stone face.  The overhang opens out at approximately 170 degrees. 
 There is another opening to the north a few meters with lots of beer cans thrown in. 
 A trail leads out from these openings in the rock, then up and around on top of the 
exposed stone, offering a view of a great deal of the valley to the south.  In addition, from this 
point you can see that the hill to the west is terraced. 
 
Photos: 
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 8.15.12 – Site details (1-5), terracing of hill just above (6). 
 











 This site is a small overhang in an exposed section of bedrock with a small, roughly-piled 
wall of masonry that partially encloses a small corner of the space.  There are no visible offerings 
although the wall shows some evidence of fires, but nothing recent.  I would rank this pretty low 
as to whether there is evidence that this is a notable or sacred site. 
 The opening faces roughly 270 degrees. 
 
Photos: 
 8.15.12 - Site (1). 
 










Site Description:   
 This site is a worked stone just south of the modern road but slightly north of the one of 
the main old Inka roads crossing the park roughly west-east.  The stone has a clearly carved 
"seat" facing 335 degrees – roughly in the same direction as the road and sites 12-13, 12-14, and 
11-29.  There are also a number of small designs that look like cupules.   
The stone itself is part of a large exposed section of bedrock here with some huge 
fissures, but unfortunately the site is overgrown and piled high with hay so it's impossible to 
determine more features currently. 
 
Photos: 
 8.15.12 - Site (1), detail (2-7). 
 





Elev 3742 Type 
Simple 
Masonry 




Site Description:   
 This site is a hill with some exposed stone that might be part of a built environment but in 
its current state is actually very hard to determine.  Although there is evidence of possible 
architecture I could picturek out no clearly carved stones. The presence of fires, openings in the 
earth, and water all lead me to record it.  Down the hill from the site towards the southeast are a 
number of terraces and a large field with exposed conspictureuous stones overlooking 
Sacsayhuaman. 
 From the top Sacsayhuaman is visible at 160 degrees, Ausungate at 120 degrees, a pit 
with recent burn evidence at 280 degrees, some crevices and water at 95 degrees. 
 
Photos: 
 8.16.12 - Site (1-2), panorama (3-9), rock detail (10-12), fire (13), water (14), cave facing 
135 degrees (15), terraces heading down hill at 165 towards Sacsayhuaman to the field with the 
conspictureuous stones and retaining walls (16), rocks in the field and their possible mimesis 
(17-19), Sacsayhuaman as seen from the field (20). 
 










Site Description:   
 This site is a large, rectangular platform with lots of terracing running up the hill to the 
north at 50 degrees as well as some additional walls or terraces to the south and east below the 
platform.  The masonry itself looks to be cellular polygonal where not overgrown. 
 To the south of the platform running roughly northwest-southeast is a well-built canal 
and the other side to the south one of the main Inka roads runs north-south through the park.  The 
entire ridge to the north is terraced up to site 12-21 and the two sites may be part of the same 
development along the road here. 
 
Photos: 
 8.16.12 - Site (1), panorama (2-9), canal and road to the south – foundation of platform 
(10-13). 
 
Site # 12-21 Name  Date 8.16.12 Time 15:12 
 
GPS S -13.49627 Elev 3785 Type Simple 






Site Description:   
 This site is a ridge with extensive terracing – currently overgrown and in disrepair but 
which looks to have been of some type of masonry - on all sides which show the tell-tale 
concenctric contouring of Inka design.  Directly to the west of this ridge is one of the main Inka 
roads running north-south through Sacsayhuaman and overlooked by this ridge.   
 Ausungate is visible at 115 degrees, Sacsayhuaman at 175 degrees. 
 
Photos: 
 8.16.12 - Panorama (1-7). 
 










Site Description:   
 This site is a series of simple, rough masonry walls in a somewhat concentric circles 
around two peaks, to the south a peak with exposed bedrock and protrusions of stone, while to 
the north the peak is marked by a pit. 
 Ausungate is visible at 120 degrees, down the hill to the east is one of the main Inka 
roads running north-south within close distance and clearly visible. 
 
Photos: 
 8.18.12 - Site (1, 14), peak with the pit (2-3), peak with bedrock (4), panorama from 
bedrock peak (5-11), possible mimicry of the protruding stone facing north (12), and south (13). 
 






Elev 3845 Type Other - pit 
 
Site Description:   
 This site is a pit at the apex of a ridge – possibly either a looter's pit or an offering pit.   
 Ausungate is visible at 120 degrees, Viva Peru is at 170 degrees,  
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Photos: 
 8.18.12 - Site (1), panorama (2-8). 
 










Site Description:   
 This site is an enclosure or a set of terraces at the bottom of a small ravine, located 
roughly where it opens into a much larger ravine or valley at approximately 135 degrees.  The 
masonry is almost entirely overgrown and currently is in disrepair which makes it very difficult 
to determine its style, but as is would be classified as simple, unfitted masonry. 
 The entire ridge to the west of this site, on top of which sits 12-21, is very well terraced 




 8.18.12 - Site (1), panorama (2-11). 
 






Elev 3745 Type Spring 
 
Site Description:   
 This site is a spring which has been built into a fountain and which sits up valley from 
site 12-24.  The water here appears to flow right out of a bit of exposed bedrock.  The fountain is 
formed by some black plastic and loosely piled stones which may sit on an older well-formed 
foundation but that is indiscernible in its current state.  There are some posts, barbwire, and 
caution tape up around the spring and a modern PVC pipe running downhill. 
 
Photos: 
 8.18.12 - Site (1, 11), panorama (2-10). 
 
Site # 12-26 Name  Date 8.20.12 Time 11:28 
 
GPS S -13.49967 Elev 3726 Type Ofrenda, 







Site Description:   
 This site is a small, rough diamond-shaped flat surface or platform formed by the 
smoothing of the top of a small stone.  Surrounding the stone are a number of fire pits with lots 
of broken glass, shells, and evidence of recent burnings and ofrendas. 
 Farther down the hill at 170 degrees from the stone there are some caves and depressions 
in the hill and bedrock – but they show no evidence of being worked and no ofrendas.  
Ausungate is visible at 130 degrees from the stone and Sacsayhuaman at 190 degrees.  At 230 
degrees there is another stone, roughly rectangular in shape, with a flattened and smoothed 
surface.  On this stone was a perfume bottle stuffed with plant matter. 
 
Photos: 
 8.20.12 - Site (1), Panorama (2-9), 2nd altar (10), perfume bottle offering (11). 
 
Site # 12-27 Name 
Pata 
Llaqta 












Site Description:   
 This site - which the INC calls Pata Llaqta - is centered around an elaborately carved 
crevice or fissure in an outcrop of stone that sits to the southeast of Qhenqo, on the other side of 
the Antisuyu road, and to the north of another Inka road which runs on to join the Antisuyu road 
just above the city before Salon Punku.  The site today is bordered to the south by the modern 
road which runs west-east along the northern side of Cuzco.  In fact, this road may bifurcate the 
site and 11-36 could be the eastern side of the same site.  It sits a good deal above the modern 
road and overlooks it, the old road which runs by 12-38 and 11-36, and the Plaza de Armas is 
visible at 220 degrees, while the two caves with the burnings visible in the panoramarama are at 
340 degrees. 
 The majority of this site is a carved crevice which runs from 130-310 degrees into the 
face of the outcrop and deep into the slope of the hill. At the opening of this crevice on the 
western edge are some carved seats or platforms that step up into the stone and show evidence of 
parallel even courses of masonry.  On the eastern edge of the crevice are some niches, opening 
up and down. 
 As you enter the crevice there are a number of carved features.  As you pass into the 
opening there are some upside down niches above which are ledges which appear to have been 
the seating for mantle stones which would have enclosed this section of the passage – it is 
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possible even the entire crevice was enclosed and roofed in but in the back there is less evidence 
of any ceiling architecture. 
 In the back of the crevice there is a larger chamber which includes two flattened, squared-
off surfaces which sit against walls which have also been worked smooth.  Across from these 
two platforms are a number of inverted ledges and niches which are blackened from fire and at 
the bottom there is trash and broken pottery. It is possible, as I noted earlier, that although the 
passage was definitely covered the back chamber may have been open to moon or sun light in 
the way it opens to the sky. 
 Just up the hill to the north of the carved crevice are some natural hollows in some 
exposed stones which show evidence of extensive burnings as well as the bottles which 
sometimes accompany ofrendas.  There was a small chicha pot in one fire.  On the west side of 
the site is a channel running downhill which is now modern but might follow an older course as 
at points it looks old.  To the east of the site is a hill with evidence of terracing that runs across to 
the road and seems to connect this site to 11-36. 
 
Photos: 
 8.21.12 - Panorama (1-7), architecture for well-coursed masonry coming out of the 
outcrop (8), carved "seats" and niches facing 120 degrees into the valley (9), the carved crevice 
with leveled platforms, niches, and evidence of covered passageways (10-13), prestige well-
coursed stonework along the modern road at the bottom of the site (14), possible terraces on the 
hill to the east of the site (15), burnings (16-18). 
 










Site Description:   
 This site is a rectangular platform which sits just to the south of a long, gently sloping, 
marshy valley which runs from a higher elevation to the northwest to a slightly lower elevation 
to the southeast.  The platform mirrors the orientation of this valley with the long edge running 
roughly from the northwest to the southeast.   
On the southern edge of the platform there are sections of masonry visible, at this time in 
disrepair and therefore of somewhat indiscernible nature – although it appears to me to be of the 
rough pirka style.  This line of masonry continues on to the northwest and seems to connect with 
masonry in sites 12-29 and 12-30 as well. 
Ausungate is clearly visible at 130 degrees, Cuzco lies at 200 degrees but the view is 
blocked by the Eucalyptus forest.  Without that forest, this platform would provide an excellent 
vantage point of most of the sites in this valley as well as the sacred mountains around Cuzco. 
 
Photos: 
 8.21.12 - Panorama (1-7), site (8), masonry (9). 
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Site Description:  
 This site is an outcrop of stone on top of a hill, partially enclosed by some simple 
masonry, which sits just to the south of a long, gently sloping valley which runs from a higher 
elevation to the northwest to a slightly lower elevation to the southeast. 
 There is a small ofrenda made up of fire and a shell in the lee of a rock facing 100 
degrees toward the valley bottom and the marshy lake area formed by the dam at 12-32.   
The masonry noted is at 230 degrees along the southwest edge of the site and is in heavy 
disrepair or is obscured by plant growth.  The sections showing appear to be rough masonry 
although there are glimpses of what could be cellular polygonal.  It's possible this masonry 
enclosed a great deal of the southern edge of the top of the hill and outcrop but now it is mostly 
collapsed or overgrown. 
Again this masonry seems to be related to a line of masonry which somehow connects 
this series of outcrops (12-28, 12-29, 12-30) along the southern edge of this valley 
 
Photos: 
 8.21.12 - Site (1), panorama (2-6), masonry (7). 
 










Site Description:   
This site is made up of some nice masonry on a large hill overlooking a long, gently 
sloping valley directly to its north which runs from a higher elevation to the northwest to a 
slightly lower elevation to the southeast.  The top of the hill includes a number of small pits 
which could be either looters pits or ceremonial. 
 The masonry is somewhat puzzling as it is on the southern side of the hill and runs 
straight up the steep face of the hill from the southeast.  It looks to me to be the foundations and 
remains of a road with parallel lines of masonry running up the face at 140 degrees.  If this is 
true however it would mean the construction of a road in one of the most drastic changes of 
elevations in this small valley and one of the hardest to traverse paths the Inka could have taken 
– which could have been the purpose.  It would also keep the path out of the valley bottom which 
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is marshy.  Unfortunately the modern eucalyptus forest directly to the south makes further 
investigation very difficult. 
 Ausungate is very visible today from this site. 
 
Photos: 
 8.21.12 - Panorama (1-7), pits (8-9), masonry (10). 
 










Site Description:   
 This site is a worked stone with a number of flattened surfaces and "seats."  The largest 
"seat" faces approximately 210 degrees and is somewhat rougher than most with a jagged uneven 
back.  At its base are some niches which could be evidence of robbed out stonework.  As you 
move around the stone to the east there are a number of other carved niches and planes which 
open to 60, 65, 120, 290 degrees.  There is also a fissure running through the rock approximately 
west-east. 
 I noted and photographed a small protrusion of rock that struck me as mimicking the 
skyline of the mountain range in the background – but this is a conjecture and very hard to 
determine for sure. 
The stone is sitting in the bottom of a long, gently sloping valley which runs from a 
higher elevation to the northwest to a slightly lower elevation to the southeast.  The valley 
bottom is wet and marshy and kept that way by a dam farther down the valley to the east.  There 
is a large herd of sheep in the valley feeding. 
 
Photos: 
 8.21.12 - Site (1), panorama (2-8), carvings facing out at 65 (9), 120 (10), 290 and 60 
(11), fissure running west-east (12), outcrop with possible mimicry (13) 
 










Site Description:   
 This site is a wall and berm which stretches across the bottom of the valley from 
southwest to northeast forming a dam which still functions and creates a small lake on the 
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northwest side.  It is well placed here as the elevation drops sharply directly to the southeast, in 
part due to the construction of the wall/berm here. 
The wall itself shows some areas which look to be cellular polygonal masonry, but large 




 8.21.12 - Site (1-2). 
 










Site Description:   
This site is a slope which shows terracing w/ very nice cellular polygonal stonework 
probably served to shore up and elaborate the Inka road which runs directly to the west at the 
bottom of this hill. 
 From this point you can see that this road could have been flanked by two very active, 
dammed waterways and numerous worked stone sites. 
 
Photos: 
 8.21.12 – Profile of masonry making up foundation for road (1). 
 
Site # 12-34 Name 
Represa 
de Laco 











Site Description:   
This is a worked stone with a large "seat" and a number of small stair-like niches.  These 
carvings face uphill slightly at 35 degrees although the stone itself sits in a flatter area closer to 
the valley floor.  There is a spring very close to the stone and positioned just to the west and 
slightly downhill.  The spring itself has evidence of additional architecture.  
 The INC map shows this to be Represa de Laco (Lake Dam? In English).  One of the 
main Inka roads runs south to north up a small ridge just to the east of this site within visual 
distance.  The run off from the spring heads downhill to the southwest where it looks like it joins 
a small retaining pond created by a dam at 12-32.  This entire set of sites then (12-31, 12-32, 12-
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34) and the retaining pond they surround may be together what is referred to as the Lake Dam by 
the INC.  Not that in the next valley to the east is another dam referred to as Repressa Chuspiyoq 
revealing the importance of water control and manipulation in this area. 




8.21.12 - site (1), panorama (2-8), spring (9), architecture at spring (10) 
 
Site # 12-35 Name 
Corihuar
achina 






Elev 3781 Type Ofrenda 
 
Site Description:   
This site is a large exposed rock face with openings at the base which form caves opening 
at 200 degrees, facing down the slope of the ravine.  The face is very steep and runs west to east 
and must be summited by circumnavigating the exposed stone.  In the cave were a number of 
offerings including a vase full of red fluid and pictureked wild flowers, melted wax, confetti, and 
evidence of burnings. 
 
Photos:  
8.21.12 - Site (1-2), offerings (3-4). 
 
Site # 12-36 Name 
Ukukoc
hayoq 










Site Description:   
This site is comprised of an extensive number of carved stones running down a long ridge 
from northeast to the southwest and labeled by the INC as Ukukochayoq.  Starting from the top 
are a number of seats facing numerous directions but which seem to face predominately at 170, 
210, and 250 degrees.   
As you move down the ridge slightly there is a large rock with a leveled surface as well 
as a number of curved, carved surfaces which look to be snake zoomorphs. The platform opens 
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out at 250 degrees.  A little farther down is another stone with a flattened surface on the west 
side and more "seats" on the east side. 
 
Photos:  
8.21.12 - seats at the top facing 170 (1), 210 (2), 250 (3); snake zoomorphs (4-7); altar on 
west side (8); panorama (9-17); seats on the east side (18-19); site (20) 
 
12-36.1 – Much farther down the hill toward the east is what appears to be a hollow stone 
cylinder or cistern and a flattened stone surface opening at 180 degrees. 
 
Photos:  
8.21.12 - 12-36.1: cistern (1), seats (2). 
 











Site Description:   
This site is comprised of two small carved stones with a fissure in between - the western 
one with a series of carved "seats" which step up with the slope of the hill, the eastern one with 
some rougher worked surfaces and a flattened area on top.  The seats face downhill at 
approximately 175 degrees. The site is directly across a small valley to the east from 12-36 
Ukukochayoq with a running stream in between.  There is a very small section of wall exposed 
just down hill but which is almost totally collapsed and of indiscernible style. 
 
Photos:  
8.21.12 - Site photo (1), view to the northwest and 12-36.1 (2), top of eastern carved 
stone (3), small section of wall just downhill from carved stones (4). 
 







Elev 3457 Type Major Site 
 
Site Description:   
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This site is composed of 3 large, carved rock outcroppings sitting just south of one of the 
main roads heading east out of Cuzco.  The outcrop farthest to the northwest is a round rock with 
a flat top and carved, stepped lips which could have supported the foundations for torreón 
building, as well as some broad ledges.  The stones have since been robbed out.   
East of this rock is another outcrop carved with broad ledges or seats which face north 
toward the modern road.  Directly south of this stone is the 3rd very large, tall outcrop which has 
carved ledges high up – well above eye-level facing east.  On the north side of the site is some 
reconstructed architecture – simple rectangular foundations.   
Running into the site from the north is a modern canal which when followed up leads to 
nice stonework in the Inka style and farther north a series of large caves with additional 
associated architecture – small walls and an additional torreón with robbed out stones.  The 
entire side of the valley here is terraced surrounding the site, both uphill and downhill.   
The water which runs down this hill, in a series of falls and canals, crosses the Antisuyu 
and modern road just below Qhenqo Grande and could have passed through that site at some 
time.   
The deepest cave has a number of paintings – modern most likely but made to resemble 
older, ancient cave drawings. 
 
Photos:  
8.24.12 - Site from western approach facing 125 degree (1), first carved stone with 
flattened top (2), architecture at 30 degrees on north side of site (3), 2nd carved rock - ledges 
open out at 330 degrees (4), channel which runs into the site and caves upstream (5), panorama 
(6-12), caves and drawings (13-22), shot of the water as it comes down by the torreón next to the 
caves (23), another shot of the caves and torreón from further out (24). 
 
[Note:  Original waypoint was somehow lost out of the GPS so site had to be added in later.  
New waypoint is completely accurate but does not have the GPS metadata.] 
 












Site Description:   
This site is a carved stone just at the base of a large outcrop which also has evidence of 
the fine, sedimentary style of Inka masonry. The surrounding slope is heavily and nicely terraced 
and is in the process of excavation.  The stone itself is carved with a few ledges on the top and 
the foundations for a torreón-like wall at the bottom which has been robbed out.  This site has a 
commanding view of the city including the plaza.  This site is on the western edge of a large 
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estate which a local told me used to be a royal Inka estate and runs all the way to the top of the 
ridge.  Currently there is a large private and elaborate estate on top. 
 
Photos:  
8.24.12 - Panorama (1-7), rectangular stonework (8), top of carved stone (9), site (10-11). 
 












Site Description:   
On the opposite side of the hill from 12-39 this site shows additional architecture, 
including well-coursed sedimentary, as well as additional carved bedrock in the stepped ledge 
style.  This site is unreachable due to a wall which encloses the property above.  Just below the 




8.24.12 - Site from across road (1). 
 






Elev 3563 Type Major Site 
 
Site Description:   
A large carved outcropping partway down an extensively terraced slope, the downhill 
side of the outcropping has some large openings/caves which are bracketed and emphasized by 
masonry walls.  The caves open downhill at 175 degrees.  A trail with well-made stairs climbs 
out of the valley and passes directly through the site, but is not noted as a main Inka road on the 
current maps.  To the east of the site ongoing excavation reveals additional rectangular 
structures.   
On the uphill north side of the site at 330 degress are heavily carved overhangs and 
niches as well as a number of architectural walls and stairs which show evidence of being 
cellular polygonal but are currently heavily reconstructed.   
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Facing uphill at 25 degrees at the top of the site are a couple of large niches – facing the 
foundations for more architecture but cut off by the modern road.  Further up the hill directly to 
the northwest is a large – possibly manmade mound with a private compound on top. 
 
Photos:  
8.24.12 - Site (1), roads climbing up out the valley and through the site (2-3), excavations 
to the east (4), cave with masonry (5), carved overhangs at 330 (6), and architecture (7), carved 
stone and architecture at 25 degrees (8), panorama (9-15), top of rock (16). 
 










Site Description:   
Fountain with associated wall/dam and carved stone basin, opens 110 degrees 
downstream.  There are some overhangs and caves downstream (these are identified and 
recorded later as 12-45 and 12-46).  The wall/dam is of cellular polygonal masonry. 
 
Photos:  
8.24.12 - Site (1), panorama (2-9), wall/dam (10), basin (11). 
 







Elev 3622 Type Ofrenda 
 
Site Description:   
Cave with a burnt shell offering.  This is part of the massive hill of cave complexes and 
offerings that includes 12-45 and 12-46. 
 
Photos: 
8.24.12 - Site (1-2). 
 
Site # 12-44 Name  Date 8.24.12 Time 16:00 
 
GPS S -13.50584 Elev 3597 Type Worked 






Site Description:   
Carved rock outcrop "seat" with a ledge which opens at 140 degrees and has a clear view 
of 11-7 (Inka Carcel).  Site sits on a peninsula with fissures at 30 and 210 degrees.  Across the 
fissure at 30 degrees there is a canal running along.  There is also evidence for a torreón-type 
wall although it's hard to distinguish here as the stones have been robbed out.  The fissure to the 




8.24.12 - Site (1), panorama (2-8), base for torreón (9). 
 






Elev 3673 Type Ofrenda 
 
Site Description:   
This site is a cave which sits at the bottom of a large rift or depression in the ground 
which actually makes the cave quite hard to access.  The depression is quite overgrown and there 
is no evidence of landscape manipulation or worked stone.  However, in the cave there is an 
offering made up of alcohol, cigarettes, matches, confetti, and burnt candles.   Note that this site 
is just south of the Antisuyu road. 
 
Photos:  
8.25.12 - Site (1-2), cave (3), ofrendas (4-5), larger depression (6-8). 
 






Elev 3669 Type Ofrenda 
 
Site Description:   
This site is a massive complex of caves, rifts, and depressions running downhill south of 
12-45.  Although none of these show landscape modification or worked stone the area is rife 
with offerings, many of them with burned shells.  In addition there is a pile of empty beverage 
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containers – alcohol and soda.  There are also a number of fire circles on top of the hill as well.  
Again we should note that these sites are just south of the Antisuyu road. 
 
Photos: 
8.25.12 - Site (1-11). 
 










Site Description:   
This site is centered on a rock outcrop whose top has been encircled by a roughly 
constructed stone wall in the manner of a torreón.  The rock outcrop itself has a large rift running 
down the middle, approximately from 120-300 degrees and facing Ausungate.   
There is a wall running along the west and north sides.  The construction itself has mortar 
and is rough – close to pirka style.  There is also an oval pit - possibly looted - just to the south.   
There is a cave on the northeast side, down the slope.  It is unworked.  The whole site sits 
above and overlooks 11-7 Inka Carcel which is across the valley to the east. 
 
Photos: 
8.25.12 - Site (1), pit (2), panorama (3-10), rift in the stone (11), cave (12) 
 






Elev 3671 Type Ofrenda 
 
Site Description:   
A small ofrenda including shells, candy, and evidence of burning under an overhang 
hidden by trees and facing out at 210 degrees.   
A second ofrenda including flowers, burnt fire circle, and empty soda bottle slightly to 
the west and opening out on 11-9 (Salon Punku). 
 
Photos: 
8.25.12 - Offering (1), offering (2), view out on Salon Punku (3) 
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Elev 3732 Type Ofrenda 
 
Site Description:   
This site incorporates several caves or rock overhangs with ofrendas and evidence of 
burning.  The first is a cave with extensive evidence of fire and shell, the second also has a fire 
ring with empty alcohol bottles and shells evident.  The third includes a clay pot with additional 
evidence of burning.  The first two ofrendas face away from Cuzco while the third one opens 
towards Cuzco and 11-9 Salon Punku.  In addition there is some interesting graffiti, particularly 
an anthropomorphic figure with the words "no war" on its chest.  These caves are located on the 
top of this ridge and overlook the convergence which takes place at 11-9 Salon Punku.  No 
evidence of stone work or landscape modification. 
 
Photos: 
8.25.12 - Offering (1), offering (2), graffiti (3), offering (4). 
 






Elev 3643 Type Canal 
 
Site Description:   
This site is a rough stone wall built at a particularly deep and complicated bend and drop 
in the river just downstream from where two waterways converge.  The sound of the water here 
is particularly loud (70.4 db), probably exacerbated by the echo from the stone masonry.  Rising 
from the bend in the river is a large stone outcrop, with no visible carving but of the type often 
considered sacred by the Inka.    
Walking upstream along the wall to distance myself from the drop in the river but still 
below where the streams meet the sound level is 67.6 db.   
Wall continues to run along both sides of the stream for quite a distance, often still visible 
on both branches and could be noted quite visibly at –[West Branch] (13.48807, 071.5519) and 
(13.48811, 071.95711).  The slopes here are heavily terraced.  The eastern branch is the branch 
which comes down from Pucapucara and seems to have been channeled almost the entire length. 
 
Photos: 
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8.26.12 - Site (1), additional site photos for detail (2-3), stone outcrop which rises above 
the wall (4), pit on top of the embankment above the site and upstream slightly (5-6), wall at 
13.48811, 071.95711 (7). 
 
 










Site Description:   
Site is perfect circle platform with a staircase on the north side.  On top of the platform is 
a large number of small stone fireplaces with ofrendas and evidence of copious fires.  To the 
southeast is a smaller circular stone wall with an entrance on the eastern side.  Directly in the 
middle of the platform is a very small pit.  The construction of this is obviously new.  Once again 
it sits above one of the main roads leading out of Cuzco and the hill it sits on is heavily terraced 
to the southwest. 
 
Photos: 
8.26.12 - Panorama (1-7), ofrenda details (8-11), entrance (12), site from north (13). 
 










Site Description:   
A large rectangular shaped reservoir or pond which sits just west of one of the main roads 
which leads directly from Cuzco to the north passing Pucapucara and Tambomachay.  On the 
east side of the reservoir between it and the road is a large, grey mottled stone with intricate 
work which looks to have been a torreón and shows evidence of robbed stonework.  This is one 
of the first places along this road where the view opens up and the Cuzco valley is fully within 
view.  The reservoir is still an important source of water. 
 
Photos: 
8.27.12 - Panorama (1-7), site (8-10). 
 
Site # 12-53 Name  Date 8.27.12 Time 11:33 







Elev 3796 Type Major Site 
 
Site Description:   
This site is made up of three distinct locales.  The first is a rectangular platform at the 
northwest corner of the site.  It is oriented with the long axis roughly east/west and the short side 
north/south.  This looks to be freshly excavated and at least partially reconstructed.  Downhill to 
the south of this platform is another masonry wall which runs along west to east until it circles a 
circular depression directly to the southeast of the platform, then runs between two hills, and 
circles another depression further to the southeast on the other side of the hills.  In the first 
western depression, it runs along the north side of the circle while in the second eastern 
depression it runs to the south.  Between the hills this line of masonry forms a channel.  In the 
second, eastern depression as the southern wall pulls away it has an additional channel in the top.  
The second depression has an additional circular wall of masonry in the middle.  From the 
platform the depressions and canal lay approximately 125 degrees. 
 Directly to the West is the large retaining pond and 12-52 while to the northwest is 11-39 
Pucapucara and to the northeast is Huca Huayllarqocha.  This sites may all have been connected, 




8.27.12 - Panorama (12-18) unfortunately many angles are blocked, site from the 
northwest (19), depression 1 (20), platform and masonry wall from the south (21-22), canal 
connecting two depressions (23), detail of second canal running along masonry wall in 2nd 
depression. 
 






Elev 3749 Type Canal 
 
Site Description:   
This is a stone-lined channel running downstream from Pucapucara.  It is a large channel 
and very well-worked with cellular polygonal masonry.  This particular channel seems to run all 
way down past Inka Carcel and into Cuzco.  The entire length may have been channeled and 
passes some very significant sites and roads farther towards the city. 
 
Photos: 
8.27.12 - Site (1). 
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Site Description:   
Cylindrical stone enclosure, reminiscent of early burials from this area.  Stone work is 
rough and utilizes a great deal of mud mortar – pirka style. 
 
Photos: 
8.27.12 - Site (1-2). 
 











Site Description:   
Here the trail is supported by nice elaborate cellular polygonal Inka stonework.  The area 
is very overgrown and hard to survey but just above the trail is additional nice cellular polygonal 
stonework with a staircase and a cave, although the cave showed no signs of manipulation or 
offerings.  This was confirmed as one of the main Inka roads leaving Cuzco. 
 
Photos: 
8.27.12 - Site (1-2). 
 










Site Description:   
This site is a stream running between two rough semicircular stone walls which seem to 
bound platforms in this pass along one of the main roads leaving the Cuzco valley.  Further 
survey show these to be the bottom levels of terracing that runs up the hill the north 
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Photos: 
8.27.12 - Site (1). 
 











Site Description:   
This is a small fountain directly next to the road which leaves Cuzco to the west along the 
Saphi River.  The fountain falls within the area used for the city's municipal services and slightly 
outside the strict borders of the Sacsayhuaman Park.  The architecture surrounding the fall is 
sloppy and looks to be more recent or recently repaired, although there are some stones which 
are fitted nicely and may be older.  This is on the small plateau just above the river. 
 
Photos: 
8.28.12 - Site (1). 
 











Site Description:   
This is a spring which sits in a flat space just above the Saphi River along the trail which 
leaves Cuzco through the valley bottom directly to the west of the city.  The spring pools in a 
basin with architecture of unknown antiquity.  Shown to me by a local farmer who insisted it is 
Inka in origin, it is still used as a watering spot for livestock and for fresh water by locals.  The 
pool is on the edge of a plateau which could have also been irrigated for crops. 
 
Photos: 
8.28.12 - Site (1). 
 






Elev 3667 Type 
Worked 
Stone 
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Site Description:   
Carved stone "seats" and/or partial foundations, almost completely covered in topsoil 
now and laying at the edge of planted eucalyptus forest.  The seats openings face out at 120 
degrees and 195 degrees.  The site is now closed off from public access by fencing but the 
modern rode is only feet away at directly 40 degrees from the site.  The site is just north of a 
large, flat, open space which could have served as a performance space in the past.  Although the 
trees obscure the view, Ausungate would be visible.  This site, as well as site 12-61, are located 
directly north of Qhenqo and could be related to waterways/pathways associated with that site. 
 
Photos: 
8.29.12 - Site (1-2), panorama (3-9). 
 












Site Description:   
Well-worked, elaborate stonework masonry, almost completely buried, which could have 
been part of a building or larger architecture.  This site is next to the modern road, has stairs 
leading down from the masonry, and includes a large carved stone isolated and partially buried 




8.29.12 - Site facing 310 degrees (1), beautiful carved stone on NW side of site photo 
facing 215 degrees (2).  Unfortunately site is so buried and dark photos did not turn out.  In the 
second photo the wall of plants in the background is actually covering the masonry. 
 






Elev 3871 Type Terracing 
 
Site Description:   
A round hill with concentric circle terraces that are almost in complete disrepair.  A pit at 
the top looks to be quite fresh and could therefore be part of a ceremony or of a looters pit.  The 
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terracing runs downhill farthest to the west and across the valley I can see large rectangular 
terraces of some size.  Also one of the main Inka roads runs north-south on the other side of the 
valley to the west. 
 
Photos: 
8.29.12 - Site (1), panorama (2-8), pit (9). 
 










Site Description:  
Situated in a flat plain high in the survey area, this site is made up of a wall, mostly fallen 
but whose lower levels still serve as a partially effective dam which creates a small body of 
water - even in the middle of the dry season.  The architecture of the wall is hard to determine 




8.29.12 - Site (1-2), panorama (3-9). 
 










Site Description:   
Extensive and large-scale terracing and canal work running down the greater part of the 
length of this valley.  These terraces are more than 10 feet tall in places and run across the entire 
breadth of the small valley.  The stonework is elaborate cellular polygonal, some of it still in 
excellent condition.    
The site sits directly across the valley to the west from the massively terraced hill of 12-
62, downstream from the partial dam at 12-63, and up the watercourse from the drainage that 
passes by 12-36 and eventually 11-9 Salon Punku where it joins the water coming down from 
11-10 Chuspiyoq.  This could have been very important in controlling the flow of water as well 
as containing its destructive power. 
 
Photos: 
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8.29.12 - Detail photos (1-7) 
 










Site Description:   
This site is made up of a large terrace wall which creates a platform built into a hill and 
abutting on a large outcrop with several deep overhangs, almost caves.  The site sites across the 
valley directly to the north of Tambomachay - which is clearly visible.   Pukara can also be seen 
farther to the south.  The caves themselves show evidence of fire while there is a line of stones 




8.30.12 - Site (1), Tambomachay across the valley to the south (2), panorama (3-11). 
 






Elev 3740 Type Spring 
 
Site Description:   
Water fountain with two falls coming around a carved niche in the rock into a hollowed-
out pool beneath the exposed boulder.  There is not enough carving or construction to determine 
if this was Inka, but while here several locals came to collect water from this source. 
 The site is at the top of a ridge which contains quite a few agricultural fields further 
downhill.  It is also at an elevation where it could sit along the course of canals leading down 
from Chakan.  However, at this point it seems to sit somewhat isolated from any recognizable 
Inka sites or worked stones. 
 
Photos: 
9.1.12 - Site (1-5) 
 




Date 9.1.12 Time 10:51 











Site Description:   
Large, rectangular retaining pond with rough polygonal stonework and a network of 
irrigation canals which branch off.  The site is in the middle of a rich agricultural area with 
associated farms and livestock.  The pool looks to be fed from the north and further investigation 
reveals an INC site noted as a canal directly upstream towards Chakan. 
A nearby hill directly to the north and bordering on the Reservoir shows some rough, 
parka-like stonework which could have been part of terracing or a built structure of some sort.  
Following this hill to the northeast there is a modern canal which runs for a little ways along the 
road to Chakan and which currently feeds the pool. 
 
Photos: 
9.1.12 - Site (1), panorama (2-8), wall and nearby hill (9). 
 






Elev 3734 Type Canal 
 
Site Description:   
These are a series of small stone basins along the trail, often embedded in the ground 
toward the edge.  They look to have held water and could have been part of a canal system along 
this road, or perhaps the road was originally meant to carry water.   
This hypothesis is supported by the presence on the INC map of a site called "huaca – 
canal" just uphill to the north and the notation of 12-67, a retaining pool to the south, which is 
also noted on the INC map.  This canal then is recognized by the INC as a wak'a which starts at 
11-18 Chakan and continues down the ridge on the eastern side of the valley until it gets to the 
retaining pond at 12-67. 
 
Photos: 
9.1.12 - Site (1-3) 
 
Site # 12-69 Name 
Pucaram
achay 
Date 9.1.12 Time 11:34 
 










Site Description:   
This site is made up of carved bedrock which has a large rift, very deep, which opens to 
the west.  The stone is just south of the trail which continues out of Cuzco, past Chakan, heading 
to the west.  As you approach, there are some well-carved stone seats on top of the rock, facing 
into the crevice in the rock, 290 degrees and 110 degrees.  The side of the rock away from the 
road is exposed by the slope of the hill, but the crevice is so overgrown that it is too dangerous to 
enter.  Lots of agricultural fields nearby – including some well terraced rectangular fields 
downhill from the site.  This site is very near to, in fact within sight of, Chakan and probably 
takes its name from Pucara – the tall torreón overlooking Chakan from the west. 
 
Photos: 
9.1.12 - Site (1-2), panorama (3-9), site from up the hill a little ways (10). 
 










Site Description:   
This is a small spring in the middle of some agricultural fields at high elevation.  There is 
a stone wall, very rough and modern looking which seems to serve as a sort of well/small dam.  
There is evidence of a canal leading down to this stone enclosure from higher up, and there is a 
canal leading downhill from the small pool of water which surrounds the wall.  The site seems 
quite isolated, although there is a rectangular enclosure on top of the ridge directly to the east and 
some rough earth terracing of that ridge heading to the south. 
 
[Note: This site is most likely entirely modern construction at this point in my opinion.] 
 
Photos: 
9.1.12 - Site (27), panorama (28-35) 
 
 
Site # 12-71 Name  Date 9.1.12 Time 14:23 
 
GPS S -13.49211 Elev 3783 Type Simple 






Site Description:   
This site is comprised of a cellular polygonal stone wall sitting just above a stone-lined 
channel.  The masonry in the channel is quite degraded and hard to determine its original quality, 
but the work in the wall is polygonal and well-fitted.  The wall has two sides intact and is built 
into a hill, most likely as part of a terrace or platform, but possibly a building.  The top of the 
wall is quite overgrown and the channel is dry but shows evidence of recently having water.  
Interestingly there seems to be very little additional elaboration or modification of the 
surrounding landscape and no worked stone.  On the other side of the ridge to the east, however, 
is the site of Chakan – but still at some distance. 
 
Photos: 
9.1.12 - Site (1-3) 
 











Site Description:   
This site is built into a large stone outcropping on a steep hillside, the outcropping faces 
Cuzco on the valley floor at approximately 140 degrees.  The site is currently bounded above and 
below by modern roadways.  The stone is extensively carved and includes a large number of 
seats, altars, libation channels, zoomorphs, canals, fountains, a large cave with carved altars and 
a canal inside, niches, sedimentary coursed architecture, and surrounding architecture that is still 
being excavated, including terraces.   
Currently there is a modern Catholic shrine built into the rock at the base of the exposed 
stone in what appears to be the center of some of the most elaborate stonework.  Although almost 
all of the stones have been robbed out, the shrine is surrounded by the stepped ledges which 
show the foundations for what must have been extensive architecture, most likely several rooms 
formed by walls which come out from the wall.  The bottom of the shrine also shows a small 
area of sedimentary coursed masonry.  In addition, there are several deep rectangular niches and 
several "seats" higher up on the rock above the current shrine and the foundations of these walls. 
Approximately halfway up the exposed stone a cave runs through the stone roughly 
parallel to the valley, with the entrance on the far western side.  The cave is worked heavily on 
the inside with a flat surface (altar?) against the northern wall and an incised canal in the floor.  
There is also a small rock at the top of the site with what could be a miniature map carved 
into it, which mimics the layout of the site on the side of the valley.  This stone is obviously set 
apart from its surroundings and had some import. 
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The top of the stone is worked to create a number of "seats" which face down into the 
valley all along the exposed surface.  These seats and surfaces include a number of fountains, 
channels – focused on the west side – as well as a number of zoomorphs of snakes – focused 
predominately on the east side. 
The surrounding hillside shows signs of extensive terracing and there is a catchment pond 
downhill to the southeast, that along with the extensive waterworks and a discussion with a local 
INC team, lead me to believe this site once sat in the middle of a channeled watercourse which 
fed the city below. 
 
Photos: 
9.3.12 - Site: shrine and seats (1-5), seats and altars (6-13), cave-altar-channel (14-18), 
details (19-23), site (24-28). 
 
9.29.12 – Zoomorphs (29-30), steps w/ fountains (31-33), panorama (34-42), mimicry 
(43-51), assorted features, steps, channels, excavation (52-66) 
 











Site Description:   
This site is built into an outcropping of stone on the slope to the north of Cuzco and 
overlooking the valley.   The site focuses around a large rift in the stone, the upper part of which 
is carved and shaped in a series of small chambers that would have been enclosed by neat 
stonework and were enlarged through carving.  The bottom of the rift continues down into the 
slope of the hill but is too narrow for human passage.   
At the outside of the carved chambers we can see stonework with overhanging knobs that 
may have facilitated hanging textiles or metalwork or could have served as aesthetic decoration.  
On the other side of the rift from these knobs is a two-tiered "seat-like" surface in association 
with some nice coursed stone architecture which fronts on and combines with additional stone 
chambers which are more open to the air and less enclosed by stonework.   
On top of the hill are additional foundations for stone architecture, a little rougher in style 
and mostly robbed out or partially reconstructed.  On the eastern and southern sides of the site is 
more architecture, the majority of which looks like terracing. 
One of the main Inka roads leaving Cuzco heading east passes just below the site.  The 
site is also now totally enclosed by the growing city, flanked on all sides by houses, and on the 
north and south sides by large roads. 
 
Photos: 
Site (29-30), cave running into hill at 315 degrees (31-35), outside niches facing 110 
degrees (36), details (37-44), panorama (45-51) 
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Site # 12-74 Name 
Corkenp
ata 










Site Description:   
6 rectangular structures, very roughly built atop the end of a high ridge.  Due to their 
shape, size, and location high on a windy bluff I would guess they are most likely colcas (storage 
buildings) placed where the wind and cold helps to dry out and preserve the material stored 
inside.  The walls are rough with some mortar and are overgrown, collapsing in many areas.  The 
INC map marks this area with the name Corkenpata. 
 
Photos: 
Site (67-68), Panorama (69-76), Additional shots of colcas (77-80) 
 
[Note: GPS point is missing from the GPS unit. Coordinates were determined using satellite 
imagery and the point 12-74 is accurate.] 
 
 










Site Description:   
This site is a rectangular platform, in complete disrepair but lines of stones mark the 
supporting masonry.  To the south of this site are a number of foliage lines which reveal 
additional architecture, but which cannot be made out due to being overgrown.  Downhill to the 
west is site 11-10 (Chuspiyoq).  One of the main roads passes directly through the north side of 
this site.  On top of this ridge, the platform is ideally situated for a sweeping view of the Cuzco 
valley to the south. 
 
Photos: 
Site (1), panorama (2-9) 
 
Site # 12-76 Name  Date 8.15.12 Time 13:10 









Elev 3766 Type Unworked 
 
Site Description:   
This is a naturally formed cave just north and slightly above a well-worn trail.  Further up 
the hill to the northeast is the main Inka road leading to Chakan.  Down the hill to the west are a 
number of fields and the Reservario de Chakan.  Although this appears to be in a prime location 
and the outcroppings nearby are suitable for carving there is no notable differentiation at this site. 
 











Site Description:   
This large stone sits just northwest of a small collection of houses and some very fertile 
farmland.  The stone is actually located downhill from the village in a valley.  This places it both 
closest to the road as you approach from Cuzco and closest to the water as it flows down the 
valley to the north of the village.  The elevation here is low enough compared to the surrounding 
land that the houses sit above the viewer, partially obscured from vision, and one has the feeling 
they are being watched from above at times.   
The stone, while not worked at all, is set apart by a rock wall which runs along the road 
for a bit and then jogs to the right in order to encompass the stone and in fact it seems to invite 
the visitor to turn with the wall and walk around the stone.  The road, when followed up the 
valley, passes to the north of the village and then joins one of the large Inka roads.  A young boy 
herding llama explained to me that this rock was indeed a local wak'a that looked over the water.  








A. (Fountain): an enclosed space or spaces, through the use of multiple connecting stones, or 
a natural or created depression in a single stone, placed within a directed flow of water, 
and often including one or more falls. 
B. (Cave): a naturally occurring opening or a large overhang in bedrock, often augmented by 
auxiliary architecture which serves to emphasize the enclosure of the space and large 
enough for a person to pass entirely into the space it encloses. 
C. (Stepped Ledges or Stairs): rectangular horizontal and vertical geometric planes formed 
by reducing natural stone and whose long edges connect in increasing levels of elevation 
following the contour of the bedrock from which they are carved while the short edges 
are open or have only minimal surrounding material. 
D. (Inverted stepped ledges or Inverted Stairs): rectangular horizontal and vertical geometric 
planes formed by reducing natural stone and whose long edges connect in decreasing 
levels of elevation following the contour of the bedrock from which they are carved while 
the short edges are open or have only minimal surrounding material. 
E. (Altar): a raised and leveled horizontal plane created by reducing surrounding material 
and/or by smoothing a natural stone protrusion to form a flat surface, sometimes abutting 
stone, especially when in an interior space, but often open on all sides in exterior spaces.   
F. (Rough Mortar Masonry): uncoursed walls built of minimally worked stone held together 
by mortar  
G. Cellular polygonal masonry: with small blocks  
H. Sedimentary coursed masonry: in which stones are laid out in horizontal rows  
I. (Niche): rectangular or trapezoidal recesses carved into vertical faces of bedrock, at times 
utilizing additional connecting stones to enclose the space. 
J. (Seat or Open Niche): rectangular horizontal and vertical geometric planes formed by 
reducing natural stone and whose intersections create rectangular spaces enclosed on four 
sides with the top and one side open. 
K. (Inverted stepped ledges or Overhang): a small, downward-facing lip of stone created by 
a small horizontal plane touching a large, vertical plane of stone and normally carved into 
bedrock which tapers away from the lip in a curved arch which touches the earth. 
L. (Channel): groves and holes carved into the bedrock and/or formed by the use of shaped 
stone to allow the passage of liquid around, through, and under sites 
M. n/a: these categories became obsolete during the course of the research. 
N. n/a: these categories became obsolete during the course of the research. 
O. (Spring): a natural source of water 
P. (Zoomorphs): designs and stylistic elements carved in relief in the stone which have been 
interpreted as representing a number of animals sacred in Inka cosmology.
Q. (Peg): an intentional geometric form, often in the form of a cylinder but sometimes in the 
form of a rectangle or diamond, produce by reducing natural stone around the outline of 
the desired shape protruding from a plane 
R. (Fissure): a natural split in a rock, most often dividing the stone into two parts, and often 
carved on the interior or sometimes covered by lintel stones 
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S. (Buildings): architecture associated with the site, abutting to the stone, nearby but not 
touching. 
T. (Terracing): terraces either abutting the site, immediately upstream or downstream from 
the site, or on the opposite valley wall within visual distance. 
U. The niches and ledges which are left when stones are robbed out 
V. Cyclopean polygonal masonry: with very large stones 
W. Encased coursed masonry: in which stone blocks are not aligned 
 
Additional categories and Natural Features 
 
 Water: presence of natural water features (stream, river, lake) within visual or auditory 
distance 
 Ofrendas: sites which had ritual offerings, mostly alcohcol, coca leaves, tobacco, and 
shells. 
 Category: this divides the waka's into four groups based on the extent of their 
modification: 
 (0) no discernible modification  
 (1) a single carved outcrop – oftentimes with additional smaller fitted stones or 
the foundations for such 
 (2) two or more carved outcrops 
 (3) extensive modification including significant architecture and waterworks 




 Distance to nearest Road and name of Road
 Distance to nearest stream bed
 Ausan_vis - Ausangate visible from site
 Huana_vis – Huanacauri visible from site
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